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Abstract: The interactions between dislocations (dislocations and deformation twins) and boundaries
(grain boundaries, twin boundaries and phase interfaces) during deformation at ambient tempera-
tures are reviewed with focuses on interaction behaviors, boundary resistances and energies during
the interactions, transmission mechanisms, grain size effects and other primary influencing factors.
The structure of boundaries, interactions between dislocations and boundaries in coarse-grained,
ultrafine-grained and nano-grained metals during deformation at ambient temperatures are sum-
marized, and the advantages and drawbacks of different in-situ techniques are briefly discussed
based on experimental and simulation results. The latest studies as well as fundamental concepts are
presented with the aim that this paper can serve as a reference in the interactions between dislocations
and boundaries during deformation.

Keywords: dislocation–boundary interaction; dislocation–interface interaction; deformation twin-
boundary interaction; size effect; boundary structure; boundary strengthening; characterization tech-
niques

1. Introduction

The mechanical properties of metals at ambient temperatures (from about 0 to 200 ◦C [1–3])
are mainly affected by their microstructures, except for the intrinsic properties determined by their
chemical compositions [4,5]. As plastic deformation of metals proceeds via the dislocation motion,
including nucleation, multiplication and slip of full dislocations with an edge/screw/mixed char-
acteristics as well as nucleation and propagation of partial dislocations/deformation twins [6–9].
Compared with the dislocation–dislocation interaction, interactions between dislocations and
boundaries, such as grain boundaries, twin boundaries or phase interfaces, play a more important
role in the engineering of the mechanical properties such as strength [10–18].

It is well known that the grain refinement by thermomechanical processing is an effec-
tive way for the improvement of strength. Generally, the boundary strengthening is based
on the impediment of dislocation motions by all sorts of boundaries [16,18–22]. The concept
of grain boundary engineering (GBE) has been developed based on the knowledge of the
grain boundary structure and energy in the past twenty years [23–25]. These developments
have motivated scholars to discover the nature of dislocation–boundary interactions at
different length scales. For decades, the progress has been made in the studies of boundary
structures experimentally [26,27], as well as in the field of interactions between dislocations
and boundaries, such as the processes and products of interactions [12–14,16,21,28]. Differ-
ent influencing factors have been found and several models on the interaction mechanisms
have been established [11,13,29–32].

In general, the boundary is an obstacle to dislocation motion and twin propagation
during the deformation of metals. Dislocations or twins may either transmit across bound-
aries or be blocked by boundaries. The transmitted dislocation may be a rotated or a
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changed dislocation of the original incident dislocation, or it may be a new dislocation
induced by the stress concentration derived from the pile-ups of incident dislocations.

The resistance of boundaries to dislocation motion during the interactions can be
divided into three aspects [33]:

• The long-range elastic stress field between the dislocations and the boundaries, i.e.,
the image force;

• The dislocation accommodations to the boundaries when impinging on boundaries;
• The resistance of the adjacent crystal due to different orientations, Bravais lattices and

lattice parameters.

All sorts of dislocation–boundary interactions show some similar behaviors and
characteristics. This is due to the similarity between the dislocation–boundary and the
deformation twin-boundary interactions: the essence of a deformation twin-boundary
interaction is the dislocations of the incident deformation twin boundary interacting with
the obstacle boundary, where the dislocation–boundary interaction is one of the essential
parts during the whole process. However, different dislocations and boundaries have
different interaction features, including interaction behaviors, dominating factors and
transmission mechanisms.

Taken the transmission behavior as an example, it is reasonable to assume that the
transmission behavior during the dislocation–boundary interactions can only occur when
the resolved shear stress reaches an appropriate level and the transmission process must
follow the rule of minimizing boundary energy [29,34,35]. Besides these, there are many
other factors, which have significant influences on the transmission behavior. These factors
include the misorientation [14,16,19,32], the geometry [20,30,36], the energy barrier [37],
the dislocation type [31], the dimension [21], the Bravais lattice [13,38,39], the stacking fault
energy (SFE) [31]. In order to predict the transmission behaviors of dislocation–boundary
interactions in metals with a coarse-grained microstructure, numerous transmission mecha-
nisms have been proposed. Most of them are established based on a single factor regardless
of the others. However, the transmission behavior is influenced by a combined effect of
many factors and none of them can be considered to be absolutely independent. The accu-
racy of models varies from case to case and should be restricted by the specific conditions.
For instance, according to the in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations
on dislocation–twin boundary interactions, even in the case of a direct transmission without
any residual dislocation, an absorption process can be found before the occurrence of any
dislocation transmission [40]. Moreover, a recent study shows that the strain rate plays a
significant role in the dislocation–grain boundary interactions [17]: the dislocations can
transmit across a high angle grain boundary at a low strain rate but cannot at a high strain
rate. This is ascribed to the different absorption processes at low and high strain rates,
respectively. These findings indicate that the strain rate is not a negligible factor during the
dislocation–grain boundary interaction. Even in the case where the strain rate is fixed, the
observation of dislocation-boundary interactions is also related to the specimen size and
the characterization techniques. Thus, a comprehensive transmission mechanism that can
be applied in any circumstances is hard to obtain.

The dislocation–boundary interaction behaviors are significantly determined by the
grain size [18,41]. This is because the dislocations are subjected to different stress states of
image forces in metals with different grain sizes at micro- and nano-scales. For ultrafine-
grained or nano-grained metals, a dislocation may be subjected to almost equivalent image
forces derived from several boundaries due to the small grain boundary spacing. In this
case, the resistance against dislocation motion in nano-grained metals is stronger than the
one in coarse-grained metals, which is verified by a larger dislocation curvature in the grain
interior [18,42,43]. The strong image force also changes the dislocation–boundary interac-
tion behaviors in nano-grained metals through the dislocation behaviors: the dislocations
nucleated initially at boundaries are stored and constrained in the vicinities of boundaries
rather than glide into the grain interior. The vicinity of the boundaries is believed to be
the favored places for plastic deformation. This phenomenon is different from that in a
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coarse grain, where the plastic deformation occurs throughout the grain with the slip of
dislocations mostly in the grain interior. Moreover, the dislocation–boundary interactions
change the boundary structure and generate severe distortions [41,44,45]. In the case of the
deformation–twin boundary interaction, the tip of deformation twin subjects to a strong
image force when approaching the boundary [46]. This makes the straight coherent twin
boundary distorted and incoherent. Thus, the deformation twin is unable to grow larger
and unlikely to transmit across the boundary.

For metals with a micro-scale boundary spacing, when a dislocation approaches
a boundary, the image force derived from this boundary can be considered to be the
dominant contributor of the resistance. In this case, the characteristics of the dislocations
and boundaries, such as the types of dislocations and boundaries, geometrical conditions
and energies during the interactions, are significant factors to the interaction between
dislocations and boundaries. Besides, for the different types of dislocation–boundary
interactions, the dominant factor may change. For example, the dominant factors of a
dislocation-coherent twin boundary interaction are the dislocation types, the geometrical
conditions and the SFE owing to the definite structure of coherent twin boundary [31,39,40].
However, for the twin–twin interaction, the Bravais lattice and the chemical composition
are the primary factors due to the different twin boundary structures, slip systems and
twin variants [13,38,39].

In the case of the dislocation–phase interface interaction, the phase interface is sup-
posed to be a stronger barrier to dislocation motion compared with the grain boundary and
twin boundary [21,30,47,48]. This is because the dislocation transmission across a phase
interface must not only overcome the image force and energy barrier of the boundary, but
also accommodate the different Bravais lattice, orientation and lattice parameters of the
other phase. Thus, the primary factors of a dislocation–phase interface interaction are
different from other sorts of dislocation–boundary interactions. The atomic bonding seems
to be the most important factor: the resistance of a non-metallic compound interface is
much stronger than the one between two different metallic phases. Additionally, according
to the phase shape, size and interface configurations, such as particles and lamellae, their
interactions between dislocations and interfaces are different. In terms of the non-metallic
compound interface, the size of particle and lamella is the key factor [21,22]:

• The dislocations can only transmit across the non-metallic compound particle inter-
face when the particle size is smaller than a critical value, which is always several
nanometers;

• The slip are able to transmit across the non-metallic compound lamellar interface
by slip steps only if the lamellar thickness is fine enough, otherwise the fracture of
lamellae may occur due to the stress concentration of dislocation pile-ups.

With regard to the interfaces between two different metallic phases (particles or lamel-
lae at the micro-scale), the alignment or deviation of slip systems of different phases is
considered as a remarkable factor to predict the dislocation transmission behavior [47–49].
These indicate that the characteristics of two different phases, the morphology and dimen-
sion of phase interfaces play a more important role in this type of interaction.

In recent years, new discoveries on interactions between dislocations and boundaries
are mostly obtained by in-situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM)/TEM mechanical
testing. For example, at the nano-/atomic-scale, the detailed processes and products
of interactions are investigated by TEM. Multiple phenomena are capable to observe,
including the nucleation, slip, pile-up (dissociation or absorption), transmission (deflection
or emission) and reflection of individual dislocations [16,33,50], the formation of steps and
facets [12], the generation of local distortions and reconstructions [39] in the boundaries.
While the macroscopic mechanical properties can be interpreted by the studies conducted
at or above the micro-scale. For instance, to investigate the effect of grain boundaries and
twin boundaries on slip traces and mechanical properties, a typical method is to perform
in-situ SEM investigations on bi-crystal pillars [15,17,20,31,51]. Since the studies at different
length scales have large distinctions in experimental conditions, specimen dimensions,
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deformation strains and strain rates, resolutions and research interests, each approach
has achieved breakthroughs in its own specialized fields. Therefore, it is important and
necessary to verify the analysis and conclusion by methods at different length scales to
avoid one-sided understanding.

In this paper, based on experimental and simulation results, the structure of bound-
aries (the grain boundary, the dislocation boundary, the twin boundary and the multi-
phase interface), the interactions between dislocations and boundaries in coarse-grained,
ultrafine-grained and nanocrystalline metals (dislocation–grain boundary interactions,
dislocation–twin boundary interactions, dislocation–phase interface interactions, deforma-
tion twin-grain boundary interactions and deformation twin–twin boundary interactions),
and the available characterization methods are briefly reviewed and discussed as follows:

1. Summary of boundary structure.
2. Transmission mechanisms of dislocation–boundary interactions in coarse-grained

metals.
3. Interaction behaviors and influencing factors between dislocations and boundaries in

coarse-grained metals.
4. Effect of grain size: dislocation-boundary interaction behaviors and influencing

factors in ultrafine-grained and nano-grained metals.
5. Applications and characterization techniques.
6. Summary and outlook.

2. Structure of Boundary

A boundary is a broad concept referring to the structure which separates crystals with
different orientations (grain boundary or twin boundary), Bravais lattices and compositions
(phase interface) [26]. During plastic deformation of metals at ambient temperatures,
dislocations or deformation twins nucleate due to applied stresses. To a great extent, their
interactions with the existing grain boundaries, twin boundaries and phase interfaces
determine the mechanical properties of metals. Since the intrinsic structure of boundaries
has a remarkable effect on these interactions, it is indispensable to understand the different
types of boundaries before any specific narration.

Due to the thorough consideration of structure, composition and interfacial energy,
it is reasonable to classify the boundaries in metals into two primary categories. The first
category is that two crystals on either side of a boundary have the same phase but only
differ by crystallographic orientations. This category includes the grain boundary, the twin
boundary and the stacking fault. On the contrary, the other category is an interface that
differentiates two crystals by composition or Bravais lattice. Generally, the complexity level
and interfacial energy of a boundary have similar variation tendency. Both increase with
the increase of misorientation, defect density, heterogeneity of Bravais lattices and compo-
sition across the boundary. Therefore, twin boundaries and grain boundaries with perfect
CSL have simple and definite structures and relatively low interfacial energies. While
crystals with poor matching and multiple defects at boundaries may generate large lattice
distortions, which may form high interfacial-energy boundaries with complex geometries.

Hereby, the structures of grain boundaries and twin boundaries introduced by ther-
momechanical processing, as well as the interfaces formed in the matrix of alloy are briefly
outlined in the following sections. To simplify the description, the word “boundary” only
represents grain boundary and twin boundary. While the word “interface” in the following
chapters mainly refers to the phase interface formed in the matrix of metals.

2.1. Grain Boundary

The structures of grain boundaries depend on the crystal Bravais lattices, interatomic
interactions, point defects and segregations [52]. Although the real grain boundaries do not
extend infinitely and may contain defects and facets, we only reviewed the grain boundary
structures without any segregations in this paper.

4
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The grain boundary is only about two or three atom layers in thickness but accommo-
dates crystals with the same phase but different orientations by dislocations. The simplest
grain boundary structure is a straight and non-defective low angle grain boundary: a
periodic array of dislocations [53–55], as sketched in Figure 1. Notably, the low angle grain
boundary may be constructed by two types of dislocation series (each series terminates
atomic planes at one side of the boundary) [56,57]. For the high angle grain boundary, the
structure may become more complicated.
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Figure 1. An illustration of a low angle grain boundary.

Generally, there are five degrees of freedom for grain boundaries. The adjacent
crystals can either rotate around three perpendicular axes to form a misorientation, or the
grain boundary plane can rotate around two vertical axes with respect to the crystals [58].
However, the structures of grain boundaries have some regular patterns determined by
minimizing the grain boundary energy. For example, the grain boundary plane is always
the densest-packed plane and exhibits a good fitting between crystals [59–62]. In most
cases, when two lattices form a grain boundary, one lattice can be obtained by rotating
another lattice around a certain axis with an angle.

Grain boundaries can be roughly classified into symmetrical and asymmetrical bound-
aries according to their grain boundary planes and misorientations. If two crystals share
an equivalent crystallographic plane at the grain boundary and show a mirror symmetry
on each side of the boundary, it is a symmetrical boundary and vice versa [52]. The sym-
metrical tilt grain boundary is always used to interpret low angle tilt grain boundaries [63].
For the high angle tilt grain boundaries, this model only works well when the dislocations
are aligned in an array with a constant spacing in the grain boundary [64].

The twist grain boundary is a type of asymmetrical grain boundary, where two crystals
rotate around the common grain boundary plane normally and form a grain boundary, as
shown in Figure 2. In the right illustration, the twist boundary is parallel to the plane of
the figure, and one lattice is indicated by circles and the other by crosses. It can be seen
that the coincident positions of circles and crosses are able to constitute a superstructure.
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For the analytical quantification of grain boundaries with all tilt angles or orientations,
the coincidence site lattice (CSL) and displacement shift complete lattice (DSC) models have
been developed from the concept of coincident positions [65]. If two lattices with different
orientations are overlapped with each other, some lattice points can be found to coincide
periodically. The coincident points define a superstructure: a coincidence site lattice. The
number of lattice points in the unit cell of a CSL is expressed as Σ, which characterizes the
unit cell volume of CSL lattice compared with the crystal unit cell. For example, Figure 3
shows the Σ = 5 grain boundary and its CSL lattice. The Σ value is always odd and there
are two special boundaries among them. The Σ = 1 boundary represents a perfect crystal
without a grain boundary. Additionally, a twin boundary can be expressed as an Σ = 3
boundary in the CSL model.
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Figure 3. An illustration of CSL lattice and DSC lattice in a grain boundary with CSL lattices of
Σ = 5 by a 36.9◦ rotation around [001] direction. (Reprinted from Reference [65], with permission
from Elsevier).

The DSC model is developed from the CSL model and provides a more specific way to
quantify grain boundaries. As shown in Figure 3, the CSL lattice can be retained by shifting
a large displacement (CSL vector) to another coincidence point. However, there is another
effective way to retain the CSL lattice: just preserving the coincidence instead of shifting a
large displacement. When two lattices are overlapped with each other, a coarsest sub-mesh
can be established. If all lattice points of one crystal shift a displacement of this sub-mesh
vector along any direction, the coincidence still exists although the coincide points have
changed. This sub-mesh defines a sub-lattice called the DSC lattice.

As mentioned above, a low angle tilt boundary consists of a periodic array of disloca-
tions. The translation vectors of the DSC lattice are possible Burgers vectors for such grain
boundary dislocations [66]. In other words, the DSC lattice dislocation is a sort of grain
boundary dislocation. A low angle tilt grain boundary can be treated as small deviation
from the Σ = 1 grain boundary (perfect single crystal). Geometrically, any practical grain
boundary can be regarded as a small deviation from the perfect CSL lattice.

It is reasonable to assume that the grain boundaries with perfect CSL and low Σ
are expected to be low interfacial-energy boundaries due to the high atomic density of
the planes. The experimental results of symmetrical tilt boundaries validate the above
assumption [26]. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the experimental grain boundary
energies on the misorientation angle for the <110> symmetrical tilt boundaries in face-
centered cubic (fcc) metals (Cu and Au). The visible drops of {111} and {113} planes are
associated with the low-energy twin boundaries. It indicates that the grain boundaries with
perfect CSL and low-indexed boundary planes (such as {111}, {100}, {110} planes) exhibit
low energies. On the contrary, the other grain boundaries deviating from these special
orientations show much higher boundary energies. These grain boundaries possess lattice
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distortion due to the elastic stresses between atoms or defects such as dislocations, facets
and ledges at the grain boundaries.
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Figure 4. The correlation between grain boundary energies and misorientation angles of <110> sym-
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from Elsevier).

Figure 4 demonstrates a clear correlation between the grain boundary energy and
the atomic arrangement at the grain boundary. The actual grain boundary structure is
more complicated than the above models. Figure 5 illustrates the lattice points of grain
boundaries with perfect Σ = 5, 17, 37 and 1. The Σ = 17 and 37 grain boundaries can be
regarded as an ordered sequence interspersed by Σ = 5 and 1 grain boundaries, i.e., a
mixture of basic structural units labeled A and B. In most cases, it has been clarified that a
boundary structure can be described as a periodic array of structural units. In this case,
the interfacial energies of grain boundaries are expected to be lower than those predicted
by the CSL model. According to this theory, a local elastic distortion region exists at a
boundary deviating from the perfect CSL model, i.e., the unrelaxed type. This leads to the
crystal planes in the vicinity of the boundary have larger spacing than the bulk value [67].
This phenomenon is termed as the volume expansion [68,69]. The volume expansion has
been manifested by experiments in dominating the grain boundary energy for all types of
grain boundaries in fcc and body-centered cubic (bcc) metals, which shows a proportional
relationship between them [70].
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2.2. Dislocation Boundary Introduced during Deformation

Dislocation boundaries form by dislocation accumulation during deformation of fcc
and bcc single crystals and polycrystalline metals (e.g., Cu, Al, Ni and Fe), which is also
called the grain subdivision. These dislocation boundaries separate relatively clean regions
with crystallographic misorientation angles [71]. It is commonly observed in medium to
high SFE metals, which are dominated by dislocation slip during plastic deformation at
ambient temperatures such as cold rolling, torsion, drawing, etc.

During deformation, the dislocation slip follow certain active slip patterns, and tend
to accumulate and form morphologies aligned as lines or boundaries, leaving other regions
of the matrix with a relatively low density of dislocations. These dislocation boundaries
divide the matrix into small cell-like regions with different orientations called “cell blocks”.
As shown in Figure 6, two types of dislocation boundaries are distinguished by morpholo-
gies, which are called “extended boundaries” and “cell boundaries”. These two types of
dislocation boundaries come into being by different slip mechanisms. The cell boundaries
are formed mostly by mutual trapping of dislocations, which are termed as “incidental
dislocation boundaries (IDBs)”. Whereas for extended boundaries, they are formed be-
cause the interaction of dislocations originated from different active slip patterns, which
are termed as “geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs)” [72–74].
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Figure 6. TEM image and the illustration of IDBs and GNBs. (a) A TEM image of pure Ni cold rolled
to a reduction of 20%; (b) An illustration of IDBs and GNBs. (Reprinted from References [73,74], with
permission from Elsevier).

The formation of different dislocation boundaries depends on the grain crystallo-
graphic orientations and deformation methods, and can be divided into three types [75,76].
The first type is totally composed of IDBs without GNBs and shows a cell structure, which
forms in the grains with <001> parallel to the tensile direction. The other two types are
cell-block structures and are composed of IDBs and GNBs. Among them, one type has
straight and parallel GNBs and aligned approximately with the slip planes, and the other
type has two sets of GNBs and deviate substantially from the slip planes. Figure 7 shows
the TEM images of a GNB aligned approximately with the slip planes, which indicates
that the nature of a dislocation boundary is a dislocation network due to the dislocation
interactions [77,78].
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Figure 7. TEM images of a GNB observed at different tilting angles to incident electron beams. (a–f) show the images with
tilting angles of −42.0◦, −30◦, −15◦, −8◦, 17◦ and 40.3◦, respectively (Reprinted from Reference [77], with permission from
Chuanshi Hong).

Since the IDBs and GNBs have distinguished morphologies and are generated by
different mechanisms, their average misorientation angles and average boundary spacing
during deformation are remarkably different [79], as shown in Figure 8. The variations of
average misorientation angles and average boundary spacing of GNBs change much faster
than those of IDBs with the increase of strain.
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Figure 8. The variations of (a) boundary spacing and (b) misorientation angle of IDBs and GNBs
in dependence of strain in cold-rolled pure Al, respectively. (Reprinted from Reference [79], with
permission from Elsevier).

When the deformation strain increases, both the morphologies and dislocation bound-
ary parameters of metals evolve with it. In most cases, at low to medium strains, GNBs
of metals are paralleled along certain planes, which may be a slip plane or a plane re-
lated to slip planes [79]. At relatively high strains (e.g., a true strain of 5.0), dislocation
boundaries appear to be lamellar-structured and paralleled to the rolling plane [80]. With
further increase of strain, the boundary spacing of both GNBs and IDBs decreases and
misorientation angles across boundaries increase. In the case of severe plastic deformation
(SPD), which introduced much higher strains than common production methods, further
structural refinements can be achieved [71].

2.3. Twin Boundary

The interface between twin and matrix can be distinguished as coherent and incoherent
ones, as shown in Figure 9a. The two straight parallel sides of twin 1 and 2 are coherent
twin boundaries, which have low interfacial free energy. On the other hand, the short end
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boundary of twin 2 is an incoherent boundary, which has high misfit and high boundary
free energy. The measured boundary free energy of incoherent twin boundaries in Cu is
about 25 times as high as the value of a coherent one [58].
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The twin boundary plane has atoms aligned along a coherent boundary (twin plane)
with mirror symmetry. The atoms of twin plane belong to both lattices of two crystals
without any lattice misfit. As mentioned in Section 2.1, a twin boundary can be regarded as
a perfect Σ = 3 boundary with low interfacial energy. Figure 9b,c shows the illustration and
the high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HREM) image of a coherent twin
boundary from the view of [110] direction in a fcc metal, whose twin boundary plane is
the (111) close-packed plane and atoms show mirror symmetry arrangement across the
boundary [27].

For metals with different Bravais lattices [81], they have different twin planes and
growing directions. The twin plane and growing direction are {112} and <111> in bcc
metals, {111} and <112> for fcc metals, and {1012} and <1011> for hexagonal close-packed
(hcp) metals, respectively.

Twinning may occur during annealing or deformation, which are called “annealing
twins” or “deformation twins”, respectively. Generally speaking, metals with high SFEs
have a little chance to form annealing twins due to the close relationship between twins
and stacking faults, and annealing twins tend to occur in metals with low SFEs. Thus, it is
easy to find more annealing twins in brass than in pure copper due to a relatively lower
SFE [58].

The formation of a deformation twin requires relatively high stress compared with
dislocation slip because a twin is a planar defect while a dislocation is a line defect [81].
It requires not only the activation of certain dislocations, but also additional surface
energy to form an interface. Therefore, the dislocation slip is always the dominating
mechanism during deformation at ambient temperatures. Whereas twin occurs in some
certain conditions including low deformation temperatures, specific orientations, a limited
number of slip systems and high strain rates—where a high critical shear stress can be
obtained. For example, in hcp metals, the favorite deformation twin is due to the limited
number of slip systems. For bcc and fcc metals, which has various slip systems at ambient
temperatures, the deformation twin is likely to form at low deformation temperatures and
high strain rates.

The formation of a twin is closely related to stacking faults. For example, the fcc single
crystal has a stacking order of ABCABC . . . along {111} planes. If the stacking order from a
certain plane is reversed, which turn to be ABCACBACBA . . . , the two parts of the crystal
form a mirror-symmetrical structure, i.e., a twin. Since the nature of twin boundary is a
stacking fault, its interfacial energy is expected to be relatively low.
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Generally, deformation twins are considered to form by the successive slip of Shockley
partial dislocations. In fcc metals, there are three equivalent Shockley partials on {111}
slip planes, which are b1 = a/6[211], b2 = a/6[121], b3 = a/6[112]. In fcc single crystals,
the stacking sequence of atoms in successive close-packed planes can be demonstrated
as ABCABCABCABC. If a partial dislocation glides along the slip plane, a whole layer of
atoms will move along the slip plane and generate a stacking fault. Indeed, the slip of any
partial dislocation may lead to the same shift in stacking sequence, i.e., A→ B, B→ C,
C→ A, although the three Burgers vectors have different orientations. This microstructural
transition by the stacking fault mechanism can also be found in the fcc-hcp martensitic
transition of rare-gas solids [82,83].

Figure 10 illustrates the step-by-step formation process of a deformation twin by the
slip of partial dislocations on successive slip planes. Since the slip of partial dislocation
results in the same change in stacking positions, the twin can be obtained by the slip of a
series of partial dislocations with the same Burgers vector (Figure 10a) or different Burgers
vectors (Figure 10b). These two approaches bring about different macroscopic strains in the
long range although both of them form the same stacking sequence. The partials with the
identical Burgers vector generate shear strains in the same direction, which may produce a
relatively large macroscopic strain. This type of twins often exists in the matrix of coarse
grains, whose morphologies are plates with straight twin boundaries. In contrast, the
second approach may not form a large macroscopic strain since their shear directions vary
with each other. This situation is common in nano-grained fcc metals, which shows no
obvious plate-like morphology.
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Figure 10. The step-by-step process of producing a four-layer deformation twin by the slip of (a)
identical and (b) different partial dislocations on successive slip planes [27].

2.4. Interface between Different Phases

The interface seeks to maximize atomic matching and to minimize elastic strain for
the minimization of interfacial free energy. As a result, the atoms of crystals at both sides
of an interface tend to align along the close-packed planes or close-packed directions when
an interface is formed [26]. Although the lowest interfacial free energy is achieved at
the interface, a perfect matching is not always reached. Therefore, the interfacial energy
increases with the increase of defect densities such as misfits, steps and ledges and the
discrepancy of atomic bonding at interfaces.

In general, interfaces can be divided into three types according to the degree of atomic
matching. “Coherency” is the terminology to describe the extent, and these three types are
fully coherent, partly coherent and incoherent interfaces [84].
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a. Fully coherent interface

This type of interface has complete matching between the atoms of two crystals
and definite planes along the interface. It means that the lattice is continuous across the
interface without disconnection or mismatch. A fully coherent interface is commonly
observed between two phases with similar chemical composition but different Bravais
lattice [85] (phase transformation) or two phases with both similar atoms size and Bravais
lattice but different composition [86].

b. Partly coherent interface

Partly coherent interface refers to an interface with a similar arrangement of atoms
between two crystal structures, which are accommodated by periodic misfit dislocations
and/or steps at the interface. This probably happens when the two crystals have the same
Bravais lattice, but different compositions and lattice parameters.

c. Incoherent interface

Incoherent interface means the atoms on each side of the interface show poor matching
with each other. When the crystals have large differences in lattice parameters or the atomic
bonding (such as covalent and metallic bonding), they seem to form an incoherent interface.
Although it shows a tendency of aligning the close-packed planes of two crystals along
the interface plane in order to minimize the interfacial energy, the interface is sometimes a
high-indexed plane.

An incoherent interface with an almost flat interface plane between the Zr matrix
and the ZrN precipitate in a Zr-N alloy is shown in Figure 11. It shows the faceted
morphology along the interface and its orientation relationship is [450]Zr//[101]ZrN and
(002)Zr//(131)ZrN, a low-indexed Zr plane adjacent to a high-indexed ZrN plane [87].
However, the incoherent interface is not necessarily atomically flat. In this case, the
incoherent interface shows a serrated shape and is composed of steps, which is called
“disconnections” [88–90]. Although the crystals at both sides of a certain step may share a
close-packed plane (also a low-indexed crystal plane), the whole interface may lie parallel
to any arbitrary crystal plane according to different densities of steps.
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3. Interactions between Dislocation and Boundary

Generally, the boundary is, more or less, a barrier for dislocation motion. Even in
the weakest situation, i.e., a direct transmission across a boundary without any pile-up
or residual dislocation at the boundary, the dislocations may be trapped in the boundary
prior to being released from it, and the slip direction shall be changed [29,40].

The resistance of grain boundaries and twin boundaries mainly comes from the
following three aspects [33]:
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• When dislocations move towards the boundary, there exists a force against dislocation
motion derived from the long-range elastic stress field between dislocations and
the boundary, which is called the image force. The image force makes the group of
following dislocations piled up in front of a boundary, and may increase due to the
interaction between the leading dislocation and the boundary;

• Once impinging on the boundary, the incoming dislocation will face another resistance
originated from the interaction between the dislocation and the boundary;

• When the dislocation is about to emit into the adjacent grain, the dislocation has to
accommodate its orientation and Bravais lattice. This situation is more complicated
for phase interface, whose resistance is stronger than those of grain boundaries and
twin boundaries due to the dislocation accommodation to a different phase.

The dislocations may rotate, dissociate and reconstruct once impinging on the bound-
ary. In some proper conditions, dislocation can overcome the impediment and transmit
across the boundary. The dislocation transmissions of all sorts of boundaries are the result
of stress concentration at boundaries induced by the accumulation of dislocations due
to the increased applied stress. The transmission of dislocations across boundaries may
dissociate, leave partial residual dislocations or form steps on the boundaries. Each type
of dislocation–boundary interactions can be classified based on the different interaction
behaviors, the dominating factors and the transmission mechanisms.

3.1. Dislocation–Grain Boundary Interactions in Coarse-Grained Metals
3.1.1. Basic

As the most common case, the dislocation–grain boundary interaction in coarse-
grained metals has been investigated in relatively comprehensive and intensive studies for
decades as detailed in the following. Numerous studies have reported on this interaction
characterized by static and dynamic in-situ TEM as well as SEM methods, and obtained lots
of quantitative and qualitative results [15–17,19,20,29,33–35,37,50,91]. It has been found
that the dislocation–grain boundary interactions of bcc, fcc and hcp metals are similar in
most aspects [29]. However, it is still not fully interpreted.

When a dislocation impinges on a grain boundary, the dislocation lines may rotate
to be parallel to the grain boundary owing to the image force. Then, the dislocations
may dissociate or glide along the grain boundary once impinging on the boundary, which
further appears to be absorption, transmission or reflection [29,33,34,40,50,92,93], as shown
in Figure 12. The above situations can happen at the same time, i.e., a primary impeded dis-
location may dissociate, transmit and reflect at the grain boundary, as shown in Figure 13.

In specific, a dislocation may maintain itself or dissociate into several dislocation
partials with smaller magnitudes of Burgers vectors when it is impeded by a grain bound-
ary. Some decomposed dislocations can glide along the grain boundary called “glissile
dislocations”, while others reorganize with the local grain boundary dislocations to be
a new periodic arrangement called “sessile dislocations” [33]. The glissile products can
glide along the grain boundary and be impeded at steps or triple junctions, which may
form cavitation due to the accumulated stresses. The sessile dislocation may change the
local structure of the grain boundary. The absorption of dislocation is potential to emit
dislocations with the increase of applied stress, which may transform into transmission
or reflection.
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Dislocation transmission can be considered as two types: direct and indirect. Direct
transmission can be further divided into two modes. The first one refers to the situation
that the slip planes of incoming and outgoing dislocation share the same line intersected
on the grain boundary plane. This always happens when the boundary is a low angle
symmetrical grain boundary sharing the same slip plane, so that the dislocations can glide
across the boundary along the same slip plane by rotating a small angle deviated from
the original slip direction. In this case, the Burgers vectors of incoming and outgoing
dislocations do not change after crossing the grain boundary, and the energy required for
transmission is equivalent to the cross-slip. Another type of direct transmission generates
a residual dislocation at the grain boundary and the transmission energy is the formation
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energy of this residual dislocation. The magnitude |bresidual| of the residual dislocation can
be expressed as [34,94]:

bresidual = bin − bout (1)

A criterion is found to be true in this mode that the magnitude of |bresidual| should be
minimized [40,93].

Indirect transmission has the same cause as reflection. Both of them occur when the
dislocations are piled up at the grain boundary. The increasing stress concentration may
activate dislocation sources at the vicinity of the intersection point, which emits dislocations
to the other grain or back to the inner part of the same grain, i.e., indirect transmission
or reflection.

Besides the dislocation transmission, the interaction between a dislocation and a grain
boundary may result in the formation of a twin or a stacking fault ribbon on the other
side of the grain boundary [35,91,93,95]. As shown in Figure 14, the incident dislocations
dissociate at the grain boundary, where some partials are absorbed and reflected. Other
partials emit from the grain boundary into the adjacent grain and form a stacking fault
ribbon. This phenomenon often appears in hcp metals which have a high tendency to
form deformation twins. When the orientation of adjacent grain is appropriate to nucleate
deformation twins rather than activation of slip systems due to the stress concentration
induced by dislocation–grain boundary interactions, such phenomenon will occur.
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3.1.2. Dislocation Transmission Mechanisms across a Grain Boundary

The dislocation transmission across a grain boundary in coarse-grained metals is
somehow still a controversial topic, and several criteria have been proposed to elucidate
this phenomenon [20,29,34,35,37,40,93]. These criteria are found, confirmed or established
based on different types of standpoints, such as the misorientation, the geometrical condi-
tions, the resolved shear stress, the grain boundary dislocation energy and the SFE.

Among these criteria, it is found that the dislocation transmission should follow
the common criteria of minimizing the Burgers vector magnitude of residual dislocation
partials on the grain boundary and of maximizing the resolved shear stress magnitude
of the slip systems [29,34,35]. These two conditions must be met simultaneously, since
the resolved shear stress is the power to overcome the resistance of grain boundary while
the transmission requires small residual dislocation Burgers vector existing in the grain
boundary due to the smallest increase in strain energy of grain boundaries. Additionally,
some other factors are also reviewed in details as follows.
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a. Misorientation

The misorientation of a grain boundary has an obvious effect on the interaction
behavior between dislocations and the grain boundary. It can serve as a rough criteria
to predict the transmission resistance of grain boundary [16,19,96]. This may be ascribed
to the fact that the deviation between different slip planes of the incoming and outgoing
dislocations across high angle grain boundaries is larger than that for low angle ones.

A low angle grain boundary can actually impede dislocation s to some extent, but
much weaker than a high angle grain boundary. The high angle grain boundary is a strong
barrier, which impedes the slip of dislocations and makes them pile-up against the bound-
ary. Since a residual dislocation should form in a grain boundary if a dislocation transmits it
by the direct mode, additional energy is required and the dislocation transmission becomes
difficult. On the other hand, a low angle grain boundary can be taken as a periodic array
of dislocations. The interaction between dislocations and low angle grain boundaries is
the interaction of dislocations with different Burgers vectors. When passing through a low
angle grain boundary, jogs are left in the grain boundary while kinks are formed in the
transmitted dislocations. This implies an increase in the total energy during the interaction
process.

b. Geometrical condition

The grain boundary misorientation is a rough criteria to estimate the resistance of a
grain boundary to dislocation motion. However, it cannot determine whether the disloca-
tion can or cannot transmit across a grain boundary.

It has been found that the dislocation transmission strongly depends on the geomet-
rical condition of a grain boundary, which includes the orientations of slip systems and
grain boundary parameters. The earliest criteria of the geometrical condition is established
by Livingston and Chalmers (LC) [97,98], which is defined as:

LC = (ein · eout) ∗ (gin · gout) + (ein · gout) ∗ (gin · eout) (2)

where e and g are the slip plane normal and slip directions, respectively. The subscripts
refer to the incoming and outgoing slip systems, respectively. It is supposed to predict the
dislocation transmission if the value of LC is minimized. However, this criteria has been
considered not sufficient to account for the operative slip systems.

Clark et al. [34,94,97] combined geometrical and resolved shear stress conditions
together and proposed another criteria, which is expressed as:

Mc = (lin · lout) ∗ (gin · gout) (3)

here l is the line traces of two slip planes intersected on the grain boundary plane. The
slip system with the maximum value of Mc has the largest possibility to transmit across a
grain boundary.

So far, several transmission factors have been widely used in order to predict the ease
of dislocation transmission [20,29,35], such as m′, LRB (Lee–Robertson–Birnbaum) and
the Schmid factor. The m′ and LRB are developed from the M criteria and based on the
observation of dislocation transmission by TEM [29,35], which can be expressed as:

m′ = cos ψ cos κ (4)

LRB = cos θ cos κ (5)

where ψ is the angle between the slip plane normal of the two crystals, κ is the angle
between the Burgers vectors of incoming and outgoing dislocations and θ is the angle
between the line traces of two slip planes intersected on the grain boundary plane [35].
Higher values of m′ or LRB indicate larger probabilities of dislocation transmission, whose
maximum value is 1 referring to the easiest transmission condition [20].
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Among them, m′ can be evaluated easily by an orientation map of electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD), but it is hard to evaluate LRB depending on a non-destructive experi-
ment [35]. Additionally, it remains controversial which is better between m′ and LRB [20].
The Schmid factor is based on the macro-scale stress state, which is not so appropriate for
the dislocation transmission dominated by the local micro-scale stress state [29]. Thus, m′

is considered as the most convenient one to predict the dislocation transmission.
To better predict the dislocation transmission by simulation, Bieler et al. [35] proposed

the following modified models of m′ and LRB combining the accumulated shear γ:

m′γ= ∑
in

∑
out

m′(γinγout)/ ∑
in

∑
out

(γinγout) (6)

LRBγ = ∑
in

∑
out

LRB(γinγout)/ ∑
in

∑
out

(γinγout) (7)

The sums go over all possible combinations of slip systems in the two grains along
the grain boundary. Furthermore, the criteria combining the m′ and LRB together can be
represented as:

sγ = ∑
in

∑
out

cos ψ cos θ cos κ(γinγout)/ ∑
in

∑
out

(γinγout) (8)

Similarly, the m′ can be modified using the Schmid factor m on each slip system:

m′m= ∑
in

∑
out

m′(minmout)/ ∑
in

∑
out

(minmout) (9)

c. Energy

Among all the criteria of dislocation transmission, energy is the dominant factor that
determines whether a dislocation is able to transmit across grain boundary or not. This
viewpoint is generally accepted although some aspects are still ambiguous and require
further study.

In the case of leaving residual partials on a grain boundary during dislocation trans-
mission, the accumulation of residual dislocations leads to the increase of grain boundary
energy, which is expressed as the strain energy density [29,34,40,93]. This energy is de-
termined by the magnitude of Burgers vector of the residual dislocations and should be
minimized during dislocation transmission, as shown by Equation (1). The strain energy
density dominates the probability and behavior of dislocation transmission. For instance,
the dislocation can be piled up if it may generate a residual dislocation with a large Burgers
vector, even though it satisfies the condition of maximum resolved shear stress. On the
other hand, according to the atomistic simulation, a dislocation is also possible to transmit
across a grain boundary easily if the dislocation interaction changes the local misorientation
and reduces the grain boundary energy [96]. Moreover, it is found that the accumulative
strain energy density with the increase of strain may activate more dislocation sources and
change the Burgers vectors of emission dislocations [93].

The effect of grain boundary energy on the dislocation transmission resistance across
a grain boundary is still controversial in the literatures. However, there are tendencies
verified by experiments that the resistance of a boundary to dislocation motion is related to
the complexity level and the interfacial energy of boundary structure. Dislocations may
pile up at impenetrable boundaries with complex structure and high interfacial energy by
absorption or dissociation without any transmission into the adjacent grain, such as high
angle grain boundaries. Whereas transmission is easy to occur on some specific activated
slip systems across the boundaries with simple and definite structure, such as low angle
boundaries, low Σ boundaries and coherent twin boundaries [35].

The above understandings are the most-accepted concepts, however, an opposite
conclusion has been reported by Sangid et al. [37]. They proposed a methodology to
measure energy barriers for dislocation transmission and use it in simulation, which is
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found to be consistent with experimental observations of dislocation transmission and
the LRB criterion. These results indicate that a grain boundary with a lower interfacial
energy offers a stronger barrier against dislocation transmission. For instance, the Σ3 grain
boundary (twin boundary) with low interfacial energy has a much larger resistance to
dislocation motion than the other ones, while the Σ19 grain boundary has a high interfacial
energy shows easy resistance of dislocation transmission.

3.1.3. Other Influencing Factors

a. Dislocation type

Most dislocation transmission mechanisms are established regardless of the incident
dislocation type; however, some studies show that this is something significant during
the dislocation–grain boundary interaction. According to the detailed investigations of
dislocation–twin boundary interactions, the type of incident dislocation dominate the
transmission behavior. This evidence will be reviewed in the next chapter. Additionally,
different responses are reported in the interactions of high angle grain boundaries with
edge and screw dislocations in ultrafine-grained Al [43]. The incident screw dislocations
are absorbed by high angle grain boundaries and exert weak internal stresses to the
grain boundary. While the incident edge dislocations seem to be piled up in front of
high angle grain boundary and forms high internal stress to the grain boundary. These
observations are further confirmed by unloading experiments: the screw dislocations are
still accommodated in the grain boundary instead of moving back to the sources during
unloading, whereas the edge dislocations are able to move back to the sources indicating a
different response to the grain boundary. These phenomena may imply that the research
on dislocation–grain boundary interactions should not only focus on the characteristics of
a grain boundary, but also concern about the incident dislocation types.

b. Strain and strain rate

Some recent research shows that the practical dislocation transmission across a grain
boundary during deformation could be more complicated than what is known. It was
found that the successive dislocation transmissions may destroy or interrupt the original
structure of a grain boundary and form local misorientations, which results in activat-
ing more dislocation sources and changing the interaction behavior at the intersection
point [29]. For example, the dislocation emission from a grain boundary may change
from partial dislocations to perfect ones with increasing strain [93]. This change during
dislocation transmission is always not considered in most studies but important for the
transmission mechanism.

On the other hand, it is interesting that, under some situations, the individual high
angle grain boundaries show weak influence on the stress–strain curve of pillar samples,
whose curves are similar to the ones of single crystal samples whenever the slip transfer
occurs or not [17,20]. It seems that these results are just the opposite to the common under-
standing that a high grain boundary is a strong barrier to dislocation motion. However,
there are two main reasons to elucidate this conflictive phenomenon. The macroscopic
mechanical properties are the average performances of both matrix and grain boundaries.
It is hard to obtain a remarkable difference in macroscopic performances between samples
of single crystal and bi-crystal that have only a single grain boundary. Moreover, it can be
explained by the strain rate sensitivity (SRS) of the grain boundary [15,17]. The strain rate
dependence of copper pillars containing a penetrable high angle grain boundary via in-situ
compression tests at different strain rate are analyzed [17] and it is found that the grain
boundary act as different roles in dislocation transmission when the strain rate changes. It
is easy for a dislocation to transmit across a grain boundary at low strain rates, whereas
pile-ups and dislocation multiplication always occur in front of a grain boundary at high
strain rates. When low strain rates are applied, a similar yield stress is obtained in both
single crystal and bi-crystal samples. However, the bi-crystal sample has higher yield stress
at high strain rates owing to the difficulty of dislocation transmission. Therefore, due to no
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grain boundary interaction, the SRS of the single crystal sample is almost constant, which
is distinguished with the SRS of bi-crystal samples. The difference of SRS between single
crystal and bi-crystal samples is ascribed to the reorientation of dislocations at the grain
boundary during transmission, which is hard to occur at high strain rate. Thus, a high SRS
is found in bi-crystal samples as a result of dislocation–grain boundary interaction, while
single crystal samples have a relatively low SRS due to dislocation–dislocation interactions
and formation of dislocation networks.

This research indicates there are a large number of factors influencing the process of
dislocation–grain boundary interactions in coarse-grained metals, which includes energy
during interaction [34,35,37,93], the type and orientation (geometrical factors) of boundaries
and dislocations [16,19,20,35,43] and strain and strain rate [15,17,93]. These factors may
affect each other and their correlations are complicated. Since most researches focused only
on one factor regardless of other important factors, this may lead to one-sided and incom-
plete conclusions. For example, the grain boundary interfacial energy has been considered
as one of the dominating grain boundary characteristics influencing the dislocation–grain
boundary interaction. However, this factor cannot be studied independently from the
dislocation types, because even the same grain boundary may exhibit a varied response
to different types of incident dislocations. Any isolated study will draw contradictory
conclusions with the others, as described in Section 3.1.2.

3.2. Dislocation–Grain Boundary Interactions in Ultrafine-Grained and Nano-Grained Metals

Most researches of dislocation–grain boundary interactions narrated in the above
sections are conducted in conventional metals with large grains above several micrometers.
In these coarse-grained metals, the dislocation–grain boundary interaction plays a signifi-
cant role in their mechanical properties. Owing to the impediment of grain boundary to
dislocation motion, the plastic deformation of metals with relatively fine grain size requires
larger applied stresses, which is known as the Hall–Petch relation [99,100]. In fact, the
required stress for dislocation transmission across a grain boundary is much higher than
the yield stress of a metal, which can reach four times the value of yield stress [50]. This is
because the yield stress can be considered as an average of the contributions from grain
boundaries and interior matrix.

When the grain size is smaller than 1 µm, i.e., ultrafine-grained and nano-grained met-
als, whose grain sizes are considered as 250–1000 nm and 1–250 nm, respectively [41]. The
deformation mechanisms and dislocation–grain boundary interactions of metals with grain
sizes at these length scales are different from those of conventional coarse-grained metals.

For ultrafine-grained and nano-grained metal, grain boundary mediated mechanisms,
such as grain boundary sliding and rotation, have a large influence on the deformation
mechanisms [41–43]. The limited distance between the adjacent grain boundaries generates
a strong image force field which suppresses dislocation motions. The large resistance
results in a confined number of dislocation pile-ups and requires larger stress to increase
this number. With the decrease of the grain size to nano-scale, the number of pile-up
eventually reduces to one [41]. Since the Hall–Petch relation is established according to
dislocation pile-ups in front of grain boundaries, it does not work in some nano-grained
metals and even shows an “Inverse Hall–Petch” phenomenon due to the activation of grain
boundary sliding and rotation.

A model is proposed to interpret the dislocation–grain boundary interaction in nano-
grained metals, which is called “core and mantle” [41]. The core refers to the grain interior
with a relatively homogeneous stress state and area free of dislocations, while the mantle
is the grain boundary region. Initially, the dislocations are likely to nucleate at grain
boundaries and move inside the mantle region rather than emit into the grain interior, as
shown in Figure 15a. This plastic deformation of the mantle region is much more severe
than the core and leads to a fast increase of dislocation density. Due to the breakdown of
dislocation pile-ups, the hardening contributor of the core is much lower compared with
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that of the mantle region, where dislocations are accumulated and cross-slip systems are
active ultimately.
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At high strains, dislocations from grain boundaries is able to emit into the grain
interior and glide forwards until absorbed at the opposite grain boundary, as shown in
Figure 15b. At the same time, the grain boundary sliding and rotation are able to activate.
The emitted dislocations in ultrafine-grained and nano-grained metals always show a
curvature configuration than those in coarse-grained metals. This is due to the strong
image force derived from grain boundaries close to each other. The process of dislocation
absorption is accompanied by an increased number of grain-boundary dislocations, rear-
rangement of grain-boundary dislocations, and a change in the grain-boundary structure.
Further strain increases will activate more dislocation sources and the emission process
is continuous. Additionally, the dislocation transmission is also observed in ultrafine
grains [43]. These indicate that the dislocation–grain boundary interactions in ultrafine-
grained and nano-grained metal have some similar behaviors with those of coarse-grained
metals when the incident dislocation impinges on grain boundaries.

3.3. Dislocation–Twin Boundary Interactions in Coarse-Grained Metals
3.3.1. Basic

There are two types of twin boundaries: coherent and incoherent ones. For the
incoherent twin boundaries in coarse-grained metals, their interactions with dislocations
show no different behaviors compared with grain boundaries [12,18]. For instance, the
dislocations are able to transmit across incoherent twin boundaries due to applied stresses,
and leave residual dislocations or form steps on the boundaries. This indicates that
the incoherent twin boundary is not an impenetrable boundary to dislocation motion.
Additionally, the incoherent twin boundary does not have a remarkable effect on the
mechanical properties of metals, since the volume fraction of the coherent twin boundary
is much larger than that of incoherent one in most cases. For example, the spacing of
incoherent twin boundaries in nanotwinned Ag is at least an order of magnitude larger
than the spacing of coherent twin boundaries, which shows a weak influence on the
mechanical properties. Thus, most of the researches focus on the coherent twin boundaries.
The following contents are engaged in these researches and the term “twin boundary”
refers to the coherent twin boundary.

Since the coherent twin boundary is an Σ = 3 grain boundary, the dislocation–twin
boundary interaction shows some similarities with the dislocation–grain boundary in-
teraction. However, compared with the complicated and varied grain boundaries, more
intensive and detailed studies can be done regardless of other influencing factors derived
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from twin boundaries and only focus on factors such as dislocation types and the rela-
tionship between the slip planes and the twin plane [27,29], owing to its definite mirror
symmetry structure. When the dislocation approaches towards the coherent twin boundary,
it tends to be parallel to the cross-line between the slip plane and the twin boundary before
impingement. Then, it may be absorbed by the twin boundary through accommodation,
reconstruction or dissociation into glissile and sessile partials. In some proper conditions,
direct and indirect dislocation transmissions across twin boundaries are able to occur due
to the increased applied stresses.

Figure 16 shows an example of dislocation pile-ups before transmission across a co-
herent twin boundary. It indicates that dislocations are primarily impeded by the coherent
twin boundary until the stress reaches a critical value [101], below which dislocations are
absorbed in the coherent twin boundary, and above this value the dislocation can transmit
into the twinned region. In fcc metals, the critical stresses are estimated to be different for
screw and non-screw dislocation, which are about 400 MPa [101–103] and 1 GPa [104,105],
respectively. The critical stress value is found to be influenced by factors such as the SFE,
the shear modulus and the Shockley partial Burgers vector.
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When a screw dislocation glides parallel to the coherent twin boundary, direct trans-
mission of dislocation may occur by means of cross-slip without leaving any residual
dislocation on the twin boundary, as shown in Figure 17. In this case, the coherent twin
boundary is the common intersection line of the slip systems on either side of the twin
boundary [40]. Although no dislocation pile-ups form in front of the coherent twin bound-
ary, the dislocations cannot transmit across directly, but are absorbed firstly by the coherent
twin boundary and then emit into the neighbor twin interior.

In other cases, dislocations may dissociate into glissile and sessile partials when
impinging on the coherent twin boundary. The sessile partials may form steps on the
twin boundary while the glissile partials shall glide in the twin boundary leading to the
migration of the twin boundary and resulting in thinning or thickening of the twin [27,29].
This sort of direct dislocation transmission may generate residual dislocations to form steps
on the coherent twin boundaries, which is a cyclic and continuous process with the increase
of strain [12,106]. For example, Figure 18 shows the TEM images of three dislocations
transmitting across a coherent twin boundary and leaving a sharp step with three layers
of atoms. The transmission process proceeds as the following sequences. The incoming
dislocation glides to the coherent twin boundary and dissociates as: full dislocation→
Frank dislocation + glissile Shockley partial. Then, the glissile Shockley partial glides
away along the twin boundary, while the Frank dislocation further dissociates as: Frank
dislocation→ full dislocation + sessile Shockley partial. Finally, the full dislocation emits
to the other side of the coherent twin boundary leaving a step of sessile Shockley partial.
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from Elsevier).

In TiAl alloy [39], when an incoming full dislocation with a Burgers vector of 1/2
<011> transmits across the coherent twin boundary, a residual sharp step dislocation is
in the coherent twin boundary. This step dislocation may have the same Burgers vector
as the full dislocation (1/2<011>). In some other cases of this study, the incoming full
dislocation can either dissociate to a glissile 1/6[112] twinning dislocation and a sessile
1/3[111] Frank dislocation, or dissociate to a glissile 1/6[112] twinning dislocation and a
sessile 1/6[211] Shockley dislocation. These phenomena indicate that the behavior and
products of dislocation–twin boundary interaction in the coarse-grained metals may be
different from those of the dislocation–grain boundary interaction due to some influencing
factors, which are going to be discussed in the following sections.
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3.3.2. Dislocation Transmission Mechanisms across a Coherent Twin Boundary

Since the coherent twin boundary structure in one metal is the same, the different
responses to impinged dislocations are almost due to different types of incident dislocations
and different relationships between the slip planes and twin planes. Furthermore, the SFE
plays a significant role in the dislocation–twin boundary interaction.

a. Dislocation type

The dislocation–twin boundary interaction strongly depends on the types of incident
dislocations [107]. The discrepancy of twin boundary resistance against dislocation motion
may be extremely large [105]. For example, in fcc metals, the coherent twin boundary is
a strong barrier to the non-screw dislocations, however, screw dislocation can transmit
across a coherent twin boundary directly by cross-slip without leaving residual steps
on the twin boundary, analogue to the Friedel–Escaig mechanism for cross-slip [40,108].
When non-screw dislocation impinges on a coherent twin boundary, it is more favorable
to dissociate into partial dislocations on the interfacial plane rather than transmit to the
other side of the twin boundary. A large number of non-screw dislocation pile-ups are
found at the coherent twin boundary after deformation, and the transmission of non-screw
dislocation requires high stress and a large accumulation number of dislocations [31]. The
critical stress required to transmit across a coherent twin boundary can be as high as 1 GPa
when the incident dislocation has a non-screw characteristics [104,105], while the pile-ups
of screw dislocations are scarce which exert weak back stresses on the active dislocation
sources [31]. The critical stress for screw dislocation transmitting across coherent twin
boundary is estimated to be between 300 and 400 MPa [101–103].

In recent studies [31,105], the dislocation transmission mechanism in fcc metals is
classified specifically into three categories according to the types of dislocation impinging
on the coherent twin boundary: the cross-slip mode, the hard mode and the soft mode.

• The cross-slip mode denotes the transmission of perfect screw dislocations whose
Burgers vector is parallel to the coherent twin boundary plane. In this mode, the screw
dislocations are usually derived from grain boundaries, which are always activated
favorably by applying tension/compression parallel to the coherent twin boundary.
Then, they may transmit across a twin boundary by cross-slip without leaving residual
dislocations and are ultimately impeded by the grain boundary at the opposite side;

• For the hard mode, the Burgers vector of incoming dislocations is inclined to the
coherent twin boundary plane. This may require residual dislocations left in the twin
boundary and a higher critical stress to transmit across a coherent twin boundary;

• Dislocations with a slip plane parallel to the twin boundary are defined as the soft
mode, which occurs when the maximum shear stress is parallel to the coherent twin
plane. The dislocations may glide on the coherent twin boundary leading to migration
of the twin boundary by twinning or detwinning.

b. Geometrical condition

Additionally to the dislocation type, the relationship between the slip plane and
the twin plane also affects the behavior and products of the interaction [39,109]. The
dislocation–twin boundary interaction can be different due to different slip systems or
deviation between slip planes and twin planes even the dislocation type is the same. For
example, two variants of {111} a

2< 011 > of slip systems in 304 stainless steel, which are
(111) a

2 [110] and (111) a
2 [101], are reported to show different responses when impinging on

the coherent twin boundary, respectively [29,93]. The (111) a
2 [110] dislocations can transmit

across the twin boundary while the (111) a
2 [101] dislocations just glide along the twin

boundary rather than transmit it.
It is supposed that the dislocation types and geometrical conditions have a combined

effect on the dislocation–twin boundary interaction [29]. In fcc metals, Zhu et al. [27] sum-
marized four possible types of dislocation–twin boundary interactions: the 30◦ Shockley
partial, the 90◦ Shockley partial, the screw perfect dislocation, and the 60◦ perfect disloca-
tion. The screw perfect dislocation can transmit across the twin boundary by the cross-slip
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mode. The other types of interactions can either transmit across twin boundaries by the
cross-slip mode or hard mode under different conditions. The alternative behaviors are
considered to be determined by the SFE of metals, which is summarized in the next chapter.

c. Stacking fault energy

The effects of SFE on the dislocation–twin boundary interaction are considered in
two aspects [31]. The decrease of SFE may hinder the dislocation transmission across a
coherent twin boundary by the cross-slip mode and increase the resistance of dislocation
transmission by the hard mode. This is because the critical stresses required for nucleation,
dissociation and constriction of perfect and partial dislocations are strongly related to
the SFE, which further affects the dislocation interaction during transmission. High SFE
encourages the constriction of Shockley partials into the screw type and facilities the cross-
slip mode transmission. Whereas the low SFE increases the critical stress for dislocation
emissions by the hard mode transmission, which leads to the increase of twin boundary
resistance against non-screw dislocations. The detailed explanations can be found in the
study by Liebig et al. [31].

The above assumptions are supported by the experiments on Cu and CuZn30 al-
loys. The Cu sample with a relatively high SFE activates more slip planes due to the
favorable cross-slip mode dislocation transmission across the coherent twin boundary
during compression than those in the CuZn30 sample. Besides, the slip transfer steps
across the coherent twin boundary show a smooth morphology in the Cu sample. While in
the CuZn30 sample, the slip transfer exhibits discrete and well-defined features and the
serrated stress-strain response.

3.4. Dislocation–Twin Boundary Interactions in Nanotwinned Metals

Since the twin boundary is a barrier to dislocation motion, the nanotwinned bound-
aries confine the slip of non-screw dislocations perpendicular to the twin plane due to
the limited spacing between two adjacent twin boundaries. Thus, the dislocation–twin
boundary interaction in nanotwinned metals is different from that in coarse-twinned met-
als. Besides, the dislocation–boundary interactions in nanotwinned metals are also diverse
from that in nano-grained ones. This is ascribed to the spacing between grain boundary is
typically on the micro-scale in nanotwinned metals, while the spacing between twin layers
is much smaller, which is on the nano-scale [105]. In this case, the twin spacing governs
the strengthening of metals whereas the micro-scale grain boundary contributes much less
strength, i.e., the bulk strength increases with the decrease of twin spacing [18].

Owing to the strong suppression from nanotwinned layers, dislocations are found to
accumulate and glide in the vicinity of twin boundaries, which is likely the favored place
for plastic deformation [44]. More specifically, the dislocations are favored to glide on the
coherent twin boundaries by the soft mode, which results in twinning or detwinning due
to migration of twin boundaries [105]. At the same time, dislocations tend to glide and
accumulate in directions parallel to the twin boundaries rather than perpendicular to them.
The dislocations glide towards twin boundaries may form Lomer–Cottrell (L-C) locks and
resist the transmission of dislocations across a twin boundary [110]. Additionally, different
from the large-spaced twin boundaries at the micro-scales, the progressive transmission of
dislocations across the nano-scale coherent twin boundary by the hard mode may result in
the severe distortion and loss of coherency on the twin boundary due to the formation of
steps by residual sessile dislocations [45,111]. These changes of coherent twin boundaries
lead to an increase of resistance to dislocation penetration and ultimately evolve into a
distorted grain boundary with a high energy [44,46].

A recent study of nanotwinned Ag has found a possible reason responsible for the
high strength of nanotwinned metals [18]. In fact, in some studies investigated by in-situ
SEM tests [15,31,51,112], there is a ubiquitous phenomenon remaining unresolved: The
strengthening contributed from dislocation transmission of individual twin boundary by
the cross-slip mode is unexpectedly small, which is not consistent with the high strength
obtained in nanotwinned metals [113]. Kini et al. proposes a possible explanation on
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this topic by testing nanotwinned Ag specimens with different twin spacing from 18 nm
to 1800 nm. It is found that the strength increases dramatically when the twin spacing
is smaller than 100 nm. This dramatic strength increase is found to come from the local
curvature of the partial dislocations between two adjacent coherent twin boundaries, as
shown in Figure 19. Since the cross-slip mode transmission requires the constrictions of
partial dislocations into the perfect screw dislocations when transmitting across the coher-
ent twin boundaries, the reduction of twin spacing leads to the increase of local curvature
of partial dislocations, which further increase the resistance of dislocation transmission by
the cross-slip mode. This is different from the observations in the twinned metals with a
micro-scale spacing: the strengthening is contributed from the dislocation absorptions and
the emissions during transmission across the coherent twin boundaries.
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3.5. Dislocation–Phase Interface Interactions

The phase interface is supposed to have a much stronger capability on impeding
dislocation motion than those of grain boundaries and twin boundaries due to the fact
that dislocations must not only overcome the image force and accommodate the com-
plex interface structure, but also accommodate different Bravais lattice, orientation and
lattice parameters of the other phase. This stronger impediment makes the interaction
between dislocations and phase interfaces different from the other kinds of interactions
mentioned above.

Among all the influencing factors, the atomic bonding is likely to be the strongest
one. The interface of non-metallic compound phases is a much stronger obstacle against
dislocation motion compared with the interface between two different metallic phases,
which is due to the complex incoherent interfaces with the poor matching of atoms and
the high-indexed planes. Additionally, the interactions between dislocations and phase
interfaces may be affected by the phase morphologies and dimensions, as well as the
alignment or deviation of slip systems in different phases. In the following sections,
the dislocation–phase interface interactions of two morphologies: particle and lamella,
are reviewed.

3.5.1. Particle

a. Particle at the nano-scale

The dislocation interaction with particle interface is governed by the particle size.
There is a critical size determining this interaction, which is about 2–7 nm for non-metallic
compounds [21]. When the size of the particle is smaller than the critical value, the
dislocations are able to penetrate across the phase interface and glide through the whole
crystal, which is called shearing. If the size is larger than the critical value, the dislocations
may pass around the particle and form dislocation loops, which is termed as looping, as
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shown in Figure 20. No matter looping or shearing, both interactions generate new defects
by consuming the deformation energy and increase the strength of matrix.
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The process of shearing has three steps with the increase of applied stress [11]. Initially,
the dislocations pile up in front of an interface, and the follow-up dislocations make
the ahead dislocation curved along the interface. Then, due to the stress concentration,
several dislocations reconstruct to be dislocations or superdislocations accommodating
to the Bravais lattice, orientation and lattice parameters of the particle, and eventually
glide through the whole particle. The shearing may lead to a large displacement or
superlattice intrinsic stacking fault in the particle. As shown in Figure 21a–c, when the
particle is partially sheared by dislocations, some regions become blurred due to the local
displacements induced by dislocation shearing, compared with the crystal lattice before
deformation [21,114]. When the particles are sheared by the arrays of dislocations, the
displacements in the particles can be easily observed, as the steps shown in Figure 21d.
Compared with the dislocation mobility in the metallic matrix, the mobility in the non-
metallic particles is low due to the strong covalent bonds and high melting point of the
particles [115,116].

b. Particle at the micro-scale

For particles with the sizes above 1 µm, the dislocation is more likely to be impeded
in front of the interface rather than penetrating it [48]. The dislocations can only transmit
the phase interface between two different metallic phases, since few dislocations are able
to penetrate the phase interface of non-metallic compound particles with a size larger than
10 nm. At this dimension, the slip transfer across the phase interface between two different
metallic phases is dominated by the dislocation transmission instead of shearing.

Since the critical resolved shear stress to transmit across a phase interface is much
higher than grain boundary, the stress state plays a more important role in dislocations-
phase interface interactions: the Schmid factor seems to be one of the possible reasons
for the dislocation transmission but not sufficient to predict it [48]. At the same time, the
alignment or deviation of slip systems of different phases appears to be another important
criteria for the dislocation transmission.
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3.5.2. Lamella

The dislocation–phase interface interaction of a lamella depends on different atomic
bondings on both sides of an interface. The dislocation–phase interface interaction between
two metallic phases is similar for both particles and lamellae. Their dislocation transmission
is strongly influenced by the alignment or deviation of slip systems of different phases.
Whereas the slip transfer across the non-metallic interface always leads to the yielding of
non-metallic phases by fracture or deformation.

a. Interface between two different metallic phases

The resistance of lamellar interface between two different metallic phases can be
diverse due to the alignment or deviation of slip systems between two metallic phases
and the annihilation speed of the residual interfacial dislocations produced by dislocation
transmission. Dislocations are easy to transmit across the interface when the two phases
have a small misorientation between slip systems. For example, the dislocation transmis-
sion across the α–β lamellar interface of Ti alloy shows distinct morphologies when the
incident dislocations belong to different slip systems [47,49,118]. As shown in Figure 22a,
the β lamellae (white laths) can be sheared by the prism slip. However, no shearing of
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β laths occurs for the basal slip (Figure 22b). This phenomenon was further investigated
by Savage et al. [47] through the TEM observations of dislocations in front of the α–β
lamellar interface. They found that few pile-ups of prism dislocations were observed in
front of the α–β interface. In contrast, the basal dislocations with large distortions are
accumulated in front of the α–β interface. The reason is due to the prism slip in the α
matrix have a smaller deviation with the slip in the β phase compared with the situation
for basal slip. Additionally, the fast annihilation of residual interfacial dislocations during
the prism dislocation transmission was considered to further facilitate this process. Thus,
the transmission resistance to basal slip is relatively stronger than that of prism slip.
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b. Non-metallic compound lamellar interface

The dislocation interactions with lamellar interfaces between metals and non-metallic
compounds are complicated. Since the dislocation–phase interface interaction of high-
carbon pearlite steel has been comprehensively studied, it is taken as an example here.

In a macroscopic view, the deformation process of pearlite occurs as following:

• Elastic deformation occurs in both ferrite and cementite phases;
• Plastic deformation occurs in the ferrite lamellae in advance from the dislocation

sources at the ferrite–cementite interfaces [119–121] and then proceeds into the cemen-
tite lamellae [122,123];

• The dislocations slip in each lamella interior independently and then the slip transfers
appear by the yielding of cementite lamellae.

This process proceeds with a reorientation of pearlite colonies and a reduction of
lamellar spacing [124–127]. It is supposed that the ferrite–cementite interfaces serve as the
dislocation sources and strong barriers against dislocation motions, which is confirmed by
TEM observations [128–130]. Thus, at the first stage of plastic deformation, it is assumed
that dislocations in ferrite lamellae nucleate firstly at the interface, and then dislocations in
cementite lamellae may nucleate at the interface.

In contrast with other dislocation–boundary interactions, the resistance of a phase
interface against dislocation motion is much stronger. The impediment of the interface
is strong enough to hinder the dislocations moving perpendicular towards the lamellae,
which make them piled up or pinned at the interface, so that dislocations are constrained to
move parallel to the lamellae. In this case, the dislocation may rotate its moving direction
parallel to the interface leaving “superkinks” at the interface and continue to propagate
without any increase in the total dislocation length [28]. Therefore, the dislocations glide
independently in their own lamellar interiors before slip transfer.

The slip transfer of a ferrite–cementite interface is also distinguished from those
of other interfaces mentioned above [10]. The slip transfer occurs always from ferrite
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to cementite rather than from cementite to ferrite [122,131], which is induced by stress
concentration at sites of dislocation pile-ups. The slip transfer occurs along slip systems
of 1/2{110}<111> and 1/2{112}<111> in ferrite [10,30,132,133]. However, for cementite,
the slip transfer leads to the yielding of cementite lamellae by fracture or bending by slip
steps, as shown in Figure 23. For coarse cementite lamellae, the slip transfer is always by a
fracture due to its brittleness [22], as shown in Figure 24. While both fracture and bending
by slip steps may occur for fine cementite lamellae due to its deformability.
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The mechanism of dislocation transmission across the ferrite–cementite interface is
still a dubious topic. Several models have been proposed and simulations have been done
to predict this probability, but no persuasive conclusion has been drawn. There is few solid
evidence of the dislocation transmission across a ferrite–cementite interface by means of
direct transmission, although the slip transfer has been observed in the pearlite. The feasi-
bility of dislocation transmission is researched by using LRB criteria [132,133], dislocation
transmission mechanism m′ (mentioned in Section 3.1) [30] and simulation [122,131,134].
According to LRB criteria, two {110}<111> slip systems and one {112}<111> slip system
of ferrite are possible to transmit across the ferrite–cementite interface. The dislocation
transmission mechanism m′ of grain boundary can be also applied.

Furthermore, most scholars consider that the ferrite–cementite interface is a strong
barrier of dislocation motion, especially for dislocations with the slip direction perpen-
dicular to the interface. At the early stage of deformation, dislocations in ferrite lamellae
pile up in front of the interface and slip transfer occurs eventually owing to the increase
of stress concentration. However, some researchers argue that dislocation transmission
across the ferrite–cementite interface is relatively easy at the early stage of deformation.
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The subsequent dislocation pile-ups are due to the changes of cementite structure induced
by dislocation transmission. Zhao et al. [123] claims that dislocations can easily transmit
from a ferrite lamella to a single crystalline cementite lamella across a flat ferrite–cementite
interface. Then, the single crystalline cementite lamellae subdivide into polycrystals. The in-
terface of polycrystalline cementite lamellae can effectively impede the dislocation motion.
Therefore, the dislocation transmission mechanisms across the ferrite–cementite interface
are proposed according to calculations and simulations, which are diverse and ambivalent
requiring further studies and experimental verifications by advanced characterization
methods such as high-resolution and in-situ TEM mechanical testing [135].

Dislocations-phase interface interactions play an important role for structural metals,
in not only the strength [136,137], but also other mechanical properties such as ductility and
toughness [138], wear resistance [139], fatigue properties [140–143] and micro-pitting [144],
as well as the properties of heterogeneous structures [145–147]. All these need the system-
atic investigations with exquisitely designed experiments and/or simulations.

4. Interactions between Deformation Twin and Boundary

Since the twin nucleation and growth are driven by the motion of twin boundary
dislocations, the deformation twin-boundary interaction is considered as the result of
interaction between the incident twin boundary dislocations and the obstacle boundary [13].
Thus, it shares many similar characteristics with the dislocation–boundary interactions.
However, the transmission of deformation twin across a boundary may be much harder
than a single dislocation. This is ascribed to several possible reasons:

• Since the twin nucleation and growth are the result of partial dislocation motion, the
dislocation slip must be active prior to the twin formations and the stress level for the
twin-boundary interaction is higher compared with that for the dislocation–boundary
interaction [148];

• Since the emitted twin keeps the same variant as the incident one, the resolved shear
stress and slip system of the adjacent grains should be favorable for the twin nucleation
of the same variant. In this case, both the crystals and twin pairs on each side of the
boundary should have small misorientation.

On the other hand, for the twin–twin interaction, since the twin boundaries are fast
channels for dislocation motions, the applied stress can be released by dislocation gliding
on the twin boundaries from the deformation twin to the obstacle twin instead of forming
twin transmission. Thus, the twin transmission can only occur under limited conditions.

4.1. Deformation Twin-Grain Boundary Interactions in Coarse-Grained Metals
4.1.1. Basic

Since hcp metals are favorable for the formation of deformation twins, they have
been taken as one of the model metals to study the deformation twin-grain boundary
interaction, especially pure Mg and Mg alloy. Similar results have been obtained in these
studies [14,32,36,149–151] and several factors are engaged in the behavior of twin transmis-
sion across a grain boundary in coarse-grained metals, which has many characteristics in
common with dislocation–grain boundary interaction.

The process of twin transmission in coarse-grained metals proceeds as the following
sequences. The deformation twin propagation is primarily blocked by the grain boundary,
which induces stress concentration in the vicinity. With the increase of stress concentration,
the stress of the deformation twin relaxes in the neighboring grains and a new twin
nucleates on the other side of the grain boundary due to local strain compatibility [151], as
shown in Figure 25.
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4.1.2. Twin Transmission Mechanisms across a Grain Boundary

a. Misorientation

The misorientation has been considered as the primary factor determining the twin
transmission in coarse-grained metals [14,32,36]: Deformation twins can transmit low
angle grain boundaries but unlikely to do so when impinging on a high angle grain
boundary. The impediment of twin propagation may cause high back stress and stress
concentration in the vicinity, which generates local non-basal slip and secondary twinning.
Twin transmission always occurs in the case of crossing a low angle grain boundary. The
speed of twin transmission across low angle grain boundary is rapid, which is observed by
in-situ SEM and in-situ optical microscopy (OM) mechanical testing [149,150].

Twin transmission determined by misorientation is probably due to the favorable twin
nucleation conditions. Compared with high angle boundaries, low angle grain boundaries
are composed of dislocation arrays, which are assumed to be favorable for activation of
twin boundary dislocation and nucleation of deformation twins [14]. Furthermore, small
misorientation facilitates twin nucleation due to a similar slip system and a sufficient
resolved shear stress. With the increase of misorientation, the tendency of twin nucleation
in the adjacent grain decreases due to the maximum resolved shear stress deviating away
from the favorable slip systems [36].

b. Other influencing factors

Besides misorientation, the geometrical condition and chemical composition may also
affect the behavior of twin transmission across grain boundaries in coarse-grained metals.

In most transmitted twin pairs, the angle between their twin plane normals tends to
be minimized and the twin variant of incoming and outgoing twins should be maintained
constant across the grain boundary [36]. These mechanisms are consistent with the criteria
of misorientation. For low angle grain boundaries, the angle between twin plane normals of
the incoming and outgoing twins is the misorientation of the grain boundary. The tendency
of twin transmission increases with the reduction of misorientation owing to the increase
of resolved shear stress. In this case, the easy slip system activated by the resolved shear
stress must be the same as the incident twin. Thus, both the incident twin and emitting
twin have the same variant.

The critical misorientation angles of twin transmission are slightly different for dif-
ferent metals. For instance, the highest transmission frequency in Mg is found to be the
misorientation angle with a value below 15◦–20◦ [32]. For pure Re, twin transmission
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is much easier to happen compared with Mg, leading to a relatively high critical misori-
entation angle [14,36]. This is ascribed to the low twin boundary energy and different
deformation twinning system of Re.

4.2. Deformation Twin-Grain Boundary Interactions in Nano-Grained Metals

The deformation twin-grain boundary interaction in nano-grained metals shows
distinct behaviors compared with that in coarse-grained metals. It is hard for a deformation
twin to grow and intersect with grain boundary in nano-grained metals, let alone its
transmission across a grain boundary [46]. Once the deformation twin nucleates at the
grain boundary, the twin can grow into the grain interior due to the applied stress but
is limited to a certain size. This is because the twin tip is imposed by a high image
stress derived from grain boundaries nearby in nano-grained metals, which hinder the
propagation of the deformation twin. At the same time, the increasing applied stress
leads to nucleation of dislocations both from grain boundaries and twin boundaries. The
progressive dislocation–twin boundary interactions result in severe distortion and loss
of coherency on the twin boundary, which may eventually evolve into a distorted grain
boundary with a high energy.

4.3. Twin–Twin Interactions

Although the coherent twin boundary has a definite structure, the twin–twin interac-
tion is complicated and shows unique features compared with the deformation twin-grain
boundary interaction. For example, in contrast to the dislocation gliding in the matrix, the
twin boundaries can serve as the fast channels for dislocation motions due to no image
force derived from the obstacle boundary [152]. Once the twin intersection is established,
it is easy for dislocations to move from the twin boundaries of the incident twin to the twin
boundaries of the obstacle twin. In this case, the applied stress can be released by this way
rather than forming a twin transmission.

Furthermore, the twin–twin interaction behavior depends on the Bravais lattices of
metals: The twin transmission is available to occur in bcc and fcc metals under suitable
conditions [39,148], while the twin transmission is considered to be impossible for hcp
metals, such as Mg [153,154]. These differences are reviewed in the following sections,
separately.

4.3.1. Twin–Twin Interactions in bcc and fcc Metals

There are two types of twin–twin interactions in bcc and fcc metals [39,148]. Figure 26
shows an ordinary twin transmission in bcc and fcc structural metals. The process proceeds
as follows:

• The incident twin impinges on one side of the obstacle twin boundary and the incident
twin propagation along the original direction is blocked;

• The incident twin transmits the obstacle twin boundary and alters the propagate
direction along the close-packed plane of the obstacle twin until it approaches the
other side of twin boundary;

• The incident twin transmits the twin boundary again and continue to propagate along
the original direction beyond the obstacle twin.

The other type of intersection may generate a local distortion as well as a low angle
grain boundary at the position of the twin–twin intersection, and the twin boundaries
disappear at the intersection position [39]. Additionally, the crystalline lattice of the twin
and the matrix distort to some degree and a low angle grain boundary is formed due to the
complex reaction.
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Figure 26. The ordinary twin transmission across twin boundaries in bcc and fcc metals. (a) The
TEM image; (b) The schematic illustration showing the process of twin intersection. (Reprinted from
Reference [39], with permission from Elsevier).

4.3.2. Twin–Twin Interactions in hcp Metals

a. Structure of the twin–twin intersection

The twin–twin intersection in the hcp metals can result in the large lattice deviation in
the vicinity of twin–twin intersection and forms a unique structure, which consists of an
incoherent interface and a step-like faceted structure [13,38]. The TEM images of a twin–
twin intersection is shown in Figure 27. The intersection forms a complex step-like faceted
structure, which is composed of an incoherent interface (twin–twin boundary marked as
B-B or P-P) and several facets connected with the twin–twin boundary, marked as B-P or
P-B. The B and P represent the basal and prismatic planes, respectively. The twin–twin
boundary is often aligned as the basal plane of one twin nearly parallel to the basal plane of
another twin with a small misorientation across the boundary (B-B boundary), or similarly,
the prismatic plane of one twin is nearly parallel to the prismatic plane of another twin with
a small misorientation across the boundary (P-P boundary). The structure of facets has the
characteristics that the basal planes in the matrix almost align with the prismatic planes in
the twin (B-P facet), or similarly, the basal planes in the twin align with the prismatic planes
in the matrix (P-B facet). There are many facets in the vicinity of the twin–twin intersection
due to the large lattice deviation, while the number of facets drops dramatically at the
remote area from the twin boundary.

It is found these facets play a key role in the twin boundary migration, because the
facets must move with the twin boundary propagation and interact with twin boundary
dislocations [13]. They may facilitate the twin boundary dislocation motion and potential
atom shuffling across the twin boundary, which improves the twin boundary mobility.

The reason for the formation of the faceted structure is that the actual twin plane of Mg
metal has a small deviation from the theoretical ideal twinning system ({1012}<1011>) [38].
Compared with geometrically and energetically unfavorable twinning planes, the interfa-
cial energy to accommodate this deviation by formation of small-scale facets along twin
boundaries is lower [13].
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b. Behaviors during the twin–twin interaction

During the process of an incident twin impinging on an obstacle twin, a large number
of dislocations are engaged [13]. Initially, the tip of the incident twin exhibits a sharp
morphology when it is far away from the intersection point. Then, when the twin tip
approaches the obstacle twin, it becomes blunted due to a high stress in front of the tip.
Finally, a step forms at the intersection place of the obstacle twin boundary once the
incident twin impinges on the obstacle twin.

After the twin–twin intersection, twins may grow thicker and coalesce together with
the increase of applied stress [155]. As shown in Figure 28, the intersected twins grow
thicker and the twins with the same variant may coalesce together once they meet with
each other at low strains. At high strains, the twin variants with the highest Schmid factors
may grow faster and larger than the others and take over the other twin variants eventually.
The twin thickening is due to the twin boundary dislocation motion and twin boundary
migration induced by the applied stress [153], as shown in Figure 29. The twin boundary
dislocation glides from one twin boundary towards the other twin boundary with the stress
increase. These dislocations may dissociate at the twin–twin intersection and glide on the
new twin boundary leaving a tilt boundary behind, which results in the growth of the twin
and the extension of the tilt boundary.
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c. Interaction mechanisms

Notably, the twin transmission is unlikely to happen in the hcp metals in most
cases [153,154]. It may be ascribed to two reasons. Since the twin formation requires
the activation of proper twin boundary dislocations, the limited number of slip systems in
hcp metals also means the limited number of twinning systems. In this case, the resolved
shear stress derived from the twin–twin intersection always deviates from any possible
twinning direction of the obstacle twin. Thus, it is unfavorable for twin nucleation even if
the stress concentration increases at the twin–twin intersection. Instead, it activates a basal
slip band at the intersection in the obstacle twin. Moreover, the dislocations tend to glide
on the twin boundary, where dislocation motion is quicker than in the matrix without the
suppression of image force [152]. The increase of applied stress can be relaxed by the twin
thickening due to the motions of these dislocations.

On the other hand, the stress state dominates the twin thickening and coalesce after
the twin–twin intersection. This is supported by the fact that the twin variants with the
highest Schmid factors, or in other words, imposed by the maximum resolve shear stress,
can grow fastest and consume the other twin variants [155].
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5. Applications and Characterization Techniques
5.1. The Boundary Strengthening of Bulk Metals

For most bulk metals, tuning the microstructure to effectively impede dislocation
motion is the typical method to improve strength. For example, the deformation and
strengthening mechanisms of microstructural refinement by deformation at ambient tem-
peratures is owing to the increase of grain and twin boundary densities as well as the
increase of boundary misorientation according to the boundary strengthening [156–158]
and dislocation strengthening [159]. Besides, the concept of precipitation strengthening is
derived from the strong impediment of the phase interface to dislocation motion [160].

In addition to the usual methods to improve the mechanical properties of bulk metals,
some approaches have been developed according to the other findings of dislocation–
boundary interactions. For example, the concept of grain boundary engineering (GBE) by
increasing the fraction of special or low Σ CSL boundaries of metals is based on the different
structures and energies from random high angle boundaries [23–25]. On the other hand,
the mechanical properties of Mg alloy has been improved by transition of deformation
mechanism from twinning and <a> slip to <c + a> slip [161,162]. This is because the <c + a>
slip system of Mg alloy has more independent slip directions than those of <a> slip system,
which reduce the stress concentration induced by the dislocation–boundary interaction
and increase its plasticity. Therefore, the knowledge of dislocation–boundary interaction is
significant not only for fundamental science, but also for alloy/processing design strategies
in the development of advanced bulk metals.

5.2. The Analytical Descriptions of Boundary Strengthening

Although massive researches show that there exists various kinds of dislocation–
boundary interactions, it is still difficult to directly correlate these investigations to the
mechanical properties of bulk samples due to the different kinds of restrictions such
as the limitation of experimental techniques as summarized afterwards, the internal-
microstructure and external-sample size, length-scale effect and the strain rate effect, etc.
Hereby, the analytical descriptions of strengthening based on the dislocation–boundary
interaction is briefly summarized in the following contents.

5.2.1. Hall–Petch Relation

The boundaries are barriers to dislocation motions. Consequently, in the coarse-
grained polycrystalline metals, the strength increases as the grain size decreases [100]. The
Hall–Petch relation is based on this rule and is expressed as the following:

σy= σ0 + kHPD−1/2
av (10)

where σy is the yield stress, Dav is the average grain size, σ0 and kHP are constants. σ0 is the
friction stress, which is the flow stress of an undeformed single crystal or approximately
the yield stress of a very coarse-grained polycrystal without texture [99]. The Hall–Petch
relation is the simplest analytical description of strengthening derived from dislocation–
boundary interactions, which has a great impact on the other analytical descriptions.

Hansen [99] points out that the strengthening should not only come from grain
boundaries but also dislocation accumulations in the grain interior, i.e., the dislocation
boundaries (Section 2.2). Since the IDBs are assumed to be penetrable to slip and contribute
via the forest hardening. Meanwhile the GNBs are assumed to be barriers to slip and
contribute by the Hall–Petch strengthening [163,164]. The flow stress is the sum of friction
stress, forest and Hall–Petch hardening, which can be expressed as:

σs= σ0 +

[
kHP

√
fGNB + Mαµ

√
3bθIDB(1 − f GNB

)]
D−1/2

av (11)

where f GNB is the fraction of GNBs, M is the Taylor factor, α is a constant, µ is the shear
modulus, b is the Burgers vector and θIDB is the average misorientation angle of IDBs.
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Since most GNBs and IDBs are high angle and low angle boundaries, respectively, the
Equation (11) can be also expressed as:

σs= σ0 +

[
kHP

√
fHAB + Mαµ

√
3bθLAB(1 − f HAB)

]
D−1/2

av (12)

here the subscripts “HAB” and “LAB” refer to the high angle and low angle boundary,
respectively.

For the nanocrystalline metals with grain sizes smaller than 20 nm, usually, the domi-
nant deformation mechanism switches from a dislocation-mediated process to the grain
boundary sliding. However, Zhou et al. [100] has prevented grain boundary sliding and
enhanced Hall–Petch strengthening in the nanocrystalline by relaxation and element segre-
gation. They found that the Hall–Petch strengthening in nanocrystalline with grain size of 3
nm were different from coarse-grained polycrystals: the partial dislocation hardening was
as important as full dislocation hardening. Therefore, they proposed a modified Hall–Petch
relation as follow:

σy= σ0 +
kHP√
Dav

+
kpartial

Dav
(13)

where kpartial is a constant. The third term represents the contribution from partial disloca-
tions, which is inversely proportional to grain size. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [125,126] have
also observed that the dislocation-based plasticity still exists in the sub-20 nm lamellar
structures of pearlite steel wires, where the cementite lamellae dissolve at large strains and
stabilize the ferrite lamellar boundaries for further deformation.

5.2.2. Thermal Activation Theory

The thermal activation theory is established based on the thermal and athermal nature
of flow stress, where there are three types of barriers to dislocation motions: short range,
long range, and drag components [165,166]. The short-range component originates from
lattice and point defects in the grain interior, whose dimension is about 10 atomic diameters.
Since the stress contributed by short range component is influenced by strain rate and
temperature, it is absolutely a thermal stress σTH. The stress of long-range component is
derived from forest dislocations and grain boundaries. This stress is not affected by strain
rate and is almost independent of temperature, which is usually regard as an athermal
stress σA. The stress contribution from drag component is considered to be small when
the strain rate is smaller than 105–107 s−1. In most cases, the flow stress can be expressed
as [166]:

σs = σA + σTH (14)

Since the athermal stress σA is contributed by forest dislocations and grain bound-
aries [167,168], it can be expressed as:

σA= Mαµb
√

ρ + kHPD−1/2
av (15)

here ρ is the dislocation density. The two terms are contributions from forest and Hall–
Petch strengthening, respectively. Visser and Ghonem [165] have taken grain boundaries
as well as twin boundaries into account by considering the twin boundaries as a decrease
of original grain size. The thermal stress is written as:

σA= σFεi + σT (16)

where ε is the strain, σF and i are hardening parameters due to the forest strengthening. σT
is the stress contributions of twin boundaries, which is expressed as:

σT = σ0 + βFj (17)

where β and j are constant, F is the twin volume fraction.
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5.2.3. Precipitation Strengthening

The analytical descriptions change according to the morphologies and the dimen-
sions of phases [169]. In terms of the nano-scale particles (situation represented in the
Section 3.5.1), if the particles have coherent interface, are small enough and can be sheared
by the dislocations, the stress contribution is written as:

σP1 = C1 An
eff

Rn

L + 2R
(18)

here C1 and n are constants, Aeff is the effective obstacle area, R is the radius of particle
and L is the spacing between two adjacent phases. On the other hand, when the interfaces
of particles are incoherent or the sizes of particles are relatively large, where the disloca-
tions and the phase interfaces can only interact by looping (situation represented in the
Section 3.5.1), the stress contribution is written as:

σP2 = C2
µb
L

(19)

where C2 is constant. In the case of the phases with dimensions at micro-scale (situations
represented in the Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2), e.g., the micro-scale particles and the lamellae,
the stress contribution is written as:

σP3 =
C3√

L
(20)

here C3 is constant.

5.3. Characterization Techniques for Investigating Dislocation–Boundary Interaction

To investigate the strengthening mechanisms and the relationships between the me-
chanical properties of bulk metals and their dislocation–boundary interactions during
deformation, the ideal characterization method is the dynamic observation of the defor-
mation process and interaction behaviors at the full-length scales from nano to macro in
three dimensions. Compared with ordinary static experiments, the dynamic observation
by in-situ characterization techniques provides the real-time evolution and variation of
structural data during the whole interaction process between dislocations and boundaries
for further analysis and also provides an insight into the unknown field not obtainable
in the post mortem results [12,13,16–18,114,151,155]. However, the ideal condition cannot
be met by any single in-situ characterization technique due to the limitations on spatial
resolution, states and dimensions of specimens, and deformation strains and strain rates.
The in-situ techniques are compared below with a focus on SEM, TEM and XRD techniques.

The in-situ SEM technique can produce a high-quality image with a spatial resolution
smaller than 1 nm and provide abundant information on microstructure, crystal orienta-
tions, phases, Schmid factors, and strains. It has been considered as one of the best methods
for the investigation of the twinning behavior during deformation induced by the external
stress [149,151,155]. Compared with the in-situ TEM technique, the in-situ SEM technique
is capable for investigating the crystal orientation, microstructure and dynamic behavior
at both large stains and large scales, which approaches the situation of macro-mechanical
properties. However, it cannot give a detailed structure of a boundary as well as dislo-
cation dissociation during twin-boundary interactions. These details need to be further
verified by the TEM technique or simulation studies. On the other hand, it is difficult to
observe individual dislocations interacting with boundaries by the SEM technique. Even
so, multiple findings are obtained in observation of bulk metals coupled with mechanical
testing, which are unlikely to be obtained by the TEM technique [15,18–20,170]. Therefore,
it is promising to investigate dislocation–boundary interactions in bulk metals by in-situ
SEM technique at large strains and large scales together with the post mortem observations
by TEM.
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Since it is difficult to observe individual dislocation interactions by other methods, the
in-situ TEM technique has remarkable advantages in characterizing dislocation–boundary
interactions due to its high spatial resolution. It facilitates the atomic-scale dynamic
observation of dislocation–boundary interactions [12,16]. Additionally, details of dis-
location motions during the twin–twin interaction can be revealed by the in-situ TEM
technique [13,152]. Moreover, the TEM technique also provides abundant information
including atomic number, crystal structure and orientation. Although it seems that the TEM
technique meets all the needs for materials research, there are some drawbacks [50,171,172]:

• The specimen requires a thin foil with thickness typically below 300 nm, which cannot
reflect a macroscopic performance of metals;

• The useful field of view is small, which is hard to reach a large quantity of statistics;
• Mechanical damage and relaxations of stored deformation may be induced during

specimen preparation due to its large free surfaces;
• It is hard to control imaging and deformation conditions to obtain a qualified field of

view during the in-situ experiment.

Consequently, it is hard to relate the data by in-situ TEM technique to the macroscopic
mechanical properties of metals.

Compared with the in-situ SEM and TEM techniques, the in-situ XRD technique
exhibits many advantages:

• Non-destructive measurements [173,174], which can be applied on bulk specimen
tested by the conventional mechanical equipment rather than pillars or thin foils;

• A large detecting area up to macro-scale [173,175], which facilitates the research on
average behaviors of multiple grains;

• The information obtained by penetrating several millimeters of bulk crystal volume
instead of data from the surface (SEM) or the thin foil (TEM) [174], which is able to
build 3D mapping and investigate 3D interactions between dislocations and bound-
aries [95,176,177];

• It is more sensitive to elastic strains, which is favorable to study the stress distribution
before plastic deformation [178];

• It is capable to perform experiments at high temperatures (above 900 ◦C) [179].

Even though the in-situ XRD technique is powerful, some drawbacks have limited
applying this method in the studies of interactions between dislocations and boundaries.
At first, all information obtained by XRD is based on the analysis of Laue diffraction
pattern, which is different from the straightforward results obtained by other microscopic
techniques [174]. The most important reason for few research on interactions between
dislocations and boundaries is the resolution of the in-situ XRD, which is only at the
micro-scale [178,180,181].

6. Summary and Outlook

So far, there is still a gap between the knowledge of dislocation–boundary interactions
and macroscopic mechanical properties due to many influencing factors and differences
between experimental and normal testing conditions. Moreover, there are still uncov-
ered interaction mechanisms which need intensive and comprehensive studies to better
understand the nature of dislocation–boundary interactions.

6.1. Investigations of Unknown Interaction Mechanisms
6.1.1. Reveal New Mechanisms during Dislocation–Boundary Interaction

Although great progress has been achieved in understanding the dislocation–boundary
interactions, new findings are emerging continuously. For example, in the dislocation–twin
boundary interaction of nanotwinned Ag, the resistances of dislocation transmission across
the nanotwin boundaries are relatively weak, which are not considered as the dominant
reason for their high strength. The governing strengthening mechanism of nanotwinned
Ag is that the small twin spacing of nanotwinned structure remarkably increases the local
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curvature of partial dislocations, which requires larger stresses to emerge the partial dislo-
cations into the perfect screw dislocations before transmitting across twin boundaries [18].
Further researches need to reveal the unknown interaction mechanisms in particular for
nanocrystalline and nanotwinned metals.

6.1.2. Discover the Origins of Boundary Resistance

The strengthening induced by dislocation–boundary interactions can originate from
image forces, boundary absorptions and interactions, and accommodations to the adjacent
grains. However, in most cases, the resistances of boundaries are regarded as a whole,
and their strengthening contributions have not been clarified in detail. For example,
Malyar et al. [17] found that the dislocation–grain boundary interaction shows different
behaviors at different strain rates: the dislocations can easily transmit across a grain
boundary at a low strain rate while are piled up in front of a grain boundary at high
strain rates. This is due to varied difficulty levels of dislocation reorientation with strain
rates when the dislocations are emitted into the adjacent grain. Since the resistances of
boundaries at different stages of dislocation–boundary interactions may change according
to the deformation status, it is important to distinguish their strengthening contributions
from each other.

6.1.3. Validate Assumptions and Simulation Results by Experiments

For example, several models and simulations have been performed to explain the
dislocation transmission mechanism across the ferrite–cementite interface in pearlitic
steels [22,30,122,131–134]. However, the direct dislocation transmission across the interface
has not been confirmed through experimental observations. This is ascribed to the fact
that the observation of dislocations in cementite lamellae is relatively difficult by TEM.
There are many cases remained at the stage of theory assumptions due to experimental
difficulties, which are expected to be solved in future by advanced in-situ techniques.

6.2. Comprehensive Studies of Influencing Factors

Directly correlating the practical mechanicalproperties of metals with dislocation–
boundary interaction models faces huge challenges. This is because there are numerous
influencing factors of dislocation–boundary interactions and none of them can be consid-
ered as absolutely independent regardless of others. However, most researches focus on
one factor. In this case, the obtained conclusions isolated to other influencing factors may be
diverse from case to case and sometimes result in contradictions between different results.
Moreover, deformation of polycrystalline metals is the dominant processing of structural
metals. These conditions are different from most of the reported results in bi-crystals at
relatively low strains and strains rate by TEM and SEM.

So far, the Hall–Petch relation is a model concerning the dislocation–boundary interac-
tions that has been widely recognized as feasible to the practical mechanical properties of
metallic materials [99,100]. However, even in this successful case, the grain size is the only
factor considered in this relationship, regardless of important factors such as Bravais lat-
tices, boundary structure, misorientation or geometrical condition, dislocation types, strain,
strain rate and so on. Also, the other strengthening models on the dislocation–boundary
interaction face the same situation as the Hall–Petch relation. However, the experimental
results have verified the importance of influencing factors, which are not negligible in the
dislocation–boundary interaction. For example, the dislocation types have been confirmed
to show distinct behaviors when interacting with twin boundary [31,40,104,105,107] and
grain boundary [43], respectively. Additionally, although the resistances to dislocation
motions of low-energy and low Σ CSL boundaries are a controversial issue [35,37], they
have been applied as grain boundary engineering (GBE) and improve the mechanical
properties of metals [23–25].

On the other hand, compared with the dislocation–boundary interactions, there is few
studies on the influencing factors of twin–boundary interactions. For example, the studies
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of twin–grain boundary interaction mainly focus on the grain boundary misorientation in
hcp metals [14,32,36,149,150]. Whereas most researches of twin–twin interaction investigate
what occurs during the interaction [13,38,39,148], but few of them involve investigations
of influencing factors. Therefore, there is still a long way to go in the study of dislocation–
boundary interactions. To better investigate the behaviors during dislocation–boundary
interactions, more experimental data by combining different in-situ testing methods is
needed to take cross-validations at different length scales, strains, and strain rates etc., as
well as the correlation of these data to the mechanical properties of bulk metals.
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Abstract: One of the most relevant geometrical factors defining an adhesive joint is the thickness of
the adhesive layer. The influence of the adhesive layer thickness on the joint strength has not been
precisely understood so far. This article presents simplified analytical formulas for adhesive joint
strength and adhesive joint coefficient for different joint loading, assuming, inter alia: linear-elastic
strain of adhesive layer, elastic strain of adherends and only one kind of stress in adhesive. On the
basis of the presented adhesive joint coefficient, the butt joint was selected for the tests of the influence
of adhesive thickness on the adhesive failure stress. The tests showed clearly that with an increase
in the thickness of the tested adhesive layers (up to about 0.17 mm), the value of their failure stress
decreased quasi linearly. Furthermore, some adhesive joints (inter alia subjected to shearing) may
display the optimum value of the thickness of the adhesive layer in terms of the strength of the joint.
Thus, the aim of this work was to explain the phenomenon of optimal adhesive layer thickness in
some types of adhesive joints. The verifying test was conducted with use of single simple lap joints.
Finally, with the use of the FE method, the authors were able to obtain stresses in the adhesive layers
of lap joints for loads that destroyed that joints in the experiment, and the FEM-calculated failure
stresses for lap joints were compared with the adhesive failure stresses determined experimentally
using the butt specimens. Numerical calculations were conducted with the use of the continuum
mechanics approach (stress-based), and the non-linear behavior of the adhesive and plastic strain of
the adherends was taken into account.

Keywords: adhesive joint; adhesive bond strength; adhesive layer thickness

1. Introduction

Adhesive bonds are frequently used in numerous industrial sectors [1,2]. Adhesive
bonding is a particularly attractive assembly technique for application in which weight
gain is at a premium, e.g., air transport [3]. In the aeronautical industry, adhesive bonds
are most frequently applied in the manufacturing of sandwich constructions, fiber metal
laminates and fatigue-resistant hybrid adhesive-riveted joints. In pure adhesive joints,
a wide zone can be used to transmit the load, and no holes are used; thus, a reduction in
weight can be obtained. However, the reliability of adhesively bonded joints needs to be
properly addressed during their design. The strength of adhesive joints depends upon
many constructional and technological factors and service conditions. The geometry of the
adhesive joint, the sort of joint materials used (both adhesive and adherends), and the load
manner are ranked as constructional factors. The geometry of the structural adhesive joints
is a very important aspect in the design of the joint. One of the most relevant geometrical
factors is the thickness of the adhesive layer.

Numerous investigations have been carried out in order to determine the influence of ad-
hesive thickness on the strength of adhesive joints [4–14]. However, the effect of the adhesive
thickness on the bond strength, even in single lap joints, is still not precisely understood.

As early as sixty years ago, Alner [4] and Winter [5] indicated that the dependence
of adhesive joint strength on adhesive thickness was different from the results shown by
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analytical formulas. According to the analytical formulas, an increase in adhesive thickness
should lead to an increase in the strength of adhesive joints subjected to shearing. In fact,
usually, the strength of such joints decreases with increasing adhesive thickness if it is more
than the so-called optimum thickness. For most adhesives, the optimal adhesive thickness
is between 0.05 and 0.15 mm [1].

Grant et al. [6] verified that lap joints under tension are very sensitive to adhesive
thickness. They explained that as the bond line thickness increases, there is an increase in
the bending stress, since the bending moment increases. Consequently, the strength of the
joint is reduced. Additionally, da Silva et al. [7] verified that lap shear strength decreases as
the adhesive thickness increases from 0.5 to 2 mm.

Naito et al. [8] researched the effect of adhesive thickness on the tensile and shear
strength of polyimide adhesive. Their experimental test results indicated that the tensile
strength of butt joints decreases with increasing adhesive thickness, and the shear strength
of single lap joints is almost constant, regardless of adhesive thickness (0.1–1 mm), although
a lot of scatter was observed in the tensile and shear strength of the tested adhesive.

Xu and Wei [9] researched the influence of adhesive thickness on the cohesive proper-
ties and overall strength of metallic adhesive bonding structures, employing the cohesive
zone model to equivalently simulate adhesive layers with various thicknesses. The ob-
tained results showed that both the cohesive parameters and the overall strength of metallic
adhesive were highly dependent on the adhesive thickness, and the variations in overall
strength resulting from the various thickness exhibited discrepancies due to the toughness
and strain hardening capacity of the adhesive.

Bezemer et al. [10] tested the impact strength of the adhesive. They proved that there
is an optimum adhesive thickness at different test speeds. The optimum thickness depends
both on the adhesive used and on the test speed. Only for tough adhesives did increased
adhesive thickness give a better impact behavior.

Arends et al. [11] took up the attempt to determine optimum adhesive thickness for
structural adhesive joints. They performed experimental tests and carried out analyses
concerning the influence of adhesive thickness on the tensile lap-shear strength of single
overlap joints. For adhesive thicknesses between 0.4 and 0.8 mm, it was found that the
failure mode was essentially cohesive, and the value of the strength increased as the
adhesive thickness was reduced. For adhesive thicknesses less than 0.4 mm, it was noted
that the failure mode was essentially adhesive, and the shear strength showed higher
values, but with typical deviation. Because the cohesive failure mode guaranteed the
greater reliability of the adhesive joint under the foreseeable working conditions, the
optimal adhesive thickness for the tested adhesive should be maintained between 0.4 and
0.5 mm.

Marzi et al. [12] researched the influence of adhesive thickness on the fracture energy
of the crash-optimized high-strength adhesive. All of the methods used by them gave
virtually the same fracture energy for small layer thicknesses. Here, the fracture energy
increased with increasing layer thickness. For larger thicknesses, the results obtained from
different methods deviated.

Praksah et al. [13] investigated the influence of adhesive thickness on the high-velocity
impact performance of composite targets. The research proved that parameters such as
target deformation, energy transformation, depth of penetration and profile deflection of
the back plate were dependent to a high degree on the adhesive layer.

Cognard et al. [14] experimentally tested and numerically analyzed the influence of
relatively thick adhesive thicknesses (until 1.3 mm) on the strength and edge effects of
TAST specimens. They showed that an increase in the adhesive thickness increases the
influence of edge effect and increases the risk of crack initiation near the free edges of
adhesive. This conclusion seems to be applicable to joints loaded in a similar fashion to the
TAST specimens.

In addition to the experimental approach, prediction of the strength of adhesively
bonded joints can be performed with use of three main numerical approaches: the contin-
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uum mechanics approach (stress-based), the fracture mechanics approach, and the damage
mechanics approach [15].

In the continuum mechanics approach, the adhesive and adherends are modeled using
continuum elements, assuming that the adhesive is perfectly bonded to the adherends.
The assumption of a perfect bond means that the finite element analysis takes no account of
the adhesion properties of the interface. This type of modeling approach makes it possible
to take into account the influence of the thickness of the adhesive layer on adhesively
bonded joint strength [16].

The fracture mechanics approach uses an energy parameter (toughness) as the failure
criterion. Prediction of the joint strength is based on linear elastic fracture mechanics, which
relies on the existence of a crack and linear elasticity [17,18]. However, well-manufactured
joints may not have macroscopic cracks. Furthermore, large-scale plasticity in the adherends
limits the use of the linear elastic fracture mechanics approach in numerical calculations.

The progressive damage approach can be implemented using either local or continuum
approaches. In the continuum approach, the damage is modeled over a finite region.
The local approach, in which the damage is confined to a zero thickness of the surface,
is often referred to as the cohesive zone approach (CZM). The CZM approach is used to
simulate the macroscopic damage along predefined crack path by specification of a traction–
separation response between initially coincident nodes on either side of the predefined
crack path [19]. In the FEM strength calculations of adhesively bonded joints with the
use of “cohesive” elements (CZM), the problem becomes to assign appropriate values to
the parameters of such elements. The analyses of the authors of the article [20] show that
this requires experimental tests and numerical calculations for a specific adhesive, the
method of preparing the surface for adhesive and specific thickness of the joint. “Cohesive”
elements (CZM) have no thickness and make it possible to determine only normal stresses
perpendicular to the bonded surfaces and shear stresses (normal stresses occurring in the
adhesive plane are ignored). For this reason, they have been found to be unsuitable for the
numerical analysis of the influence of the adhesive layer thickness on static strength.

The purpose of the numerical calculations in this paper is to obtain stresses in the adhe-
sive layers of lap joints for loads that destroy that joints in the experiment, and compare the
FEM-calculated failure stresses of the lap joints with the adhesive failure stresses determined
experimentally. Therefore, the authors decided to apply the continuum mechanics approach.

The general topic of the present paper is the analysis of the influence of the thickness
of the adhesive layer on the strength of differently loaded adhesive joints. However, the
main aim of the work is to explain the phenomenon of optimal adhesive layer thickness
in some types of adhesive joints. The article presents simplified analytical formulas for
adhesive joint strength for different joint loading and elastic properties of adhesive and
adherends, calculated on the basis of Refs. [21–26]. The experimental tests were conducted
with the use of the butt joints and single simple lap joints. Finally, FE method calculations
were carried out within the range of plastic deformations of both adhesive and adherend
in order to verify the adhesive failure stress dependence on adhesive thickness.

2. Analytical Calculations of the Strength of Adhesive Joint

In the analytical calculations, the assumption may be made that the strength of the
adhesive joint is given by the formula:

P = τn·A· ψ (1)

where:
τn—breaking stresses of the adhesive layer dependent on the sort of adhesive, the sort

of adherend material, the adhesive bonding technology (among others surface preparation),
and the adhesive thickness;

A—area of the adhesive layer;
ψ—joint coefficient, dependent on the joint geometry, load manner, mechanical prop-

erties of adhesive and mechanical properties of the adherends.
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The joint coefficient may be determined analytically. Even for numerous simplifica-
tions, including

• two-dimensional models,
• elastic strain of the adherends,
• linear-elastic strain of the adhesive layer,
• constant stress along thickness of the adhesive layer, and
• only one stress component in the adhesive,

the joint coefficient for lap joints subjected to shearing is given by a quite complicated
formula resulting from Volkersen’s theory:

ψ =

√
W
∆

sinh
√

∆W
cosh

√
∆W + W − 1

(2)

where:
∆ = Gk l2

δkE2δ2
, W = E1δ1+E2δ2

E1δ1
where:
E—Youngs’ modulus of the adherends,
Gk—shear modulus of the adhesive (adhesive layer),
l—length of the adhesive layer,
δ—thickness of the adherends,
δk—thickness of the adhesive layer.
Considering the geometry of most of the lap joints used in engineering, it is possible

to simplify Equation (1) to:

Ψ =

√
W
A

=

√
E1δ1 + E2δ2

E1δ1
×
√

δkE2δ2

Gkl2 (3)

Assuming that both adherends have equal longitudinal rigidity, it is possible to make
additional simplifications. In Table 1, simplified formulas of joint coefficients (calculated
on the basis of papers [21–26]) are presented for different models of adhesive joint loading.

In Table 1, only failure shear stresses are presented. It follows from this that the
maximal principal positive stresses hypothesis is useful to evaluate the effort in the adhesive
layer with acceptable accuracy, and for this hypothesis, the failure shear stresses are equal
to the failure normal stresses (σn = τn) [27]. This results from the secular equation:

σ3 − σ2(σx + σy + σz
)
+ σ

(
σxσy + σyσz + σzσx − τ2

xy − τ2
yz − τ2

zx

)

−
(

σxσyσz − σxτ2
yz − σyτ2

zx − σzτ2
xy + 2τxyτyzτzx

)
= 0

(4)

where σ—principal stress, σx, σy, σz—normal stress, τxy, τxz, τyz—shear stress
If σx = 0, σy = 0, σz = 0, τyz = 0 and τzx = 0, then

σI = τxy (5)

where P—force, Mg —bending moment, Ms—twisting moment, d—diameter, e—eccentricity,
E—Youngs’ modulus of the adherends, Ek—Young’ modulus of the adhesive, Gk—shear
modulus of the adhesive (adhesive layer), l—length of the adhesive layer, δ—thickness of
the adherends, δk—thickness of the adhesive layer, A—area of the adhesive layer.

On the basis of the formulas shown in Table 1, it can be seen that only the strength of
joints subjected to pure shearing (No. 4), to tension (No. 11) and to cleaving (No. 12,13) are
not dependent upon the adhesive layer thickness. The strength of the other joints (the most
important for engineering subjected to shearing) is dependent upon the adhesive thickness,
and this dependence can be described by the following formula:

P, Ms, Mg = Ci
√

δk (6)
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where Ci—constant value for specific type of joint.

Table 1. Simplified formulas of adhesive joint coefficient for different joint loading valid for elastic adhesive (calculated on
the basis of papers [15–20]).

No. Model of Joint Strength of Joint Joint Coefficient References

1 P = τn AΨ1 ψ1 =
√

2Eδδk
l2Gk

[21]

2 P = τn AΨ2 ψ2 =
√

2Gδδk
l2Gk

[22]

3 Ms = τn AΨ3 ψ3 = d
l

√
Gδδk
Gk

[23]

4 Ms = τn AΨ4 ψ4 = d
2 *

5 Mg = σn AΨ5 ψ5 =
√

Eδ3δk
24l2Ek

* [24]

6 P = σn AΨ6 ψ6 = 4

√
Eδ3δk
96l4Ek

* [26]

7 Mg = σn AΨ7 ψ7 =
√

Eδ3δk
12l2Ek

[24,25]

8 P = σn AΨ8 ψ8 = 4

√
Eδ3δk
48l4Ek

[26]

9 Mg = σn AΨ9 ψ9 =
√

Eδ3δk
6l2Ek

* [24]

10 P = σn AΨ10 ψ10 = 4

√
Eδ3δk
6l4Ek

* [26]

11 P = σn AΨ11 ψ11 = 1 *

12 P = σn AΨ12 ψ12 = d
d+8e *

13 P = σn AΨ13 ψ13 = l
l+6e *

14 P = τn AΨ14 ψ14 =
√

Eδδk
2l2Gk

* [21]

*—own study, * [A]—own study based on publication [A].
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According to Equation (6), the strength of the majority of adhesive joints should
increase along with an increase in adhesive thickness, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Theoretical dependence of lap adhesive joint strength upon adhesive layer thickness
when failure stress of the adhesive layer is not dependent on adhesive layer thickness (vertical axis
non-dimensional).

The experimental tests do not verify this dependence on account of the fact that
the failure stress of the adhesive is dependent upon the adhesive thickness. Adams and
Peppiatt [28] attribute the decrease in joint strength with adhesive thickness to the fact that
thicker bond lines contain more defects, such as voids and microcracks. This theory seems
to be very probable, although there are many other theories.

3. Experimental Tests

To determine the influence of adhesive thickness upon the failure stress of the adhesive
layer, an experiment was carried out with the butt specimens, as shown in Figure 2.
The simple butt joint was selected for the tests, because its joint coefficient is not dependent
upon adhesive thickness (see Table 1).

Figure 2. The specimen used in the test for estimating the dependence of adhesive failure stress upon
adhesive thickness.

The FEM calculations conducted showed that in the adhesive layer of such specimens,
the distribution of stresses is approximately uniform (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Stresses distribution in the adhesive layer of the butt specimen (sig I—maximal principal
stress, sig r—radial stress equal circumferential stress, sig z—axial stress, tau zr—shear stress, the
adhesive was modeled by three layers of elements).

The bonded surfaces of all specimens were prepared by pickling in aqueous solution of
sulfuric acid and chromic acid at 60 ◦C. In the strength tests, six specimens were prepared
for every measuring point. The results were elaborated statistically: Student-Fisher’s
method was applied to calculate the confidence interval for the level α = 0.95. To obtain the
required adhesive thickness, two thin wires of suitable thickness were placed in uncured
adhesive layers. The thinnest adhesive thicknesses (about 0.02 mm) were obtained without
distance wires. The adhesive layers were cured at a pressure of about 0.8 MPa. The adhesive
thicknesses were estimated by measuring similarly adhesively bonded single simple lap
specimens which thickness were measured by micrometer. The thickest bond line was
0.3 mm.

The tests were conducted for Epidian 57 adhesive (CIECH Resins, Nowa Sarzyna,
Poland) cured with Z-1 hardener (CIECH Resins, Nowa Sarzyna, Poland) for 1 h at 60 ◦C
and Araldite AW126H (Huntsman Advanced Materials, Duxford, UK) cured with HY994
hardener (Huntsman Advanced Materials, Duxford, UK) for 1 h at 80 ◦C. The failure
stresses were calculated using the following formula:

τn = σn =
P
A

(7)

where P—average breaking force, A—area of adhesive layer.
The results of the tests are presented in Figure 4.
The tests showed explicitly that value of adhesive failure stress are dependent upon

the adhesive thickness. Along with the increase in the adhesive thicknesses to about
0.17 mm, the value of failure stress decreases in a quasi-linear fashion for the tested
adhesive. A similar dependence of failure shear stress upon adhesive thickness was
obtained for heading joints with two sleeves subjected to shearing [29] and normal stress
for tensile butt joints [8].
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Figure 4. Dependence of adhesive failure stress upon adhesive thickness determined for two adhesives.

The linear dependence of adhesive failure stresses upon adhesive thickness can be
described by the following formula:

σn = τn = B− D · δk (8)

where B and D—constants for each adhesive dependent on surface preparation manner for
adhesive bending.

The insertion of Equation (8), e.g., into the formula for loading manner 1, shown in
Table 1, makes it possible to obtain the dependence of the strength of the joint subjected to
shearing on the adhesive layer thickness:

P = (B− D · δk)A

√
2Eδδk
l2GK

(9)

Function P = P(δk) has an extreme (maximum) for:

δk =
B

3D
(10)

and this formula describes the optimum thickness value of the adhesive layer for load
manner 1, shown in Table 1. The same formula describes the optimum thickness value
of the adhesive layer for manners of adhesive bond loading 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 14, shown in
Table 1.

For adhesive bonds loaded according to manner 6 (shown in Table 1), the strength as
a function of adhesive thickness is described by the following formula:

P = (B− D · δk)A 4

√
Eδ3δk
96l4Ek

(11)

Equation (11) has a maximum for:

δk =
3B
7D

(12)
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The same formula describes the optimum thickness value of the adhesive layer for
loading manners 8 and 10, shown in Table 1.

Due to the above, it seems that some adhesive joints may have an optimum adhesive
thickness. The optimum thickness value of the adhesive layer shouldn’t be dependent
upon the thickness of the adherends, the Young’s modulus of the bonded materials, or the
Young’s modulus of the adhesive, but it should be dependent upon loading manner.

On the basis of Figure 3, the linear dependences of failure stress on adhesive thickness
(τn = τ(δk)) were calculated as follows for the Epidian 57 adhesive:

τn = 76.9− 160.1 δk·MPa (13)

and for Araldite AV 136H:
τn = 72.2− 240.8 δk·MPa (14)

By inserting Dependencies (13) and (14) into Equation (10), we can calculate the values
of the optimal thickness of the adhesive layer for the two tested adhesives. Therefore,
the optimal adhesive thickness for joints subjected to shearing bonded with Epidian 57
adhesive should be equal, at about:

δkopt =
B

3D
=

76.9
3 · 160.1

≈ 0.16 mm (15)

and, in turn, for joints subjected to shearing bonded with Araldite AV 136 H adhesive:

δkopt =
72.2

3 · 240.8
≈ 0.1 mm (16)

A verifying test was performed. A single simple lap joint with a 25 mm overlap,
25 mm width, and 2-mm-thick adherends made of aluminum alloy 2024T4 (Henan Mingtai
aluminum industry Co. LTD, Zhengzhou, Henan, China) was tested to determine the
influence of adhesive thickness upon joint strength. Six samples were used for each setting.
The bonded surface of the specimens was prepared for bonding by pickling. Two thin
wires were placed in uncured adhesive layers to obtain the definite adhesive thickness. The
specimens were bonded with the same adhesives as the butt joints. The adhesive thickness
was estimated by micrometer measuring of each specimen. The spread of average adhesive
thickness was not greater then ±0.01 mm for each batch. The results of the strength tests
are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Dependence of lap joint strength on adhesive thickness (Epidian 57/Z1 adhesive).
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Figure 6. Dependence of lap joint strength on adhesive thickness (Araldite AW136H adhesive).

The results of the experimental tests were different from the analytical calculations—
the optimal adhesive thickness for joints bonded with Epidian 57 were smaller than the
calculated ones, and the joints bonded with Araldite AV 136H did not show the optimal
adhesive thickness. The cause of this inaccuracy may be the simplifications made, especially
the assumptions with respect to the elastic strains of adhesive and adherends.

4. Numerical Calculations

FE method calculations were conducted to estimate the adhesive failure stresses in the
adhesive layer of the experimentally tested single lap joints. As stated in the introduction,
the authors decided to apply the continuum mechanics approach, and the adhesive joint
was modeled with eight-node quad elements. The failure stress was calculated for joints
bonded with Epidian 57 and AW 136H adhesives for the actual adhesive thickness and
breaking loads on the basis of the experimental test. The MSC Nastran 2018 (MSC Software
Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA) for Windows program was used for numerical calculation.
In the numerical calculation, constant stress along the width of the joint was assumed.
Therefore, the 2D plane strain models were used throughout this study. The actual thickness
of specimen sheets, overlap lengths, thickness of the adhesive layer and the spacing of the
testing machine handles were used in the numerical calculations. The adhesive layers were
modeled by one layer of finite elements (eight-node quad elements) [30]. The possibility of
such modeling is a result of the numerical investigations of lap joints subjected to shearing.
The performed calculations led to the following conclusions:

• the edges of the adhesive layer are a so-called singular point in which numerically
calculated stresses approach infinity when the element net is thickened,

• small (equal in dimension to the thickness of the adhesive layer) “flashes” presenting
at the edges of the adhesive layers of the lap joint cause considerable reduction of the
stress concentrations in adhesive layers, as well as the uniformity of stresses along the
thickness of the adhesive layer,

• the uniformity of stresses along the thickness of the adhesive layer makes it possible
to model the adhesive layer with a single element layer.

The length of the adhesive layer elements was equal to 0.5 mm. The adherends
were modeled using four layers of elements. The tested models of the specimens were
loaded with average forces according to the experimental tests in the respective groups.
The calculations were performed for the non-linear characteristics of the adhesive and the
adherends. The non-linear properties of the adhesive and the adherends were described
for calculations using discrete functions made on the basis of their stress–strain curves.
The stress–strain curves of adhesive layers (Figure 7) were adopted on the basis of the com-
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pression curves determined using the cast cylindrical specimens (diameter Φ = 12.5 mm,
height l = 25 mm). The stress–strain curve of alloy 2024T4 based on the set of tensile curves
is presented in Figure 8. The Poisson’s ratio of the alloy 2024T4 was assumed to be ν = 0.3
and the Poisson’s ratio of the adhesive was ν = 0.35. The model of the single lap specimen
under load is illustrated on Figure 9.

Figure 7. The stress–strain curves for Epidian 57/Z1 and AW 136H adhesive (compression curves
without the considering of specimen cross-section area change).

Figure 8. The stress–strain curve for 2024T4 alloy (tensile curve with the considering of specimen
cross-section area change).
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Figure 9. Deformation of a single lap specimen under shear load with a force of 11,800 N (scale 3.2:1,
plastic deformation of jointed elements) and Mises stress distribution.

From the results of the conducted calculations, in all calculated cases, the yield point of
adherends (Re ≈ 330 MPa) exceeded what caused plastic deformation. Calculation on the
basis of the failure stress in the maximal principal stresses hypothesis showed results about
10% higher than the results from the tests of the tensile butt specimens (Figures 10 and 11).

Figure 10. Comparison of Epidian 57/Z1 adhesive failure stresses determined experimentally using
butt specimens with FEM calculated failure stresses for lap joints.

Figure 11. Comparison of AW 136H adhesive failure stresses determined experimentally using butt
specimens with FEM calculated failure stresses for lap joints.
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The cause of the difference in failure stress between the calculated and experimentally
determined results may result from the greater area of the adhesive layer loaded with
maximal stresses in the tensile butt joint than in the lap joint subjected to shearing. In
the tensile butt joint, the entire adhesive is loaded by failure stress; in lap joint, only the
edge of the adhesive layer is loaded. This is in accordance with defect theory relating to
adhesive layers.

5. Conclusions

• The value of adhesive failure stress is dependent upon the adhesive thickness. The fail-
ure stress decreases with increasing adhesive layer thickness, at first in a quasi-linear
manner, and then less intensively. This fact may be the result of the greater number of
defects in the thicker adhesive layer.

• The dependence of adhesive failure stress upon adhesive thickness causes the strength
of most adhesive joints (shear loaded and peel loaded) to be dependent on the thick-
ness of the adhesive layer in different ways to those in the results shown by analytical
formulas. Lap joints subjected to shearing and joints subjected to peeling may have
the optimal adhesive thickness.

• The same adhesive joints, such as butt joints subjected to tensioning and joints sub-
jected to cleaving, have the highest strength for very thin adhesive layers. For such
joints, the facetious saying is “the adhesive bond is superlative if there is no adhesive
at all”.

• The more accurate analysis of adhesive thickness influence on adhesively bonded
joint strength demands the taking into account of the non-linear behavior of adhesive
and the plastic strain ability of the adherends. This is possible using FE methods.
The numerical calculations verify that the failure stress of thin adhesive layers is
greater than in thicker ones.
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Abstract: Ultralight sandwich constructions with corrugated channel cores (i.e., periodic fluid-
through wavy passages) are envisioned to possess multifunctional attributes: simultaneous load-
carrying and heat dissipation via active cooling. Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) corrugated-channel-cored
sandwich panels (3CSPs) with thin face sheets and core webs were fabricated via the technique of
selective laser melting (SLM) for enhanced shear resistance relative to other fabrication processes
such as vacuum brazing. Four-point bending responses of as-fabricated 3CSP specimens, includ-
ing bending resistance and initial collapse modes, were experimentally measured. The bending
characteristics of the 3CSP structure were further explored using a combined approach of analytical
modeling and numerical simulation based on the method of finite elements (FE). Both the analytical
and numerical predictions were validated against experimental measurements. Collapse mechanism
maps of the 3CSP structure were subsequently constructed using the analytical model, with four
collapse modes considered (face-sheet yielding, face-sheet buckling, core yielding, and core buckling),
which were used to evaluate how its structural geometry affects its collapse initiation mode.

Keywords: sandwich panels with corrugated channel core; 3D-printed sandwich; bending response;
mechanism maps; geometrical optimization

1. Introduction

Increasing demand for integration and miniaturization of load-sustaining mechanical
structures calls for novel lightweight materials. Various methodologies have been devel-
oped to construct high-performance lightweight structures, e.g., selection of lightweight
base materials [1], structural/topological optimization based on machine learning [2,3],
bio-inspired design such as hierarchical [4] and graded [5] strategies and their combination,
and so on. The essence of the above method is to remove redundant mass by optimizing the
structure topology and size. Nowadays, however, a load-bearing mechanical structure is
often required to possess additional attributes, e.g., energy absorption, sound attenuation,
heat/mass transfer, energy storage, and so on [6–9]. Design and construction of lightweight
multifunctional structures have thus become a focal point in a wide range of applications.

High-porosity cellular metals with either open or closed cells have emerged as attrac-
tive multifunctional materials [10]. Particularly, for applications requiring simultaneous
load bearing and active cooling, sandwich constructions with three-dimensional (3D) lattice
trusses or two-dimensional (2D) prismatic cores have been extensively exploited [11]. For
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instance, an all-metallic corrugated sandwich panel is a typical multifunctional structure:
in addition to heat dissipation [1,12], it can effectively absorb sound if micro-perforations
are introduced to both its face sheets and core webs [13,14]; it can also provide effective
projectile penetration resistance if ceramic or concrete prisms are inserted to the inter-
stices of its corrugated core [15–17]. Nonetheless, in terms of specific stiffness and specific
strength, a corrugated sandwich construction is inferior to other competing structures
such as honeycomb-cored sandwiches, especially when subjected to bending and shear-
ing [18,19]. More recently, to maintain the flow-through topology of the corrugated core
and improve its load-carrying capability, a novel corrugated channel core (i.e., periodic
fluid-through wavy passages) was envisioned for multifunctional sandwich construc-
tions [20]. It was demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally, that all metallic,
corrugated-channel-cored sandwich panels (3CSPs) exhibit not only significantly enhanced
convective heat transfer rate, but also superior mechanical performance relative to sand-
wich panels with parallel plate channels widely used for active cooling. Further, when
subjected to the loading of out-of-plane compression, the proposed corrugated channel core
exhibits superiority, particularly in the low-density regime, in comparison with competing
sandwich core topologies (e.g., square honeycombs, hollow pyramidal trusses, and octet
trusses) [20]. Upon inserting PMI foam blocks into the interstices of the corrugated channel
core made of a purpose-made fiber-reinforced composite, it was also shown theoretically
and experimentally that the resulting hybrid-cored sandwich panel (with composite face
sheets) not only exhibits superior specific stiffness/strength but also is endowed with a
new attribute, i.e., microwave absorption/transmission [21].

With ever increasing demand for lightweight multifunctional structures, we envision
that the novel all-metallic 3CSP construction proposed in our previous study holds great
potential for a wide variety of engineering applications, targeting in particular simulta-
neous load-bearing and heat dissipation via active cooling at ultra-lightweight. To this
end, processing methods suitable for fabricating high-quality 3CSP structures need to
be exploited, especially when high performance metals such as titanium alloys are used
as the parent material. Further, in addition to systematically studying the heat transfer
performance of an as-fabricated 3CSP specimen, its mechanical performance also needs to
be investigated comprehensively. Furthermore, analytical and numerical models need to be
established to explore in detail the physical mechanisms that underlie the experimentally
observed mechanical responses.

The objectives of this study were therefore three-fold. Firstly, the method of selective
laser melting (SLM) was employed to fabricate Ti-6Al-4V 3CSP sandwich panels for the
first time. Previously, these panels were fabricated using a four-step procedure: (a) folding
of corrugated sheet; (b) fabrication of corrugated web; (c) assembling of sandwich panel;
and (d) vacuum brazing [20,22]. Under bending and/or shear loading, 3CSP specimens
thus fabricated with relatively thin face sheets and core web plates will not reach the
pre-designated strength, because it is difficult to weld the thin face sheets with the thin
core webs, thus yielding inferior shear strength. The SLM technique adopted in this study
can squarely address this deficiency, because the pressing demand for high performance
3CSPs as ultra-lightweight multifunctional structures in fields such as aerospace might
compromise the relatively high cost of SLM. Secondly, in addition to the out-of-plane
uniform compression considered in [20], the performances of as-fabricated Ti-6Al-4V 3CSP
sandwich panels subjected to four-point bending were systematically characterized using
a combined experimental, analytical, and numerical approach. Thirdly, the analytical
model, validated against experimental measurements, was employed to construct collapse
mechanism maps, thus providing an effective strategy for designing 3CSP structures
with optimal bending responses. Eventually, upon performing the foregoing tasks, we
demonstrated that four competing collapse initiation modes governed the failure processes
of the Ti-6Al-4V 3CSP structure as its geometry was varied, and the collapse mechanism
maps constructed using the developed analytical model provides an effective strategy for
designing 3CSP structures with optimal mechanical responses.
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The results of this study demonstrate that the proposed 3CSP structure indeed holds
great potential in multifunctional applications demanding simultaneous load-bearing and
heat dissipation at ultra-lightweight.

2. Methodologies
2.1. Fabrication of 3CSP Specimens
2.1.1. Topology of 3CSP Specimen

As depicted schematically in Figure 1, the all-metallic sandwich panel investigated in
the current study is composed of two face sheets of equal thicknesses (tf) and a corrugated
channel core with a thickness tc and a height h. Let L, B, and H represent the length,
width, and height of the sandwich panel, respectively. The idealized core profile is also
shown in Figure 1, which presents a triangular corrugation core with a wavelength l and an
inclination angle θ. The equivalent neutral surfaces of the webs are parallel to each other,
with spacing d. The face sheets and the core are made of the same metallic material (i.e.,
Ti-6Al-4V). For the present four-point bending test, as detailed in Section 2.2, the distance
between the two indenters (Lp) is fixed at 34 mm, while the span between the two bearings
(Lb) is fixed at 119 mm. The diameter of the indenter/bearing is 10 mm. The characteristic
length of the specimen is thus given by (Figure 1): χ = (Lb − Lp)/2. The weight per unit
area W denotes the weight of a structure per unit surface area [18]. For the present 3CSP, it
is given by W = Mf+Mc

a = 2tfρs +
tch

d cos θ ρs where Mf = 2tfLBρs and Mc = LtchB
d cos θ ρs are the

weight of the face sheets and the core, respectively; a = LB is the surface area of the 3CSP;
and ρs is the density of its parent material. Additionally, to facilitate the quantification of
structural mass, a dimensionless metric ψ = W/ρsχ is defined in this study. Subject to
the limits of fabrication precision and specimen dimensions, the specimens are envisioned
to vary systemically in geometry, as listed in Table 1. It should be mentioned that, in
Figure 1, the face sheets and the core webs are not welded together as done in our previous
study [20]. Rather, the two formed an integral part as 3D printing is used in the current
study to construct the 3CSP structure from scratch. Indeed, no interaction layer is present
between the core web and the face sheet in the as-fabricated Ti-6Al-4V 3CSP specimen.
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Table 1. Geometric details of sandwich panels with corrugated channel cores.

Specimen
No.

Length
L (mm)

Width
W (mm)

Core
Height h

(mm)

Web
Spacing d

(mm)

Thickness of
Face Sheet

tf (mm)

Thickness of
Core Sheet tc

(mm)
Angle θ (◦)

Wave
Length l

(mm)

I 136 24 12 12 1.0 0.4 45 17
II 136 24 12 12 1.0 0.4 45 17
III 136 24 12 12 1.0 0.6 45 17
IV 136 24 12 12 0.8 0.6 45 17
V 136 24 12 12 0.8 0.4 45 17
VI 136 24 12 12 0.8 0.6 45 17
VII 136 24 12 12 0.2 0.8 45 17

2.1.2. Fabrication Methodology

The method of selective laser melting (SLM) enables manufacturing metal structures
via additive printing layer by layer [23,24]. Because it completely melts a powder material,
the SLM methodology allows for a density of approximately 100% and assures series-
identical properties for fabricated specimens [25]. Due to the relatively complex geometry
of the proposed 3CSP (Figure 1), all specimens in this study (Table 1) were fabricated via
SLM. Figure 2 presents a typical Ti-6Al-4V sandwich panel thus fabricated using EOS M290
(EOS Ltd. Germany). The device is equipped with an IPG fiber laser having a power of
400 W and an equivalent speckle diameter of 100 µm. The IPG fiber laser outputs a laser in
continuous wave (CW) mode. A checkerboard scanning strategy was adopted during the
printing process, and the laser heat source was moved from the top to the bottom while
also moving from left to right. The corresponding processing parameters are presented
in Table 2, while geometries of as-fabricated specimens are listed Table 3, together with
measured deviations from those envisioned (Table 1). Subsequently, thermal treatment of
the fabricated specimens was carried out to minimize stress localization (Figure 3), which is
composed of three phases: a linear heating period from 0 to 800 ◦C, with a heating velocity
of 400 ◦C per hour; subsequent maintaining period at a constant temperature of 800 ◦C for
4 h; and a furnace cooling treatment of 240 ◦C per hour, from furnace temperature (800 ◦C)
to 80 ◦C. Lastly, air cooling proceeded until the specimen temperature reaches ambient
temperature. Otherwise, a furnace vacuum condition with a base pressure less than 0.02 Pa
was used during the entire thermal treatment.
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Table 2. SLM processing parameters for Ti-6Al-4V alloy 3CSP specimens.

Term Layer
Thickness

Laser
Powder Scan Speed Hatch

Distance Particle Size

Parameter 40 µm 230 W 970 mm/s 100 µm 15–53 µm

Table 3. Measured dimensions of test specimens fabricated with the SLM.

Specimen No. Thickness of Face Sheet (mm) Thickness of Core Sheet (mm)
Design Size Measured Size Error Design Size Measured Size Error

I 1.0 0.992 −0.80% 0.4 0.445 11.25%
II 1.0 1.063 6.30% 0.4 0.430 7.50%
III 1.0 1.042 4.20% 0.6 0.645 7.50%
IV 0.8 0.853 6.62% 0.6 0.551 −8.17%
V 0.8 0.831 3.87% 0.4 0.407 1.75%
VI 0.8 0.813 1.62% 0.6 0.603 0.50%
VII 0.2 0.225 12.50% 0.8 0.764 −4.50%
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Figure 3. Thermal treatment procedure for Ti-6Al-4V alloy 3CSP specimen.

Figure 4 displays the scanning electron microscope (SEM; Hitachi TM-4000, Hitachi
High-Tech Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) images for selected connection region between the
face sheet and the corrugated channel core. Built upon these SEM observations, relative size
offsets between the as-fabricated specimens and the envisioned specimens were measured,
as summarized in Table 3. The largest discrepancy (12.5%) occurs on the face sheet of
Specimen VII. In general, as shown in Figure 4, the connection between the face sheet and
core exhibits excellent continuity, thus avoiding secondary connection typically needed
during conventional processing. Note that all the test specimens listed in Table 1 were
fabricated using the method of additive manufacturing. Due to limitations of the additive
manufacturing facility used in the current study, relatively large size errors were found in
specimens having either thin face sheets (e.g., Specimen VII) or thin core web sheets (e.g.,
Specimen I). For instance, from the SEM image displayed in Figure 4, partially non-molten
particles (0.02–0.03 mm in size) are present on the surface of core web sheet, causing large
roughness of the surface. This is the main reason behind the large relative size offsets
between the as-fabricated specimens and the envisioned specimens shown in Table 3.
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view; and (b) detail of joint region in (a) marked by dashed line A.

Contrasted with specimens fabricated using the traditional methods such as by vac-
uum brazing, surface property has become a focal point in the evaluation of processing
quality for specimens fabricated with additive manufacturing [24,26]. Therefore, surface
roughness on the face sheets of as-fabricated specimens with/without polishing treatment
was characterized using a confocal microscope (OLYMPUS 3D measuring laser microscope
OLS4000; Olympus Corporation, Shinjuku, Japan). As illustrated in Figure 5, the rough-
ness (Ra) of the outer surface that was polished is 0.40 µm, while that of the in-situ inner
surface without polishing is 15.13 µm. Further analysis of the unpolished surfaces revealed
non-molten powders deposited on these surfaces, thus causing roughened surfaces of face
sheets and core web plates, as shown by the SEM image of Figure 4b. The surface rough-
ness results in the relative size offsets between the as-fabricated and envisioned specimens
shown in Table 3. These size offsets are one of the reasons for the relatively large deviations
of the present analytical/numerical predictions from experimental measurements. Previous
studies showed that reasonable surface treatment such as surface polishing contributes to
the removal of non-molten parent powders [24] and the reduction of surface roughness [27],
leading to improved constitutive mechanical behavior at microscopic level. Likewise, the
influence of non-molten residuum on the bending performance of a 3D printed specimen
is obvious [28].
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2.1.3. Material Properties of Parent Material

To characterize the mechanical properties of the parent material, dog-bone shaped
tensile specimens of Ti-6Al-4V were manufactured with SLM 3D printing. To ensure identi-
cal mechanical properties, the dog-bone tensile specimens and the 3CSP test specimens
for 4-point bending were fabricated simultaneously. Tensile tests were performed using
a standard servo-hydraulic test machine (MTS-858 Mini bionix; MTS Corporation, Eden
Prairie, MN, USA) at ambient temperature, with a nominal strain rate set as 1 × 10−3 s−1

in reference to ISO 6892-1:2009 [29]. The load and the strain were measured by the load-
ing gauge with an accuracy of 1 N and an extensometer with an accuracy of 10−3 mm,
respectively.

Quasi-static uniaxial true strain versus true stress curve measured using the dog-
bone shaped Ti-6Al-4V specimen is presented in Figure 6. It is shown that the parent
material obtained with SLM 3D printing can be expressed approximately as an elastic-
plastic material, with a Young’s modulus of Es =111 GPa, a yield strength of σys =1072 MPa,
and a linearly hardening modulus of Ets =1.09 GPa. These measured material properties
of Ti-6Al-4V were subsequently applied to analytical predictions and finite element (FE)
simulations, as detailed in the following sections.
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2.2. Experimental Setup for Four-Point Bending

Both four-point bending and three-point bending tests are widely used experimental
methods for assessing the bending response of a structure. Compared with three-point
bending test, four-point bending test produces a pure bending region between the two
indenters, thus reducing stress concentration in the region in close contact with the indenter.
In the current study, the four-point bending experiment setup is illustrated in Figure 7.
The sandwich specimen was placed between the indenters and bearings, both having a
diameter of 10 mm. Four-point bending test was performed with an MTS-880 experimental
loading system (MTS Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). With reference to testing
codes ASTM C393-11 and D7249, the loading rate was fixed at 0.5 mm/min to mimic
quasi-static loading. Analog signals for the load and displacement data were extracted by
the measure sensors of the MTS system. To capture the deformation and collapse evolution
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of each specimen, a high-resolution photography system was utilized to record the entire
experiment process.
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2.3. Finite Element Simulation

Finite element (FE) simulations were performed with ABAQUS v6.10 (Dassault
Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). Geometries of the FE model were identical to
those of the test specimen. Ti-6Al-4V was modeled as an isotropic hardening material, as
characterized in Section 2.3, with a Young’s modulus of Es = 111 GPa, a Poisson ratio of
νs = 0.34, and a yield stress of σys = 1072 MPa (Figure 6). Both the face sheets and core
webs of the sandwich specimen were meshed using four-node shell elements (S4R), with
their dimensions set not according to the designated values but to the measured sizes listed
in Table 3. As a result, relative size offsets and deviations were accounted for in the FE
simulations. Each 3CSP specimen was made and integrated with 3D printing, requiring
no secondary connection as in the construction of sandwich structures using traditional
methods. From the SEM image shown in Figure 4a, it can be seen that, with additive
manufacturing, no interaction layer is present between the core web and the face sheet.
Therefore, in the present FE simulations, the face sheet and the core web were merged into
one component using the Boolean operation: that is, it was assumed that the core web is
perfectly bonded to the face sheet. It should be mentioned that, at present, there is not yet a
report on the Poisson ratio of 3D printed titanium alloy. In the current study, as an approxi-
mation, we simply used the Poisson ratio (0.34) measured for traditional rolled titanium
alloy sheets [20]. In a future study, we plan to evaluate systematically how 3D printing and
the associated processing parameters affect the Poisson ratio of titanium alloys.

The indenters and bearings were modeled as 3D analytical rigid shells, as they are
much stiffer than the sandwich specimen. A fixed displacement boundary condition was
used for each bearing. An automatic face-to-face interaction algorithm based on the penalty
function was used to simulate the contacts between indenter/bearings and face sheets, with
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the friction coefficient in the tangential direction fixed at 0.1. The selection of a meshing
size of ~1 mm was determined after performing a systematic study of mesh convergence,
as further refinement is found to have negligible effect on numerically simulated four-point
bending responses. For Specimens II and VIII, Figure 8 plots the numerically calculated
initial failure load P, normalized by Pref. calculated with the mesh size fixed at 1 mm, as a
function of mesh size. Similar results were obtained for other specimens and hence not
presented here for brevity. It is shown that the value of P/Pref. converges when the mesh
size drops to 3 mm for Specimen II and 1 mm for Specimen VIII. Meanwhile, the stable
time increment ∆T is also plotted in Figure 8, where ∆Tref. is the stable time increment
estimated with 1 mm mesh size. The larger is the ∆Tref./∆T, the lower is the computational
efficiency. Thus, with the numerical convergency and computational efficiency considered
simultaneously, the optimal mesh size in this study was selected as 1 mm.
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Figure 8. Mesh insensitivity on initial failure load and computational efficiency for Specimens II
and VIII.

To simulate quasi-static bending with initial imperfections, the present FE simula-
tions were conducted with linear perturbation and explicit dynamics solvers. A buckling
eigenvalue analysis was first performed to select the initial geometry imperfection pattern
for subsequent quasi-static four-point bending simulation. Upon performing a velocity
independence analysis, the velocity of the indenters was set to be 0.1 m/s.

2.4. Analytical Modeling

This section describes how the flexural stiffness and initial collapse load of the present
3CSP sandwich structure can be predicted using analytical models. Following the classical
work of Allen [30], it was assumed that the face sheets are mainly subjected to bending
moments, while the cores are mainly subjected to transverse shear. To make the prediction
theoretically valid, none of the specimens in this study was allowed to exceed the geometric
threshold for normalized core height [18].
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2.4.1. Bending Stiffness

The total deflection δ of a sandwich structure under four-point bending can be ex-
pressed as a linear superposition of deflection δM caused by the bending moment and
deflection δV caused by the shear force, namely:

δ = δM + δV (1)

The deflection caused by the bending moment is calculated as [31]:

δM

P
=

(Lb − χ)2χ2

6LbDeq
+

χ

12LbDeq

[
Lb
χ
(2χ− Lb)

3 +
(

Lb
2 − 2χ2

)
χ

]
(2)

where P is the total force, half of which is transferred to the loaded specimen by each
indenter. Let Deq denote the equivalent flexural rigidity of the sandwich.

In practice, the corrugated channel core is in general not loaded in the transverse
direction (y-direction in Figure 1) [32]. Therefore, contribution of the core to the flexural
rigidity may be ignored. The equivalent flexural rigidity Deq can thence be expressed as:

Deq = Es
Btf

3

6
+ Es

Btfh2

2
(3)

where Es is the Young’s modulus of the face sheet material.
In a simply supported beam subjected to a total force P, the shear force in the region

between the left indenter and the left bearing is P/2. Thus, the deflection caused by the
shear force is determined as:

δV

P
=

χ

2GeqBh
(4)

where represents the equivalent shear modulus of the core. Its value can be calculated as:

Geq = ρG cos2 θ (5)

where ρ = tc
d cos θ is the relative density of the corrugated channel core and G denotes the

shear modulus of the parent material of the core.

2.4.2. Initial Failure Loads

Under four-point bending, a 3CSP specimen may exhibit four major collapse modes:
(i) face yielding (FY); (ii) face buckling (FB); (iii) core yielding (CY); and (iv) core buckling
(CB). The pure bending section of the specimen is subjected to the largest bending moment,
given by:

M =
Pχ

2B
(6)

where M represents the bending moment per width. As mentioned above, it was assumed
that the bending moment is carried by the face sheets. Therefore, the maximum normal
stress on the loaded face sheets is:

σf =
Pχ

2Btf(h + tf)
(7)

At the same time, the maximum shear force per width in the loaded core is deter-
mined as:

V =
P

2B
(8)

such that the maximum shear stress in the loaded core is:

τc =
Pd

2Btch
(9)
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Correspondingly, the initial failure criteria of each collapse mode are summarized as
shown below. The critical stress of face yielding is:

σf = σys (10)

where σys is the tensile yield strength of the parent material. It follows that the face yielding
load is:

PFY =
2Btf(h + tf)

χ
σys (11)

At the onset of core yielding, the critical load is:

τc = τys (12)

where τys is the shear yielding strength of the parent material, which was assumed to
depend upon the tensile yield strength as τys = σys/

√
3. Correspondingly, the core

yielding load is determined as:

PCY =
2Btch

d
τys (13)

The critical stress of face buckling is given by:

σfb =
kfbπ2Es

12(1− νs2)

(
tf
d

)2
(14)

where Es and νs denote the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the parent material,
respectively. kfb is the compression buckling coefficient, approximately equal to 6.97. Face
buckling will not take place if σf ≤ σfb. Hence, the critical load of face buckling is given by:

PFB =
2Btf(h + tf)

χ
σfb (15)

The shear buckling stress induced by core buckling is:

τcb =
kcbπ2Es

12(1− νs2)

(
ts

h

)2
(16)

where kcb is the shear buckling coefficient, which depends on the geometry parameter h/s.
For a rectangular core panel with an aspect ratio of h/s =1, the value of kcb is assumed to
be 14.71. Core buckling occurs when τc = τcb. Therefore, the critical load of core buckling
is calculated as:

PCB =
2Btch

d
τcb (17)

3. Results and discussion

In this section, quasi-static four-point bending results obtained from analytical predic-
tions, FE simulations, and experimental measurements are summarized and compared. Let
the non-dimensional bending stiffness be represented by S = P/δ, where P = P/(2EsBχ) is
the non-dimensional initial failure load and δ = δ/χ is the corresponding non-dimensional
indenter displacement.

3.1. Observations of Structural Failure
3.1.1. Core Yielding

Figure 9 displays the experimentally measured, analytically predicted, and numeri-
cally simulated load versus deflection curves for 3CSP Specimen II (Table 1): note that the
initial failure of this specimen is core yielding, as indicated by the analytical predictions.
Corresponding to the circled numbers on the curves, photos of the deformed specimen are
compared in Figure 10 with those numerically simulated. It should be pointed out that,
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during the present experiments, the method of synchronous triggering is used to ensure
that data collection by the testing machine and image acquisition by the photography
system have identical zero time. Thus, for any point on the load versus displacement
curve, the exact photo image corresponding to this point can be extracted, thus enabling
the comparisons shown in Figure 10 and Figure 12. The loading procedure is marked as
Points 1–5, while the unloading as Points 6 and 7. As Figure 9 illustrates, during loading,
the bending response of Specimen II is composed of three major phases: (i) the elastically
loading phase (1–3); (ii) the plastically stable phase (3–4); and (iii) the plastic buckling
phase (4–5). The results in Figures 9 and 10 show that the key features obtained with
FE simulations agree with corresponding experimental observations. In the elastically
loading phase, the initial failure load P increases linearly with indenter displacement δ.
The specimen exhibits global bending, with no obvious out of plane deformation in the face
sheets and core webs, as shown in Sequence 2 of Figure 10. With further loading, a plastic
stable phase emerges, represented by 3 and 4 in Figure 9, wherein a gradual reduction in
stiffness occurs, and the load reaches a peak at Point 4. From the corresponding Image
3 shown in Figure 10, the premature collapse initiation of core yielding can be seen in the
core shear region between the indenter and the bearing. As the loading continues, shear
deformation in the core becomes more visible in Image 4 of Figure 10. Then, the plastic
buckling response begins and the load decreases with increasing indenter displacement.
Subsequently, an unloading procedure is performed. The corresponding response is shown
on the experimental and simulation curves as 5–7. During unloading, as elastic strain
energy is released, springback of the specimen occurs, the radius of curvature becomes
larger, and the deformation decreases. When the load P is dropped to 0 N, permanent
plastic deformation characterized with core yielding dominates the specimen.
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3.1.2. Face Yielding

Similar to the case of core yielding, load versus displacement curves and correspond-
ing deformed configurations are presented in Figures 11 and 12 for the case of face yielding
(Specimen IV in Table 1). Again, the bending response can be characterized into three
phases. After a linearly progressive elastic phase, plastic deformation dominates with
the initiation of face yielding, as indicated on Images 3 and 4 of Figure 12. The plastic
deformation is accompanied by stretching of the bottom face sheet and contraction of the
top face sheet in the pure bending region. Unlike Specimen II, the core of Specimen IV
experiences minimal plastic deformation, while its face sheets undergo dramatically plastic
deformation. The top face sheet buckles, developing a number of waves, as shown in
Image 5 of Figure 12. For Specimens VI, the FE simulation results agree well with those of
the experiments, but the analytical predictions somewhat overestimate due to idealized
assumptions made in the modeling.
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deformed specimen configurations are displayed in Figure 12.

3.1.3. Face Buckling

In addition to the collapse modes discussed above for Specimens II and IV, face
buckling is captured in Specimen VII, both experimentally and numerically. Its final
deformation patterns and load versus deformation curves obtained via experiment and
FE simulation are displayed in Figures 13 and 14. Good agreement is obtained between
numerical and experimental results for bending stiffness and initial failure load. The elastic
buckling of a plate is well known to exhibit a stable post buckling response [33]. Therefore,
the peak loads obtained from the present experiment and simulation are much larger than
that predicted analytically, as shown in Figure 14.
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3.2. Comparison among Experimental, Analytical and FE Results

For each 3CSP specimen listed in Table 1, Table 4 compares the experimental, an-
alytical, and numerical (FE) results obtained for its non-dimensional bending stiffness,
non-dimensional initial failure load, and collapse modes. It is shown that, when contrasted
with experimental measurements, both the analytical and FE models predict accurately
the failure modes but overestimate the bending stiffness and initial failure load. For the
analytical model, the prediction error ranges 18–41%, whereas for the FE model, the error
ranges 5–26%. Further, it is found that the load-carrying capacity of a 3CSP structure
depends strongly on its structural geometry. To explore the underlying mechanisms, three
typical experiments with different failure modes are analyzed in detail next.
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Table 4. Summary of four-point bending respons es from analytical prediction, FE simulation, and experimental measurement.

Specimen
No.

Bending Stiffness S (10−5) Initial Failure Load P (10−5) Collapse Mode

Analysis Simulation Experiment Analysis Simulation Experiment Analysis Simulation Experiment

I 111.11 99.06 76.91 5.84 5.34 3.72 CY CY CY
II 116.00 97.41 77.57 5.64 4.87 3.76 CY CY CY
III 129.93 103.12 76.42 7.27 5.46 3.58 FY FY FY
IV 104.51 94.55 85.79 5.86 5.26 4.54 FY FY FY
V 93.51 80.82 76.19 5.34 4.29 3.74 CY CY CY
VI 102.53 90.55 82.82 5.57 5.11 4.65 FY FY FY
VII 31.79 22.28 24.02 0.35 0.32 0.36 FB FB FB

3.3. Discussion
3.3.1. Effect of Geometric Sizes on Bending Stiffness

The results in Table 4 reveal that relatively large discrepancies exist between experi-
mentally measured and numerically calculated bending stiffnesses and initial failure loads:
for instance, for Specimen III, the discrepancy of bending stiffness is 26%. This is mainly
attributed to geometric imperfections induced during 3D printing. According to the specific
morphology of the corrugated channel core, the method of SLM involves three main steps.

1. Printing: To ensure the face sheet and the core are formed in one step, the specimen
needs to be placed at an inclined angle, with a support used between the supporting
plate and the suspended surface to ensure the forming accuracy.

2. Heat treatment: To eliminate residual stresses induced during 3D printing, the as-
printed specimen (together with the supporting plate) is put into a vacuum furnace,
with the furnace temperature controlled in accordance with that shown in Figure 3.

3. Post processing: Upon removing the supporting plate via wire cutting, electrical
grinding tool and sandpaper are used to manually polish the surfaces of the specimen.

Taking again Specimen III as an example, because the processing accuracy of the
present wire cutting and surface polishing methods is not high, its face sheets are not
even, as shown clearly in Figure 15. In the present study, the analytical model assumes
that both the top and bottom face sheets of a 3CSP specimen have uniform thickness.
Therefore, in accordance with the analytical model, the face sheet thickness listed in
Table 3 for each specimen is the average of measurements at selected positions along
the face sheet. This causes the discrepancy between model prediction and experimental
measurement. Further, in the FE simulations, shell elements having uniform thickness
are used to model the face sheet, which also leads to discrepancy between numerical
simulation and experimental measurement. In future studies, 3D solid elements in lieu of
shell elements will be employed to refine the FE model so as to quantify the influence of
non-even face sheets on the mechanical behavior of a 3CSP structure.
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When developing the present analytical model, the bending deformation of a 3CSP
specimen is taken as the superposition of deformation caused by the bending moment
and that induced by the shear force. The former is dictated by the bending stiffness of the
face sheets, while the latter is dominated by the shear stiffness of the core. The equivalent
shear stiffness of the core, as shown in Equation (5), is derived via homogenization, which
requires that a sufficiently large number of cells are present within the characteristic
length of the 3CSP structure [34]. In the current study, due to 3D printing accuracy and
constraints on printed cell size, the ratio of characteristic length to unit cell length is
χ/l = 2.5 for each specimen. This causes the discrepancy between analytical model and
FE simulation. Figure 16 plots the analytically predicted bending stiffness as a function of
χ/l for specimens having identical total mass (W = 13.25 kg/m2). For comparison, results
calculated with the FE model are also presented. It is shown that the two curves converge
only when the value of χ/l is sufficiently large, e.g., at χ/l = 5.5. Therefore, to ensure the
prediction accuracy of analytical modeling for 3CSP structures, special focus needs to be
placed upon the magnitude of χ/l in future studies.
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3.3.2. Effect of Poisson Ratio

As mentioned above, in the absence of Poisson ratio for 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V, a Poisson
ratio of 0.34 measured using traditional rolled titanium alloy sheets is used in the present
study. In this section, how the bending response of a 3CSP structure is dependent upon
the value of Poisson ratio is quantified using the FE model. As the value of Poisson ratio
is varied in the range of 0.10–0.45, Figure 17 presents the errors of numerically calculated
bending stiffness and peak load relative to the reference case of Poisson ratio equaling to
0.34. It is shown that, for the bending stiffness, the largest error of 5.54% occurs when the
Poisson ratio is 0.1. Similarly, for the peak load, the largest error of 1.7% also occurs when
the Poisson ratio is set to 0.1. Overall, the influence of Poisson ratio on the numerically
simulated mechanical performance of 3CSP structures is small.
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Figure 17. Effect of Poisson ratio on numerically calculated bending stiffness and peak load of
3CSP structure.

4. Collapse Mechanism Maps

Collapse mechanism maps [35,36] are used next to probe the effect of structural geom-
etry on collapse initiation mode. To this end, dimensionless quantifications of structural
response are conducted for the cases described in the previous section, with normalized
geometrical parameters introduced as:
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Upon substituting these normalized parameters into Equations (11), (13), (15), and (17),
the critical loads corresponding to the four collapse modes can be rewritten as:

PFY = εytf(h + tf) (19)
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where εy = σy/Es is the yielding strain.
To facilitate visualization of optimization results based on failure maps, Figure 18

plots a prototypical collapse map for the scenario of n = 1 and ψ = 0.0526, where “FB”
“FY”, “CB”, and “CY” represent abbreviations of the four collapse modes. “F” and “C”
represent “Face sheet” and “Core”, while “Y” and “B” represent “Yielding” and “Buckling”,
respectively. Non-dimensional initial failure load contour plots for the 3CSP structure with
different geometries are delineated via the dashed lines. With these contour plots, the
optimal geometries can be obtained by searching for those associated with higher P values.
Optimal geometries thus obtained are marked with and without considering geometry
limitation, represented by red and blue solid circles, respectively. For a 3CSP specimen
with ψ = 0.0526, excellent bending resistance can be achieved by a geometry lying at
the intersection point (red solid circle) of face buckling, face yielding, and core yielding,
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if geometrical limitation is ignored. The optimal geometry lies on the confluence (blue
solid circle) of face yielding, core yielding, and geometric limitation (if geometric limit is
considered). Further, given the geometric parameters of Specimen V in Table 1, its bending
resistance can be effectively enhanced by decreasing the normalized thickness of face sheet
and increasing the normalized height of core (black solid circle in Figure 18).
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Figure 19 presents the collapse maps for three 3CSPs having different values of ψ.
For the given range of normalized geometries, the initial collapse modes for sandwich
structures with different geometries (characterized with different values of n and ψ) vary.
Solid circles marked in Figure 19 represent the geometries of experimental specimens
described separately in the previous section, namely Specimens V, VI, and VII. Regardless
of the geometry of a 3CSP specimen, the four competing collapse modes can all occur. For
the scenario of n = 1 and ψ = 0.0363, the dominating initial collapse modes are collapses
produced from the face sheets, which can be validated via the four-point bending test
of Specimen VII. Within the tf range of 0.001–0.015 and h range of 0.0–0.3, the collapse
mechanism mode is presented by face sheet bucking and yielding when tf is less than 0.013.
However, when tf exceeds 0.013, the collapse mechanism mode changes from face sheet
yielding to core yielding and core buckling. Between these two modes of core collapse,
core buckling increasingly dominates as the core height is increased.

The domination of collapse mode(s) also varies with varying structural mass. As
the value of ψ is increased, the region representing core collapse grows, as shown in
Figure 19a–c. For the scenario of n = 1 and ψ = 0.0526 (Figure 19b), the component of
the collapse mechanism map assembles with the four competing collapse modes: i.e., face
sheet buckling, face sheet yielding, core buckling, and core yielding, consistent with the
scenario of n = 1 and ψ = 0.0583 (Figure 19c). However, Figure 19b,c shows that the core
buckling and core yielding collapse regions gradually expand relative to those of Figure 19a.
Additionally, the solid circles marked in each collapse mechanism map of Figure 19 reveal
that the 3CSP specimens tested in this study do not have optimal geometries.
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It must be pointed out that the present analytical predictions deviate, in some cases
quite significantly, from experimental results. As previously discussed, these large discrep-
ancies are likely caused by the idealized assumptions (e.g., sufficiently large number of unit
cells to ensure the prediction accuracy of homogenization) made to simplify the analytical
modeling, as well as by the relatively low surface quality of 3CSP specimens fabricated
using the 3D printing facility at hand. As a preliminary study, while the idealized analytical
model was employed to carry out the current structural optimization, the results need be
applied in caution, especially when the core height is large where the intersection points
may shift by as much as 20–30%. More comprehensive and accurate collapse mechanism
maps will be constructed in future studies with significantly improved analytical models.

5. Conclusions

Novel ultra-lightweight corrugated-channel-cored sandwich structures are envisioned
and fabricated from Ti-6Al-4V alloy using the selective laser melting (SLM) methodology.
Their performances (e.g., bending resistance and initial collapse modes) when subjected
to four-point bending are subsequently experimentally measured. A combined approach
of analytical modeling and numerical simulation based on the method of finite elements
(FE) is employed to further explore in detail physical mechanisms underlying the bending
performance. The main conclusions are summarized as follows.
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1. Four competing collapse initiation modes, i.e., face-sheet yielding, face-sheet buckling,
core yielding, and core buckling, govern the failure processes of a 3CSP structure as
its geometry is varied.

2. Both the analytical and FE models predict accurately the failure modes but overesti-
mate the bending stiffness and initial failure load.

3. Collapse mechanism maps constructed using the developed analytical model provide
an effective strategy for designing 3CSP structures with optimal bending responses.

4. The collapse mechanism maps can be employed to quantify the influence of 3CSP
structural topology on collapse initiation modes.

The proposed 3CSP structures hold great potential in a wide variety of multifunc-
tional applications targeting simultaneous load-bearing, and heat dissipation via active
cooling at ultra-lightweight. Nonetheless, several issues of the present work need to be
addressed in future studies, including the relatively large deviations of analytical and FE
predictions from experimental measurements, the determination of Poisson ratio for 3D
printed titanium alloys, the improvement in processing quality with 3D printing, and the
characterization of heat transfer performance of 3CSP structures.
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Abstract: Adhesive bonding are becoming increasingly important in civil and mechanical engineer-
ing, in the field of mobile applications such as aircraft or automotive. Adhesive joints offer many
advantages such as low weight, uniform stress distribution, vibration damping properties or the
possibility of joining different materials. The paper presents the results of numerical modeling and
the use of neural networks in the analysis of dual adhesive single-lap joints subjected to a uniaxial
tensile test. The dual adhesive joint was created through the use of adhesives with various param-
eters in terms of stiffness and strength. In the axis of the overlap, there was a point bonded joint
characterized by greater stiffness and strength, and on the outside, there was a bonded joint limited
by the edges of the overlap and characterized by lower stiffness and strength. It is an innovative
solution for joining technology and the influence of such parameters as the thickness of one of the
adherends, the radius of the point bonded joint and the material parameters of both adhesive layers
were analyzed. The joint is characterized by a two-stage degradation process, i.e., after the damage
of the rigid adhesive, the flexible adhesive ensures the integrity of the entire joint. For numerical
modeling, the Finite Element Method (FEM) and cohesive elements was used, which served as input
data to an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The applied approach allowed the impact of individual
parameters on the maximum force, initiation energy, and fracture energy to be studied.

Keywords: dual adhesive; single lap joints; numerical modeling; artificial neural networks

1. Introduction

Adhesive joints are used in assembly technology in almost every field of engineering;
it is increasingly used as an alternative method to welding, riveting and other conventional
fasteners. In order to increase their strength and thus reduce the joining surface and/or the
amount of adhesive, many techniques are used, such as: appropriate preparation of the
substrate surface [1,2], chamfering the edges [3], selecting the shape of the overlap [4] or
the use of hybrid joints [5,6].

One of the methods is also the use of connections of the “dual adhesive” or “mixed
adhesive” type [7,8]. This method involves the use of two layers of adhesive with different
properties in one joint. Layers of less stiff adhesive are placed at the ends of the overlap,
and the stiff adhesive is used inside the overlap. The use of a flexible layer at the ends of
the overlap allows for a significant reduction of stresses, thus increasing the strength of the
entire joint. Intensive research into this type of connection is currently underway.

In [9], optimization of single lap joints of steel sheets was achieved through the
selection of an appropriate set of adhesives. Four adhesives of different strengths and
breaking strains were used. The best results were achieved by combining a very stiff with
a very flexible and tough adhesive. An analytical solution was proposed for calculating the
allowable breaking force of an adhesive connection.
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A significant problem in dual adhesive joints is the phenomenon of mixing of both
adhesives and the way they separate. Therefore, the authors in [10] carried out numerical
simulations; two independent methodologies were proposed for selecting the intermediate
material between the adhesive bands in mixed adhesive joints, attending to the singularity
impact. Another approach is to allow the phenomenon of mixing. In the work [11], a
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation concerning the flow of adhesive before
curing and structural calculations after curing was performed. It has also been proposed to
use a special nozzle for the simultaneous application of both adhesive layers.

In order to further optimize a mixed-adhesive connection and the separation of both
adhesive layers, notches in the joined sheets can be used, an approach that was presented
in [12]. Five types of connections were analyzed: a control without notches and test pieces
with two, three, four and five notches. The aim was to find the optimal solution. The
tangential stresses were found to be reduced by 34.5% and normal stresses by 26.4%.
The best results were obtained for the model with five notches and a layer of epoxy and
polyurethane adhesive. However, the disadvantage of this solution is the additional CNC
machining operations required.

Depending on the choice of materials and adhesives, the advantages of dual adhesive
joints may only become apparent when they are tested in a wider temperature range. The
work [13] presents the results for single adhesive and dual adhesive joints using AV 138
(Huntsman Advanced Materials (Switzerland) GmbH Klybeckstrasse 200 CH - 4057 Basel,
Switzerland) and SikaFast 5211 NT (Sika Deutschland GmbH Stuttgarter Str. 139, 72574
Bad Urach, Germany). The tests were carried out in the temperature range from −30 ◦C
to 80 ◦C for both quasi-static and dynamic loads. In the temperature range from approx.
−8 ◦C to 58 ◦C, higher breaking force was achieved for the dual adhesive joints; however,
the absorbed energy was lower than for the single adhesive joints with the SikaFast 5211
NT flexible layer. Varying temperatures can occur in aviation and space applications. The
authors in [14] glued ceramics to metal, which can be used in the installation of thermal
barriers. The benefits of using a double adhesive layer were minimal. However, if we
consider a temperature range from −65 ◦C to 100 ◦C, this type of layer allows the joint
to work at the level of 50–60% strength in relation to the joint operating at an ambient
temperature.

Due to the fact that in dual adhesive connections, both adhesives are mixed at contact,
voids or weak bonds may occur [15]. Therefore, it is also important to conduct tests with
the use of X-rays to analyze the internal structure [16].

Current research has been limited to analyzing a small number of commercial adhe-
sives. However, in order to fully analyze the influence of material properties and geometric
features, it is necessary to use neural networks [17–19]. Neural networks are a component
machine learning, which can boost the efficacy of monitoring tools. Multi-layered neural
network can be easily understood by an designers and engineers. These machine learning
models can be directly deployed due to their increased universality and transparency
compared to other methods used in exploratory data analysis and for making predictive
models. Artificial neural networks are efficient computing and approximation models. The
advantage of using neural networks models is also the ability to work with incomplete
data. An analysis of the literature indicates that the research problem is topical. The use
of artificial intelligence (AI) methods to analyze the strength of joints, including adhesive
ones, is the subject of much research [20–22].

Numerical simulations were carried out in the Abaqus program; the results were used
as input data to the neural network. The research was carried out on the novel concepts of
joints with a rigid point adhesive joint surrounded by an elastic joint. The research results
allowed the optimal range of parameters to be determined.
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2. Dual Adhesive Model Description

Two types of adhesives are used in the single lap model: 1—an adhesive with lower
stiffness and lower strength, and 2—an adhesive with higher stiffness and greater strength.
This type of connection, called “dual adhesive” or “mixed adhesive,” is characterized
by a two-step operation, which is described later in this article. In order to be able to
properly select the strength of the joint and to influence its behavior after exceeding the
load capacity, the proportions of the share of the adhesive surface 1 and 2 in the overlap
should be selected appropriately. In the models considered, this was done by changing the
radius “r” of the point adhesive joint. The second variable parameter was the thickness “g”
of one of the adherends. The other dimensions were constant and are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Single lap joint geometry.

In addition to changes in the geometry, modifications were also made to the material
properties of both adhesive joints. Data from [23] for such adhesives as Araldite 2015
and Araldite AV138 were used as input data for variable parameters of adhesive joints.
The use of two liquid layers of adhesive is a technologically difficult issue, and currently
the authors use only rectangular-shaped joints. To prevent the adhesives from mixing,
different methods are used—e.g., by using silicone gaskets [24] or by adding fibers [25].
The technology of making this type of connection is not yet fully resolved. Therefore, the
current work focuses only on the numerical model. However, the authors are working on
the use of double-sided adhesive tape and liquid epoxy as a point joint. Figure 2 shows a
practical embodiment of this type of connection. Initially, double-sided tape is applied to
one of the joined parts and a hole is made with a die (Figure 2A). In the next step, the liquid
epoxy is applied until the hole is filled and the protective film is removed (Figure 2B).
Finally, the connection is made by adding a second adherend (Figure 2C). The use of
double-sided tape as a layer of lower rigidity has the advantage that the joint formed by
the epoxy point joint has the same geometry in each case, since no mixing occurs.
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Figure 2. Example of dual adhesive sample preparation. (A) double side adhesive tape and liquid epoxy application;
(B)removing of protective film and (C) adding a second adherend.

3. Numerical Modeling

Performing static, dynamic, or cyclic testing is always time-consuming considering
samples and laboratory test stand preparation as well as equipment maintenance during
the test. Therefore, with a large number of samples, it is necessary to use numerical
methods [26].

In this work, 100 numerical simulations were carried out in the Abaqus 6.16 program
(Dassault Systemes SIMULIA), which then served as input data to the neural network.
Numerical modeling was performed in the Abaqus Explicit program. The joint geometry is
shown in Figure 1. In the analyzed model, the following geometric variables were assumed:

• the thickness of one of the adherends “g” (2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14; 16; 18; 20) (mm),
• the radius of the point adhesive joint “r” (1; 2.25; 3.5; 4.75; 6; 7.25; 8.5; 9.75; 11; 12.25;

13.5; 14.75) (mm).

The analysis of the influence of thickness is due to the fact that in a lap joint there is
an eccentricity (distance between the lines of action of the load), which causes the joint to
bend and additionally loads the adhesive joint. When the thickness of one or both of the
adherends increases, the bending effect is reduced as shown in the Figure 3 for model 6
and model 57 for a similar load level. To better show the bending effect, the deformations
of both models were scaled five times.
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In addition to geometric changes, the properties of both adhesive joints were modified
for Young’s modulus E, Kirchoff G modulus, shear strength and tensile strength. The scope
of these changes is presented in Table 1. Parameter changes for 100 models are included in
Appendix A.
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Table 1. Ranges of changes in the parameters of dual adhesive joints.

Modulus E
(MPa)

Modulus G
(MPa)

Shear Strength
(MPa)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Adhesive 1 185–436.22 56–132.05 1.7–4.01 2.2–5.19

Adhesive 2 716.73–1850 216.96–700 6.97–18 8.52–22

The quadratic nominal stress criterion (QUADS) was used to describe the initiation of
damage of the adhesive joint material. This criterion considers concurring quadratic ratios
between nominal stress and allowable stress acting in different directions:

(
σn

σmax
n

)2
+

(
σt

σmax
t

)2
+

(
σs

σmax
s

)2
= 1 (1)

where:

• σn is the normal stress applied to the surface of the adhesive layer;
• σt and σs are the shear stress components along the adhesive layer;
• σnmax, σtmax and σsmax are the critical values of the normal and shear stress compo-

nents corresponding to appropriate damage mode initiation.

Damage is assumed to initiate when the maximum nominal stress ratio reaches a
value of one.

The elastic/plastic properties for the adherend material were adopted as for aluminum
2017 from TABAL LTD, Poland: Young’s modulus E = 72.5 GPa, Poisson ratio ν = 0.33,
yield stress σy = 250 MPa, peak stress σu = 400 MPa and deformation at break A = 10%.

Before making the FEM mesh, a literature analysis was performed. J.J.M. Machado
et al. [25] investigated the mesh refinement in the mixed adhesive single lap joints. The
calculations were made for 4 mesh densities from 0.2 to 4 mm and from 1 to 10 elements
along the thickness. The result clear show reduced mesh dependency of the results with
mesh configuration, even with very coarse meshes. This demonstrates that cohesive
element modelling is suitable for modelling of large and complex structures, as the need
for refinement is minimal.

In the current model, the adherends was built on the basis of C3D8R (eight-node
brick element with reduced integration) elements, the global size of the element was 1 mm
and 4 elements along the thickness of the sheets. COH3D8 elements (eight-node three-
dimensional cohesive element) were used for both adhesive layers, the global element size
for the outer layer was 1 mm, and for the point joint 0.5 mm (Figure 4).
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For all parts of the assembly, “tie” constraints were used, thereby removing all degrees
of freedom between the surfaces in contact.

In order to be able to read the reaction values and assign boundary conditions, the
RP-1 and RP-2 reference points were created on the front surfaces of both laps (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Boundary conditions. (A) Reference point connected to the surface; (B) Encastre boundary
conditions and (C) Displacement boundary conditions.

The reference points were connected to the appropriate surfaces with a “coupling”
type constraint, which allowed all the degrees of freedom to be transmitted (Figure 5A).
One end of the sample was encastre (Figure 5B), while the other end could only move
along the “x” axis up to 6 mm (Figure 5C). The simulations were carried out in Abaqus
Explicit for a time of 1 s; therefore, it was also necessary to use mass scaling to shorten the
calculation time. The target time increment was set to 2 × 10−6. After the simulation, the
values of elastic energy and kinetic energy were controlled (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. The change of energy over time.

An example force-displacement diagram is shown in Figure 7. For each model, the to-
tal energy required to fracture the sample and the damage initiation energy were calculated.
The work done or the energy consumed for a given displacement is computed as:

W(s) =

s∫

0

F(s)ds (2)

The maximum force value (Fm) and corresponding displacement (sm) were assumed
as the limit point for calculating the initiation energy. Figure 7 additionally shows points
from 1 to 6, which correspond to the stress fields in the adhesive layer in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Degradation of adhesive layers for model 6 in [Pa] (1e6 = 1 × 106 Pa).

In point 1, the load is transferred mainly through the point adhesive, which is re-
sponsible for the stiffness of the entire joint. A rigid and brittle connection fails with a
slight displacement—in this case the maximum value was reached for a value of 0.25 mm.
After reaching the maximum force, the stiffness of the point adhesive material gradually
degrades. From point 3 onwards, the load is mainly carried by the outer joint. A small frag-
ment in the axis of the overlap is still visible in point 4. In point 6, significant deformation
of the outer joint is visible, which is damage for a displacement of 2.8 mm.

Until the external joint is damaged, the entire joint is an integral whole. As soon as
the connection is relieved with a significant displacement of, e.g., 2 mm, both parts of the
plate will still be connected. This type of connection can be used wherever it is required not
only for a large force to be transmitted by the connection but also for a large displacement
to be damaged, and thus a large fracture energy. Therefore, further work is planned for
dynamic loads.

The computational time for all models was presented in Figure 9.
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Maximum and minimum values were, respectively, 5 h 11 min and 1 h 48 min; the
average value for all models was 3 h 25 min. The differences in the computational time
resulted mainly from the number of finite elements in the models due to the variable
thickness of one of the adherends. The calculations were performed on a workstation
equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.3 GHz processors (64 logical cores) and 256 GB
of RAM.

4. Application of Neural Networks

The artificial neural network model was created based on analogies to biological
counterparts. Neural networks are currently widely used in technical issues, among
others [27–29]. They are a good solution for forecasting and regression problems. Neural
networks are signal processing mathematical models. The main advantages of the neural
network are that it works in conditions of incomplete information, it works automatically
(does not require knowledge of the algorithm to solve the task), it can generalize (works in
areas outside the input information).

Since each FEM simulation of the model take a long computational time, particularly,
considering the computational costs [30], in order to be able to quickly simulate the
adhesive joint parameters, the ANN modelling was used. In this research, the neural
network is a model for predicting maximum connection strength, initiation energy and
fracture energy. In numerical research a network with 10 input variables was applied. These
are the parameters of adhesives and geometric dimensions of the connection (Table 2).

Table 2. Neural network input parameters.

Adhesive 1 Modulus E1
(MPa)

Modulus G1
(MPa)

Shear strength (k1)
(MPa)

Tensile strength (k1)
(MPa)

Adhesive 2 Modulus E2
(MPa)

Modulus G2
(MPa)

Shear strength (k2)
(MPa)

Tensile strength (k2)
(MPa)

Geometrical
parameters

Radius
r (mm)

Thickness
g (mm)

In the hidden network layer, 12 neurons were modelled. Output parameters are: (i)
maximum force, (ii) initiation energy and (iii) fracture energy.

The graphs in Figures 10–12 show the dependence of the network output parameters
on data from the numerical experiment.
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The neural network is trained in such a way that its parameters are changed using
the selected learning algorithm. The best known example of such an algorithm is the
backpropagation algorithm. This algorithm, based on the collected data, modifies the
weights and thresholds of the network in such a way as to ensure that the error made by
the network (in this case, the prediction error) for all the data included in the training set is
minimal. The data set included 100 cases from the numerical experiment. The data were
classified as follows: 80% training, 10% test, 10% validation. The parameters and outputs
of the network are presented in Table 3. It was found that a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
provides the best quality, which is why this network model was qualified for calculation.
The sigmoid network is the most frequently used artificial neural network. This network
model has a multilayered placement of neurons; neurons calculate the sum of the inputs.
These values are arguments of the function that calculates the output of the neurons. The
predictive effectiveness of the neural network is based on data from the FEM experiment.
It is calculated using the sum of squares error function. The predictive effectiveness of the
MLP network for all output parameters was approx. 98%.

Table 3. Artificial neural networks operation parameters.

Network Quality
(Training)

Quality
(Testing)

Quality
(Validation)

Training
Algorithm

Error
Function

Activation
(Hidden)

Activation
(Output)

MLP
10–12–3 0980 0971 0981 Broyden-Fletcher–

Goldfarb-Shanno
Sum

ofsquares Tanh Linear

5. Discussion of the Results

The use of neural networks enables effective forecasting of force, initiation and fracture
energy values. Determining the key parameters of the connection will allow its parameters
to be optimized. Research has shown that the most important parameter for the strength of
the joint is the size of the hole in which the more rigid adhesive is used. It has been shown
that in the tested joint, in order to increase the maximum joint strength, it is advisable to
use an internal adhesive with higher Young’s modulus values. Kirchoff G modulus values
are important in relation to fracture energy.

Several conclusions emerge from the artificial neural network (ANN) sensitivity
analysis. A sensitivity analysis makes it possible to distinguish important variables from
those that are not relevant. The input variables in the analyzed case are not completely
independent. The sensitivity analysis shows the loss we incur when we reject a particular
variable. To carry out the analysis, the data is presented to the network repeatedly. In
each test, all values of one variable are converted into missing data and the total error is
calculated, similarly to the standard learning of a network. The key factor with respect to
maximum force, fracture energy and initiation energy is the joint radius r. The value of
radius r affects the results of numerical analyses in about 70%.

Figures 13–15 show diagrams of the dependence of ANN output parameters as a
function of the diameter (radius r) and the thickness g of the connection.
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Separate tests were conducted to determine the most important input parameters of
the network, in relation to individual output variables. The research assumed an average
connection diameter value. The Young’s modulus (Figure 16) and the stress values of the
adhesives used are the most important for the maximum joint force.
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Figure 16 shows that the maximum force increases significantly for adhesive 2 Young’s
modulus values above 1200 MPa.

For the forecasted energy values, the most important input variables are both adhe-
sives’ rigidity moduli (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Diagram of fracture energy [J] in function of rigidity modulus of both adhesives.

6. Conclusions

The strength of an adhesive joint is crucial for design and optimization of its mechani-
cal response. Optimal selection of geometric parameters of the joint and properties of the
adhesives improves safety and reduces costs. The application of ANN allows the assess-
ment of the significance of individual connection parameters and their modification; the
use of neural networks in joint design allows the correctness of numerical calculations to be
verified. The Finite Element Method calculation time for different connection parameters is
significantly reduced.

The tests conducted provide valuable information for future numerical and laboratory
tests. An important conclusion concerns the thickness “g” of one of the adherends, the
increase in which has little effect on changes in both the maximum force and the fracture
energy. Moreover, testing the joints in the range of the value of the radius “r” from 2 to
6 mm is not advisable as the changes in the value of the maximum force and fracture
energy are insignificant. Only in the “r” range from 8 to 16 mm does the sample response
become more sensitive. The research also proves that dual adhesive joints are sensitive to
the appropriate selection of the material parameters of both adhesives. In the work, the
graphs define the limits for both the E and G module; when exceeded, the maximum force
and fracture energy suddenly increase.

The presented work does not exhaust all the possibilities of using FEM and neural
networks in relation to adhesive joints. Important parameters are also defects, excess
adhesive or variable thickness of the adhesive. These types of parameters have a practical
relationship with the strength of real structures subjected to the bonding technique. Knowl-
edge about the size of the defect obtained, for example, from a tomograph, in conjunction
with the knowledge resulting from the use of FEM and neural networks, can be used to
assess the condition of the structure and prevent failures.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Parameter values for each model.

Adhesive 1 Adhesive 2

No. “r”
(mm)

“g”
(mm)

E
(MPa)

G
(MPa)

σ
(MPa)

τ

(MPa)
E

(MPa)
G

(MPa)
σ

(MPa)
τ

(MPa)

1 1 20 185 56 2.2 1.7 1213.79 367.42 14.43 11.81
2 2.25 16 203.50 61.60 2.42 1.87 983.17 297.61 11.69 9.57
3 3.5 12 223.85 67.76 2.66 2.06 1850.00 560.00 22.00 18.00
4 4.75 8 246.24 74.54 2.93 2.26 1092.41 330.67 12.99 10.63
5 6 4 270.86 81.99 3.22 2.49 884.85 267.85 10.52 8.61
6 7.25 2 297.94 90.19 3.54 2.74 1213.79 367.42 14.43 11.81
7 8.5 4 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 1850.00 560.00 22.00 18.00
8 9.75 6 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 1665.00 504.00 19.80 16.20
9 11 8 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 1498.50 453.60 17.82 14.58
10 12.25 10 436.22 132.05 5.19 4.01 1348.65 408.24 16.04 13.12
11 1 12 223.85 67.76 2.66 2.06 1213.79 367.42 14.43 11.81
12 2.25 14 297.94 90.19 3.54 2.74 1092.41 330.67 12.99 10.63
13 3.5 16 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 983.17 297.61 11.69 9.57
14 4.75 18 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 884.85 267.85 10.52 8.61
15 6 20 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 796.36 241.06 9.47 7.75
16 7.25 2 185.00 56.00 2.20 1.70 716.73 216.96 8.52 6.97
17 8.5 6 203.50 61.60 2.42 1.87 1092.41 330.67 12.99 10.63
18 9.75 10 223.85 67.76 2.66 2.06 884.85 267.85 10.52 8.61
19 11 14 246.24 74.54 2.93 2.26 1665.00 504.00 19.80 16.20
20 12.25 18 270.86 81.99 3.22 2.49 716.73 216.96 8.52 6.97
21 1 2 297.94 90.19 3.54 2.74 645.06 195.26 7.67 6.28
22 2.25 4 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 580.55 175.73 6.90 5.65
23 3.5 6 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 522.49 158.16 6.21 5.08
24 4.75 8 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 470.25 142.34 5.59 4.58
25 6 10 436.22 132.05 5.19 4.01 423.22 128.11 5.03 4.12
26 7.25 12 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 380.90 115.30 4.53 3.71
27 8.5 14 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 342.81 103.77 4.08 3.34
28 9.75 16 185.00 56.00 2.20 1.70 1850.00 560.00 22.00 18.00
29 11 18 203.50 61.60 2.42 1.87 1665.00 504.00 19.80 16.20
30 12.25 20 223.85 67.76 2.66 2.06 1498.50 453.60 17.82 14.58
31 1 20 246.24 74.54 2.93 2.26 1092.41 330.67 12.99 10.63
32 2.25 12 270.86 81.99 3.22 2.49 1092.41 330.67 12.99 10.63
33 3.5 6 297.94 90.19 3.54 2.74 1850.00 560.00 22.00 18.00
34 4.75 2 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 716.73 216.96 8.52 6.97
35 6 4 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 983.17 297.61 11.69 9.57
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Table A1. Cont.

Adhesive 1 Adhesive 2

No. “r”
(mm)

“g”
(mm)

E
(MPa)

G
(MPa)

σ
(MPa)

τ

(MPa)
E

(MPa)
G

(MPa)
σ

(MPa)
τ

(MPa)

36 7.25 8 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 796.36 241.06 9.47 7.75
37 8.5 12 436.22 132.05 5.19 4.01 1498.50 453.60 17.82 14.58
38 9.75 20 297.94 90.19 3.54 2.74 1348.65 408.24 16.04 13.12
39 11 18 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 884.85 267.85 10.52 8.61
40 12.25 16 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 1213.79 367.42 14.43 11.81
41 1 10 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 983.17 297.61 11.69 9.57
42 2.25 6 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 1498.50 453.60 17.82 14.58
43 3.5 18 185.00 56.00 2.20 1.70 1348.65 408.24 16.04 13.12
44 4.75 14 203.50 61.60 2.42 1.87 884.85 267.85 10.52 8.61
45 6 10 223.85 67.76 2.66 2.06 1665.00 504.00 19.80 16.20
46 7.25 2 246.24 74.54 2.93 2.26 716.73 216.96 8.52 6.97
47 8.5 4 270.86 81.99 3.22 2.49 1092.41 330.67 12.99 10.63
48 9.75 4 297.94 90.19 3.54 2.74 1213.79 367.42 14.43 11.81
49 11 12 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 983.17 297.61 11.69 9.57
50 12.25 10 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 1665.00 504.00 19.80 16.20
51 1 8 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 1498.50 453.60 17.82 14.58
52 2.25 2 396.56 120.04 4.72 3.64 1348.65 408.24 16.04 13.12
53 3.5 8 203.50 61.60 2.42 1.87 796.36 241.06 9.47 7.75
54 4.75 4 223.85 67.76 2.66 2.06 1850.00 560.00 22.00 18.00
55 6 12 246.24 74.54 2.93 2.26 1213.79 367.42 14.43 11.81
56 7.25 2 223.85 67.76 2.66 2.06 1665.00 504.00 19.80 16.20
57 8.5 20 246.24 74.54 2.93 2.26 983.17 297.61 11.69 9.57
58 9.75 6 270.86 81.99 3.22 2.49 1850.00 560.00 22.00 18.00
59 11 2 327.74 99.21 3.90 3.01 1498.50 453.60 17.82 14.58
60 12.25 4 360.51 109.13 4.29 3.31 1348.65 408.24 16.04 13.12
61 1 4 294 81.99 3.51 2.71 1204.00 367.42 14.33 11.72
62 2.25 8 294 90.19 3.51 2.71 1204.00 297.61 14.33 11.72
63 3.5 14 294 56 3.51 2.71 1204.00 560.00 14.33 11.72
64 4.75 20 294 61.60 3.51 2.71 1204.00 330.67 14.33 11.72
65 6 10 294 67.76 3.51 2.71 1204.00 267.85 14.33 11.72
66 7.25 2 294 74.54 3.51 2.71 1204.00 367.42 14.33 11.72
67 8.5 4 294 81.99 3.51 2.71 1204.00 560.00 14.33 11.72
68 9.75 6 294 90.19 3.51 2.71 1204.00 504.00 14.33 11.72
69 11 8 294 99.21 3.51 2.71 1204.00 453.60 14.33 11.72
70 12.25 10 294 109.13 3.51 2.71 1204.00 408.24 14.33 11.72
71 13.5 12 294 120.04 3.51 2.71 1204.00 580.00 14.33 11.72
72 14.75 14 294 132.05 3.51 2.71 1204.00 600.00 14.33 11.72
73 1 16 294 90.19 3.51 2.71 1204.00 620.00 14.33 11.72
74 2.25 18 294 81.99 3.51 2.71 1204.00 640.00 14.33 11.72
75 3.5 20 294 56 3.51 2.71 1204.00 660.00 14.33 11.72
76 4.75 16 294 120.04 3.51 2.71 1204.00 680.00 14.33 11.72
77 6 12 294 56 3.51 2.71 1204.00 367.42 14.33 11.72
78 7.25 8 294 61.60 3.51 2.71 1204.00 297.61 14.33 11.72
79 8.5 4 294 67.76 3.51 2.71 1204.00 560.00 14.33 11.72
80 9.75 2 294 74.54 3.51 2.71 1204.00 330.67 14.33 11.72
81 11 20 294 81.99 3.51 2.71 1204.00 267.85 14.33 11.72
82 12.25 16 294 90.19 3.51 2.71 1204.00 367.42 14.33 11.72
83 13.5 18 294 99.21 3.51 2.71 1204.00 560.00 14.33 11.72
84 14.75 4 294 109.13 3.51 2.71 1204.00 504.00 14.33 11.72
85 1 8 294 120.04 3.51 2.71 1204.00 453.60 14.33 11.72
86 2.25 12 294 132.05 3.51 2.71 1204.00 408.24 14.33 11.72
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Table A1. Cont.

Adhesive 1 Adhesive 2

No. “r”
(mm)

“g”
(mm)

E
(MPa)

G
(MPa)

σ
(MPa)

τ

(MPa)
E

(MPa)
G

(MPa)
σ

(MPa)
τ

(MPa)

87 3.5 10 294 90.19 3.51 2.71 1204.00 580.00 14.33 11.72
88 4.75 20 294 81.99 3.51 2.71 1204.00 620.00 14.33 11.72
89 6 12 294 56 3.51 2.71 1204.00 660.00 14.33 11.72
90 7.25 2 294 120.04 3.51 2.71 1204.00 700.00 14.33 11.72
91 8.5 18 294 56 3.51 2.71 1204.00 367.42 14.33 11.72
92 9.75 6 294 61.60 3.51 2.71 1204.00 297.61 14.33 11.72
93 11 12 294 67.76 3.51 2.71 1204.00 560.00 14.33 11.72
94 12.25 20 294 74.54 3.51 2.71 1204.00 330.67 14.33 11.72
95 13.5 14 294 81.99 3.51 2.71 1204.00 267.85 14.33 11.72
96 14.75 4 294 90.19 3.51 2.71 1204.00 367.42 14.33 11.72
97 11 18 294 99.21 3.51 2.71 1204.00 560.00 14.33 11.72
98 12.25 10 294 109.13 3.51 2.71 1204.00 504.00 14.33 11.72
99 13.5 14 294 120.04 3.51 2.71 1204.00 453.60 14.33 11.72

100 14.75 8 294 132.05 3.51 2.71 1204.00 408.24 14.33 11.72
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Abstract: Governing cohesive laws in mixed mode I+II loading of Pinus pinaster Ait. are directly iden-
tified by coupling the mixed mode bending test with full-field displacements measured at the crack
tip by Digital Image Correlation (DIC). A sequence of mixed mode ratios is studied. The proposed
data reduction relies on: (i) the compliance-based beam method for evaluating strain energy release
rate; (ii) the local measurement of displacements to compute the crack tip opening displacement; and
(iii) an uncoupled approach for the reconstruction of the cohesive laws and its mode I and mode II
components. Quantitative parameters are extracted from the set of cohesive laws components in
function of the global phase angle. Linear functions were adjusted to reflect the observed trends and
the pure modes (I and II) fracture parameters were estimated by extrapolation. Results show that the
obtained assessments agree with previous experimental measurements addressing pure modes (I and
II) loadings on this wood species, which reveals the appropriateness of the proposed methodology to
evaluate the cohesive law under mixed mode loading and its components.

Keywords: wood; cohesive law; digital image correlation; fracture mechanics; mixed mode I+II load-
ing

1. Introduction

Structural applications of wood and wood products have been increasing recently,
owing to economic and ecological reasons. As a result, the development of adequate
failure criteria models becomes an imperative task. In this context, fracture mechanics-
based approaches reveal to be most suitable, taking into consideration the anisotropic and
heterogeneous nature of wood. Most of the works addressing this topic have been dedicated
to fracture under pure mode loading, I or II [1–6]. In real structural applications, however,
mixed mode conditions arise from external loading and/or because of the anisotropy and
heterogeneity of the material. In this context, the mixed mode fracture characterization
of wood becomes a relevant research topic, which has been addressed by several authors
proposing different test methods. Jernkvist [7] employed the Double Cantilever Beam (DCB)
with asymmetrical arms and the Single Edge Notched (SEN) tensile tests to investigate
mixed mode I+II in Picea abies. The asymmetrical Wedge Splitting test was proposed by
Tschegg et al. [8] to fracture the characterization of spruce under mixed mode I+II. In this
test, the mode ratio can be altered using asymmetrical wedges with different angles. The
referred tests only provide a very limited range of mode ratio values. In addition, fracture
characterization was performed at initiation and results may suffer from some uncertainty
on the definition of critical load.
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A valuable alternative is the employment of the mixed mode bending (MMB) test,
which consists of a combination of the DCB and End Notched-Flexure (ENF) tests through
a specific conceived setup. The MMB was firstly proposed to characterize the fracture
behavior in mixed mode I+II of polymeric composite materials [9,10]. The original set-
up was then redesigned to mitigate erroneous toughness measurements introduced by
geometric non-linearity during the test [11], and by the weight of some components [12].
Eventually, the MMB test turned out a standard for unidirectional composite materials [13].
The major advantage of the MMB test, over counterpart mixed mode tests, is allowing
a spectrum of different mixed mode ratios by simply varying the length of the loading
lever. The MMB test has already been applied to wood and wood bonded joints fracture
characterization under mixed mode I+II loading, allowing the definition of their fracture
envelopes [14,15].

Several full-field deformation techniques have been proposed and developed in recent
decades for experimental solid mechanics [16]. A milestone was achieved by allowing
contact free full-field kinematic measurements over a spectrum of length scales. The avail-
ability of this type of information has been shifting boundaries in several research domains.
Different engineering problems have already been tackled such as experimental evidence
of local gradients due to material heterogeneities [17,18], cracking characterization [19,20],
damage and fracture model evaluation [21,22], high strain rate characterization of ad-
vanced composite material [23,24], validation of phenomenological numerical models [25]
and multi-parameter identification from single test configurations [26,27]. Among the
universe of full-field optical techniques, digital image correlation (DIC) was selected in this
work [28]. DIC can be conveniently coupled with conventional apparatus such as testing
machines, and typically only requires a careful preparation of a random pattern (with
suitable speckled size and distribution) over the surface of interest. Moreover, the spatial
resolution of the technique is flexibly adjusted by selecting the optical system (camera and
lens), allowing to image a spectrum of different length scales of interest. Taking advantage
of non-contact and full-field data, DIC can be suitable for fracture mechanics studies [29].
It can be used to access the local displacements field near the crack tip and to evaluate the
crack tip opening displacement during the fracture tests [30]. This local information can
therefore be used to determine the so-called cohesive law relating the tractions and relative
displacements occurring at the crack tip. The cohesive law is representative of material
fracture behavior, and is currently used in finite element analysis of materials fracture. The
utilization of DIC to measure local displacement at the crack tip provides a direct approach,
with the advantage of not imposing a priori the shape of the softening law.

The direct evaluation of the cohesive laws describing the mixed mode I+II fracture
behavior of Pinus pinaster Ait. was experimentally assessed by coupling the MMB test
to DIC measurements. Wooden specimens oriented in the RL propagation system were
analyzed. The controlled parameters in the configuration of the MMB setup were set
to address a range of mixed mode ratios. The compliance-based beam method (CBBM)
was applied to independently determine the total strain energy release rate during the
fracture tests, by only processing specimen dimensions, load and applied displacement.
DIC measurements were post-processed to inspect the crack tip opening displacements
at the initial crack location. Combining this information, the direct evaluation of the
cohesive laws was assessed by a numerical approximation and differentiation approach.
The evolution of the cohesive laws and its mode I and II components as function of the
global phase angle was obtained, as well as the relations representing the evolution of the
relevant cohesive parameters with the mode mixity.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Mixed Mode Bending (MMB) Test

The MMB test was employed to study mixed mode I+II fracture loading. The geometry
and nominal dimensions of the MMB specimen are shown in Figure 1a. The setup and
free-body diagrams associated with the MMB test are presented in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. Mixed mode bending (MMB) test: (a) specimen geometry (2h = 20 mm, L = 230 mm, L1 = 250 mm, a0 = 162 mm
and B = 20 mm); (b) set-up and free-body diagrams (P—applied load).

From the loading applied to the specimen, the energy of deformation due to bending
can expressed as

U =
∫ a

0

(
c−L
2L

)2 (Px)2

2EL I dx +
∫ a

0

( c
L
)2 (Px)2

2EL I dx

+
∫ L

a

(
c+L
2L

)2 [P(x−a)]2

16EL I dx +
∫ 2L

L

(
− c+L

2L

)2 [P(x−L)]2

16EL I dx
(1)

where P is the applied load, EL is the longitudinal modulus, I is the second moment of
area of each arm given by I = Bh3/12, and c and L are geometric dimensions as defined in
Figure 1. Algebraic manipulation yields the following expression:

U =
P2

16ELBh3L2

[
a3
(

39c2 − 18cL + 7L2
)
+ 2L3(c + L)2

]
(2)

Applying the Castigliano Theorem, it is possible to obtain the displacement of the
left extremity of the loading lever (Figure 1b), i.e., δ = dU/dP. The ratio between this
displacement (δ) and applied load (P) is a measure of the specimen compliance (C):

C =
1

8ELBh3L2

[
a3
(

39c2 − 18cL + 7L2
)
+ 2L3(c + L)2

]
(3)

In order to avoid the difficult and inaccurate crack length monitoring during its
propagation, an equivalent crack length-based procedure can be employed. With this aim,
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Equation (3) can be used to estimate the actual crack length (ae) as function of the current
specimen compliance:

ae =

[
8ELBh3L2C − 2L3(c + L)2

(39c2 − 18cL + 7L2)

] 1
3

(4)

The evolution of the total strain energy release rate (GT) as function of the equivalent
crack length can be obtained combining the Irwin-Kies relation

GT =
P2

2B
dC
da

(5)

where B stands for the width of the beam (Figure 1a), with Equation (3), which leads to:

GT =
3P2a2

e
16ELB2h3L2

(
39c2 − 18cL + 7L2

)
(6)

This equation provides the evolution of the total strain energy release rate under
mixed mode I+II loading as a function of ae for the MMB test, only measuring the applied
load and displacement of the left extremity of the loading lever in the course of the test.

2.2. Evaluation of Cohesive Law

In the identification of a mixed mode cohesive law, it is typically assumed that total
the strain energy release rate is a function of both components of the crack tip opening
displacement thorough a given potential function Φ [31]:

GT = Φ(v, u) (7)

Assuming an uncoupled approach, mode I (σ) and mode II (τ) stress components
of the mixed mode cohesive law can be determined from the partial derivatives of the
potential function as:

σ(v, u) =
∂Φ
∂v

and τ(v, u) =
∂Φ
∂u

(8)

The phase angle (φ) is given by the ratio between the crack tip opening displacements
(CTOD) components: tan ϕ = v/u. This term can be normalized, taking a global phase
angle (θ) defined as

tan θ =
uc

vc
tan ϕ =

uc

vc
· v

u
(9)

where vc and uc are the (average) critical or ultimate values of the CTOD in mode I and
mode II, respectively. These reference values were determined independently from DCB [5]
and ENF [6] tests carried out on the same wood species. The measurement of the crack
tip opening displacement was achieved by post-processing displacements over a pair
of subsets, selected regarding a coordinate system located at the initial crack tip with a
spatial resolution of about 0.5 mm [5,6]. The assumption under the uncoupled modelling is
supported by the scenario of a monotonically increment of the opening displacement at the
crack tip [31]. Therefore, the components of the cohesive laws under mixed mode loading
can be determined independently by using Equation (8) for a spectrum of phase angles.

The identification method proposed by Högberg [32] for the cohesive laws in mixed-
mode I+II was used in this work. One assumption of this approach is the linearity of
local deformation path during the mixed fracture test (i.e., constant mode ratio during the
test). Hence, the evolution of the strain energy release rate will be only dependent on the
magnitude of the total displacement (∆), simple defined as:

∆2 = v2 + u2 (10)
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A second assumption on the theory is the existence of a potential function G∗ (λ) for
each global phase angle θ (Equation (9)), from which the mixed mode cohesive law can be
directly computed:

Sθ(λ) =
dG∗(λ)

dλ
(11)

In this equation G∗ represents the normalized total strain energy release rate de-
fined as:

G∗(λ) =
GT(λ)

2Gc
(12)

The 2 factor is introduced by the linear assumption on the cohesive law and λ is the
normalized crack tip displacement, which was assumed in the present work as:

λ =
∆
∆c

(13)

The explicit form of Equation (13), where the normalization is performed considering
the specimen displacement measurements (∆), instead of using reference critical values
for mode I (vc) and mode II (uc) as initially proposed by Högberg [32], is justified by the
dispersion typically found in biological materials such as wood. Finally, the individual
mode I and mode II components of the mixed mode cohesive law can be decomposed
according to the following relationships [32]

σ(v) = σu

(
v
vc

)
S
λ

and τ(u) = τu

(
u
uc

)
S
λ

(14)

where σu and τu are the cohesive strength values in mode I and mode II, respectively.

GI =
∫ v

0
σ(v, u)dv and GII =

∫ u

0
τ(v, u)du (15)

3. Experimental Work
3.1. Material and Specimens

Logs from a single Pinus pinaster Ait. tree were selected for this work. In the first
stage, boards were conventionally kiln-dried, and then left drying for about four weeks in
the hygrothermal conditions of the laboratory environment (temperature between 20 and
25 ◦C and relative humidity between 60 and 65%). An average wood density of 643 kg/m3

was determined for an equilibrium moisture content of 12.3%.
Wooden specimens (Figure 2a) for the MMB set-up (Figure 2b) were manufactured

with nominal dimensions of 2h = 20 mm, L = 230 mm, L1 = 250 mm, a0 = 162 mm and
B = 20 mm, as shown in Figure 1a. Specimens were oriented to respect the RL propagation
system. The initial crack on the specimens was introduced in two steps. Firstly, a notch of
1 mm thickness was sawn. Secondly, a final sharp crack with an extension of about 2–5 mm
was introduced by manual impact using a thin blade.
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Figure 2. (a) MMB specimens oriented in the RL propagation system; (b) MMB set-up coupled with
digital image correlation (DIC) (speckle pattern and its histogram over a region of interest of 29 ×
20 mm2).

3.2. Full-Field Deformation Measurements by DIC

The MMB set-up was coupled with digital image correlation. A suitable speckled
pattern was initially painted over the wooden specimens (Figure 2b). A regular and thin
layer of matt white was firstly painted over the natural surface of wood. A textured,
random pattern was then created using an airbrush (IWATA, model CM-B, Anesta Iwata
Iberica SL, Barcelona, Spain) with a 0.18-mm nozzle. The typical size of the speckles was
imaged over at least three pixels to avoid image aliasing. The ARAMIS v6.0.2-6 DIC-2D
system was used for image grabbing and image processing. A 8-bit Baumer charge coupled
device (CCD) camera coupled with a TC2336 bi-telecentric lens was selected for the optical
system. A region of interest of 29.3 × 22.1 mm2 was imaged, circumscribing the initial crack
tip. The image focus was achieved by adjusting the working distance between specimen
and lens to 103 mm. This image system defines a fixed conversion factor of 0.018 mm/pixel.
Images were recorded during the test at a frequency of 1 Hz. The analogical load signal was
synchronized with images during the tests. The DIC parameters were selected to enhance
spatial resolution, since crack tip displacement measurements were required. A subset facet
of 15 × 15 pixels2 and subset step of 13 × 13 pixels2 were selected. This set of parameters
defined a displacement spatial resolution of 0.270 mm. The resolution or accuracy of
the DIC measurements was estimated as the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise
signal, which is typically measured on pair of images recorded on an in-plane rigid-body
translation of the speckled pattern [33]. A sub-pixel displacement resolution in the order of
10−2 pixel was obtained.

3.3. MMB Fracture Tests

The MMB set-up used in this work is described in [14] (see Figure 2b). This setup has
the advantage of allowing the variation of mixed mode I+II ratio by adjusting the distance
c in the setup (Figure 1b). In this study, several mixed mode ratios were selected. The
MMB fracture tests were carried out in a universal testing machine (model 1125, Instron,
Barcelona, Spain) at a controlled displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. The applied load was
measured by means of a 100 kN load cell. The signals of the load were simultaneously
recorded by a HBM SPIDER 8 with a frequency of 10 Hz.

4. Results and Discussion

From the raw load-displacement (P–δ) curves, the resistance-curves (R–curves) were
determined by means of the CBBM approach described in Section 2.1. As discussed in
Section 2.2, the methodology adopted to evaluate the cohesive laws assumes uncoupled
behavior between mode I and mode II.

For the purpose of the direct evaluation of the cohesive laws, both P–δ and P–CTOD
curves were obtained from raw data by coupling the MMB test with DIC measurements.
The CTOD was naturally decomposed into mode I (v) and mode II (u) components to define
P–v and P–u curves, respectively. For this evaluation, a pair of points were just selected
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above and below the initial crack tip location to evaluate the relative displacement during
test [5,6]. Figure 3 shows the average evolution of CTOD as a function of δ, for each interval
of global phase angles analyzed in this work. As expected, both u and v components of
the CTOD are strictly increasing functions of δ. These examples are representative of the
expected relative amplitudes of u and v regarding the mixed mode ratios of the MMB
specimens. It was noticed that the amplitude of v compared to u increases when the phase
angle increases revealing a predominance of mode I loading.
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The local deformation path at the crack tip was expressed by the u–v relationship, as
summarized in Figure 4 for the given phase angles ranges. As it can be seen, the monotonic
variation was typically linear, which reinforces the statement of an almost constant mode-
mixity during loading. Consequently, the global phase angle (Equation (9)) for each mixed
mode ratio was determined by linear regression over the data points until the maximum
load, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows a typical example of the G∗(λ) function (Equation (12)). To compute
the derivative of this function with regard to λ (Equation (11)), three types of continuous
functions were firstly fitted to the raw data using the least-square regression method.
The purpose of this fitting is both filtering intrinsic experimental noise and providing a
robust mathematical framework for the differentiation. Since the G∗(λ) curve has a typical
S-shape (sigmoid curve), theoretically converging to a plateau which represents the critical
strain energy release rate, the logistic function was initially selected

G∗ =
A1 − A2

1 + (λ/λ0)
p + A2 (16)

where A1, A2, p and λ0 are constants determined by the least-square regression method.
Secondly, a cubic smoothing spline estimate Ĝ∗(λ) of the function G∗(λ) was selected, as
defined to be the minimizer of the objective function [34]

p ∑
i

wi
[
G∗

i − Ĝ∗(λi)
]2

+ (1 − p)
∫ (

d2Ĝ∗

dλ2

)2

dλ (17)
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for specified smoothing parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1) and weights (wi). For small values of p,
the fitted curve tends to be too rigid, and for values close to unity (with a significant number
of digits), the regression curve loses the filtering capacity. In the analysis, a smoothing
parameter p = 0.989 was chosen, along with weights wi = 1 for all data points.
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Lastly, the Prony-series was also considered, expressed by the following relation-
ship [34]

G∗

G∗
max

=

n ∑ (− nλ
iλmax

)

∑
i=1

Biexp (18)

where the parameters Bi in the series are determined by least-square regression. In Equation
(18), G∗

max represents the maximum value of G∗, and λmax is the corresponding value of
λ. In a sensitivity study, the terms of n were taken between 7 and 17. A convergence was
achieved by considering n = 10.

An application example of the typical curve fitting analysis by least-square regression
and reconstructed curves (by differentiation) are shown in Figure 5. The resulting cohesive
laws components for mode I and mode II are shown, respectively, in Figure 5c,d. It can be
observed that the Prony-series tend to underestimate the initial and final parts of the raw
data. On the other hand, the flexibility of the smoothing spline to follow the raw data comes
at the cost of a reduced filtering effect. Finally, the logistic function guarantees a certain
degree of smoothing, and moreover, forces the regularization of the typical G∗(λ) S-shape
curve. Furthermore, the differentiation can be computed directly from the fitted constants
defining the function (Equation (15)). Consequently, the logistic curve was considered for
the systematic analysis of the data.

The mode I and mode II components of the reconstructed cohesive laws were deter-
mined according to Equation (14). Figure 6 shows an overview of mean curves for each
phase angle intervals considered. Overall, it can be stated that the mode I component of the
cohesive law increases with the increase of the global phase angle (Figure 6a), in contrast
to what happens with the mode II component (Figure 6b). This behavior agrees with the
anticipated trend, which reinforces the appropriateness of the proposed methodology.Materials 2021, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 13 
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In more detail, Figure 7 plots the evolution of the several cohesive parameters as
function of the global phase angle. The rising trend of the normal peak stresses (Figure 7a)
and the decreasing tendency observed for the shear ones were approximated by linear
functions. Extrapolating for θ = 90◦ in the linear fitted equation (σ = f (θ)) Figure 7a and
for θ = 0◦ in the relation of Figure 7b provides an estimation of the local strengths under
pure mode I and pure mode II, respectively. The obtained values point to σu = 8.96 MPa
and τu = 16.56 MPa. These values compare well with the ones reported in [4] for the same
wood species (σu = 7.93 MPa and τu = 16.0 MPa), revealing that the followed procedure
effectively captures these material parameters.
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Figure 7. Evolution of cohesive law parameters as a function of global phase angle (a) ultimate normal stress; (b) ultimate
shear stress; (c) mode I strain energy component; and (d) mode II strain energy component.

The same strategy was followed for the evolution of the strain energy release rate
components (GI and GII) in function of θ. Considering the linear relationships obtained in
Figure 7c,d, the critical fracture energies point to GIC = 0.5 N/mm and GI IC = 1.0 N/mm,
respectively. In the mode I case, the obtained value is somewhat higher than expected,
since a recent characterization of this wood species under mode I loading [35] pointed to
values in the range of 0.3–0.4 N/mm. In contrast, the GI IC value is in close agreement with
recent pure mode II fracture characterization, which points to GI IC = 0.97 N/mm [36].

5. Conclusions

This work addresses the experimental identification of cohesive laws in mixed mode
I+II of Pinus pinaster Ait. The approach combines the MMB test with DIC measurements.
The MMB setup was configured to target different mixed mode ratios. The obtained results
showed that the ratio of the local mixed mode (tanφ = v/u), determined by opening
displacements in mode I (v) and mode II (u), is almost constant throughout the test. This
observation allowed the definition of the global phase angle for each mixed mode ratio,
assuming linear regressions. It was found that mode I components of the cohesive laws
under mixed mode reveal an increase, with the global phase angle in opposition to what
happens with the mode II component. The evolution of the peak stresses and strain energy
release rate components as functions of the global phase angle was analyzed in more
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detail. It was observed that normal peak stress and mode I strain energy release rate
component increase with the global phase angle, contrasting to shear peak stress and
mode II strain energy release rate component that decrease alongside it. These relations
were fitted by linear functions that were subsequently used to estimate the pure mode I
and II parameters by extrapolation. The values obtained for the local strengths (σu and
τu) and critical fracture energies (GIC and GIIC) are globally in agreement with previous
experimental determinations for this wood species.

These results validate the proposed procedure as a valuable tool to assess the cohesive
laws and its components, and serve as a support for development of cohesive zone models
appropriate to deal with the mixed mode fracture behavior of wood and other materials.
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Abstract: The structural and strength analysis of the materials used to construct an important engine
element such as the turbine is of great significance, at both the design stage and during tests and
training relating to emergency situations. This paper presents the results of a study on the chemical
composition, morphology, and phased structure of the metallic construction material used to produce
the blades of the high- and low-pressure turbines of the RD-33 jet engine, which is the propulsion
unit of the MiG-29 aircraft. On the basis of an analysis of the chemical composition and phased
structure, the data obtained from tests of the blade material allowed the grade of the alloy used to
construct the tested elements of the jet engine turbine to be determined. The structural stability of
the material was found to be lower in comparison with the engine operating conditions, which was
shown by a clear decrease in the resistance properties of the blade material. The results obtained
may be used as a basis for analyzing the life span of an object or a selection of material replacements,
which may enable the production of the analyzed engine element.

Keywords: turbine jet engine; material tests; ember-resistant alloys

1. Introduction

Aviation turbine engines must meet very high requirements relating to reliability,
strength, minimum weight, serviceability, the acceptable period of use in service, noise,
ecology, and cost-effectiveness [1]. In turbine jet engines, one of the essential components
that must meet these criteria is the turbine assembly. A turbine assembly is a system that
is heavily loaded mechanically and thermally. This is caused by tension and bending
of the blades as a result of centrifugal forces, bending, and twisting resulting from the
exhaust gas mass flow. It is also caused by high temperature. This results in a number
of complex stress states, especially in the blade palisades of rotor wreaths, including the
occurrence of variable stress. Therefore, in order to increase the operational properties,
two changes in the blade design are made: changes in the design that improve the cooling
efficiency and changes in the material of the blade matrix and protective coatings that
protect from overheating (Figure 1). One particular question that arises when it comes
to the employment of aircraft jet engines is what should be done to prolong the engine’s
service life, specifically the lifespan of the engine’s turbine. The problem becomes more
critical when the engines in question are used and replaced on the basis of hours in service.
Complicating this problem are factors concerning the engine component quality and fatigue.
A good example of this would be the Klimov RD-33 engine, used by the Polish Air Force. If
we analyze the operating costs of two RD-33 engines that power the MiG-29 in comparison
with those of the F-100-PW-229 engine used to power the F-16C, the costs of repairs are
much higher in the case of the RD-33 (about 18 million dollars in total costs [2]), considering
an operational lifespan of approximately 3200 h for both units.
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These costs are further increased in the event of premature engine failure, resulting in
removal, as occurred in the case we analyzed. For instance, approximately 13% of engines
are prematurely decommissioned due to damage to the high-pressure turbine [4]. Studies
have found that the most common causes of turbine element damage are mechanical and
high-temperature damage [5]. The main mechanics behind mechanical damage are the
propagation of cracks, specifically fatigue-related ones, in addition to abrasive wear on the
surface of turbine blades [6,7]. However, based on S. Szczeciński’s papers [8], the problem
of abrasive wear applies mostly to turbine engines installed in helicopters, which often
use unimproved “dusty” airfields. This paper focuses on turbofan engines fitted to attack
aircraft, which generally operate at improved airfields, where the problem of dust and
foreign object damage is notably less of a concern. Moreover, S. Szczeciński claims that
low-bypass turbofan 2-spool jet engines—the analyzed RD-33 being an example of such an
engine due to the placement of the turbine within the profile of the core of the engine—are
less susceptible to abrasive wear of the turbine’s elements [8]. The development of cracks
on the leading edge or the trailing edge of the turbine blade is usually caused by changes
in the structure of the blade material both in diffusion zones of the coating of the core and
in the overheated core (HAZ), which lead to the creation of hard and fragile phases in
grain boundaries, resulting in a lowered fatigue strength due to an easier generation of
cracks [9]. The cause of changes in the material structure is usually damage to thermal
barrier coatings (TBC), which occurs due to high-temperature gaseous corrosion [10,11].
Based on the analysis in [12], the most common cause of first-degree damage of the
turbines in RD-33 engines is high-temperature gaseous corrosion (totaling 45% of all kinds
of damage), while the development of cracks is the cause in only 35% of cases. In light of
the abovementioned facts, this paper focuses on structural changes caused by turbine blade
overheating, which might result in various damage mechanisms, including accelerated
fatigue of the material. Accelerated wear of engine components generates higher costs
of maintenance, and many attempts at elucidating the causes of damage and finding
preventive measures have been made, although it has been impossible to acquire precise
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data from the manufacturer. Additionally, the turbine blades of the RD-33 engine are made
of various types of high-temperature superalloys, with a variety of thermal performance
characteristics. It was therefore necessary to determine the properties of the materials
used in the turbine blades, after the engine’s premature removal from service, in order
to accurately analyze the mechanisms underlying their damage. This analysis would
imply the benefit of modifications to the thermal barrier coatings, effectively expanding
the service time of the engine.

2. Analysis of the State of the Issue

The basic parameter characterizing the ember-resistance of nickel-based super alloys,
intended for the construction of the turbine blades of jet engines, is their creep resistance.
The increase of this parameter, depending on the phased structure of the alloy, and in
particular, the share of γ/γ’ phases, reinforcement carbides, Laves phases, etc., is obtained
by modifying the chemical composition and morphology of the crystal structure of the
blade matrix material. The same also applies in the case of Russian superalloys. An increase
in the creep resistance of the materials used to produce turbine blades was obtained by
using Re and Ta as additives, which, together with directional crystallization (ZhS-26) or
monocrystalline crystallization (ZhS-32), allowed, unlike ZhS-6U alloy, for a significant
increase of this parameter (Table 1).

Table 1. Creep resistance of super ZhS alloys [12].

Alloy σ900
100 (MPa) σ1000

100 (MPa) σ1100
100 (MPa)

ZhS-6U 350 170 65
ZhS-26 400 200 85
ZhS-32 480 250 120

An increase of the creep resistance of ZhS-32 alloy, according to the authors in [13],
allowed the temperature of the gases on the blades in the first stage of the turbine to be
increased from 1263 ◦C (for the ZhS-6U-VI alloy [14]) up to 1400 ◦C. However, due to the
acceptable period of use in service of the RD-33 engine, the prolonged temperature of the
blade material, exceeding 1100 ◦C, is not recommended.

The preservation of these exploitation regimes allowed the acceptable period of use in
service of the RD-33 engine blades made of ZhS-32 superalloy to be extended from 300 h
(ZhS-6) up to 1000 h of exploitation. Nevertheless, one must keep in mind that prolonged
exposure to hot exhaust gases can lead to structural changes within the blade material,
especially if the protective coating is damaged, thus leading to its destruction. A detailed
analysis of the RD-33 engine damage showed that over 42% of failures were caused by
damage to the blades, and damage to blades in the first stage of the turbine accounted
for over 60% [13]. The main causes of damage are gaseous corrosion at the leading edge,
cracks at the leading and trailing edges, and thermo-mechanical damage (Figure 2).

The scope of application of the alloys used to construct the blades of the RD-33 engine
and, in particular, the creep resistance, depending on the temperature and duration of its
long-term impact on the material, are best represented by the Larson–Miller parametric
coordinates, as defined by Formula (1) (Figure 3):

P = (T + 273) × (20 + log t) ∗ 10−3 (1)

where:

T—temperature [◦C]
t—exploitation time [h]

The higher permissible exploitation stress of the ZhS-32 alloy, compared to ZhS-6U,
should be explained by its higher volume content of phase γ’ in the material structure,
which is 67% (compared to 57%), and its higher thermal stability, caused by the Re and
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Ta additives, which increase the temperature of the solidus from 1240 ◦C (ZhS-6U) up to
1310 ◦C (ZhS-32) [15]. It is obvious that the long-drawn process of exploitation, linked with
the high-temperature influence of exhaust gases, causes the grain coarsening and decrease
of the phase γ’ content in the blade material structure (Figure 4).
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These phenomena result in a decrease in strength parameters in nickel-based super-
alloys, manifested by a significant decrease in the fatigue strength of the blade material
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The fatigue curves of turbine blades made of EI-437B, where the working time t = 0 h (1),
t = 200 h (2), and t = 400 h (3) [15].

In connection with the abovementioned conditionalities/exploitation and strength
rationale, for the purpose of research on the construction of the aircraft engine assemblies
in the area of structural analysis, a thorough analysis of material degradation shall be
carried out. This must take into account tests of the grain structure and the chemical
composition that determines the phased structure, which directly affects the operational
properties, including the mechanical properties that determine the performance of such
a complex structure as the modern turbine system. Incorrect use of a given construction
material, or incorrect exploitation or other factors causing the limits (resulting from strength
calculations) of the applied materials to be exceeded, may lead to a reduction in strength.
This, in turn, may lead to damage to the turbine assembly and engine.

The above assumptions form the basis for the research undertaken to determine the
causes of premature damage to the blades of the turbines of the RD-33 engine of the MiG-29
airplane, resulting in the necessity to dismount the engines and perform engine overhauls.

3. Sample Preparation and Test Methodology

The mass loads and, in particular, the heat loads of the turbine blades caused by the
exhaust gas stream from the combustion chamber (1560 K) require cooling of this engine
component. In the RD-33 motor, under analysis, the blades of both the LPT and HPT are
cooled by means of internal channels (Figure 6), and the blades of the HPT, due to the
higher gas temperature, also have channels for cooling the trailing edge.
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This blade design poses serious problems relating to the selection of a place to take the
strength test specimens in order to properly perform a static tensile test. Therefore, taking
into account the nature of the mechanical loads carried by the material of the component
tested, it was assumed that the specimens for the static tensile tests will be cut along the
blade feather of the LPT, i.e., in the direction of the centrifugal forces and, in the case of
the HPT, from the lock material, i.e., the component subjected to the highest mass loads
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. View of specimens cut out (using the electro-discharge method) of a material of the LPT
blade and view of specimens for static tensile testing cut out of the material of the HPT blade and
LPT blade.

Nevertheless, the three-dimensional shape, with variable cross-sections and curva-
tures, made it impossible to clamp and thus to make the strength specimens with classical
machines for cavity machining (edging method machining). Therefore, in order to preserve
the assumed shape, dimensions, and geometric quality of the surface of the specimens, as
well as to minimize the impact of the preparation process on the structural changes of the
blade material, electro-discharge machining was used as the cutting method. All of the
samples were made using the electro-discharge wire rod numerically controlled machine,
and the assumed geometric dimensions have been respected.

In order to make microscopic observations to reveal the grain structure of the blade
material, metallographic samples were prepared (Figure 8). They were prepared, first,
by mounting them in a conductive resin and then grinding them with abrasive papers
of varying granulations in the range of 100–1000 and, second, by a final polishing with a
diamond slurry of polishing powder using the Struers polishing machine.
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Microscopic observations at magnifications of 100–10,000 times were made by using
the Quanta 3 D FEG (SEM/FIB) high-resolution scanning microscope, which, in addition
to grain structure morphology analysis, also enables, with the use of EDS/WDS/EBSD
attachments, complex studies of the chemical composition in micro-areas and the analysis
of crystallographic orientation.

Since chemical composition microanalysis indirectly allows only for the identification
of the phased structure of the material under investigation, it was necessary to perform
X-ray phase analysis (XRD). Identifying the type of crystal lattice and measuring the
parameters of the elementary crystal cell allows, in a precise and unambiguous way, for
the identification of the phased structure of the material under investigation, on which
the functional properties, including the strength properties, depend. The phase X-ray
analysis was carried out with the ULTIMA IV Rigaku diffractometer using a parallel beam.
The measurements were carried out using a cobalt lamp, with a radiation length CoKα

of 1 = 1.78892 Å, power of 1600 W, scanning step of 0.02◦, and scanning speed of 2◦/min
in the angular range of 2 Θ = 20–140◦. The identification of the obtained reflections and
phased analysis were carried out on the basis of the crystallographic database, PDF-4.

The evaluation of the mechanical properties of the material of the tested blades was
based on the hardness, microhardness, and the static tensile tests. Due to the ultrafine
grain structure of the tested material, in order to unequivocally confirm the correctness of
the hardness measurements, the testing of this strength parameter was carried out using
three measurement methods (HBW2.5/187.5, HV10—Wolpert Wilson Testor, and HRC—
Rockwell PW 106 hardness meter), and then (using appropriate nomograms, enabling a
comparison of the hardness values measured by different methods) the results obtained
were evaluated, taking into account the statistical analysis to determine the correctness
of the data obtained. In order to further assess the homogeneity of the matrix structure,
Vickers microhardness tests were performed in various areas of the blades using the
SHIMADZU-DORERNST M hardness tester, with a load of 25 G.

A static tensile test, considered a destructive test, was carried out with the Instron
8501 Plus universal testing machine in accordance with the PN-EN ISO 6892–1:2010 stan-
dard. Due to the non-standardized, small dimensions of the strength specimens obtained
(Figure 7), in order to execute the static tensile test, it was necessary to design and manu-
facture special holders to give the test a proper performance (Figure 9).
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The manufactured tooling made it possible to determine the following basic strength
parameters based on the obtained tensile curves:

• 0.2% offset yield strength R0,2;
• ultimate tensile strength Rm;
• fracture strain of sample A;
• Young’s modulus E.

4. The Results of the Tests

The microscopic observations carried out at magnifications of 100–10,000× (Figure 10)
showed that the TWC blade material is characterized by a multiphase structure typical for
nickel-based heat-resistant alloys. After the supersaturation and aging process, it consists of
the primary, dendritic structure, resulting from the crystallization of the alloy (Figure 10a);
the solid solution γ, formed during supersaturation; cuboid intermetallic precipitates of
the γ’ phase, released during the aging process (Figure 10b); and reinforcing carbides, with
a “Chinese script” morphology (Figure 10c).
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Figure 10. Multiphase structure of the TWC blade material built on the matrix of the γ phase (a), with cuboidal precipitates
of the intermetallic phase γ’ (b) and reinforcing carbide precipitates (c).

The available data show that the blades of the turbine of the RD-33 engine are currently
made of two types of alloys: monocrystalline ZhS-32 or directionally crystallized Zhs-26.

Nevertheless, the microanalysis of the chemical composition of the multi-phase blade
structure allowed for the identification of significant discrepancies, mainly in terms of
the content of chromium and titanium, between the tested material and the ZhS-32 and
ZhS-26 alloys. The chemical composition of the analyzed material of the blades suggests
that they are made of an alloy with a chemical composition corresponding to the heat-
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resistant nickel-based superalloy, MAR-M 200 [16], which also corresponds to the chemical
composition of the Russian ZhS-6U alloy [17] (Figure 11) (Table 2.).
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Figure 11. Result of the microanalysis of the chemical composition of the material of the
HPT blade. The area subject to microanalysis (a), the spectrum of identified elements (b).

The maximum exploitation temperature of the MAR-M 200 alloy is (according to
the CES Edu Pack database) in the range of 815–983 ◦C, and the temperature of the
exhaust gases before the rotor wreath of a high pressure turbine (HPT) of the RD-33 engine
reaches the upper level of the temperature range of the material used for the blades of the
HPT. Therefore, in order to protect the material of the blade core, it was covered with a
barrier coating, based on the NiAl intermetallic phase (Figure 12), created using diffusional
aluminizing technology.
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Figure 12. Three-layer barrier nickel aluminides (NiAl), with the coating diffusively applied to the
TWC blade material (a), and the results of the microanalysis of the chemical composition in individual
areas (b–d).

This process has led to the constitution on the surface of the blade material of a
three-layer heat-resistant coating of NiAl intermetallic phase protecting the blade material
from overheating.
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Nevertheless, in spite of the material of the core of the HPT blade being protected
against the temperature influence of exhaust gases, the barrier coating was damaged at the
leading edge, which, due to temperature increase, led to changes in the grain structure of
the blade at the overheating point (Figure 13a). In addition to a small but noticeable growth
of the grains of the γ matrix from 80 up to 95 µm, an anomalous selective growth and
coagulation of the precipitations of the γ’ phase (area 1 Figure 13b) growth and coagulation
(area 2 Figure 13b) and an increase in the content of the carbides in the structure are
also observed (Figure 13c), which may lead to a decrease of the creep resistance of the
blade material.
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Figure 13. Damaged barrier coating at the leading edge of the HPT blade (a) and the effect of the
anomalous growth of the γ’ phase (b) and increase in the share of carbides in the matrix of the core
material (c) due to overheating.

While the less thermally loaded material of the LPT blade, coated with a diffusion bar-
rier layer made of aluminides, is also constructed of a multi-phased structure (γ + γ’ + MC),
no abnormal growth of the superstructure γ’ and carbides was observed in material of the
LPT blade.

A microanalysis of the chemical composition suggests that a similar phased composi-
tion to that of the material of the HPT blade is the result of a similar chemical composition,
suggesting that the same alloy was used for the material of the LPT blade, as in the case of
the HPT blade (Figure 14) and (Table 3).

Table 3. Comparison with the microanalysis of the material of the HPT blade.

Elements
Weight Percentage (%)

Ni Cr Co Fe Al Ti Mo Nb W

HPT blade 58.09 8.54 9.57 0.08 6.40 2.74 1.80 1.20 11.57

LPT blade 57.87 8.69 9.72 0.24 6.67 2.75 1.84 1.32 10.81
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Figure 14. View of the structure of the LPT blade with the barrier coating (a), characteristic grain of the cuboidal phase γ’
(b), and uniformly distributed reinforcing precipitations of carbides (c). The result of the microanalysis of the chemical
composition of the core material (d).

The conducted microscopic observations made it possible to measure, by means of
microscopic image analysis, the volume content of individual phases in the structures of the
analyzed blades and to assess the size of the sections of the dendrite arms of the primary γ

solid solution and the average grain size of the other identified structural components’ −γ’
intermetallic phase and carbides. From the collected data presented in Table 4, it can be
concluded that the structure of the material of the blades is stable so long as it is protected
by a barrier coating.

Table 4. Volume content and grain size of individual phases i006E of the structure of the analyzed blades.

Phases
HPT HPT—Overheated LPT

LE Int. LE Ext. TE Int. TE
Ext. LE Int. LE Ext. TE LE Int. LE Ext. TE Int. TE

Ext.

γ
Content

(%) residue residue residue

Size
(µm) 84.01 80.48 95.61 93.08 20.62 43.11 35.57 37.81

γ’

Content
Share
(%)

43.43 49.53 50.36 46.46 51.62 43.07 43.64 41.94 38.73 43.73

Size
(µm) 1.33 3.72 0.22 0.24 1.03 2.24 0.89 1.03 1.07 1.00 1.00

carbides

Content
(%) 3.62 3.15 2.37 1.45 9.04 6.32 1.04 2.4 1.56 2.75

Size
(µm) 0.83 1.09 2.42 2.55 0.70 0.75 0.74 1.91 2.52 1.63 2.65

LE—leading edge; TE—trailing edge; Int.—internal area (cooled); Ext.—external area flushed by the exhaust gas stream.
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The damage to the protective layer, as already indicated, leads to a noticeable growth
of the matrix grains and a three-fold increase of the carbide volume content.

The microscopic observations were confirmed by the XRD analysis. Based on the
X-ray phase analysis measurements, by analyzing the positions of the obtained reflections,
it was possible to unequivocally confirm the multi-phase structure of the blade material
observed during the microscopic observations (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the blade material with the identified phases.

The distribution of the alloying elements suggested the occurrence of the three-phased
structure of the material based on the solid solution of aluminum in nickel γ and of the
areas of intermetallic phase γ’ on the matrix of the Ni3Al superstructure and carbide
precipitates, mainly Cr23C6. This was fully confirmed by the comparative analysis of
the 2 Θ angular position of the obtained diffraction reflections and the data contained
in the PDF-4 database. Additional evidence confirming the comparable structural-phase
composition of the analyzed blades are microhardness measurements [18] carried out on
the materials of the tested blades.

These tests were carried out with the semi-automatic microhardness tester, SHIMADZU-
DORERNST M, and the obtained results were subjected to statistical analysis, which con-
firmed the structural homogeneity of the analyzed material areas, characterized by an average
value of microhardness at a statistically uniform level within the range of 410–430 HV 0.025
(Figure 16).

The observed structural changes were reflected in the strength parameters of the
alloy used for the construction of the tested blades. As can be seen in Figure 17, where
the hardness values obtained are marked with the determined standard deviation, the
intersection points (marked in green) of the hardness obtained are located on the curves,
which represent the dependency between the Brinell and Rockwell hardness as a function
of the Vickers hardness (curves HB = f(HV) and HRB = f(HV)), which clearly proves the cor-
rectness of the measurements carried out. It also proves the high homogeneity of the tested
material, caused by the refinement of the grain structure, despite its multiphase nature.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the hardness measurements obtained with the Rockwell PW 106 hardness
tester and the Wolpert Wilson Testor 751 universal hardness tester.

However, the average hardness value of the analyzed material, after its exploitation,
decreased to the level of 350 HV10, compared to 450 HV10, which is typical in the case of a
correctly structured ZhS-6U alloy. It should also be noted that the hardness (Figure 17) and
microhardness (Figure 16) values measured by the same Vickers method differ significantly,
reaching 70 HV hardness units in extreme cases. However, the observed phenomenon,
the indentation size effect (ISE), is in accordance with the variable hardness law, which
describes the influence of elastic deformation on the value of the obtained results, i.e., the
smaller the load, the greater the influence of elastic deformation and thus the greater the
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hardness value. At this point, it should be recalled that the load for the microhardness
measurements was 25 g, and for the hardness measurements, it was 10 kg. The decrease in
the strength properties is confirmed by the results of the static tensile test (Figure 18).
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In accordance with the Hall–Petch relationship, the decrease in the share of the γ’
phase in the material structure and the growth there caused a decrease in the yield point
from the original level of 770 MPa for the ZhS-6U alloy to 678 MPa for the material of the
tested blade (Table 5).

Table 5. Strength properties at room temperature of nickel-based superalloys potentially used to
construct the HPT blades and LPT blades of the RD33 engine.

Alloy E [GPa] HV R02 [MPa] Rm [MPa] A

Żs-32 244 466 850 880 13.0
Żs-26 253 480 790 1000 6.8
Żs-6U 240 450 770 830 3.0

MAR-M200 230 - 860 960 7.0
Material

tested 217 350 678 873 6.9

5. Summary

The data presented in this study were obtained as a result of material tests of the
blades of the rotors of the low- and high-pressure turbines of the RD-33 engine, taking into
account the chemical composition and the phase structure corresponding to the Russian
alloy, the Zhs-6U type, used in the early versions of the RD-33 engine. The deployment of
blades made of the ZhS-26 and ZhS-32 alloys allowed for an increase of the temperature
of exhaust gases before the turbine, thus increasing the engine performance. However,
the conscious or unconscious use, under these exploitation conditions, of blades made of
ZhS-6U alloy, with a noticeably lower structural stability, combined with local damage to
the barrier protective coating, resulted in a distinctive reduction of the strength properties
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(primarily the plasticity limit) of more than 10 per cent, which could ultimately lead to
engine failure and even damage to the engine.

The values of the determined strength parameters will be used in further work related
to numerical analyses in the field of strength issues concerning the life and failure of
engines manufactured by Russia, including the RD-33 engine. The importance and need
for such works [4,12,19] may be proved by the number of RD-33 engines dismounted from
the airplanes in one of the air bases due to damage to the high-pressure turbine, which is
shown in the diagram in Figure 19. In addition, the analysis of structural changes caused by
exploitation conditions can be helpful in the search for and selection of material substitutes
used to construct the engine element under analysis, which will meet increasingly higher,
mainly temperature-related design requirements.
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Abstract: Tools and machine surfaces are subjected to various types of damage caused by many
different factors. Due to this, the protecting coatings characterized by the best properties for a
given treatment or environment are used. AlCrN coatings with different compositions, synthesized
by different methods, are often of interest to scientists. The aim of the presented work was the
deposition and investigation of two sets of coatings: (1) formed in nitrogen pressure from 0.8 Pa to
5 Pa and (2) formed at arc current from 50 A to 100 A. We study relationships between the above
technological parameters and discuss their properties. Coatings formed at nitrogen pressure (pN2) up
to 3 Pa crystallize both in hexagonal AlN structure and the cubic CrN structure. For pN2 > 3 Pa, they
crystallize in the CrN cubic structure. Crystallite size increases with nitrogen pressure. The coatings
formed at different arc currents have a cubic CrN structure and the crystallite size is independent
of the current. The adhesion of the coatings is very good, independent of nitrogen pressure and
arc current.

Keywords: AlCrN; arc current; structure; hardness; adhesion; wear

1. Introduction

During the last few decades, extensive works have been carried out on the production
and testing of the properties of thin coatings which can be applied in industry, medicine,
electronics as protective and decorative coatings, memory technology, etc. [1,2].

Currently, it is recommended to eliminate cooling and lubricating liquids from tech-
nological processes due to economic factors and ecological requirements. Hard coated
tools are used in the vast majority of metal machining operations. The most commonly
used coatings are based on titanium nitride and chromium nitride [1,3]. CrN, however,
is characterized by a better resistance to high temperatures compared to TiN [3]. Such
coatings improve the wear resistance of cutting tools [4,5]. They have high hardness [6], a
relatively low coefficient of friction [7,8], good adhesion to the substrate [9,10], chemical
stability, and resistance to corrosion [11]. It was also shown that coatings may reduce the
heat generated in the cutting process due to friction, and thus increase the durability of tool
blades [12]. The relatively low resistance to oxidation of two-component coatings, e.g., CrN,
means that they are not able to meet the expectations of the most demanding customers.

The improvement of the thin coating properties was achieved by doping with elements,
such as Si, B, C, O, Al, V, and others [13–17]. The addition of Si enables to enhance the
hardness and Young’s modulus of the Cr–N system, but Si has a negative influence on the
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tribological properties of the coatings—the friction coefficient increases and wear resistance
decreases. This effect depends on the silicon concentration in the coating [13]. CrCN
shows denser structures and significantly increased hardness and adhesion strength. It
is characterized by improved corrosion resistance, the lowest corrosion current density,
and the highest corrosion potential [14]. The addition of boron to CrN results in notable
refinement in grains. As a result of the fine-grained structure strengthening and the solution
strengthening caused by boron, CrBN coating shows improved hardness compared to CrN
but relatively low adhesion [15]. Vanadium addition improve the hardness and toughness
of CrN film. The coefficient of friction is also reduced for CrVN coatings [16]. Oxygen can
decrease of the mean crystallite size, increase the hardness of the coating up to 28 GPa,
and improve the thermal stability [17]. One of the most promising coatings seems to be
AlCrN due to its very good resistance to oxidation, high hardness at elevated temperature,
and good tribological properties [18]. This is because AlCrN can oxidize and form on the
surface aluminum oxide Al2O3, blocking oxygen diffusion into the coating. Additionally,
α-phase Al2O3 of aluminum oxide provides good tribological properties [19].

Investigations assessing the importance of the chemical composition of the coating
to its structure and mechanical properties revealed the transformation of the metastable
AlxCr1−xN solid solution with a cubic structure (fcc) type B1 into a hexagonal structure
B4, occurring at the Al/(Al + Cr) ratio from 0.6 to 0.75 (depending on the deposition
method) [20]. The transformation of c-AlN→ h-AlN occurs spontaneously and irreversibly.
The coatings containing the AlN phase with a cubic structure (c-AlN) are characterized by
better mechanical properties than the hexagonal AlN (h-AlN) phase [20,21]. Therefore, in
order to obtain the coating with fcc structure and good mechanical properties, i.e., high
hardness and good resistance to wear, the aluminum concentration in the coating ought to
be attended to.

ALCrN coatings were formed from individual Al and Cr [22–24] cathodes and AlCr al-
loy cathodes with different fixed composition: Al50Cr50 [25], Al60Cr40 [26], Al70Cr30 [27,28],
Al80Cr20 [29], and other [17,25,27]. They can be formed by many methods, including mag-
netron sputtering [19,20], high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) [1,22,25],
or cathodic arc evaporation [20,24,27,28,30]. The high degree of plasma ionization, high
deposition rate, high density and good adhesion of the coatings to the steel substrate
are the advantages of the latter method. Its disadvantage is a large number of defects
(macroparticles, craters) on the coating surface, ranging in size from nanometers to single
micrometers [30]. Cathodic arc evaporation systems are widely used as efficient devices in
coating technology.

Coating deposition parameters such as nitrogen pressure [25,30], substrate bias volt-
age [24] and arc current in cathodic arc evaporation [31], as well as AlCr cathode com-
position [20], determine the coating properties. Although AlCrN coatings with differ-
ent chemical composition are the subject of many investigations, they mainly include
structure and phase composition [20,22,24,30], thermal resistance [20], and some mechani-
cal [22,24,30] and tribological properties [22,24,27]. It has been proven that the composition
of coatings [20,23] strongly influences their mechanical properties and microstructure. The
technological parameter of deposition, substrate bias voltage [24,27,28], has a similar effect
on the properties of the coatings. Along with the increase of Al concentration in the coating
to approx. 70%, its hardness increases [20]. The coatings with a higher concentration
of aluminum are characterized by lower hardness. There are few works describing the
influence of nitrogen pressure on the properties of the coatings [25,30,32]. They indicate
an increase in hardness and Young’s modulus with increasing nitrogen pressure during
coating formation [25,30], regardless of the coating formation method, as well as changes
in their phase structure. With increasing pressure, the formation of the hexagonal Cr2N
phase [30] is possible as a result of a greater number of collisions of particles emitted
from the cathode with gas particles. However, no phase transformation is also observed
in the coatings formed at different nitrogen pressure, and only a change in texture [25].
A similar lack of changes in the dominant phase is observed in the coatings formed at
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different arc currents [31]. Until now, few authors have also presented systematic and
detailed tests of coating adhesion to the substrate [23,30]. As adhesion is one of the basic
factors determining the functional properties of coatings, it seems advisable to take up this
topic, i.e., to assess the effect of nitrogen pressure during deposition on the adhesion of
the coatings.

Another technological parameter that can effectively improve the surface quality of
coatings formed by the cathodic arc evaporation is the arc current [31]. The arc current can
reduce the macroparticle amount, but the arc current change results in the plasma density
change. This can alter the properties of the coatings. This effect has not been systematically
tested for AlCrN coatings, and the presented results are inconclusive [31] in relation to our
preliminary research. Lin et al. found that, with increasing arc current, the grain size in the
coating and its hardness decreased. According to the Hall–Petch relationship, the opposite
effect should be observed.

The goal of this study was to check the influence of nitrogen pressure and arc current
during deposition of AlCrN coatings from Al70Cr30 cathode on their structure, morphology,
and mechanical properties including adhesion.

2. Experimental
2.1. Deposition of the Coating

To synthesize AlCrN coatings the cathodic arc evaporation method was applied.
Mechanically finished substrates (Ra about 0.02 mm) were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath.
After drying, they were mounted on the rotating holder in vacuum chamber. The arc
sources were equipped with Al70Cr30 cathodes and were located approximately 18 cm
from the substrates. The working chamber was evacuated to the pressure of 10−3 Pa. The
substrate temperature during ion etching and coating deposition was about 350 ◦C. Ion
etching was performed with the following parameters: argon pressure of 0.5 Pa, voltage
of −600 V, time of 10 min. The first stage of forming the coating consisted of creating an
adhesive layer (gradient CrNx) improving the coating adhesion. This process was carried
out using the Cr cathode and the following parameters: arc current 80 A, nitrogen pressure
increase rate—about 0.1 Pa/min to reach a pressure of 1.8 Pa. In the second stage, two sets
of AlCrN coatings were deposited under following parameters:

(a) Substrate bias voltage −100 V, arc current 80 A, and nitrogen pressure (pN2) in the
range from 0.8 Pa to 5 Pa.

(b) Substrate bias voltage −100 V, nitrogen pressure of 4 Pa, and arc current (Ic) in the
range from 50 A to 100 A.

The flow of both gases used (argon and nitrogen) and gas pressure were controlled,
respectively, using an MKS flow controller (MKS Instruments, Inc., Austin, TX, USA) and
by a Baratron type capacity gauge (MKS Instruments, Inc., Austin, TX, USA).

Taking into account the nitrogen pressure (X) during coating formation, they were
marked as AlCrN(X). This means that, for example, an AlCrN(1.8) coating was formed at
pN2 = 1.8 Pa. The coatings formed at various arc current (Y) are marked as AlCr(Y)N. Thus,
the coating designated AlCr(60)N was formed at an arc current of 60 A.

2.2. Coating Investigations

The coating thickness was investigated using spherical abrasion test. Surface mor-
phology and microstructure were studied using scanning electron microscopy (JEOL
JSM-5500LV, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The Hommel Tester T8000 contact profilometer
(Hommelwerke GmbH, Schwenningen, Germany) was used to measure the surface rough-
ness of the coatings. For each sample, the test was conducted five times.

The chemical composition of the coatings was determined by energy dispersive x-
ray spectroscopy (EDX, Oxford Link ISIS 300, Link Analytical/Oxford Instruments, High
Wycombe, UK) and wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDX, ThermoScientific’s
Magnaray system, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) methods. The crys-
talline structure of the coatings was investigated using grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
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(Empyrean PANalytical, Malvern Panalytical Ltd., Malvern, UK) with Cu-Kα radiation
(0.154056 nm) and the grazing incidence geometry at 3◦. For data processing, HighScore
Plus with ICDD PDF 4+ Database software (The Powder Diffraction File) was applied.
Diffraction images made it possible to calculate the crystallite size in the coatings using
the Scherrer equation [33]. Due to the instrumental broadening of the diffraction line, the
Warren and Biscoe correction method was taken into account [33].

The semi-automatic Fischerscope HM2000 hardness tester (Fischer Technology Inc.,
Windsor, CT, USA) equipped in WIN-HCU® software (3.0, Windsor, CT, USA) made it
possible to determine the hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E). The device was equipped
with a Bercovich intender three-sided pyramid, with a tip radius of 150 nm and a total
included angle of 142.3◦. Taking into account the coating thickness, the measurements were
conducted for a fixed penetration depth of 0.3 µm, which is less than 10% of the thickness
of the coating. This indentation depth avoids a change in the measured hardness due to
relatively soft substrates. The coatings with high surface roughness make it impossible
correct hardness measurement. Therefore, prior to the measurements, the coatings were
treated using the procedure described in Ref. [12]. After polishing the coatings with
fine-grained (1 µm) aluminum oxide powder to a roughness of 0.04–0.05 µm, a much
smaller dispersion of the results was obtained. The average value of hardness and Young’s
modulus was calculated from at least 20 measurements from all tested surface.

Coating adhesion was determined using two methods:

(a) The scratch method (Revetest® by CSEM Instruments, Peseux, Switzerland) with
Rockwell C type diamond indenter with a tip radius of 200 µm. At least three scratches,
each of a length of 10 mm and a distance at least 3 mm from each other, were done
by moving the indenter at a speed of 10 mm/min, and simultaneously increasing
the load linearly from 0 to 100 N. Two characteristic damages were observed and
marked: Lc1 for first cracks of the coatings appeared and Lc2 for total delamination of
the coating,

(b) Daimler–Benz test. In this method, it was assumed that the assessment of coating
adhesion is determined on the basis of the form and intensity of damage resulting
from the indentation [34]. In this test the Rockwell indenter is pressed into the
sample (coating) with the normal load of 1471 N. It is a comparative method (six-
grade scale of adhesion quality) in which it was assumed that damage in the coating
corresponding to the HF1-HF4 patterns (cracks and small chips) proves the proper
adhesion of the coating. The occurrence of coating defects in the area surrounding
the indentation, corresponding to the HF5-HF6 patterns, is evidence of insufficient
adhesion of the coating.

The studies of the friction and wear of the coatings were conducted in the ball-on-
disc system under the normal load L = 20 N and a sliding speed of about 0.2 m/s for
about 29000 cycles (distance s = 2000 m) in dry friction conditions. As a counterpart the
mirror finished Al2O3 ball with a diameter of 10 mm was applied. The measurements
were conducted in moisture of about 40% at ambient temperature. The known equation
kv = Vs−1L−1 was applied to calculate the wear rate (kv). In this equation V means the
volume of the removed coating material. Five randomly selected cross-sectional wear
profiles were applied to calculate the wear rate.

The surface investigations of the coatings were carried out using Dimension FastScan
atomic-force microscope (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) in the PeakForce Tapping QNM
(Quantitative Nanoscale Mechanical Mapping) mode. The standard silicon cantilevers of
NSC11 (Micromasch, Tallinn, Estonia) type with the stiffness k = 4.11 N/m and tip radius
R = 10 nm were used [35].

Hysitron 750 Ubi nanoindenter (Bruker, Minneapolis, MN, USA) was applied to
construct microhardness (H) and elasticity modulus (E) maps. A diamond Berkovich
indenter with a tip radius of 200 nm was applied. A fused quartz calibration sample was
used to calibrate the tip radius. The E and H maps with the size of 20 × 20 µm2 were
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obtained from 400 indentations at a load of 2 mN on the surface. Before measurements, the
coatings surface was polished to reduce the roughness.

3. Results

As already mentioned, the coating deposition time is the same for all coatings and
amounts to 120 min. Nitrogen pressure definitely affects the thickness of the resulting
coatings, as shown in Figure 1a. The coating thickness ranges from 2.60 µm (pN2 = 5.0 Pa)
to 3.9 µm (pN2 = 3.0 Pa). Coatings synthesized at higher pN2 = 4 Pa and 5 Pa present
decreasing thickness. In the case of another parameter of the coating technology, the arc
current, a clear tendency of the coating thickness increase with increasing current can
be observed. The smallest is for coatings deposited at Ic = 50 A and is about 3 µm. As
the arc current increases, the thickness increases almost linearly to a value of about 4 µm
(Ic = 100 A), Figure 1b.
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A similar change in coating thickness was observed by Wang et al. [30]. In the Cr-Al-N
coatings formed under nitrogen pressure from 1 Pa to 2 Pa, by the multi-arc ion plating
method, the maximum thickness was for the coating formed at a pressure of 1.5 Pa and
then its reduction. It was attributed to the resputtering effect. In the case of coatings
formed at various arc currents, the observed changes in thickness are also consistent with
the literature, as an increase in arc current results in an increase in the thickness by about
30% [31], which is similar to the results shown in the presented work.

3.1. Chemical and Phase Composition of AlCrN Coatings

In Figure 2, the results of the investigations on the elemental composition of the tested
coatings are shown. They indicate the presence of chromium, aluminum, and nitrogen
in the coatings. The tests also confirmed the presence of oxygen in all coatings in the
amount of up to about 1.2% at. The nitrogen concentration in the coatings increases with
the nitrogen pressure during their formation. Simultaneously, a noticeable reduction in
the metallic elements chromium and aluminum is observed. The reduction in aluminum
concentration is higher. This is confirmed by the calculated Al/(Al+Cr) rate in the coatings.
For coatings synthesized at pN2 = 0.8 Pa is about 0.70, as for pure cathode and drops to
about 0.666 for coatings synthesized at pN2 = 5 Pa, Figure 2a. This effect is probably related
to lower atomic mass of aluminum. It is characterized by lower vapor density because in
collisions with nitrogen it is more dispersed [36].
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(b) various arc current.

In AlCrN coatings formed by HIPIMS from Al50Cr50 cathodes with an increase in
the N2/Ar ratio from 20% to 140%, an increase in nitrogen concentration in the coating
from about 26% to about 51% was observed. An approximately 30% reduction in the
concentration of metallic elements aluminum and chromium is also visible [25]. A similar
effect is observed in the case of the coatings formed by the multi-arc ion plating from the
Al67Cr33 cathode [30].

The coatings deposited at pN2 = 4 Pa and various arc currents are characterized by a
similar chemical composition, Figure 2b. Only the coating formed at Ic = 50 A is character-
ized by a slightly higher, by about 2 at.%, nitrogen concentration compared to the coating
formed at Ic = 100 A. In all coatings, the Al/(Al+Cr) rate is similar and amounts to 0.66–0.67.

Structure characterization clearly indicates that the AlCrN coatings are polycrystalline
with structure dependent on nitrogen pressure during deposition. In Figure 3a, the grazing
incidence XRD patterns of AlCrN coatings formed at nitrogen pressure ranging from 0.8 Pa
to 5 Pa is shown. In the coating formed at the pressure of 0.8 Pa, the occurrence of h-AlN
phase diffraction lines (ref. code 01-070-0354), for the angle 2Θ of approximately 32.9◦ (100),
36.0◦ (002), 37.7◦ (111), 49.6◦ (102), 58.8◦ (110) and 70.9◦ (112). Additionally, diffraction line
from the hexagonal Cr2N phase (ref. code 04-014-1025) for an angle of 2Θ of about 42.5◦

(111) is visible. It can also be assumed that the line Cr2N (110) about 37.3◦ overlaps with
the line (111) h-AlN. A distinct line of approximately 44.6◦ can be attributed to chromium
(ref. code 01-077-7589). A decrease in the intensity of lines originating from the hexagonal
phases of AlN and Cr2N, and from chromium is observed in coatings desposited at higher
nitrogen pressure. At the same time, the intensity of the diffraction lines, which can be
attributed to the cubic phase of chromium nitride (ref.code 04-004-6868), increases. These
are lines positioned at about 37.6◦—(111) plane, 43.8◦—(200) plane, 63.5◦—(220) plane,
76.1◦—(311) plane and 80.1◦—(222) plane. In the coatings formed under nitrogen pressure
in the range from 1.8 Pa to 4 Pa, diffraction lines from three phases, hexagonal AlN and
Cr2N and cubic CrN are observed. The lines from the hexagonal phase disappear almost
completely in the coatings synthesized at pN2 = 4 Pa. Formation of the AlN cubic phase
cannot be excluded, however, its identification is difficult. These phases are characterized
by the same Fm-3m space group (225) due to the fact that the diffraction line positions in
the cubic AlN and CrN phases differs only slightly.
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For the lowest N2/Ar ratio, the resulting structure is rather amorphous with hardness
of around 11–13 GPa and a high wear rate of around 10−5 mm3/Nm. An increase in this
ratio in the process of AlCrN coating forming by HIPIMS, diffraction lines are observed only
for cubic CrN phase. The intensity of the (111) CrN line with an increase in N2/Ar decreases
as well as the (220) CrN line, while the intensity of the (200) CrN line increases [25]. For
coatings formed by the mult-arc ion plating method, with increasing nitrogen pressure, the
intensities of lines (111) and (200) decrease, but the line (111) Cr2N appears [30].

The coatings formed at different arc currents have a similar diffraction patterns, Figure
3b. The diffraction lines correspond to the major lines of the cubic CrN phase. According
to the above standard, the ratio of the intensities of the most intense (200)/(111) diffraction
lines is 1.22, while for coatings formed at different arc currents ranges from 0.61 to 0.88.
This shows that these coatings are strongly textured.

The structure of AlCrN coatings formed at different arc currents is fcc-CrN phase.
The increase in the arc current does not cause significant changes in the intensity of the
observed diffraction lines, while their widening may result in grain refinement [31].

The crystallite sizes of both phases present in coatings investigated were calculated
using the Scherrer equation, as shown in Figure 4. Crystallites in the coatings formed
under nitrogen pressure up to 3 Pa are small, up to about 7 nm, Figure 4a. The size
of the crystallites determined from the (100) h-AlN plane increases slightly from about
5 nm (pN2 = 0.8 Pa) to about 7 nm (pN2 = 1.8 Pa), and then decreases to about 3 nm
(pN2 = 4.0 Pa). Figure 3 shows a significant reduction in the intensity of the diffraction line
and its widening for this coating. The crystallites determined in planes (111) and (220) of
the c-CrN phase increase from about 4–5 nm (pN2 = 1.8 Pa) and reach about 11 nm and
22 nm (pN2 = 5.0 Pa), respectively.

The coatings formed at different arc currents under nitrogen pressure of 4 Pa crystallize
in the CrN cubic structure, Figure 3b. Therefore, the crystallite sizes for the diffraction lines
from planes (111) and (220) were calculated, Figure 4b. Regardless of the arc current used
to produce the coatings, the crystallite sizes are similar to each other and amount to about
7–8 nm and 9–12 nm, respectively. The trend of changes in the size of crystallites with the
change of the arc current was not recorded.
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3.2. Surface Morphology

The surface morphology of the coatings formed at pN2 = 0.8 Pa (Figure 5a), pN2 = 5 Pa
(Figure 5b) and Ic = 50 A (Figure 6a) and Ic =100 A (Figure 6b) is shown below. Each
picture shows the area recorded at magnification: 1000× (bottom) and 3000× (top). A
large number of surface defects, macroparticles, and craters were observed on the surface
of all coatings. These surface defects are a disadvantage of the commonly used coating
deposition method—cathodic arc evaporation. Cathodic arc discharge occurred at cathode
spots. In these spots, the material of the cathode material is converted from solid to plasma
extremely quickly as a result of ion bombardment and Joule heating, and macroparticles
or droplets are emitted [37]. These droplets can group in the plasma and deposit on the
surface of the coating [38]. Many macroparticles of different sizes were observed on the
coating surface. There are also visible craters in places of removed macroparticles. The
macroparticle shapes are diverse: elongated, irregular, but mostly spherical. The sizes of the
particles vary greatly from fractions of a micrometer to several micrometers, with the vast
majority reaching dimensions up to 1 µm. The macroparticles and their size distribution
do not depend on the cathode, but on the method of coating formation, i.e., cathodic
arc evaporation. AlTiN coatings have a similar size distribution of macroparticles on the
coating surface [38].
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The analysis of Figures 5 and 6 shows that the coatings formed with higher nitrogen
pressure have fewer surface defects. A similar effect for AlTiN coatings was observed
by Cai et al. [38], while Wang et al. [30], who investigated AlCrN coatings, found the
opposite effect.

For coatings synthesized at different arc currents, the opposite effect is visible. On the
coating surface formed at the arc current of 50 A, fewer defects are observed, as shown in
Figure 6a, than on the coating formed at higher current, shown in Figure 6b.

The roughness of the coatings depends on the development of its surface, e.g., the
amount of surface defects of the coatings, i.e., macroparticles and craters. The analysis of
Figure 5a,b shows a certain regularity in the coatings synthesized at higher arc current,
where a higher amount of macroparticles is observed. The opposite effect, i.e., a smaller
amount of macroparticles, is observed in the second set of coatings—synthesized at higher
nitrogen pressure. This change in the surface quality of the coating is reflected in the
roughness parameter Ra. There is a noticeable reduction in the Ra parameter, as shown
in Figure 7. The initial high Ra value, about 0.24 µm, for the coating synthesized at
pN2 = 0.8 Pa, reduces almost twice to 0.13 µm (pN2 = 5 Pa), as shown in Figure 7a. In the
case of coatings deposited at various arc current, the opposite effect is observed, increase
Ra value from about 0.12 (Ic = 50 A) to about 0.18 µm (Ic = 100 A). Such a high roughness
value is comparable with the results presented by other authors for aluminum-doped
chromium nitrides or titanium nitrides [38,39] deposited using the cathodic arc evaporation.
CrN coatings formed by the same method at pN2 = 1.8 Pa are characterized by lower Ra
roughness parameter of 0.08 µm [40]. This means that doping the aluminum of the CrN
coating causes more than a 200% increase in surface roughness.
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of AlCrN coatings formed at various pressure of ntrogen. 

Parameter AlCrN(0.8) AlCrN(1.2) AlCrN(1.8) AlCrN(3.0) AlCrN(4.0) AlCrN(5.0) 
Hardness H (GPa) 17.4 ± 1.3 18.0 ± 2.3 18.7 ± 2.9 21.8 ± 2.1 24.6 ± 2.2 27.7 ± 2.6 

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 205 ± 13 212 ± 15 218 ± 16 239 ± 14 261 ± 9 304 ± 16 
H/E 0.085 ± 0.011 0.085 ± 0.017 0.086 ± 0.019 0.091 ± 0.014 0.094 ± 0.014 0.091 ± 0.013 
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Figure 7. Roughness parameter Ra of AlCrN coatings formed at: (a) various pressure of nitrogen, (b) various arc current.
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3.3. Mechanical Properties

The durability of tools or machine surfaces modified with thin coatings depends on
the properties of these coatings. They determine, among other things, the reliability of
the devices of load-carrying at the tribological point. The deposited coating generally
promotes a favorable compressive stress. In the case of thin coatings, the most frequently
used methods of measuring their hardness and modulus of elasticity are the nano-and
micro-indentation methods. It should also be remembered that the penetration depth
should be selected so that the substrate properties do not affect the results of the coating
hardness measurement [41–43].

The indentation test allowed to determine hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E),
the basic mechanical properties of the coatings. A clear dependence of these values on the
nitrogen pressure in which the coatings are formed was observed, Table 1. The coating
deposited at pN2 = 0.8 Pa has the lowest hardness, about 17.4 GPa. It increases almost
linearly with the nitrogen pressure during their formation, reaching the value of 27.7 GPa
at pN2 = 5 Pa. Young’s modulus is characterized by a similar tendency and is 205 PGa the
coating formed at pN2 = 0.8 Pa, and for the coating synthesized in pN2—5 Pa it is almost
50% more—304 GPa. The wear resistance can be predicted from the coating hardness, one
of the most important mechanical features. The results of many authors’ tests show that
the combination of the two parameters H and E enables a much better assessment of the
coatings in terms of their wear resistance. The two best known are H/E [44] and H3/E2 [45]
rates. H/E ratio (knows as elastic strain to failure) ratio and shows the elastic behavior
of the coating in contact with the load used, while H3/E2 is known as resistance to the
plastic indentation. There are also other indicators, e.g., (H2/2E—modulus of resilience or
H/E)2—transition on mechanical contact—elastic to plastic) that have some importance for
the abrasion resistance of materials [46].

Table 1. Mechanical properties of AlCrN coatings formed at various pressure of ntrogen.

Parameter AlCrN(0.8) AlCrN(1.2) AlCrN(1.8) AlCrN(3.0) AlCrN(4.0) AlCrN(5.0)

Hardness H (GPa) 17.4 ± 1.3 18.0 ± 2.3 18.7 ± 2.9 21.8 ± 2.1 24.6 ± 2.2 27.7 ± 2.6

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 205 ± 13 212 ± 15 218 ± 16 239 ± 14 261 ± 9 304 ± 16

H/E 0.085 ± 0.011 0.085 ± 0.017 0.086 ± 0.019 0.091 ± 0.014 0.094 ± 0.014 0.091 ± 0.013

H3/E2 (GPa) 0.12 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.08 0.18 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.07 0.23 ± 0.09

Lc2 (N) 77.2 ± 1.8 85.0 ± 2.3 84.5 ± 3.5 98.0 ± 3.8 91.0 ± 2.1 79.6 ± 1.8

The H/E ratio is about 0.085 for coatings formed at pressures not higher than 1.8 Pa.
The coatings formed in atmosphere with nitrogen pressure from 3 Pa to 5 Pa are char-
acterized by a higher ratio, ranging from 0.091 to 0.094. In the case of the coating resis-
tance to plastic deformation H3/E2, an almost linear increase is observed from 0.12 GPa
(pN2 = 0.8 Pa) to 0.23 GPa (pN2 = 5Pa).

The mechanical properties of the coatings, both hardness and Young’s modulus
formed at various arc currents show a similar tendency, as shown in Table 2. Above
features increase with arc current in deposition process. This is the reason for the nearly
identical H/E and H3 E2 ratios for the coatings. They are in the range from 0.092 to
0.099 and from 0.22 GPa to 0.24 GPa. Due to the uncertainty of measurement, it can be
assumed that they are the same.
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of f AlCrN coatings formed at various arc current.

Parameter AlCr(50)N AlCr(60)N AlCr(80)N AlCr(100)N

Hardness, H (GPa) 23.3 ± 1.7 24.9 ± 1.9 24.6 ± 2.2 25.4 ± 1.3

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 235 ± 9 252 ± 10 261 ± 9 275 ± 8

H/E 0.099 ± 0.011 0.099 ± 0.011 0.094 ± 0.014 0.092 ± 0.007

H3/E2 (GPa) 0.23 ± 0.07 0.24 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.05

Lc2 (N) 88.1 ± 3.3 89.4 ± 1.0 91.0 ± 2.1 97.2 ± 0.9

The trend of changes in hardness of coatings formed under different nitrogen pressures
is the same, and the hardness values are slightly lower than those presented in Ref. [30],
where it ranges from about 22 GPa to about 33 GPa. The HIPIMS coatings are characterized
by a hardness ranging from about 11 GPa for low nitrogen flow rates to about 29 GPa for
N2/Ar = 140% [25]. Differences in hardness may be related to the method of forming the
coatings, but also to the use of a cathode with a different chemical composition—Al50Cr50.
As already mentioned, the coatings formed at different arc currents show a decrease in
hardness with increasing arc current [31], which is contrary to our observations. The
decrease in hardness is explained by a significant increase in the cathode temperature (arc
current up to 150 A), which leads to a larger amount of the droplet phase [31].

The surface of the AlCrN coating formed at pN2 = 3 Pa, in terms of roughness, occupies
a middle position among the coatings deposited at other nitrogen pressures (Figure 7),
but it still contains quite a lot of macroparticles and craters (Figure 6). The surface can be
described as completely covered with macroparticles with a diameter of 100 nm–3 µm,
among which there are free areas of the surface no more than 1–2 µm. The probability
of indentation into a macroparticle is much higher than into a free surface during NI.
Therefore, to determine E and H without particles, the surfaces of the coatings were
polished. After polishing, the macroparticles disappear and depressions appear on the
topography in place of the largest of them, as is always the case with softer phases on the
metallographic polished surface (Figure 8a). The fact that large macroparticles can spread
throughout the thickness of the coating is shown in [47]. In the topography image, most of
the coating is free from particles and much less of the depression from the macroparticles
on the remaining surface. E and H maps show the distribution of values corresponding to
this surface. Most of the surface is orange (Figure 8b,c), which in these images corresponds
to high values (240–360 GPa for E and 26–40 GPa for H). There are areas of lilac color
between them, corresponding to the remains of large particles, some of which left inside
the coating (Figure 8b,c) (20–160 GPa for E and 2–16 GPa for H). The mean value of E for
the polished surface is 241 ± 40 GPa. The mean value of H is 27.5 ± 7.4 GPa. Lower E
and H correspond to particles, possibly containing metals Cr and Al (Cr was established
by XRD), or traces of the metastable γ-phase Al2O3, which coincides in peaks with c-CrN
and Cr.

The adhesion of a coating to the surface of a substrate (connected with the coating
bond strength) determines the difficulty of removing the coating from the substrate. The
more difficult it is to remove the coating, the better its adhesion. To improve the adhesion
of the coatings, an intermediate layer (metallic adhesive layer) is often used between the
substrate and the coating. One of the most common methods of testing the strength of
the bond between the coating and the substrate is the scratch test. The critical load Lc2
for coatings formed under various nitrogen pressure is from about 77 N to about 98 N
(Table 1). A distinct Lc2 maximum is observed. An increase in the critical load of Lc2 under
nitrogen pressure from about 77 N (pN2 = 0.8 Pa) to about 98 N (pN2 = 3 Pa) can be noticed,
and then a decrease to about 80 N. AlCrN and CrN coatings generally present very good
adhesion, the critical load Lc2 exceeds 80 N [30]. The coatings formed at various arc current
are characterized by an almost linear increase in critical load Lc2 from about 88 N to about
97 N, Table 2.
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Figure 8. AlCrN coating deposited at pN2 = 3 Pa, Ic = 80 A: (a) surface morphology after polishing, (b) microhardness map,
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The spherical abrasion test allows to determine the coating thickness. The combination
of the spherical abrasion test and the scratch test proposed by Panjan et al. [48] allows
the assessment of both the characteristics of the coating structure and the deformation of
the coating and the substrate under proposed load. The above double test was applied to
the coating characterized by the lowest critical force Lc2 (Table 1) formed at pN2 = 0.8 Pa
and Ic = 80 A, as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows an image of abrasion by a steel
ball in an abrasion test and a scratch in the place where the normal load of the Rockwell
indenter was 70 N, which is slightly below Lc2. Despite relatively low critical load Lc2
this coating shows excellent adhesion both in the scratch area and in the substrate-ball
crater area. No detachment was observed at both the ball abrasion—substrate and the ball
abrasion—scratch interface, as shown in Figure 9b. There is noticeable deformation of the
coating as well as the substrate, especially in the part including the scratch. In the scratch
test, a plastic deformation of the substrate occurs as a result of a gradual increase in the
normal force, and thus the scratch depth. As a result, the pressed-out substrate material
and cracking of the coating occur at the scratch boundaries. The high stress on the interface
between the coating and the substrate may result in the coating delamination. This effect
did not occur in the coatings tested. Therefore, it can be concluded that these coatings are
characterized by high adhesion, and the AlCrN coating–steel substrate systems have high
mechanical stability. The coating adheres tightly to the surface, even the one pressed into
the bottom of the scratch.
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AlCrN coating deposited at pN2 = 0.8 Pa and Ic = 80 A (a,b) the enlarged image of the red rectangle in Figure 9a. Image of
the coating from the top.

The standard Daimler–Benz test involves pressing a Rockwell indenter into the coating
with a load of approximately 1470 N. Optical analysis of the of cracks and peeling of the
coating at the edges of the impression allows these failures (corresponding to coating
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adhesion) to be assigned to one of the six adhesion patterns. Figure 10 shows images
of indentations of the coatings formed at the lowest (Figure 10a) and highest nitrogen
pressure, Figure 10b. In the coating deposited at nitrogen pressure of 0.8 Pa few short radial
cracks, small areas of coating delamination and circular cracks in the peripheral region of
indentation are observed, Figure 10a. Due to it, the coatings are characterized by adhesion
consistent with the HF2 damage pattern. In coating formed at the nitrogen pressure of 5 Pa,
the above defects are not visible.
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Figure 10. Daimler-Benz adhesion test results, SEM images of Rockwell indents for coatings formed at: (a) pN2 = 0.8 Pa and
(b) pN2 = 5 Pa.

Only a slight pile-up of material can be observed around the indents, especially in
Figure 10a. Adhesion of the coatings is consistent with the HF1 damage pattern. Likewise,
the coatings formed at different arc currents have similar properties. Only the coatings
deposited at the extreme arc currents of 50 A (Figure 11a) and 100 A (Figure 11b) are
shown. These coatings also show an adhesion consistent with the HF1 damage pattern.
In all the images it is difficult to even notice the occurrence of the most common coating
defects—short radial cracks. This type of damage, or rather the lack of it, qualifies the
coatings for industrial applications.
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3.4. Friction and Wear

The tests carried out on all coatings as a function of the friction distance showed
that their coefficient of friction fluctuated without any clear tendency. The changes in the
friction coefficient during the test were similar for all coatings. There were two stages
of the friction process: the running-in stage (distance approx. 300 m), where there were
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larger changes and an increase in the friction coefficient to a value of approx. 0.6–0.7,
and the steady-state wear stage, where only slight fluctuations of the coefficient were
observed. No sudden changes in the friction coefficient were observed, which would
suggest a change in the friction environment or coating damage. The coefficient of friction
of coatings formed at different nitrogen pressure, determined in the pin-on-disk system
against the countersample—Al2O3 ball, shows a fine tendency to decrease from 0.68 ± 0.03
(pN2 = 0.8 Pa) to 0.63 ± 0 0.02 (pN2 = 5 Pa). The coatings formed at different arc currents
are characterized by a similar tendency. The coefficient of friction reaches the highest
value of 0.70 ± 0.03 for coatings formed at arc current of 50 A and the lowest value of
about 0.64 ± 0.03 for coatings formed at arc current of 100 A. It means that, in both cases,
the coefficient of friction only slightly depends on deposition parameters, i.e., nitrogen
pressure and arc current.

The coatings formed at low nitrogen pressure, i.e., 0.8 Pa and 1.2 Pa show relatively
high wear rates, about 6.4 × 10−7 mm3/Nm and 4.0 × 10−7 mm3/Nm, respectively,
Figure 12a. One can observe that wear rate of the coatings decreases, and the coating
deposited at 3 Pa shows the lowest wear rate 2.1 × 10−8 mm3/Nm. Coatings formed at
higher nitrogen pressure as well as coatings deposited at various arc currents are characterized
by similar values of wear rate ranging from 1.7 × 10−7 mm3/Nm to 4.7 × 10−7 mm3/Nm
with a small reducing trend with arc current (Figure 12b). The wear rate of the coatings
investigated is low, except for those formed under a low nitrogen pressure. The value
of the wear rate, from about 2 × 10−7 mm3/Nm to about 2 × 10−8 mm3/Nm is very
low and may suggest possible industrial application of the coatings. For comparison,
Reiter et al. [20], examining the coatings formed with the same method, determined wear
rates from 2 × 10−6 mm3/Nm (71at% of Al in AlCrN coating) to 8 × 10−6 mm3/Nm
(CrN). Lower values of the wear rate, about 3 × 10−7 mm3/Nm, regardless of the applied
substrate bias voltage during the formation of CrAlN coatings are presented in Ref. [24].
Antonov, examining the tribological properties of Al60Cr40N coatings in relation to various
counter-samples as well as various test parameters (normal load, sliding speed, measure-
ment temperature), stated that for the Al2O3 counter-sample, the wear rate was from
3 × 10−6 mm3/Nm to 2 × 10−7 mm3/Nm depending on sliding speed.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of Nitrogen Pressure

The coating thickness should be greater with increasing nitrogen pressure. Such an
increase to a pressure of 3 Pa is observed, and then the thickness of the coating decreases,
Figure 1a. During the movement of ions and particles from the cathode to the substrate, col-
lisions with atoms of reactive gas, i.e., nitrogen, occur. At higher pressures, the probability
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of collisions is higher, which reduces the mobility and energy of particles, so the free path
is shorter and the time to reach the substrate is longer [14]. This reduces the deposition
rate of the coatings, i.e., coating thickness. Similar results for the coatings were presented
previously for the AlCrN [24,30] and TiAlN [38] coatings. With the nitrogen pressure
increase, the chemical composition of the deposited coating also changes, Figure 2a. The
nitrogen concentration in the coating increases, reaching the value of about 46 at.%, and
the concentration of aluminum and chromium decreases, as well as Al/(Al + Cr) rate. This
means that there is loss of aluminum in the coating. The lower atomic mass of aluminum
in comparison to chromium in the case of collisions with nitrogen ions results in greater
scattering of aluminum ions, and thus less of its condensation on the substrate, as shown
earlier [49].

In the coatings formed at pN2 not higher than 4 Pa, the presence of the hexagonal AlN
phase was found. At low pressures, this is due to a nitrogen deficiency during coating
formation. With the increase of nitrogen pressure, the intensity of the h-AlN and h-Cr2N
diffraction lines decreases and is small in the coatings formed at pN2 = 3 and 4 Pa. At the
same time, an increase in the intensity of diffraction lines originating from cubic CrN is
observed. The transformation of the B1→ B4 structure takes place when the AlN content
in the AlCrN coatings is from 60% to 77% [20,22,23]. The tested coatings were formed from
the Al70Cr30 cathode, and their Al/(Al + Cr) rate in the coating was only slightly different
from that in the cathode. It means that, in the above conditions, the formation of h-AlN
phase or mixture of h-AlN and c-AlN is authorized.

The phase composition of the coating is determined not only by the aluminum concen-
tration. It has been found that the hexagonal phase may also arise as a result of other factors,
such as vacancies or compressive stresses [50], which usually occur in PVD coatings, as
well as the size of crystallites. It was found shown that the formation of the hexagonal
phase is preferred in the case of coatings characterized by fine crystallites [51]. In TiAlN
coating with aluminum content in the range 0.55 to 0.70, crystallites with dimensions of
3–5 nm favor the formation of the hexagonal AlN phase, while crystallites with dimensions
above 8 nm favor the formation of the cubic phase [51]. Thus, it is the crystallite size
(Figure 4a) that may determine the hexagonal phase formation during coating growth.

This phase adversely affects the mechanical properties of the coating. The coatings
with c-AlN phase are characterized by higher hardness than those with h-AlN phase.
Presumably, it is also influenced by density, and the hexagonal phase, compared to the
cubic one, is about 18% lower [20].

The increase in hardness can be related to the increase in crystallinity of the c-CrN
phase, visualized by the intensity of diffraction lines. The H/E ratio of coatings formed at
pressures of 0.8–1.8 Pa is about 0.085, while for pN2 ≥ 3 Pa it increases to 0.094. In the H/E
ratio, two areas can be distinguished: elastic (H/E > 0.1) and plastic (H/E < 0.1) and [52].
Better wear resistance is predicted for higher H/E and H3/E2 ratios. This suggests that
coatings deposited at higher nitrogen pressure should be more wear resistant. Indeed, the
wear rates of coatings formed at pN2 ≥ 3 Pa are significantly lower than other coatings,
Figure 12.

The surface roughness of rubbing elements affects the tribological properties of the
coatings. Greater roughness intensifies friction processes, accelerating the wear process.
There is a clear correlation between the wear results of the coatings (Figure 12) and their
roughness, Figure 7a. Another factor that determines wear resistance is hardness. The
greater the hardness, the greater the wear resistance is. Although the coating is heteroge-
neous in terms of mechanical properties (Figure 8) and the hardness ranges from 26 GPa
to 40 GPa, good wear resistance of the coatings should be associated with their hardness.
This large hardness dispersion is related to surface defects (Figure 5) characteristic of the
coating deposition method.

Two methods of assessing the adhesion of the coating, the scratch test enabling
numerical determination of adhesion as critical load (Table 1) and the Daimler–Benz test
(Figure 10), where the assessment is based on microscopic analysis of the damage to the
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coating around the Indentation, showed the same result—all coatings are characterized by
very good properties. The Daimler–Benz test uses a high normal load of approximately
1470 N. Plastic deformation of the coating and the substrate results from the transformation
of the kinetic energy of the moving indenter. This leads to pile up around the indenter
which can generate high tensile stresses around the indentation, as in Figure 10a. As a
result of these stresses, apart from coating delamination, circular cracks of the coating may
occur [53]. This effect may be a consequence of both the high roughness of the coating and
its low hardness. On the contrary, the coating formed at pN2 does not show similar damage.

4.2. Effect of Arc Current

Thickness of the coatings increases with arc current, Figure 1b. This is due to the
greater energy of the arc spots and the plasma density, which is a result of the higher
arc current used, as reported by Lan et al. [31] investigating AlCrN coatings obtained by
the ion arc method. In the case of the coatings synthesized with a higher arc current, the
surface is more developed. More surface defects can be observed there, Figure 6b. Higher
target energy and temperature, which helps to increase the emission of the droplets from
cathode material is connected with higher arc current. Figure 7b confirms this unfavorable
arc current effect on the surface quality of the coating.

The coatings formed at different currents are characterized by the cubic structure of
B1 of the CrN phase, Figure 4b. This is consistent with reports that the solubility of Al
in solid fcc-CrN is 60–77% [20,21], so the Al atom occupies the Cr sites in the CrN lattice,
forming a substitution solid solution, leading to solid solution strengthening. Despite using
an arc current of 50 A to 100 A, the diffraction patterns remain similar. The mutual ratio
of the intensities of the diffraction lines is similar. This suggests that an increase in the
arc current does not significantly modify the crystal lattice. The analysis of the position
of the (111) and (200) diffraction lines shows only a slight shift towards higher angles
(Figure 4b), which suggests no change in the stress state in the coating. The full width at
half maximum intensity of the line seems similar, so an increase in the arc current does not
change the crystallite size, Figure 5b. This effect is the opposite to that described in Ref [31],
although the determined crystallite sizes are similar. The increase in the arc current did not
increase the plasma energy allowing for grain size differentiation and internal stresses in
the coating.

As mentioned earlier, plasma with higher energy and density that can alter the prop-
erties of the coating is associated with a higher arc current. Under such conditions, it is
possible to increase the density of the coating, also by reducing the size of the crystallites.
As a result, this should result in coating hardness increase. Indeed, the hardness of the
coatings was greater for higher the current value. However, the increase, although obvious,
was within the range of the hardness measurement uncertainty, Table 2. This may be due
to the fact that the crystallite sizes were comparable for all coatings (Figure 4b), so it would
be difficult to connect a change in hardness with the Hall–Petch relationship. Probably
one should take into account another effect related to the higher energy of the incident
ions, the increase in the density of the coatings. Lan et al. [31] formed coatings with arc
currents from 100 A to 150 A and recorded the opposite effect, reducing the hardness with
increasing current during coating formation. They found that at such a high arc current,
increased droplet ejection from the cathode and deterioration of the surface of the coating
quality occurs. It seems that the reduction of hardness by defects on the surface and in the
whole coating by macroparticles is stronger than the improvement connected with plasma
energy and density. As mentioned, the coatings described in this study were formed at
arc currents from 50 A to 100 A. This probably resulted in the observation of opposite
changes in hardness. The amount of macroparticles on the surface increases significantly,
which was also observed in Figure 3b. The macroparticles on the surface are also accompa-
nied by similar defects in the volume of the coating as well as by voids [46]. Sometimes,
larger macroparticles extend through the entire thickness of the coating, deteriorating the
mechanical and electrochemical properties.
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Both H3/E2 rate and H/E rate as a predictor of the wear resistance of the coatings
have similar values, of about 0.23 and about 0.1 (Table 2), regardless of the arc current
during formation, respectively. The values obtained for the tested coatings indicate that
they should have good wear resistance, comparable for all coatings. Indeed, the wear
resistance shown in Figure 12b is high, the wear rate about (2 to 4) × 108 mm3/Nm close
to each other.

The adhesion of the coatings (Table 2) shows an increasing trend from about 88 N
(Ic = 50 A) to about 97 N (Ic = 100 A). This means that the adhesion is very good. The
increase in adhesion may be related to many factors: an increase in the coating density
and its hardness as well as higher energy of incident particles. The higher energy of the
particles can even result in their shallow implantation into the substrate, which creates a
well-adherent adhesive layer. The implantation depth is usually 5–15 nm [53], although
it can be as high as 50 nm. It depends on the energy of the ions. With higher energy, the
stresses in the coating can be increased, which can lead to reduced adhesion.

The results of Daimler–Benz test confirm the very good adhesion of investigated
coatings. Regardless of the arc current value during their formation, the damage image
showed the highest class of HF1 adhesion, Figure 11. It is possible that one of the reasons
for this was the use of a thin gradient Cr-N adhesive layer with an increasing nitrogen
concentration in this layer. A similar result was reported in [54] where pure chromium
was used.

The above technological works of forming coatings at various nitrogen pressures
and arc currents with a wide range of their values, as well as examining their structure,
mechanical and tribological properties, were to indicate a set of technological parameters
enabling the formation of the coatings with the best properties. The coatings were applied
to HS6-5-2 high speed steel substrates (EU EN and DIN, M2—USA), which is widely
used for tools. Comparing the properties of the coatings obtained in this way with those
of commercially used coated tools may contribute to their incorporation into the set of
coatings used in practice.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we investigated two sets of coatings: deposited at different nitrogen
pressure (constant arc current) and different arc currents (constant nitrogen pressures). The
deposition method was cathodic arc evaporation. The effect of these factors on structure
features, i.e., phase composition and crystallite size, as well as coating microstructure,
mechanical, and tribological properties, was studied. The results indicate that with increas-
ing nitrogen pressure during coating formation the h-AlN phase gradually disappears.
Changing the arc current does not affect the type of phase formed. The coatings formed
under both increasing nitrogen pressure and arc current are characterized by increasing
hardness. They show very good adhesion, the critical force from the scratch test is above
77 N, and according to the Daimler–Benz test, most coatings show HF1 class. The coatings
formed at higher pressure exhibit good wear resistance.

The effect of nitrogen pressure during AlCrN coating deposition from AlCr cathodes
of different chemical composition is known. The further direction of technological and
research works is the doping of such coatings with other metallic and non-metallic elements,
creating four-and more-component coatings with excellent mechanical, tribological, and
electro-chemical properties for application on tools for dry machining.
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Abstract: This article presents the results of static tests on bolted connections in squared and round
timber with inserted steel plates. The experiment evaluates structural timber connections with
different distances between the fastener and the loaded end at different moisture contents. Specimens
were loaded by tension parallel to the grain and load–deformation diagrams were recorded. Fifty-six
specimens with three different distances between the fastener and the loaded end, at different
moisture contents, were tested. The results were statistically evaluated using regression analysis,
complemented with load–deformation curves, and compared with calculations according to the
valid standard for design of timber structures. A decrease in the evaluated load-carrying capacity
with increasing moisture content was confirmed experimentally. A slight increase in the evaluated
load-carrying capacity with increasing fastener distance from the loaded end was found.

Keywords: connection; timber; test; bolt; steel plate; moisture content; failure

1. Introduction

Currently, the use of timber as a building material is becoming increasingly popular. The general
trend of using natural, renewable and easily recyclable materials in construction practice contributes
to this fact. Increasingly, environmental requirements and long-term sustainability in construction
are gaining prominence and application (e.g., in buildings [1], bridges and footbridges [2]). Timber
structures, which are commonly used as a substitute for steel and concrete structures, considerably
mitigate the impact on the environment thanks to their smaller carbon footprint [3].

One of the most important areas in the design of timber structures is connections [4–6]. Connections
affect the overall composition of the load-carrying structure and dimensions of the main load-carrying
members [7]. The load-carrying capacity and the stiffness of connections are crucial to the serviceability
and durability of the whole structure, especially for large-span structures with many connections [1,7]
and structures with heavily loaded connections [2]. The most common types of connections in timber
structures use metal mechanical fasteners, which are often used in combination with steel plates slotted
into cut-outs in timber members (see Figure 1) [8–16].

The stiffness of connections is closely related to the physical and mechanical properties of timber
and fasteners [17,18], as well as to the design of individual details (i.e., placement of individual
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fasteners and the whole connection geometry) [19–21]. The influence of connection stiffness manifests
in increased deformations and redistribution of internal forces, which can significantly affect the static
design of the whole load-carrying structure [7].

One of the most important physical property of timber that significantly affects its strength and
deformation properties [13,22], and its durability especially [23], is the moisture content. Due to
atmospheric influences, timber, as a hygroscopic material, constantly exchanges moisture with the
surrounding environment [24,25]. The effects of moisture content on the load-carrying capacity
and stiffness of connections has been proven in long-term research by forest researchers in the
US [26]. Fluctuations in moisture content also result in volume changes (shrinkage and swelling),
which, due to the formation of cracks and reduction in embedment strength, negatively affects the
load-carrying capacity of connections [25]. As a result, it is necessary to consider the influence of the
environmental conditions (especially humidity) under which the structure will be built, as well as the
type of load that will be carried. The hygroscopic properties of timber can be improved, for example,
by temperature treatment [24].
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Figure 1. Practical use of connections in timber structures with mechanical fasteners and steel plates.

The contemporary European standard for the design of timber structures EN 1995-1
(Eurocode 5) [27] includes calculations for timber-to-timber or steel-to-timber connections using
mechanical fasteners such as bolts, dowels, nails, screws, etc. Timber-to-timber connections also include
combinations of different timber materials [28]. Calculations of load-carrying capacity and connection
stiffness do not take into account the edge and end distances nor spacings for fasteners; they are
only given as the minimum standard requirement to prevent brittle failure [19,29,30]. Rahim et al.
investigated the influence of double-shear steel-to-timber connection geometry (different spacings,
end distances) on the initial stiffness [20]. It was found that the initial stiffness can be affected by many
factors that are not taken into account in Eurocode 5. Awaludin and Saputro pointed to the possibility
of using values smaller than those recommended for the distance between the fastener and the loaded
end for a dowel-type connection in laminated veneer lumber [21].

Eurocode 5 and current design codes in many other countries are not optimal, although they are
conservative [31]. The European standard only describes three modes, which do not represent total
connection failure. Those failure modes are based on the so-called European yield model according to
Johansen’s theory from 1949 [32], which represents ductile failure modes. The main objective under
this model is to design connections for which ductile failure comes before brittle failure, i.e. to design
connections with the highest possible deformation capacity to prevent an unexpected collapse [33].
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This approach is supported by several scientific studies [19,29,34]. Various connection reinforcement
methods have also been used to prevent brittle splitting [12,14,35].

Current research indicates a disagreement between experiments (brittle failure) and design
standards (ductile failure) [30,31]. Real total failure of bolted connections occurs due to tension or
shear stress [36] and in some cases (multiple shear connections with several slotted-in steel plates)
may even be crucial [16]. Brittle failure modes of steel-to-timber bolted connections loaded by tension
parallel to the grain were described in [34]. Jorissen developed a new design approach based on
fracture mechanics [29].

In this study, static tests were performed on bolted connections in squared and round timber
specimens with inserted steel plates. Several connection variants with different distances between the
fastener and the loaded end and with different moisture contents (square timber only) were chosen
in order to verify if the real load-carrying capacity was influenced by distance. The specimens were
subjected to tension parallel to the grain, until the connections failed.

2. Research Significance

Determining the load-carrying capacity of connections in timber structures and applying new
knowledge to the European standard for timber structures design [27] are areas which are still under
development. This research describes and compares the behavior of connections in squared and round
timber, loaded in tension parallel to the grain, with different distances between the fastener and the
loaded end and for different moisture contents.

Some studies from the scientific literature have investigated the design and behavior of dowel-type
connections in timber structures, mainly based on experimental research. For example, important
findings can be found in publications [4–6]. The relevance of this issue is also evidenced by the number
of research papers written by authors mentioned in this paper.

The aim of this study is also to build on previous research activities conducted at the Faculty
of Civil Engineering of the VSB Technical University of Ostrava by Klajmonova et al. A series of
experiments was carried out to compare the load-carrying capacity of bolted connections with inserted
steel plates, both for squared timber and round timber, but always for the same placement and number
of fasteners [8–11]. Methods of effective reinforcement for bolted connections subjected to brittle failure
were also designed and tested [12].

Some important new findings from our experimental testing have already been published and
discussed at international conferences [37,38] and should be further extended.

Finally, the influence of moisture content on the behavior of a similar type of connection (bolt M12,
glued laminated timber) loaded parallel to the grain has recently been investigated [13].

3. Design and Analysis of Timber Structure Connections in Europe

In most European countries, according to the current legislation, timber structures are designed
and constructed based on Eurocode 5 [27]. Selected important knowledge about connections in timber
structures is described in this chapter (for more detailed information, see the EN 1995-1 standard).

The geometric arrangement of fasteners in a connection (spacings, edge and end distances) has to
meet minimum values to achieve the expected strength and stiffness. The most important value is the
end distance from the loaded end (designation a3,t according to the standard). The minimum value
depends on the fastener diameter d and is given according to Equation (1).

a3,t = max(7d; 80 mm) (1)

When determining the characteristic load-carrying capacity of connections with dowel-type
fasteners made of metal, it is necessary to take into account the embedment strength of the timber,
the yield strength of the fastener and less commonly the withdrawal strength of the fastener.
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Connections are distinguished based on the type of materials to be connected. There are timber-
to-timber, panel-to-timber and steel-to-timber connections.

For a double shear steel-to-timber connection with a steel plate of any thickness as the central
member, the characteristic load-carrying capacity of one fastener for a single shear plane is determined
as the minimum value according to Equation (2) for the failure modes shown in Figure 2 (failure mode
a represents embedment of the timber, failure mode b represents bending of the fastener and failure
mode c is the combination of both mentioned failure modes) or in [27]. The first member in the formula
is the load-carrying capacity based on the Johansen yield theory [32] and the second member represents
the so-called rope effect [39,40], which in Eurocode 5 has to be limited to 25% of the Johansen part for
bolts. If the contribution from the rope effect is unknown, then it is taken as zero.

Fv,Rk =



fh,1,k·t1·d (a)

fh,1,k·t1·d·
[√

2 +
4·My,Rk

fh,1,k·d·t2
1
− 1

]
+

Fax,Rk
4 (b)

2.3·
√

My,Rk· fh,1,k·d + Fax,Rk
4 (c)

(2)

here,
Fv,Rk is the characteristic load-carrying capacity for a single shear per fastener [N];
fh,k is the characteristic embedment strength in the timber member [N/mm2];
t1 is the smaller of the thicknesses of the timber side member [mm];
d is the diameter of the fastener [mm];
My,Rk is the characteristic yield moment of the fastener [N/mm];
Fax,Rk is the characteristic withdrawal capacity of the fastener [N].
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Figure 2. Failure modes for steel-to-timber connections: (a) Embedment of the timber; (b) Bending of
the fastener; (c) Combination of both failures.

For bolts, the characteristic value of the yield moment depends on the bolt diameter d and the
characteristic tensile strength fu,k and is determined according to Equation (3).

My,Rk = 0.3· fu,k·d2.6 (3)

For bolts, the characteristic embedment strength value in timber parallel to the grain depends on
the bolt diameter d and the characteristic density of timber ρk and should be calculated according to
Equation (4).

fh,0,k = 0.082·(1− 0.01·d)·ρk (4)

Moisture content is given by the ratio of water weight to dry weight. When stored in air, European
spruce timber dries to the so-called hygroscopic equilibrium moisture content (around 20%). The ideal
moisture content for spruce timber used in exterior construction is considered to be 12% [2].

The effect of moisture on the mechanical properties of timber is significant. As the moisture
content increases, the strength and stiffness of the timber decrease. The linear relationship between
mechanical properties and moisture content can be considered to be in the range of 8% to 20% for
moisture content [26].
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When determining design values of mechanical properties according to [27], the influence of
air humidity can be taken into account by assigning the structure to one of the three service classes,
which affects the choice of the relevant modification factor kmod and deformation factor kdef.

4. Methodology of Testing

4.1. Description of Materials for Test Specimens

For tension tests parallel to the grain, specimens were made of squared timber with cross-sectional
dimensions of 60 × 120 mm and round timber with a diameter of 60 mm. All specimens consisted
of two equal parts due to easier production of final specimens (placement of steel plates between
individual parts). The specimens were made of spruce timber of the C24 strength class (determined on
the basis of the standard [41]). Specimens of three different lengths were tested (see Figures 3 and 4):
400 mm (designation H1 and K1), 480 mm (designation H2 and K2) and 560 mm (designation H3 and
K3). The circular holes for placing fasteners had a diameter of 20 mm.

High tensile bolts, grade 8.8 (fy = 640 MPa, fu = 800 MPa) with a diameter of 20 mm, were used as
fasteners. The bolts were placed at three different distances from the loaded end: 140 mm (=7× bolt
diameter), 180 mm (=9× bolt diameter) and 220 mm (=11× bolt diameter). The axial spacing between
two bolts in one specimen was 120 mm.

The steel plates (see Figure 5) were made of structural-grade steel S235J0; their thickness was
10 mm. The dimensions of the steel plates also varied depending on the distance between the fastener
and the loaded end. The protruding part of the plates needed for clamping specimens into the jaws of
the testing machine was 180 mm long (see Figure 6). The plates were provided with circular holes with
a diameter of 22 mm for placing bolts (a clearance of 2 mm was left).

For detailed specifications of dimensions, see Figures 3 and 5 and Table 1.
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All timber specimens were produced and industrially manufactured at approximately equilibrium
moisture content (about 12%). Some squared timber specimens were then moistened. The aim of
this was not to achieve an accurate level of moisture in the tested timber, but to simulate adverse
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conditions that could occur during the service life of an actual supporting structure using these types
of elements and connections. The specimens were exposed to changing atmospheric influences for six
months (February–July) without sunlight. Some were protected against rainwater penetration inside
(this corresponds to specimens with a moisture content between approximately 18% and 22%). Some were
not protected (this corresponds to specimens with a moisture content of about 30% and higher).

Table 1. Dimensions of all specimen types for tension tests parallel to the grain.

Type of Specimen H1 H2 H3 K1 K2 K3

Number of specimens [-] 15 13 13 5 5 5
Length of timber specimen [mm] 400 480 560 400 480 560
Height of timber specimen [mm] 2 × 60 2 × 60

Width/diameter of timber
specimen [mm] 120 ø120

Loaded end distance [mm] 140 180 220 140 180 220
Length of steel plate [mm] 320 360 400 320 360 400

Thickness of steel plate [mm] 10
Width of steel plate [mm] 80
Diameter of fastener [mm] 20

4.2. Description of the Testing Course

Several non-destructive tests were carried out before the main test to determine the quality of
timber material, its moisture content and its density. The test specimens were weighed on a laboratory
scale and their dimensions and moisture content were measured. Based on these data, the bulk density
of the specimens and the density derived therefrom were determined according to [42,43]. Moisture
content was measured using a capacitive material moisture meter according to [44].

The experiments were performed using the LabTest 6.1200 electromechanical testing machine
(LABORTECH s.r.o., Opava, Czech Republic) with 1200 kN maximum electrohydraulic cylinder force
(see Figure 6). The machine and testing procedure were controlled by computer software.Materials 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 21 
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The specimens were clamped into jaws with special serrations for better adhesion, so the slip in
the jaws was eliminated. The lower jaw was static, the upper jaw was movable. The tested connections
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were subjected to an axial tensile load with possible additional effects from imperfections for which
no significant effect on the evaluated parameters was expected. Possible imperfections included only
geometric inaccuracies in cutting and drilling of the timber specimens. The arrangement and loading
of the test specimens were designed to correspond to the actual state of connections in real supporting
structures. The aim was not to simulate ideal conditions but to verify the behavior of the connections
under realistic conditions.

For this reason, the bolts were also tightened by hand, using a spanner without specific tightening
force, to eliminate the rope effect [39]. The tensile load was generated by electrohydraulic cylinders
with a capacity of 1200 kN. During the test, the time, tensile force and deformations of the connection
in the longitudinal direction (i.e., cross-head displacement) were continuously recorded. The loading
course (see Figure 7) was carried out in accordance with the standard for testing the connections in
timber structures with mechanical fasteners [45]. The following loading procedure was prescribed:

1. estimate the maximum force Fest, for the tested connection based on experience, calculation
or pre-tests;

2. load the specimen to 40% of the estimated maximum force, 0.4·Fest, then hold for 30 s;
3. decrease the load to 10% of the estimated maximum force, 0.1·Fest, then hold for 30 s;
4. continue loading until the specimen fails.

A constant loading speed was chosen (20 kN/min). The total testing time for one specimen was
about 10 to 15 min until failure (see Figure 8).
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4.3. Evaluation of the Testing

The measured displacements ν01, ν04, ν14, ν11, ν21, ν24, ν26, ν28 and the displacements at the
maximum load were recorded. Based on the recorded data, it is possible to determine the initial
displacement νi = ν04, the modified initial displacement (Equation (5)), the permanent initial displacement
(Equation (6)) derived therefrom and the initial slip modulus (Equation (7)) and the slip modulus
(Equation (8)) derived therefrom [45].

νi,mod =
4
3
·(ν04 − ν01) (5)

νs = νi − νi,mod (6)

ki = 0.4·Fest

νi
(7)

ks = 0.4· Fest

νi,mod
(8)

5. Results

For this work, six types of bolted connections in squared timber and round timber with inserted
steel plates were tested. Only squared timber specimens were tested with different levels of moisture
content. In total, fifty-six specimens were tested.

Figures 9–14 show the load–deformation curves of selected H1, H2, H3, K1, K2 and K3 specimens.
In the graphs the initial loading at 40% of the estimated maximum force, the subsequent unloading to
10% of the estimated maximum force and the loading to failure can be seen. It is also possible to see
the actual maximum force and the corresponding deformation at failure. The legends in the graphs for
squared timber also contain information about the moisture content of the individual specimens.
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Table 2 shows statistically evaluated values of bulk density and moisture content for the timber
material (the values given are for timber specimens during their manufacturing), the average maximum
load-carrying capacity with standard deviation, the coefficient of variation and characteristic value
based on testing, the calculated characteristic load-carrying capacity without contribution from the rope
effect according to Eurocode 5 [27] (see the calculation below) and the values of the initial slip modulus
and the slip moduli according to the above-mentioned formulas for all types (H1, H2, H3, K1, K2 and
K3). The results were not normalized for the density data due to low variability in density. A normal
distribution of test values was assumed in the statistical evaluation in accordance with [42,43].

Table 2. Values of bulk density, moisture content, maximum force, characteristic force and slip moduli
for all types of specimens.

Comparison H1 H2 H3 K1 K2 K3

ρ (AVG) [kg/m3] 417 411 414 458 455 431
ρ (SD) [kg/m3] 13.4 20.0 20.6 34.7 45.1 34.3
ρ (COV) [%] 3.2 4.9 5.0 7.8 9.9 8.1
w (AVG) [%] 12.8 12.6 13.0 13.2 12.8 12.8
w (SD) [%] 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.4

Fmax,test (AVG) [kN] 66.10 75.43 72.63 69.98 85.81 81.62
Fmax,test (SD) [kN] 3.94 8.26 4.84 8.04 10.79 5.28
Fmax,test (COV) [%] 6.0 11.0 6.7 11.5 12.5 6.5

Fk,test [kN] 56.41 55.10 60.72 50.20 59.39 68.65
Fk,EC5 [kN] 46.53

ki (AVG) [kN/mm] 5852 5931 5530 5889 5804 5519
ks (AVG) [kN/mm] 6817 5644 6446 11,298 11,342 11,129
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here,

ρ is the bulk density of timber specimens;
w is the moisture content of timber specimens;
Fmax,test is the maximum force at failure based on test data (average value and standard deviation);
Fk,test is the characteristic force at failure based on test data (determined according to [42,43]);
Fk,EC5 is the characteristic load-carrying capacity according to the standard [27];
ki is the initial slip modulus of connections based on test data;
ks is the slip modulus of connections based on test data.

In accordance with Eurocode 5 [27], a double shear steel-to-timber connection was considered
(steel plate of any thickness as the central member). The characteristic value of the load-carrying
capacity, without the contribution from the rope effect for the given type of connection, according
to the above-mentioned standard is Fv,Rk = 46,528 N (twice 23,264 N). In order to calculate the
load-carrying capacity, the necessary input values for C24 strength timber (determined on the basis of
the standard [42]) and M20 grade 8.8 bolts were used. The calculation according to Eurocode 5 is given
below in Table 3, where the failure mode b is decisive.

Table 3. Calculation of characteristic load-carrying capacity according to Eurocode 5.

Calculation according to Eurocode 5

Fastener diameter [mm] 20
Characteristic fastener tensile strength [N/mm2] 800
Characteristic fastener yield moment [N/mm2] 579,281
Thickness of the timber side member [mm] 60
Characteristic timber density [kg/m3] 350
Characteristic embedment strength in timber [N/mm2] 22.96

Characteristic load-carrying
capacity in single shear [N]

failure mode a 27,552
failure mode b 23,264
failure mode c 37,512

To obtain the design values, it is necessary to recalculate the characteristic value using the modified
factor for the duration of load and moisture content kmod (kmod = 1.1 for the 1st/2nd service class and
kmod = 0.9 for the 3rd service class, both for instantaneous load duration) and the partial factor for the
material properties GM (GM = 1.3 for connections).

The effect of moisture content on the real load-carrying capacity of the connection is shown in
Figures 17–19. The obtained data are complemented with regression line equations and correlation
coefficients. The graphs are also complemented with the characteristic load-carrying capacity Fk and
design load-carrying capacities for 1st/2nd service class Fd SC1/SC2 (design values for both classes were
the same) and 3rd service class Fd SC3 for instantaneous load duration based on calculation according
to the standard (see the calculation below).
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6. Discussion

From the initial loading, deformation of holes in timber members occurred until the specimens
failed due to tension perpendicular to the grain. Failure always occurred by timber splitting under
the bolt, when the tensile strength perpendicular to the grain was exceeded and cross-links between
individual fibers in timber were broken (see Figure 8). This phenomenon can be attributed to the
fact that timber under tension has little plasticity and is broken by brittle fractures. The failure in
most specimens occurred after a visible embedment (ductile failure usually preceded brittle failure).
The splitting crack spread very quickly in one half of a timber specimen (the other half remained only
embedded) under one of the bolts and in some cases also between the bolts. Brittle failure indicated that
higher capacities could be obtained and were not limited to the ductile failure modes from Eurocode 5
(depending on the embedment strength of the timber and yield moment of the fastener, see Section 3).

The maximum force values at specimen failure with moisture content around 12% (see Table 2)
showed that, at the shortest distance between the fastener and loaded end (i.e., 7d), the average values
were lowest for both the squared timber and round timber. For specimens with longer distances
(i.e., 9d and 11d), the average load-carrying capacity was higher, and the highest value was surprisingly
for middle-length specimens (H2 and K2 specimens). Higher load-carrying capacities were measured
for round timber specimens than for squared specimens, probably due to the higher average bulk
density of the timber (higher by between 4.1% and 11.8%). The results also show that there was no
increase in real load-carrying capacity above the end distance 9d, so the use of a higher end distance
has no practical significance.

However, in construction, useful values are so called characteristic values, evaluated as the 5%
quantile of the approximated probability distribution of the measured values. Characteristic values
are significantly influenced by the number of specimens (reduction in the number of test specimens,
ks(n), according to [43]) and variability in the measured values (sample standard deviation). The
characteristic load-carrying capacities for all types of specimens were higher than the standard value
for the double shear steel-to-timber connection (steel plate of any thickness as the central member).
The highest values were found for H3 and K3 specimens (the longest distance of the bolt from the
loaded end); for H3 specimens it was higher by 30.5% and for K3 specimens it was higher by 47.5%.
Nevertheless, it is not possible to conclude there was a significant influence exerted by the distance
between the fastener and the loaded end on the characteristic load-carrying capacity of the connection.
This is complicated by the small number of tested specimens, which considerably affects the statistical
evaluation of specimens with higher variance (especially specimens with coefficients of variation
higher than 10%).

In addition, considerable variability can be seen in the slip moduli (see Table 2). The slip modulus
ks was higher for round timber than for squared timber (almost twice as high), which is probably, again,
due to the higher bulk density of round timber.

It is known that with increasing moisture content in timber elements (related to service class
assignment), the load-carrying capacity of elements, and their connections, is reduced by the modification
factor kmod. This decrease in real load-carrying capacity with increasing moisture content was also
confirmed experimentally. The measured data could be approximated by a straight line using
regression analysis (see Figures 17–19). Correlation coefficients were evaluated (R = −0.95 for H1
specimens, R = −0.82 for H2 specimens, R = −0.81 for H3 specimens) and they indicated significant
correlation between the examined parameters. The slopes of all the regression lines were quite similar,
which indicates a similar effect of moisture content on load-carrying capacity for all types of specimens.
The small differences were mainly due to the end distances.

Regression lines were then used to determine the load-carrying capacities for different moisture
contents. The results show that at the shortest distance between the fastener and loaded end (i.e., 7d) the
load-carrying capacity was lowest. For specimens with longer distances (i.e., 9d and 11d), the average
load-carrying capacities were higher and the values for both distances were almost comparable. It can
therefore be observed that with increasing distance between the fastener and the loaded end, there was
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a slight increase in the real load-carrying capacity (from the minimum standard value of 7d to the
value of 9d). As the distance increased further, the increase in load-carrying capacity was practically
negligible (from 9d to 11d).

To assign the structure to service class 1, the moisture content of the built-in timber elements
needs to be around the equilibrium moisture content of 12% (only for interiors). To assign the structure
to service class 2, this moisture content must not exceed 20%. In cases where the moisture content
is more than 20%, it is necessary to assign the structure to service class 3 [27]. Figures 17–19 show
that for all types of specimens with moisture contents around 12% (corresponding to service class
1) and 20% (corresponding to service class 2), the real load-carrying capacities were higher than
the design value for service classes 1 or 2, even higher than the characteristic value according to
the standard [27]. Furthermore, for specimens with the highest moisture content (corresponding to
service class 3), the real load-carrying capacities were higher than the design value for service class
3 according to the standard [27]. For H2 specimens, the real load-carrying capacities were higher
than the design value for service classes 1 or 2 and for H3 specimens they were even higher than the
characteristic value. The values of real load-carrying capacities for H1 specimens with the highest
moisture content point to the importance of carefully designing timber structures, especially exterior
details (connections), because of the significant influence from atmospheric conditions, which can lead
to rainwater flowing into improperly designed details and, subsequently, significantly decrease the
real load-capacity capacity to the limit according to the standard [27].

With increasing moisture content in the squared timber specimens, a slight increase in the slip
modulus can be observed, which appears to be due to the swelling of timber when it is saturated
with water. However, no significant correlation was found between the slip modulus and moisture
content dependence.

According to Figures 10 and 11, specimens H2 and H3 also showed higher ductility in the final
phase of loading before total brittle failure compared to specimen H1.

7. Conclusions

Experimental testing is the most appropriate way to verify the load-carrying capacity and stiffness
of timber structures. Therefore, tests on bolted connections in squared and round timber with inserted
steel plates, with different distances between the fastener and the loaded end, were performed.

Connections with inserted steel plates are also widely used in exterior timber structures (e.g., lookout
towers [1], bridges [2], etc.) that are exposed to significant temperature and moisture content changes.
Therefore, the effect of increased moisture content in timber on the load-carrying capacity of the
connections was also analyzed in the experiment.

The following partial conclusions can be drawn:

• Connection failure always occurred by timber splitting under the bolt, when the tensile strength
perpendicular to the grain was exceeded.

• The average load-carrying capacity was lowest for the shortest fastener distance for both the
squared timber and round timber. For specimens with higher distances, the average load-carrying
capacity was higher.

• Considerable variability in the slip modulus can be seen in the evaluation. The slip modulus is
higher for the round timber than for the squared timber, which is probably due to the higher bulk
density of round timber.

• The decrease in real load-carrying capacity with increasing moisture content was also confirmed
experimentally. The measured data could be approximated by a straight line using regression analysis.

The limitations of this research include the use of only one fastener in a row (bolt M12 8.8) and only
one species of timber (spruce, C24 strength class), the limited number of test specimens (which affects
the statistical evaluation) and the monotonic static testing.
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Exterior structures are also predominantly loaded by wind, which has the characteristics of
an alternating dynamic load [46]. On the basis of these facts, future research on this issue should
incorporate experiments with cyclic and dynamic tests [8,47].
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of dynamic testing of two wood species: lime-tree
(Tilia europoea) and pine (Pinaceae). The dynamic compressive tests were carried out using the
traditional Kolsky method in compression tests. The Kolsky method was modified for testing the
specimen in a rigid limiting holder. In the first case, stress–strain diagrams for uniaxial stress state
were obtained, while in the second, for uniaxial deformation. To create the load a gas gun was
used. According to the results of the experiments, dynamic stress–strain diagrams were obtained.
The limiting strength and deformation characteristics were determined. The fracture energy of lime
and pine depending on the type of test was also obtained. The strain rates and stress growth rates
were determined. The influence of the cutting angle of the specimens relative to the grain was noted.
Based on the results obtained, the necessary parameters of the wood model were determined and
their adequacy was assessed by using a special verification experiment.

Keywords: timber; natural composite; Kolsky method; deformation diagrams; wood species;
energy absorption; wood model; verification

1. Introduction

Wood is a complex natural composite. It is widely used as a material for damping intensive
dynamic loads of shock or explosive nature. In order to conduct reliable numerical analysis of the
designs of containers for transporting hazardous substances, using wood as shock damping components,
reliable mathematical models are required that take into account its complex multicomponent structure
of wood. The actively developing models of wood deformation and destruction can be used in various
design complexes to simulate the behavior of technically complex structures that incorporate wood
elements. However, the complex nature of wood means that not a single model can be used for all
purposes, thus different models must be used to solve various specific problems. In order to reliably
describe the behavior of wood in a dynamically loaded structure, its model should include a sufficiently
large set of parameters that take into account the deformation anisotropy and the dependence of the
strength properties on the strain rate, density, temperature and moisture content. For example, in the
manual for the LS-DYNA software package, the wood model No. 143 has 29 parameters: five modules
for transversely isotropic constitutive equations, six tensile strengths for yield criteria, four hardening
parameters to peak stresses, eight softening parameters after peak, and six parameters speed effect [1].
The LS-DYNA calculation complex library contains model parameters for only two wood species:
southern yellow pine and Douglas fir. This necessitates detailed studies of various wood species
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for various types of stress–strain states in a wide range of strain rates and temperatures, in order to
equip mathematical models of wood with parameters (identification) that can adequately describe the
behavior of the engineering structure containing wood components under shock wave loads.

The first detailed review of using wood as an element of damping structures was given by
Johnson [2]. In the report, he noted that the dynamic properties of wood are not well understood.
In the past three decades, quite a lot of works have appeared that explored various aspects of the
high-speed deformation and destruction of wood, including the use of wood as a damping material in
containers for transportation of radioactive materials by air, road and rail transport [3]. A large amount
of research into the dynamic properties of wood was performed by Reid et al. [4–6]. In these works,
the dependences of destructive stress and energy absorption on the impact velocity were obtained.

It was noted that dynamic destructive stresses are several times higher than static ones. The authors
also postulated that failure stresses of specimens fabricated along the grain are an order of magnitude
higher than that of the specimens cut transverse to the grain. The relationship between mechanical
parameters of selected wood species (Carya sp., Fagus sylvatica L., Acer platanoides L., Fraxinus excelsior L.,
Ulmus minor Mill.) and the grain orientation angle concern loading direction was investigated in [7].
It was observed that as the angle between fibers and loading direction increases whereas the mechanical
characteristics of all wood species decrease.

In the works of Bragov et al., using the Kolsky method, dynamic diagrams of birch, aspen,
and sequoia were obtained at strain rates of ~103 s−1 with different direction of cutting specimens
relative to the direction of timber fibers [8,9]. The deformation diagrams of specimens under loading
along the grain are much higher than those under loading transverse to the grain. The limiting
deformative characteristics have the opposite direction.

In recent years, interest in studying the effect of moisture, density and cutting angle on the
mechanical properties of wood has increased significantly. Adalian et al. [10] and Eisenacher et al. [11]
carried out a cycle of tests on wood in the range of strain rate from 10−3 to 103 s−1. Wouts et al. [12],
Ha et al. [13,14] and Hao et al. [15] considered the damping ability of various biological materials
of plant origin from the point of view of improving artificial damping structures. Mach et al. [16]
calculated the hysteresis losses (dissipated energy) as the area bounded by the loading and unloading
curves, whereas stored energy (recoverable energy) is defined as the area under the unloading curve.
Thus, the total energy is calculated by summing the area of the hysteresis loss and the stored energy.
In the work of Novikov et al. [17], a large number of tests of sequoia, birch, aspen, and pine was
carried out at different cutting angles, temperatures ranged from −30 ◦C to +65 ◦C, and at the moisture
content of 5%, 20% and 30%. As a result, the dependence of strength on moisture and cutting angle
was determined.

The mechanical properties of wood strongly depend on the place of growth, its age, the place of
cutting and the type of stress–strain state. Therefore, the results obtained by different authors may
differ significantly from each other. The purpose of this work is to conduct a detailed study of the
effect of strain rate and type of stress–strain state on the mechanical properties of wood as well as to
identify and verify the wood model.

2. Test Methods, Materials and Specimens

For dynamic compressive tests of wood, the Kolsky method and split Hopkinson pressure bar
(SHPB) technology were used [18]. Figure 1 shows the installation diagram, as well as the main formulas
for determining the parametric dependencies of deformation, stress and strain rate of the sample under
compression. Two measuring bars were made of high-strength aluminum alloy and had a diameter of
20 mm and length of 1.5 m. During testing, a striker accelerated in the barrel of a gas gun impacts the
SHPB and excites an elastic compression wave in the loading measuring bar, which, upon reaching the
specimen, deforms it. The second (support) measuring bar acts as a dynamometer-waveguide and
allows you to register the transmitted strain pulse εT(t) and then to determine the process of stress
developing in the specimen. The pulse εR(t) reflected from the specimen in the loading bar makes it
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possible to determine the process of strain rate change in the specimen, and its integration allows to
determine the process of the specimen deformation development. Small-length foil strain gages were
used for registration elastic strain pulses in the bars. Based on these pulses, the parametric processes of
stress, strain and strain rate over time are calculated using the formulae shown in the lower part of
Figure 1. Then, excluding time as a parameter, a dynamic stress–strain curve is constructed with the
known law of variation of the strain rate [19].
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Figure 1. Installation scheme and basic dependencies.

Dynamic tests were carried out with specimens of lime-tree (Tilia europoea) and pine (Pinaceae)
with a diameter of 20 mm and a length of 10 mm, cut from solid wood at an angle of 0◦ and 90◦ relative
to the axis of the tree trunk. The flat ends of the samples were carefully hand-grinded before testing.
The physical parameters of tested materials are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. The physical parameters of tested materials.

Wood Species Lime-Tree Pine

Parameter Along the Grain Transverse to the Grain Along the Grain Transverse to the Grain

Density, g/cm3 0.505 ± 0.02 0.512 ± 0.015 0.435 ± 0.01 0.484 ± 0.015

Moisture content, % 7.5 ± 0.2 7.9 ± 0.3 6.8 ± 0.3 7.1 ± 0.2

The total amount of tested samples of each wood species amounted 50 pieces: 40 pieces were used
for mechanical testing and 10 pieces were used for subsequent wood model verification. In each test
mode during mechanical testing (strain rate and loading direction), 4–5 experiments were carried out,
the results of which were then averaged. All the experiments were carried out in laboratory conditions
at room temperature and 50% air humidity.

3. Experimental Results

Using the above methods, the dynamic tests of pine and lime-tree were carried out. As a
result, their dynamic stress–strain curves, the ultimate strength and deformative characteristics of the
specimens cut along and transverse to the grain were obtained. Dynamic strain diagrams for pine and
lime-tree under uniaxial stress state are presented in Figures 2 and 3. The figures show the averaged
stress–strain curves and appropriate strain rate-strain curves. The spread of the obtained properties
was no more than 6%. In all figures solid lines show the dependences of the true stress of the specimen
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on its deformation σ~ε, and the dotted lines (in the lower part of the diagrams) correspond to the
history of the strain rate change έ~ε (the appropriate axis is on the right).
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Figure 3. Deformation diagrams of lime-tree under loading along and across the grain.

Two test modes on strain rate were chosen: with non-destructive and destructive results. From the
obtained stress–strain diagrams, it follows that for both wood species the specimens cut and loaded
along the grain have the largest modulus of the load branch in the diagram, as well as ultimate stress
and energy absorption.

Wood endurance can be indicated in Figure 4, where diagrams of fivefold loading of a pine
specimen with its minor damages (curves 1–5) and a single independent loading of another similar
specimen with its complete failure (curve 6) are presented. The diagrams are located on the deformation
axis conditionally in order to make it easier to assess the effect of multiple loading on the steepness of
the load sections of the stress–strain curves. The average strain rate at repeated loads was ~600–800 s−1,
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and in the case of specimen failure, the strain rate was about 2200 s−1. One can clearly see a decrease
in the steepness of the load section of stress–strain curve during repeated loads by a factor of 2–3,
which is associated with partial destruction of the specimen during each loading and violation of the
flatness of its ends.
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As an important characteristic of the timber damping capacity, the energy absorption of the tested
wood species was estimated under loading along and transverse to the grain by calculating the area
under the curve σ~ε (Figure 5).
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For both wood species, there is a significant excess of energy absorption by the specimens cut and
tested along the grain, compared to the specimens cut and tested transverse to the grain.

It is interesting to compare the results on the damping ability of wood-based materials obtained
by other researchers. In the work [12] the damping capacity of two types of deciduous and coniferous
wood: beech and spruce under loading in the longitudinal, tangential and radial directions were
compared. The highest specific energy absorbed was noted for specimens under longitudinal loading,
and the smallest—under tangential loading. This is traditional tendency for wood materials.

While in [14], the damping ability of the mesocarp layer in durian shell (tropical fruit) was
investigated and, as a result of the research, it was found the inverse effect: specific energy absorption
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of the mesocarp layer under lateral loading is higher than that under axial one. This may be due to
the fact that the durian shell does not have the same clearly pronounced fiber structure as in wood,
therefore the authors’ accentuation on the lower strength and damping ability of the material in the
axial direction of load application compared to lateral loading refers to the radial and tangential
strength of shell of this fruit.

4. Identification and Verification of the Wood Model

To describe the behavior of wood under dynamic loads in the library of the LS-DYNA calculation
complex, there is model No. 143 MAT_WOOD. This is a model of a transversely isotropic material for
solid elements. It is possible to set material properties or use a predefined set of constants, but only for
two species of pine growing in the USA: southern yellow pine and Douglas fir.

The primary features of the model are:

• Transverse isotropy for the elastic constitutive equations (different properties are modeled parallel
and perpendicular to the grain).

• Yielding with associated plastic flow formulated with separate yield (failure) surfaces for the
parallel- and perpendicular-to-the-grain modes.

• Hardening in compression formulated with translating yield surfaces.
• Post-peak softening formulated with separate damage models for the parallel and

perpendicular-to-the-grain modes.
• Strength enhancement at high strain rates.

Model 143 for pine contains a predefined set of 29 parameters depending on moisture content and
temperature. According to the results of the pine tests, some parameters of this model were adjusted
for a particular batch of samples under study. These parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Main mechanical properties of pine for model identification.

Designation Value

Density 450 kg/m3

Modulus of elasticity in the direction of the grain 10,500 MPa

Flow stress during compression in the direction of the grain 80 MPa

The modulus of elasticity in the direction perpendicular to the grain 246 MPa

Flow stress during compression in the direction perpendicular to the grain 10 MPa

It should be noted that the elastic moduli of pine under loading along and across the grain
were obtained as a result of quasi-static tests, since the Kolsky method, in principle, does not allow
constructing a stress–strain curve in which the slope dσ/dε of the elastic loading section would be
equal to the static modulus of elasticity. Usually the steepness of this section is several times less than
the static Young’s modulus. The reasons for this are as follows:

- The difference in the cross-sectional areas of the measuring bars and the sample (some part of
the incident wave is reflected from the free surface around the sample), causing an apparent
deformation of the sample,

- The presence of gaps between the ends of the measuring bars and the sample (due to the
non-parallelism of its ends and their roughness or insufficient “pressing” of the sample during
the preparation of the test),

- Dispersion during the propagation of waves in the bars (decrease in the steepness of the transmitted
pulse during the propagation time to the recording strain gauge).

In order to confirm the adequacy of the model parameters determined from experiments,
it is necessary to verify it, but in experiments other than those in which these parameters were
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obtained. For this purpose, we used a model experiment in full-scale and numerical implementation.
The simulation of the indentation process was performed using the finite element method. The explicit
time integration scheme was used for solving the equations of motion in time. Modeling was
performed using the Dynamics-2® software package [20]. The numerical experiment was simulated in
an axisymmetric formulation, and its design corresponded to a similar natural test.

To verify the model of material behavior, we used an experimental scheme for dynamic indentation
by using the system of a split Hopkinson bar. The indicated procedure is schematically shown in
Figure 6. The sample 5 and a removable indenter 4 with a hemispherical head are sandwiched between
the measuring bars 2 and 6. Upon impact loading by the striker 1, a compression impulse is generated
in the bar 2 the duration of which depends on the length of the striker and the amplitude on the speed
of the striker. In the case of hemispherical indenter, the contact area at the initial moment of indentation
is very small, therefore, the amplitude of the reflected pulse is very significant, and so the sample is
loaded several times. For reliable recording of additional loading cycles, it is necessary to increase the
length of the supporting bar in comparison with the length of the loading bar as much as required to
register loading cycles [21].
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Using strain gauges 3, elastic strain pulses are recorded in the measuring bars (Figure 7).
The following pulses are indicated by numbers: 1—incident (loading) strain pulse εI(t), 2—reflected
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The loading of the SHPB system in the numerical experiment (Figure 8) is performed in the same
way as in the natural experiment—with the help of a striker having an initial velocity V0. In the
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calculation process, the incident and reflected strain pulses are calculated in element 2 and the past—in
element 6. The time dependences obtained during the simulation are compared with the corresponding
values recorded during the experiment.Materials 2020, 13, 5261 8 of 12 
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Figure 8. High speed indentation experiment simulation scheme.

The indenter is made of high-strength tungsten–cobalt alloy and is modeled by a rigid
non-deformable material.

To assess the processes occurring in the sample, data obtained from measuring bars is used.
In accordance with the Kolsky formulas, one can calculate the law of change of the indenter penetration
rate into the sample V(t) and the penetration resistance force F(t):

V(t) = C1·(εI(t) + εR(t)) − C2·εT(t)
F(t) = E2·S2 ε

T(t).
(1)

here εI(t), εR(t) and εT(t) denote the incident, reflected, and transmitted strain pulses in the measuring
bars, respectively, E is the elastic modulus, and C is the bar velocity of sound. The subscripts 1 and 2
refer to the first (loading) and second (supporting) measuring bars.

When modeling the process of dynamic indentation into wood samples, the following scheme was
used: a sample and an indenter were considered (Figure 9). The spatial discretization of the indenter
and the sample was done by using a solid three-dimensional finite element with one integration point.
Due to the presence of symmetry, a quarter of the geometric model was considered. On the planes of
symmetry, the corresponding boundary conditions were specified: at the nodes lying on the plane
with the normal in the direction of the oY axis, zero velocities in the oY direction and zero velocities of
rotation about the oX and oZ axes were set; at the nodes lying on the plane with the normal in the
direction of the oZ axis, zero velocities in the oZ direction and zero velocities of rotation about the oX
and oY axes were set.
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Zero velocities in the direction of the oX axis were set at the nodes belonging to the surface of the
sample, which in full-scale experiments rested against the transmitted measuring bar.

The indenter was modeled by an absolutely rigid undeformable body. For the indenter, the law
of the change in the speed of its movement in the axial direction was set. The time dependence of
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indenter’s axial velocity for a particular experiment was calculated using the Equation (1) based on the
signals recorded in the measuring bars.

The “surface–surface” contact interaction was set between the indenter and the sample.
In natural experiments on the indentation the samples of pine were used in the form of tablets

with a length of 10 mm and a diameter of 20 mm. Some of the samples were cut in the direction of the
wood grain, while another part of the samples was cut in the perpendicular to the grain direction.

As mentioned above, in the process of dynamic indentation, the sample is subjected to multiple
loading in the experiment (see Figure 7), thus undergoing a certain deformation in each loading cycle.
High-speed film recording of the indentation process makes it possible to estimate a number of loading
cycle and indentation depth at which the destruction of the material occurs. Figure 10 shows the
frames of such registration, made using a high-speed camera HSFC Pro.
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Figure 10. High-speed registration of dynamic indentation.

The left part of the figure corresponds to the experiment with the sample cut in the direction along
the grain, whereas the right part corresponds to the experiment with the sample cut in the direction
transverse to the grain. The numbers on the left of the high-speed registration images indicate the
number of loading cycles (running number of impulse in the loading measuring bar) which one can
see in Figure 7. It can be seen in Figure 10 that the samples cutting off parallel to the grain remain intact
throughout the experiment, which is confirmed by the final state of such samples. Samples obtained by
cutting in the direction perpendicular to the grain retain their integrity during the first loading cycle,
however, cracks and gaps between the layers of wood appear in the second cycle, which grow and
progress in subsequent loading cycles, leading to the separation of the sample into parts.

It can be noted that for the same load amplitude, the samples obtained by cutting in the direction
of the fiber remain intact, while the samples cut perpendicular to the fiber exhibit failure already in the
first loading cycle.
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A comparison of the shape of the imprint on the pine sample after the experiment on the dynamic
indentation of a hemispherical indenter is shown in Figure 11.Materials 2020, 13, 5261 10 of 12 
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Figure 12 shows a comparison of the time dependences of the indentation resistance of pine
sample recorded in the experiments (solid colored lines) with the data obtained by numerical modeling
(black dashed lines) during dynamic indentation of hemispherical indenter into specimen both along
and across the grain.
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Figure 12. Comparison of experimental and calculated pulses in the supporting bar.

It can be seen that the model used allows us to accurately reproduce the features of the deformation
of real material, namely, the difference in its deformation behavior in different directions with respect
to grain orientation.

The results obtained are in qualitative agreement with the data from previous studies of high
strain rate behavior of wood [8,17]. Correction of some parameters of the MAT_WOOD model made it
possible to describe the deformation behavior of the studied wood species with sufficient accuracy.
A further increase in the quality of the mathematical model is possible by taking into account the effect
of the strain rate in a wide range of its change, as well as taking into account the fracture of the material.
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In addition, it is necessary to conduct more complex model experiments to verify the fracture criteria,
for example, high-speed penetration and perforation of wood plates.

5. Conclusions

Dynamic tests of lime-tree and pine were conducted. There is a strong anisotropy of the properties
of the tested materials: the specimens exhibit the greatest strength under load applied along the
grain, while the lowest strength is observed under loading transverse to the grain. The load branch
module is non-linear and, as a rule, smaller than the unloading branch module (while maintaining the
specimen integrity). At the specimen cutting angle of 90◦ with respect to the direction of the fibers,
the stress–strain diagram after reaching a certain threshold stress value (about 8 MPa for lime-tree
and about 10 MPa for pine) is close to the ideal plastic diagram. At 0◦ cutting angle, the initial section
of the diagrams is close to linear. That is, an elastic deformation occurs. However, after reaching an
ultimate stress value (yield strength), the diagram becomes nonlinear with stress relaxation. Especially
such behavior is observed in the experiments in which the failure of specimens occurs.

Using a modification of the SHPB method, experiments were performed on the dynamic
indentation of indenters with a hemispherical head into the samples parallel and perpendicular
to the direction of the fibers. Dependences of resistance to penetration on time are constructed. In the
direction of the fiber (along the grain), the resistance force was more than three-times greater than
in the transverse direction. The results of the natural experiment were compared with the results of
numerical modeling, in which the wood behavior was described by the MAT_WOOD model from
the LS-DYNA software, in which some of the parameters were obtained experimentally. A good
coincidence was observed.
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Abstract: For an isotropic square plate subject to unidirectional compression in the postbuckling
state, components of transverse forces in bending, membrane transverse components and total
components of transverse forces were determined within the first-order shear deformation theory
(FSDT), the simple first-order shear deformation theory (S-FSDT), the classical plate theory (CPT)
and the finite element method (FEM). Special attention was drawn to membrane components of
transverse forces, which are expressed with the same formulas for the first three theories and do
not depend on membrane deformations. These components are nonlinearly dependent on the
plate deflection. The magnitudes of components of transverse forces for the four theories under
consideration were compared.

Keywords: nonlinear stability; square plate; shear forces; components of transverse forces in bending;
membrane components of transverse forces; 4 methods (CPT, FSDT, S-FSDT, FEM)

1. Introduction

In the mid-20th century, Reissner [1,2] presented a plate theory accounting for the transverse
shear deformation effect. This is a stress-based approach. Mindlin [3] offered a theory based on
a displacement approach, where transverse shear stress was assumed to be the same through the
plate thickness, and the shear correction factor k2 (the so-called Mindlin correction factor) appeared.
For transversely inextensible plates and k2 = 5/6, values of stresses are equal in the Reissner and Mindlin
plate theories [4]. The theories are characterised by an equivalent approximation degree known as the
Reissner–Mindlin plate theory. Their comparison is discussed in [5–8], etc. Theoretical considerations
can be found in [9–15] for higher-order shear deformation theories as well.

In [4,5], the equations of Reissner and Mindlin plates, including the parameter, which allows for an
interpretation of these theories for transversally inextensible plates, were derived. In [6], for Reissner,
Mindlin and Reddy plate models, a solution to the rectangular transverse plate sinusoidally loaded
and freely supported along all the edges is given. Vibrations in the plate–beam system, in which the
Reissner–Mindlin plate model related to the Timoshenko beam model was applied, were analysed in [7].
In [11,16], it is shown that when the plate thickness is around zero, the solution for the Reissner–Mindlin
plate becomes close to the solution within the Kirchhoff–Love plate theory (the so-called classical plate
theory (CPT)). In [17], formulations of the mixed finite element were given based on the mechanism of
the shear locking phenomenon and the general variation method for the Reissner theory, including the
Lagrange multiplier method. An extensive literature survey devoted to the two primary plate theories,
i.e., the Kirchhoff plate theory and the Reissner–Mindlin plate theory, is found in [18]. The main
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purpose of [18] was to present a history of refinement in the Reissner–Mindlin theory, showing the
up-to-date state of knowledge in this field of research.

Within the plate theories accounting for the shear deformation effect (FSDT), one can find
other approaches, established, for instance, on superposition of bending and shear deflections
(i.e., a two-variable refined plate theory [19–30] or a single-variable refined theory [31]).

Endo and Kimura [19] first suggested the simple first-order shear deformation theory (S-FSDT).
Employing Hamilton’s principle, an alternative formula in which a deflection in bending is the primary
variable instead of the angle of rotation in bending and, at the same time, some limitations on neglecting
the Reissner boundary effects are imposed, was given [2,32]. In the S-FSDT, three equations in the
original formulation are reduced to two and the boundary conditions are also subject to respective
modifications; however, the way the system is modelled remains unaltered (for a more detailed analysis,
see Appendix A). Moreover, in [26–28], when two independent variables ϕ and ws are considered,
two differential equations with boundary conditions are attained. In the static analysis, two differential
equations are uncoupled. The boundary conditions should be uncoupled as well, which is not possible
in general. By introducing a bending relationship between the quantities, differences between the
Reissner and Mindlin plate theories were investigated in [8]. In [24], the first two-variable shear
deformation theory (FSDT) considering in-plane rotation, which allows one to correctly predict the
response of plates for arbitrary boundary conditions in the analysis of buckling and vibrations of
isotropic plates, was presented.

Interesting critical remarks to the above-mentioned plate theories can be found in [32–36].
To consider the Reissner boundary effect, a rotary potential, which is a fast-varying solution to the
boundary layer, should be applied apart from the function ϕ. The boundary effect covers only some
boundary conditions (e.g., pure tension or contact problems). The author of [32] suggested to refer to
the presented version of the theory as a modern form of the CPT.

The finite element method employs the FSDT [9,18,33,37–41]. The effect of shear locking in finite
shell elements and a loss in accuracy was explained in terms of the occurrence of solutions to the
boundary layer. A shear locking problem occurs in the FEM, as shape functions cannot approximate
a fast-variable solution to the boundary layer. [33,39]. Shear locking does not cause membrane
deformations. In the majority of cases, the effect of shear deformation on displacements should be
considered only. Solutions to the boundary layer are neglected.

In composites widely applied nowadays, the behaviour of individual layers can be affected
considerably by transverse shear deformation [42]. These materials show low shear characteristics
beyond the plane, which should be accounted for in numerous analyses (e.g., [15,20,21,43]).

In the works devoted to the plate dynamics, the effect of transverse rigidity on shear deformation
and the influence of rotary inertia on frequencies and modes of plate vibrations were investigated
(e.g., [3,5,15,17,27,30,31]). In [44], for the plate jointly supported along the whole circumference and
subjected to free vibrations, it was shown that deflections in bending and shear deformation vibrated
in phase (i.e., the total deflection is equal to their sum) in the first branch, whereas in the second
branch, shear deformation and bending deflections vibrate in antiphase, where the deflection in
shear deformation is predominant, i.e., the total deflection is in phase along with the deflection in
shear deformation.

In the literature, apart from vibrations, the stability of individual rectangular plates is analysed
(e.g., [15,16]). In [22], a buckling analysis of isotropic and orthotropic plates employing a two-variable
refined plate theory is presented, whereas in [43], the S-FSDT for composite plates with four unknowns
is discussed. The authors do not know any works devoted to the nonlinear stability of plates accounting
for the transverse shear deformation effect.

All the works under discussion refer to the cases when there are no membrane forces in the plate
structure. These forces appear in thin-walled structures (where h/a < 0.05) for loads exceeding the
critical loads, that is to say, for postbuckling equilibrium paths. In the literature known to the authors
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of the present paper, there is a lack of works devoted to the nonlinear stability of thin-walled plates,
in which transverse shear deformation is considered.

In the classical theory of thin plates (CPT), total equivalent transverse Kirchhoff forces were
introduced only in [36,45] employing the variational method as far as the literature known to the
authors is concerned. In the CPT, a notion of equivalent Kirchhoff transverse forces is introduced to
satisfy a proper number of boundary conditions. In the variational approach to the CPT, there is no
need to introduce the notion of Kirchhoff forces. These forces “emerge themselves” from the theory in
such an approach. As shown in [46], it is necessary to introduce the notion of total equivalent Kirchhoff

transverse forces, which results from Stokes’ theorem concerning a change of the surface integral for
the equilibrium equations into a plate circumference-oriented integral, that is to say, for the boundary
conditions. In total Kirchhoff forces, two components of transverse forces appear; one of them is a
derivative of internal moments, and the second is a projection of membrane forces on the transverse
direction. The membrane forces also appear in other nonlinear problems, such as the deflection of
thin-walled transversely loaded plates.

In the present work, the authors have decided to deal with the influence of these additional
membrane components on the magnitudes of total Kirchhoff forces within the CPT for isotropic square
plates subject to compression in the postbuckling state. These limitations were taken to facilitate an
interpretation of the obtained results. For verification purposes, solutions to the Reissner theory (FSDT)
and the Mindlin theory within the S-FSDT approach, i.e., after the introduction of two independent
functions of displacements along the z-axis (i.e., the total lateral displacement w and the bending
deflection φ), are presented. In the FSDT and the S-FSDT, the Reissner boundary condition was
neglected. The governing equations within the three theories under consideration were derived with
variational methods, allowing one to indicate two different components of transverse forces resulting
from internal moments and membrane forces. For transversally inextensible plates, the membrane
shear forces are independent of membrane deformation. For these three theories, the results for
membrane forces and total forces were presented.

In composite materials, transverse shear deformation substantially affects the delamination of
composites. In the failure criteria of composites, the impact of transverse components of membrane
forces (i.e., in compression) is neglected. In the authors’ opinion, these components are predominant
in the postbuckling state and should be considered in composite failure criteria. The main aim of
the paper is to draw attention to the theoretical background for membrane components of transverse
forces in the expressions for transverse forces in the theory of thin plates, which are not accounted for
in FEM shell elements.

2. Formulation of the Problem

The nonlinear stability of a square isotropic plate freely supported along the whole circumference
and subject to compression along the x-axis (Figure 1) is analysed. The plate material is assumed to
obey Hooke’s law.

Figure 1. Square plate freely supported along all edges under compression.

In this study, for postbuckling equilibrium paths, transverse shear forces are analysed in detail
for the transversally inextensible plate. The analysis is conducted within three theories of thin plates,
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namely the classical plate theory CPT (i.e., the Kirchhoff plate theory), the simple first-order shear
deformation theory (S-FSDT) in a two-variable refined plate version and the Reissner plate theory
(FSDT).

The governing equations of the three theories under consideration are presented in Appendix A.
The equations were derived within a variational approach, which allows the equilibrium equations
and the boundary conditions to be expressed explicitly. The solutions to the nonlinear problem of
stability of the square plate for the three theories are presented in Appendix A. Instead of a system of
two equations of equilibrium in the central plate plane (i.e., after an introduction of the function of
Airy forces F, the system is satisfied identically), an equation of inseparability of deformations was
derived (Appendix A).

According to the considerations presented in the Appendix A, transverse shear forces have two
components (compare: the FSDT (A13), the S-FSDT (A24), the CPT (A33), respectively).

The first components depend on the derivatives of internal moments on the plate. Thus,
the components can be referred to as transverse shear forces in bending. These forces are expressed
with the following relationships: (A45) for the CPT and (A55) for the S-FSDT, correspondingly.
The forces have a very similar structure. A difference lies only in the reduction factor 1/(1 + η) in
(A55). Moreover, for the FSDT in (A64), a difference with respect to the S-FSDT occurs in the numerical
coefficient two instead of (3-ν) for the S-FSDT. A change in the numerical coefficient results from
different boundary conditions for the FSDT and the S-FSDT. A more detailed analysis can be found in
the Appendix A.

The second components depend on projections of membrane transverse forces on the direction
perpendicular to the central plate plane. These components can be referred to as transverse shear
forces in compression. For the three theories under consideration, these forces are expressed with
identical formulas (compare (A46) for the CPT, (A56) for the S-FSDT and (A65) for the FSDT in the
Appendix A). It is caused by the fact that the effect of shear deformation is not accounted for, as the
forces are determined on the basis of the displacement w and the function of Airy forces F.

3. Analysis of the Calculation Results

A detailed analysis was conducted for a steel square plate (Figure 1) of the following dimensions:
a = 100 mm, h = 1 mm and the material constants: E = 200, GPa, ν = 0.3.

The ideal plate is supported freely along all edges and subjected to uniform compression with
the stress p along the x-axis. The boundary conditions for the three theories under consideration
(i.e., the FSDT, the S-FSDT and the CPT) are given in detail in the Appendix. The analytical results
attained were verified with the commercial ANSYS software [47] employing the FEM (details to be
found in Appendix A).

In the detailed analysis, the postbuckling state (or the so-called postbuckling equilibrium path)
was dealt with, as only then plate deflections appear for the perfect plate. It is accompanied by the
appearance of two transverse components of shear forces, that is to say, in bending and compression
(the so-called membrane components).

The following index symbols are introduced in the study: C for the CPT, S for the S-FSDT, F for
the FSDT, and A for ANSYS (FEM), respectively.

Firstly, for the three theories, the corresponding bifurcation loads (or the so-called critical loads),
listed in detail in Table 1, were determined. According to the Appendix, values of the bifurcation
loads for the FSDT (A62) and the S-FSDT (A54) are identical and slightly lower by the factor 1/(1 + η)
than the CPT. For the data assumed in the analysis, according to (A63), we have η = 0.000564, which
corresponds to 1/(1 + η) = 0.9994. As can be seen, according to (A63), corrections for the S-FSDT and
the FSDT are very inconsiderable when compared to the CPT for the assumed ratio of (h/a = 0.01).
The results obtained within the three theories are in conformity with the FEM outcomes.
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Table 1. Values of critical stresses according to the classical plate theory (CPT), the simple first-order
shear deformation theory (S-FSDT), the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and ANSYS.

Critical Stresses in MPa

CPT S-FSDT FSDT ANSYS (FEM)

pC
cr pS

cr pF
cr pA

cr
72.30 72.26 72.26 72.30

The determined value of the critical stress (A43) for the CPT was introduced into the relationship
for the total equivalent Kirchhoff force Q̂C

x (A47a) and then the component Q̂C
x when p = pC

cr, is equal to

Q̂C
x

(
p = pC

cr

)
=

[
(3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3
W − pC

crhW π
a

]
cosπx

a sinπy
a

−EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cosπx

a sinπy
a cos 2πy

a

= −(1 + ν)
(
π
a

)3
DWcosπx

a sinπy
a − EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cosπx

a sinπy
a cos 2πy

a

(1)

As can be easily noticed, in (1) there is a minus sign at both terms of the right-hand side. However,
mutual relations depend on the relationships of products of trigonometric functions. The first term
Q̂C

x

(
p = pC

cr

)
in (1) attains extreme values for x = 0; a and y = a/2 and the second respectively minimum

for x = 0; a and y = a/2. Attention should be drawn to the fact that when x = 0 and y = a/2, the first term
has a minus sign, and the second term has a plus sign. The opposite situation takes place when x = a
and y = a/2, i.e., a plus sign is in the first term and a minus sign is in the second. The extreme values
Q̂C

x are attained inside the square plate.
A further analysis dealt with postbuckling states. According to (A39c), the force component Nxy

equals zero, and one of two membrane components of transverse forces (according to (A12), (A23) and
(A32)) vanishes as well.

Next, maximal absolute values of components of transverse forces in bending, membrane
components (or in compression) or total forces for the three theories, determined according to the
formulas given in Appendix A for five overload values of critical load, i.e., 1.2 ≤ pθ/pθcr ≤ 2.0 (where the
index θ = C, S, F), are listed in Table 2. In this table, values of the dimensionless deflection W/h and
1/(1 + η) are also presented.

For the CPT, the equivalent Kirchhoff forces QC
x , QC

y are equal according to (A45). On the other

hand, values of membrane components of the transverse forces Q
C
x , Q

C
y differ depending on the overload

pθ/pθcr. For the overload equal to 1.2, the ratio of maximal absolute components Q
C
x /Q

C
y equals almost

5, whereas for the overload equal to 2, the ratio of membrane components is 1.4. The membrane forces

Q
C
x , Q

C
y are independent of membrane deformation. It results from the fact that the membrane force QC

x

has a term linearly dependent on deflection and in the third power, which for QC
y is in the third power

only. A detailed analysis can be found in Appendix A. Components of the total equivalent Kirchhoff

force Q̂C
y are always higher for the range of loads under analysis than Q̂C

x . It follows from the term that
is linear with respect to W, dependent on the overload Q̂C

x .
In Figure 2, the maximal absolute values of components of transverse Kirchhoff forces for the CPT

versus pC/pC
cr, listed in Table 2, are presented.

For the S-FSDT, the maximal absolute values of components of the transverse forces
∣∣∣Q̂S

x

∣∣∣
max and∣∣∣Q̂S

y

∣∣∣
max

are the same in practice as for the CPT, which results from a very low value of the correction
η. For the FSDT, force components in bending are 1.35 times lower for the CPT and the S-FSDT
(cf. Formulas (A64) and (A45)). Similarly as for the S-FSDT, components of the total transverse force
Q̂F

y are always larger than Q̂F
x . When total transverse forces are accounted for in the CPT, the S-FSDT

and the FSDT, they yield higher values than the equivalent Kirchhoff force by approx. 1.5 times for
the component with respect to the x-axis (i.e., with a lower index x) and more than 2 times for the
component with respect to the y-axis.
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Table 2. Values of components of transverse forces for the CPT, the S-FSDT, the FSDT and ANSYS.

Theory Symbol Unit
pθ/pθcr (Where the Index θ=C,S,F,A)

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

CPT
(index C)

W/h - 0.7656 1.083 1.326 1.531 1.712
1/(1 + η) - 1.0∣∣∣QC

x

∣∣∣
max N/mm 1.17 1.66 2.03 2.34 2.62∣∣∣QC

y

∣∣∣
max

N/mm 1.17 1.66 2.03 2.34 2.62∣∣∣∣Q
C
x

∣∣∣∣
max

N/mm 1.73 2.55 3.44 4.42 5.49
∣∣∣∣Q

C
y

∣∣∣∣
max

N/mm 0.347 0.983 1.80 2.78 3.88
∣∣∣Q̂C

x

∣∣∣
max N/mm 0.651 1.22 1.96 2.80 3.73∣∣∣Q̂C

y

∣∣∣
max

N/mm 1.52 2.64 3.84 5.13 6.51

S-FSDT
(index S)

W/h - 0.7651 1.0823 1.325 1.530 1.711
1/(1 + η) - 0.9994∣∣∣Q̂S

x

∣∣∣
max N/mm 0.652 1.22 1.96 2.80 3.73∣∣∣Q̂S

y

∣∣∣
max

N/mm 1.52 2.64 3.83 5.12 6.51

FSDT
(index F)

W/h - 0.7651 1.0823 1.325 1.530 1.711
1/(1 + η) - 0.9994∣∣∣Q̂F

x

∣∣∣
max N/mm 0.898 1.54 2.27 3.16 4.13∣∣∣Q̂F

y

∣∣∣
max

N/mm 1.21 2.21 3.31 4.52 5.83

FEM
(index A)

W/h - 0.76 1.07 1.31 1.50 1.68∣∣∣QA
x

∣∣∣
max N/mm 1.00 1.52 1.98 2.41 2.83∣∣∣QA

y

∣∣∣
max

N/mm 0.96 1.37 1.67 1.91 2.08

Figure 2. Maximal absolute values of components of the transverse forces
∣∣∣QC

x

∣∣∣
max,

∣∣∣QC
y

∣∣∣
max

,∣∣∣∣Q
C
x

∣∣∣∣
max

,
∣∣∣∣Q

C
y

∣∣∣∣
max

,
∣∣∣Q̂C

x

∣∣∣
max,

∣∣∣Q̂C
y

∣∣∣
max

in N/mm for the CPT.

For the FEM, the values of components of the transverse forces
∣∣∣QA

x

∣∣∣
max are higher than

∣∣∣QA
y

∣∣∣
max

.

At the overload equal to 1.2, the ratio
∣∣∣QA

x

∣∣∣
max/

∣∣∣QA
x

∣∣∣
max is 1.05, but for the overload of 2.0, it is equal to

1.36, respectively. The values
∣∣∣QA

x

∣∣∣
max and

∣∣∣QA
y

∣∣∣
max

are closest to the equivalent Kirchhoff force QC
x , QC

y .

Thus, the transverse forces
∣∣∣QA

x

∣∣∣
max,

∣∣∣QA
y

∣∣∣
max

determined within the FEM have a different character
than the total transverse forces for the CPT, the S-FSDT and the FSDT, determined on the basis of
components in bending and compression. It can originate from the fact that membrane components
were neglected in the FEM analysis.

In Figure 3, the maximal absolute values of transverse resultant forces for the CPT, the S-FSDT
and the FSDT (of which the values are listed in Table 2) versus overload are collected. The results for
ANSYS are shown as well.
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Figure 3. Maximal absolute values of the total transverse forces,
∣∣∣QS

x

∣∣∣
max,

∣∣∣QS
y

∣∣∣
max

,
∣∣∣QF

x

∣∣∣
max,∣∣∣QF

y

∣∣∣
max

,
∣∣∣QA

x

∣∣∣
max,

∣∣∣QA
y

∣∣∣
max

in N/mm for the CPT, the S-FSDT, the FSDT and the finite element
method (FEM).

The present study was primarily aimed at drawing attention to a necessity to consider the effect
of membrane components on total transverse forces for 1.2 ≤ pθ/pθcr ≤ 2.0.

To illustrate the effect of components of transverse Kirchhoff forces for the CPT, their distributions
are presented in subsequent figures (Figures 4–9). The components are shown in the contour drawings
(denoted as a) and plane drawings (denoted as b) for the whole square plate and the overload pC/pC

cr = 2

in the following sequence: QC
x (Figure 4), Q

C
x (Figure 5), Q̂C

x (Figure 6), QC
y (Figure 7), Q

C
y (Figure 8) and

Q̂C
y (Figure 9).

Figure 4. Contour-surface chart of QC
x

Figure 5. Contour-surface chart of Q
C
x
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Figure 6. Contour-surface chart of Q̂C
x

Figure 7. Contour-surface chart of QC
y

Figure 8. Contour-surface chart of Q
C
y

Figure 9. Contour-surface chart of Q̂C
y
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The distributions of QC
x and QC

y presented in Figures 4 and 7 are the same according to (A45).

When the distributions of membrane forces are compared, the distribution for Q
C
x (Figure 5) is

more complex than Q
C
y (Figure 8). However, in the authors’ opinion, the total transverse forces Q̂C

x

(Figure 6) and Q̂C
y (Figure 9), which should be employed in failure criteria, are the most important.

The components Q̂C
y are larger than Q̂C

x , opposite to what happens in the FEM (Table 2).
It should be underlined once again that for the square plate under analysis, one of two membrane

force components, which is dependent nonlinearly on the deflection W, equals zero (i.e., for Nxy = 0).

4. Conclusions

The effect of membrane components of transverse forces on total transverse forces within the
three theories: the CPT, the S-FSDT and the FSDT, was discussed. When membrane components
are taken into consideration, an increase can be observed in transverse forces equal to 1.5 times,
at least for the square plate, freely supported along the whole circumference under consideration.
It results from the fact that membrane components of transverse forces depend nonlinearly on the plate
deflection. The results were compared to the FEM. The membrane transverse forces are independent
of membrane deformation.

In composite materials, a failure of the structure resulting from delamination exerts a considerable
effect on its integrity and load-carrying capacity. Transverse shear effects significantly influence the
behaviour of composites. In the composite failure criteria, the impact of transverse force components in
compression is neglected. From the authors’ viewpoint, these components prevail in the postbuckling
state, which was proven in this study and should be considered in the failure criteria of composites,
for instance, the Hashin failure criterion for 3D, LaRC04(3D), Matrix Failure under the additional
condition that σ33 = 0.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Governing Equations in the FSDT, the S-FSDT and the CPT

In this Appendix A, governing equations for three theories, namely the first-order shear
deformation plate theory (FSDT), the simple first-order shear deformation theory (S-FSDT) and
the classical plate theory (CPT), are presented. The equilibrium equations and the boundary conditions
are attained within a variational approach.

The following geometrical relationships for the plate component are assumed [36,44,46]

εx = u,x +
1
2

w2
,x (A1a)

εy = v,y +
1
2

w2
,y (A1b)

2εxy = γxy = u,y + v,x + w,xw,y (A1c)

And
κx = −ψx,x κy = −ψy,y κxy = −

(
ψx,y +ψy,x

)
(A2)

where u, v are components of the plate displacement vector along the axis x, y, correspondingly, w is
the total displacement vector along the z-axis and ψx, ψy are the rotation angles of a transverse normal
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due to bending of the axes x, y, respectively, whereas the plane x− y overlaps the central plane before
its buckling.

In this approach to the plate theory when transverse shear is accounted for, it is assumed that the
total rotation angles of the normal to the central plane in two planes are, respectively [19,44]

w,x = ψx + βx w,y = ψy + βy (A3)

where βx, βy are the transverse shear angles.
Internal cross-sectional forces can be expressed in the form [19,44]

Nx =
Eh

1− ν2

(
εx + νεy

)
(A4a)

Ny =
Eh

1− ν2

(
εy + νεx

)
(A4b)

Nxy =
Eh

1− ν2
1− ν

2
γxy (A4c)

Mx = −D
(
ψx,x + νψy,y

)
(A5a)

My = −D
(
ψy,y + νψx,x

)
(A5b)

Mxy = −D
1− ν

2

(
ψx,y +ψy,x

)
(A5c)

Qx = k2Gh(w,x −ψx) (A6a)

Qy = k2Gh
(
w,y −ψy

)
(A6b)

The coefficient k2 occurring in Formulas (A6) is known as the Mindlin correction factor.
The total potential energy Π of a thin rectangular plate of the following dimensions: ` × b× h can

be written as [36]

Π = U −W = 1
2

∫ `
0

∫ b
0

(
Nxεx + Nyεy + Nxyγxy

)
dxdy

− 1
2

∫ `
0

∫ b
0

[
Mxψx,x + Myψy,y + Mxy

(
ψx,y +ψy,x

)]
dxdy

+ 1
2

∫ `
0

∫ b
0 [Qx(w,x −ψx) + Qy

(
w,y −ψy

)
]dxdy−

∫ b
0 hp0(y)u

∣∣∣x=`x=0 dy

(A7)

where U is the elastic strain internal energy, W is the work of external forces and p0(y) is the plate
prebuckling external load in the central plane along the x-axis.

Appendix A.1.1. FSDT

To determine a variation of the total energy Π (A7), the following relations were substituted:
(A1), (A2) and (A4)–(A6). Having grouped the terms including the same variations and summed each
group of the terms to zero (due to mutual independence of the variations), the following equations
are obtained

• Equations of equilibrium: ∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Nx,x + Nxy,y

]
δudxdy = 0 (A8a)

∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Nxy,x + Ny,y

]
δvdxdy = 0 (A8b)

∫ `

0

∫ b

0
[Qx,x + Qy,y + (Nxw,x + Nxyw,y),x +

(
Nxyw,x + Nyw,y),y

]
δwdxdy = 0 (A8c)
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∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Mx,x + Mxy,y −Qx

]
δψxdxdy = 0 (A8d)

∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Mxy,x + My,y −Qy

]
δψydxdy = 0 (A8e)

• Boundary conditions for x = const

∫ b

0
[Nx − hp0(y)]δudy|x = const = 0 (A9a)

∫ b

0
Nxyδvdy|x = const = 0 (A9b)

∫ b

0

[
Nxyw,y + Nxw,x + Qx

]
δwdy|x = const = 0 (A9c)

∫ b

0
[Mx]δψxdy|x = const = 0 (A9d)

∫ b

0

[
Mxy

]
δψydy|x = const = 0 (A9e)

for y = const ∫ `

0
Nyδvdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A10a)

∫ `

0
Nxyδudx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A10b)

∫ `

0

[
Nxyw,x + Nyw,y + Qy

]
δwdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A10c)

∫ `

0

[
Mxy

]
δψxdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A10d)

∫ `

0

[
My

]
δψydx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A10e)

Equation (A8) is a system of equilibrium equations and relationships, and (A9) and (A10) are
boundary conditions for x = const and y = const, respectively. Equations (A8)–(A10) hold for the
FSDT. The above equations were determined from variational methods for which, according to Stokes’
theorem, the surface integral can be transformed into a circumference-oriented integral. The form the
equations are presented follows from it.

According to (A6) and (A8d,e), transverse forces are expressed with the relations

QF
x = Mx,x + Mxy,y (A11a)

QF
y = My,y + Mxy,x (A11b)

where the upper index F was introduced for the FSDT. These are components of transverse forces
dependent on derivatives of internal moments.
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In Conditions (A9c) and (A10c) for the components of transverse forces, forces of the same
characters are added, i.e., additional components of transverse forces that depend on projections of
membrane forces, that is to say [36,45]

Q
F
x = Nxw,x + Nxyw,y (A12a)

Q
F
y = Nyw,y + Nxyw,x (A12b)

These forces do not affect membrane deformations.
When (A11) and (A12) are considered, according to (A9c) and (A10c), the total transverse forces

Q̂F
x and Q̂F

y are introduced

Q̂F
x = QF

x + Q
F
x = Mx,x + Mxy,y + Nxw,x + Nxyw,y (A13a)

Q̂F
y = QF

y + Q
F
y = My,y + Mxy,x + Nyw,y + Nxyw,x (A13b)

Appendix A.1.2. S-FSDT

Next, the independent functions ψx, ψy (A2) were substituted with a potential function
φ(x, y) [19,32–34,44] such that

φ,x = ψx φ,y = ψy (A14)

This approach consists of the fact that the functionφ is treated as deflections in bending. Because the
function φ is introduced, the Reissner boundary conditions [32], not considered in the present study,
are ignored.

If βx = ws,x, βy = ws,y hold for (A3), the shear deflection is obtained from the relationship
ws = w−φ. From (A3) and (A14), it follows that

w,x = φ,x + βx = φ,x + ws,x w,y = φ,y + βy = φ,y + ws,y (A15)

When (A15) is accounted for, the internal forces (A5) and (A6) are written as

Mx = −D (φx,x + vφy,y
)

(A16a)

My = −D
(
φy,y + vφx,x) (A16b)

Mx,y = −D (1 − v) φx,y (A16c)

Qx = k2Gh(w,x −φ,x) (A17a)

Qy = k2Gh
(
w,y −φ,y

)
(A17b)

From the variation of the total energy Π (A7) with respect to the displacement variable components
u, v, w, φ, we obtain

• Equations of equilibrium ∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Nx,x + Nxy,y

]
δudxdy = 0 (A18a)

∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Nxy,x + Ny,y

]
δvdxdy = 0 (A18b)

∫ `

0

∫ b

0
[Qx,x + Qy,y + (Nxw,x + Nxyw,y),x +

(
Nxyw,x + Nyw,y),y

]
δwdxdy = 0 (A18c)
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∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Mx,xx + 2Mxy,xy + My,yy −Qx,x −Qy,y

]
δφdxdy = 0 (A18d)

• Boundary conditions for x = const

∫ b

0
[Nx − hp0(y)]δudy|x = const = 0 (A19a)

∫ b

0
Nxyδvdy|x = const = 0 (A19b)

∫ `

0

[
Nxyw,y + Nxw,x + Qx

]
δwdy|x = const = 0 (A19c)

∫ b

0

[
2Mxy,y + Mx,x −Qx

]
δφdy|x = const = 0 (A19d)

∫ b

0
[Mx]δφ,xdy|x = const = 0 (A19e)

for y = const ∫ `

0
Nyδvdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A20a)

∫ `

0
Nxyδudx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A20b)

∫ `

0

[
Nxyw,x + Nyw,y + Qy

]
δwdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A20c)

∫ `

0

[
2Mxy,x + My,y −Qy

]
δφdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A20d)

∫ `

0

[
My

]
δφ,ydx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A20e)

for the plate corner, i.e., for x = const and y = const

2Mxyδφ|x = const
∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A21)

Equations (A18)–(A21) correspond to the S-FSDT, i.e., to a two-variable refined plate theory.
According to (A6), (A19d) and (A20d), the transverse forces dependent on the variable φ are

expressed as
QS

x = Mx,x + 2Mxy,y (A22a)

QS
y = My,y + 2Mxy,x (A22b)

where the upper index S was introduced for the S-FSDT.
The membrane components of the transverse forces dependent on the variable w, according to

(A19c) and (A20c), take the form

Q
S
x = Nxw,x + Nxyw,y (A23a)

Q
S
y = Nyw,y + Nxyw,x (A23b)
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Analogously to (A13), the total transverse forces Q̂S
x and Q̂S

y for the S-FSDT are as follows

Q̂S
x = QS

x + Q
S
x = Mx,x + 2Mxy,y + Nxw,x + Nxyw,y (A24a)

Q̂S
y = QS

y + Q
S
y = My,y + 2Mxy,x + Nyw,y + Nxyw,x (A24b)

Comparing the formulas for transverse forces in pairs of (A11) and (A22), as well as (A13) and
(A24), it can be easily noticed that in the case of the S-FSDT, we have a coefficient two at a derivative of
the torque Mxy, which for the FSDT is equal to one.

Appendix A.1.3. CPT

In the classical theory of plates (CPT), transverse forces are neglected (A6) and, moreover,
in (A2) and (A3), it should be [36]

w,x = ψx w,y = ψy (A25)

Taking into consideration (A25) in (A5), we have [46]

Mx = −D
(
w,xx + νw,yy

)
(A26a)

My = −D
(
w,yy + νw,xx

)
(A26b)

Mxy = −D(1− ν)w,xy (A26c)

When the above-mentioned relations are accounted for and it is assumed that Qx = Qy = 0
in (A7), the following equations are obtained [46]

• Equations of equilibrium ∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Nx,x + Nxy,y

]
δudxdy = 0 (A27a)

∫ `

0

∫ b

0

[
Nxy,x + Ny,y

]
δvdxdy = 0 (A27b)

• Boundary conditions for x = const

∫ b

0
[Nx − hp0(y)]δudy|x = const = 0 (A28a)

∫ b

0
Nxyδvdy|x = const = 0 (A28b)

∫ `

0

[
Mx,x + 2Mxy,y + Nxyw,y + Nxw,x

]
δwdy|x = const = 0 (A28c)

∫ b

0
Mxδw,xdy|x = const = 0 (A28d)

for y = const ∫ `

0
Nyδvdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A29a)

∫ `

0
Nxyδudx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A29b)

∫ `

0

[
My,y + 2Mxy,x + Nxyw,x + Nyw,y

]
δwdx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A29c)
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∫ `

0

[
My

]
δw,ydx

∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A29d)

for the plate corner, i.e., for x = const and y = const

2Mxyδw|x = const
∣∣∣y = const = 0 (A30)

In the history of the CPT, for the first two components in (A28c) and (A29c), a term of equivalent
Kirchhoff transverse forces, was introduced and defined as

QC
x = Mx,x + 2Mxy,y (A31a)

QC
y = My,y + 2Mxy,x (A31b)

where the upper index C was used for the CPT.
By analogy to the FSDT and the S-FSDT, according to (A28c) and (A29c), the following components

were assumed
Q

C
x = Nxw,x + Nxyw,y (A32a)

Q
C
y = Nyw,y + Nxyw,x (A32b)

The above-mentioned components of transverse forces result from the projection of membrane
forces. Thus, they can be referred to as equivalent Kirchhoff membrane forces.

Taking into account the two above-mentioned systems, the total equivalent Kirchhoff transverse
forces Q̂C

x and Q̂C
y for the CPT were written as [36,45,46]

Q̂C
x = QC

x + Q
C
x = Mx,x + 2Mxy,y + Nxw,x + Nxyw,y (A33a)

Q̂C
y = QC

y + Q
C
y = My,y + 2Mxy,x + Nyw,y + Nxyw,x (A33b)

Formulas (A24) and (A33) have the same structure. It should be remembered that for the S-FDST,
these equations are for the two variables w,φ, whereas for the CPT, only for the variable w.

Appendix A.1.4. Shear Forces

When we compare relationships (A13) for the FSDT, (A24) for the S-FDST and (A32) for the CPT,
we can see that the expressions for total transverse forces are identical in practice. In the FSDT, at the
derivative of the torque Mxy there is a coefficient equal to one and not two, as it takes place for the
S-FSDT and the CPT. It is caused by additional boundary conditions (A9c) and (A10c) for the FSDT.

For postbuckling states, there are membrane forces in the central plane that yield simultaneously
projections for additional components of transverse forces (A12), (A23) and (A32) for the FSDT,
the S-FSDT and the CPT, correspondingly. In the case of postbuckling equilibrium paths, these additional
components are larger than the components of transverse forces (A11), (A22) and (A31).

Appendix A.2. Solution to Governing Equations within the FSDT, the S-FSDT and the CPT

A square isotropic plate freely supported along all edges, compressed along the x-axis (Figure 1),
was analysed. The plate of the dimensions a and the thickness h was assumed to have the following
material constants: Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν. The considerations were limited to an
elastic range.
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Appendix A.2.1. Continuity Equation of Deformations (the So-Called Inseparability Equation
of Deformations)

On the assumption that relations (A1) and (A4) hold for the three theories under consideration
(i.e., the FSDT, the S-FSDT and the CPT), two first equations of equilibrium for each theory are the
same (cf. (A8a,b), (A18a,b) and (A27a,b)). To solve them, a function of Airy forces F was introduced.
It is defined as follows [36,45]

Nx = σxh = F,yy (A34a)

Ny = σyh = F,xx (A34b)

Nxy = τxyh = −F,xy (A34c)

Taking into consideration (A34) in (A8a,b), (A18a,b) and (A26a,b), it was found that both the
equations were identically zero. That system of equations was substituted by one equation referred to
as a continuity equation of deformations or an inseparability equation of deformations.

For this purpose, a system of Equations (A1) was rewritten as

εx,yy + εy,xx − γxy,xy = w2
,xy −w,xxw,xy (A35)

When we take account of relations (A1), (A4), (A34) in the above-mentioned system, we obtain a
continuity equation of deformations in the form [36,45]

∇∇F ≡ F,xxxx + 2F,xxyy + F,yyyy = E
(
w2

,xy −w,xxw,xy
)

(A36)

The equation is linear with respect to F and nonlinear with respect to w.
The deflection of a square plate freely supported is approximated in the following way [36]

w = Wsin
πx
a

sin
πy
a

(A37)

which satisfies the following boundary conditions

w(x = 0) = w(x = a) = w(y = 0) = w(y = a) = 0 (A38)

When (A37) is substituted into (A36), a function of the membrane forces F is determined, and then
components of the membrane forces are defined as [36]

Nx = F,yy = −EhW2

8

(
π
a

)2
cos

2πy
a
− ph (A39a)

Ny = F,xx = −EhW2

8

(
π
a

)2
cos

2πx
a

(A39b)

Nxy = −F,xy = 0 (A39c)

where p is the stress along the x-axis (Figure 1).
The functions of forces (A39) fulfil the following boundary conditions [36,46]

u(x = 0) = u(x = a) = const Nxy(x = 0) = Nxy(x = a) = 0 (A40a)

v(y = 0) = v(y = a) = const Nxy(y = 0) = Nxy(y = a) = 0 (A40b)

Appendix A.2.2. Solution to the Nonlinear Problem of Stability for the CPT

Within the CPT, a solution to the nonlinear problem after an introduction of the force function (A34)
is composed of two nonlinear Equations (A36) and (A27c) with respect to F and w, correspondingly.
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One of the solutions is Relationship (A39). The second solution is the equation of Equilibrium (A27c)
with respect to w, which was solved with the Galerkin–Bubnov method [36].

The assumed function of deflection in (A37), according to (A26), fulfils the boundary conditions
of free support

Mx(x = 0) = Mx(x = a) = My(y = 0) = My(y = a) = 0 (A41)

To solve the problem, Relationships (A37) and (A39) are introduced into Equation (A27c). Finally,
we obtain an equation that describes the postbuckling equilibrium path for the CPT

pC = pC
cr +

Eπ2

8a2 W2 (A42)

where

pC
cr =

4Dπ2

ha2 (A43)

Relationship (A42) can also be expressed as [36]

(
1− pC

pC
cr

)
+ 0.34125

(W
h

)2
= 0 (A44)

Transverse forces in the CPT are referred to as equivalent Kirchhoff transverse forces (A31) and,
according to (A37), expressed with the following relations

QC
x = Mx,x + 2Mxy,y = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3
Wcos

πx
a

sin
πy
a

(A45a)

QC
y = My,y + 2Mxy,x = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3
Wsin

πx
a

cos
πy
a

(A45b)

From (A32), for equivalent Kirchhoff forces in compression, taking account of (A3) and (A39),
we have

Q
C
x = Nxw,x + Nxyw,y = −EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cos
πx
a

sin
πy
a

cos
2πy

a
− phW

π
a

cos
πx
a

sin
πy
a

(A46a)

Q
C
y = Nyw,y + Nxyw,x = −EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a

cos
2πx

a
(A46b)

For transversally inextensible membrane plates, the shear forces are independent of
membrane deformation.

The relations for total equivalent Kirchhoff transverse forces result from the two above-mentioned
systems of equations and (A33)

Q̂C
x = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3
Wcos

πx
a

sin
πy
a
− phW

π
a

cos
πx
a

sin
πy
a
−EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cos
πx
a

sin
πy
a

cos
2πy

a
(A47a)

Q̂C
y = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3
Wsin

πx
a

cos
πy
a
− EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a

cos
2πx

a
(A47b)

As one can easily notice, the first terms on right-hand sides in (A47) are positive, whereas the
remaining terms are negative. The two first terms in (A47a) and the first term in (A47b) are a linear
function of W, whereas the remaining terms are nonlinear with respect to W. To solve the problem,
the deflection W should be determined from Equation (A44) for the given load p, and next the values
of transverse forces (A45)–(A47).

The first component Q̂C
x in (A47) depends formally on the value of the compressive load p, whereas

the second Q̂C
y does not. However, it should be remembered that for the given load p > pC

cr, we have
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the deflection W, and thus, indirectly, the equivalent Kirchhoff transverse forces Q̂C
x and Q̂C

y depend on
p and W.

Appendix A.2.3. Solution to the Nonlinear Problem of Stability for the S-FSDT

A solution to the nonlinear stability problem for the S-FSDT consists of three equations:
(A36) and (A18c,d). The solutions to (A36) are relationships (A39). The solution to the remaining two
equations, when we take into account (A37), is predicted in the form

φ = Φsin
πx
a

sin
πy
a

(A48)

which, according to (A16) fulfils, the boundary conditions of free support

Mx(x = 0) = Mx(x = a) = My(y = 0) = My(y = a) = 0 (A49)

Having substituted (A37) and (A48) into (A18d), a linear relation between amplitudes of the
functions W and Φ was determined as

W = Φ(1 + η) (A50)

where

η =
2D

k2Gh

(
π
a

)2
(A51)

Nonlinear Equation (A18c) was solved within the Galerkin–Bubnov method, as for the CPT.
For this purpose, Relations (A16), (A17), (A39) and (A50) were introduced into the above-mentioned
equation, and after some transformations, an equation describing the postbuckling equilibrium path
was obtained

pS = pS
cr +

EW2

8

(
π
a

)2
(A52a)

where

pS
cr =

4Dπ2

ha2
1

1 + η
(A52b)

Relation (A52) can be expressed in an analogous way to (A44) as

(
1− ps

pS
cr

)
+ 0.34125(1 + η)

(W
h

)2
= 0 (A53)

From the formal point of view, Relationships (A42) and (A52) have an identical structure due load
and the deflection W, and a difference lies in critical forces only. From a comparison of (A43) and (A53),
we have

pS
cr =

4Dπ2

ha2
1

1 + η
= pC

cr
1

1 + η
(A54)

The transverse components of forces in the S-FSDT, according to (A16), (A22) and (A50), are in
the form

QS
x = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3 W
1 + η

cos
πx
a

sin
πy
a

(A55a)

QS
y = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3 W
1 + η

sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a

(A55b)

and, according to (A23), (A37), (A39) and (A48), we have

Q
S
x = −EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cos
πx
a

sin
πy
a

cos
2πy

a
− phW

π
a

cos
πx
a

sin
πy
a

(A56a)
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Q
S
y = −EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a

cos
2πx

a
(A56b)

Systems of equations (A46) and (A56) have an identical structure.
From the above two systems of equations and (A24), we obtain

Q̂S
x = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3 W
1+ηcosπx

a sinπy
a − phW π

a cosπx
a sinπy

a

−EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cosπx

a sinπy
a cos 2πy

a

(A57a)

Q
S
y = (3− ν)D

(
π
a

)3 W
1 + η

sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a
− EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a

cos
2πx

a
(A57b)

Comparing relations (A47) for the CPT and (A57) for the S-FSDT, it can be easily seen that the
formulas differ only by the factor 1/(1 + η) in the first term of right-hand sides of expressions in (A57).
Moreover, the first two components of the right-hand side of (A57a) and the first term in (A57b) depend
linearly on W, whereas the remaining ones are in the third power for W.

Appendix A.2.4. Solution to the Nonlinear Problem of Stability for the FSDT

For the FSDT, a solution to the nonlinear stability problem consists of a function of Airy forces F
(A39) and a system of equilibrium equations (A8c–e). The solutions to these equations are the function
w (A37) and the functions ψx,ψy, which were assumed in the form

ψx = Ψxcos
πx
a

sin
πy
a

(A58a)

ψy = Ψysin
πx
a

cos
πy
a

(A58b)

The function w (A37) fulfils the boundary conditions (A38), whereas the functions ψx,ψy satisfy
the conditions of free support

ψx(y = 0) = ψx(y = a) = 0 (A59a)

ψy(x = 0) = ψy(x = a) = 0 (A59b)

Mx(x = 0) = Mx(x = a) = 0 (A59c)

My(y = 0) = My(y = a) = 0 (A59d)

After the substitution of (A58) into two equations (A8d,e), the following linear dependencies
between the functions W, Ψx, Ψy are attained

Ψx = Ψy =
W

1 + η

(
π
a

)
(A60)

where relation (A51) holds.
A further step was a solution to the nonlinear Equation (A51), which describes the postbuckling

equilibrium path. This solution was obtained employing, similarly as for the CPT and the S-FSDT,
the Galerkin–Bubnov method. The postbuckling equation of equilibrium has the form

pF = pF
cr +

EW2

8

(
π
a

)2
(A61a)

or (
1− pF

pF
cr

)
+ 0.34125(1 + η)

(W
h

)2
= 0 (A61b)
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where

pF
cr =

4Dπ2

ha2
1

1 + η
= pS

cr = pC
cr

1
1 + η

(A62)

As can be easily seen in (A62), the values of critical loads for the S-FSDT and the FSDT are identical.
The postbuckling equilibrium paths for the S-FSDT (A52), (A52a) and the FSDT (A61), (A61a) are the
same, and, additionally, they differ from the CPT only by the factor 1/(1 + η).

In a comparison of the Kirchhoff theory (i.e., CPT) with the Mindlin (the S-FSDT version) and
Reissner (FSDT) theories, the reduction factor η plays a very important role (A51).

For the CPT, the factor η, according to [3,46], can be written for the case when G→∞ , which leads
to the relation η = 0.

The reduction factor η (A51) can be transformed to

η =
2D

k2Gh

(
π
a

)2
=

π2

3k2(1− ν)
(

h
a

)2

(A63)

For k2 = 5/6, ν = 0.3 from (A63), we obtain η = 5.64(h/a)2. When h/a = 0.1, η = 0.0564;
whereas when h/a = 0.04, η = 0.009. That means that for the plate of medium thickness
(when h/a = 0.1), the correction for the S-FSDT and the FSDT when compared to the CPT is lower
than 6%. When h/a = 0.04, it is less than 1%. For thin plates (i.e., when h/a<0.05), the reduction factor
η < 0.014.

In the last stage, the determined components of transverse forces in the FSDT, according to (A60),
(A37) and (A8), were written as

QF
x = 2D

(
π
a

)3 W
1+ηcosπx

a sinπy
a

QF
y = 2D

(
π
a

)3 W
1+η sinπx

a cosπy
a

(A64)

and additionally, according to (A9), (A10), (A39) and (A58), we have

Q
F
x = −EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cosπx

a sinπy
a cos 2πy

a − phW π
a cosπx

a sinπy
a

Q
F
y = −EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
sinπx

a cosπy
a cos 2πx

a

(A65)

Dependencies (A46), (A56) and (A65) have the same structure for the CPT, the S-FSDT and the
FSDT. These are transverse force components dependent on membrane forces.

From the system of the above two equations and (A24), we obtain

Q̂F
x = 2D

(
π
a

)3 W
1+ηcosπx

a sinπy
a − phW π

a cosπx
a sinπy

a

−EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
cosπx

a sinπy
a cos 2πy

a

(A66a)

Q
F
y = 2D

(
π
a

)3 W
1 + η

sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a
− EhW3

8

(
π
a

)3
sin
πx
a

cos
πy
a

cos
2πx

a
(A66b)

When Relations (A47) for the CPT and (A57) for the S-FSDT are compared, one can easily see that
they differ in the factor 1/(1 + η) only in the first term of right-hand sides of expressions (A57).

Like for the CPT and the S-FSDT, the first two terms of the right-hand side (A66a) and the first
term in (A66b) depend linearly on W, whereas the remaining terms are in the third power for W.

Appendix A.2.5. Solution to the Nonlinear Problem of Stability in the FEM (ANSYS)

In the given system of coordinates (Figure A1), a square plate jointly supported was investigated.
The support was achieved taking the degrees of freedom away along the following directions: x for
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x = 0 (displacement u= 0), y for y = 0 (displacement v= 0), z for z= 0 (displacement w= 0, perpendicular
to the central plane of the plate).

Figure A1. FEM model of the plate.

Numerical calculations were performed with the commercial ANSYS® software [47] based on
the FEM. In Figure A1, a compression force along the x-direction, applied to the node, is indicated.
The displacements u and v for x = a and y = a (a-plate length/width), respectively, were assumed to be
constant, using the Couple Dof’s function, which allows for controlling a group of nodes (the so-called
Slaves) with one main node (the so-called Master). In the numerical model, a Shell181 finite element
with six degrees of freedom was used. The FEM model had 2500 elements, 15,606 degrees of freedom,
and the element size was 2 mm. In the nonlinear problem, an option of Update geom, i.e., a possibility to
impose an initial shape imperfection, which is a solution to the plate postbuckling state, was involved.
In the computations, the imperfection amplitude equal to w0 = 0.0001 h was assumed. The problem
was solved within the Newton–Raphson method for the system of equilibrium equations, which is a
system of algebraic equations, for 1000 load steps within the range 1.001 ≤ P/Pcr ≤ 2.000.

In the Shell181 element description [46], the transverse forces are denoted as Q13 and Q23.
For uniform notations in the presented study, it is assumed that

QA
x ≡ Q13 QA

y ≡ Q23 (A67)

where the index A refers to ANSYS® [47] based on the FEM.
In FEM procedures, the manufacturer issues certain supplements and corrections with respect to

the traditional version of the assumed theory, for instance, for the FSDT.
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Abstract: Evolution of damage and fracture behavior of fiber-reinforced mini ceramic-matrix
composites (mini-CMCs) under tensile load are related to internal multiple damage mechanisms,
i.e., fragmentation of the brittle matrix, crack defection, and fibers fracture and pullout. In this paper,
considering multiple micro internal damage mechanisms and related models, a micromechanical
constitutive stress–strain relationship model is developed to predict the nonlinear mechanical behavior
of mini-CMCs under tensile load corresponding to different damage domains. Relationships between
multiple micro internal damage mechanisms mentioned above and tensile micromechanical multiple
damage parameters are established. Experimental tensile nonlinear behavior, internal damage
evolution, and micromechanical tensile damage parameters corresponding to different damage
domains of two different types of mini-CMCs are predicted. The effects of constitutive properties and
damage-related parameters on nonlinear behavior of mini-CMCs are discussed.

Keywords: ceramic-matrix composites (CMCs); minicomposite; tensile; damage; fracture

1. Introduction

With the development of thermodynamics, the advancement of component integrated design
technology, the weight reduction brought by structural simplification and the comprehensive
development of material technology, the thrust-to-weight ratio of aeroengines has gradually increased.
However, on the premise of maintaining the engine layout and not changing the conventional metal
materials, the improvement of aerodynamic, thermal, component design and structural weight
reduction techniques can only increase the ratio between the thrust and weight of the aeroengines to
approximately 14. For aeroengines with ratios between the thrust and a weight of approximately 12–15
or higher, more breakthroughs must be made in new materials, new process applications and new
structural design, such as polymer-matrix composites (PMCs) or metal-matrix composites (MMCs)
for cold section components in aeroengine and ceramic-matrix composites (CMCs) for hot section
components in aeroengines. Two main types of CMCs are used in aeroengines, including, C/SiC and
SiC/SiC. For aeroengines, the operating temperatures of C/SiC and SiC/SiC are approximately 1650 ◦C
and 1450 ◦C, respectively. Increasing the operating temperature of SiC fibers can raise the operating
temperature of SiC/SiC to 1650 ◦C. Results show that the application of CMCs in the hot section
components of the combustion chamber, turbine, and nozzle can increase the operating temperature of
the aeroengine by 300–500 ◦C, reduce the weight by 50–70% and increase the thrust by 30–100% [1–4].
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In order to safely and confidently implement CMCs in different thermo-structural component
applications, one should understand the complexity of designing with such brittle composite systems.
The mechanical behavior of minicomposites can be used to analyze the internal complex damage
evolution of woven composites [5–8]. Many in situ monitoring techniques, including acoustic emission
(AE), X-ray microtomography, and acousto-ultrasonics (AU), have been used to detect and reveal
internal damage evolution mechanisms in minicomposites [9–12]. Under tensile load, the damages in
the minicomposites can be divided into different stages and the damage stages are affected by the fiber
type and interphases [13–16]. Heat-treatment at elevated temperature causes damages in the fiber and
interphase, leading to the degradation of tensile performance of mini-CMCs [17–21].

The objective in the present analysis is to build the relationship between tensile nonlinear
damage behavior and multiple micro internal damage mechanisms of mini-CMCs. A micromechanical
nonlinear stress–strain relationship model is given to predict the tensile stress–strain relationship
of mini-CMCs when either partial or complete interfacial debonding occurs. Experimental tensile
damage evolution and related multiple microdamage parameters of two different mini-CMCs are
predicted. Effects of constitutive properties and damage-related parameters on damage and fracture of
mini-CMCs are analyzed.

2. Theoretical Analysis

The tensile nonlinear behavior of mini-CMCs is mainly attributed to multiple microdamage
mechanisms. Through in situ experimental observations and monitoring on internal damage
state [12,13], damage evolution and fracture of mini-CMCs under tensile load can be divided into three
main domains, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear domain.
(2) Domain II, the nonlinear domain due to microdamages of matrix fragmentation.
(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture domain due to gradual fibers fracture

and pullout.

In this section, the micromechanical nonlinear constitutive relationship of three damage domains
mentioned above is developed and related to the microdamage state of matrix fragmentation and fiber
fractures and pullouts inside of mini-CMCs. A micromechanical parameter of interface debonding
fraction η is adopted to describe composite internal damage evolution.

2.1. Domain I

In Domain I, no damages occur in mini-CMCs, and the linear relationship between applied stress
σ and composite stress–strain εc can be determined by Equation (1) [4].

εc =
σ
Ec

(1)

where Ec is the elastic modulus of the undamaged composite.

2.2. Domain II

When multiple microdamage mechanisms occur in mini-CMCs, the micro stress field of the
damaged composite is affected by composite constitutive properties (i.e., volume of the fiber and
matrix Vf and Vm, and fiber radius rf) and damage state (i.e., fragmentation length of the brittle matrix
lc, and crack defection length at the interface ld). The fiber axial stress distribution can be determined
by Equation (2) [4].

σf(x) =


σ
Vf
− 2τi

rf
x, x ∈ [0, ld]

σfo +
(

Vm
Vf
σmo − 2 ld

rf
τi
)

exp
(
−ρ x−ld

rf

)
, x ∈

[
ld, lc

2

] (2)
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where τi the interface frictional shear stress, σfo and σmo the axial stress of the fiber and matrix in the
interface bonding region, and ρ the shear–lag model parameter. The stochastic model in Equation
(3) can be used to determine the fragmentation length of the brittle matrix [22], and the relationship
between the applied stress and debonding length at the interface is obtained by Equation (4) [23].

lc = lsat

{
1− exp

[
−
(
σm

σR

)m]}−1

(3)

ld =
rf

2

(
VmEmσ
VfEcτi

− 1
ρ

)
−

√√(
rf

2ρ

)2

+
rfVmEmEf

Ecτ2
i

ζd (4)

where lsat is the saturation matrix fragmentation length, σm is the stress carried by the matrix, σR is the
characteristic stress for matrix fragmentation, and ζd is the debonding energy of the interface.

The composite strain εc is equal to the strain of intact fibers, and the nonlinear stress–strain
constitutive relationship can be determined by Equation (5).

εc(σ) =



σ
VfEf

η− τi
Ef

ld
rf
η+ σfo

Ef
(1− η) − 1

ρEf

2rf
lc

(
Vm
Vf
σmo − 2 ld

rf
τi
)

×
[
exp

(
−ρ2 lc

rf
(1− η)

)
− 1

]
− (αc − αf)∆T, η < 1

σ
VfEf
− τi

2Ef

lc
rf
− (αc − αf)∆T, η = 1

(5)

where Ef is the elastic modulus of the fiber, η is the ratio between debonding length ld and
half of fragmentation length of the brittle matrix lc, αf and αc are the axial thermal expansion
coefficient of the fiber and the composite, and ∆T is the temperature difference between testing and
fabricated temperature.

2.3. Domain III

Upon approaching saturation of fragmentation of the brittle matrix, some fibers gradually fracture
and pullout inside of the minicomposite. Considering intact and broken fiber in the different damage
regions, the axial stress of the fiber can be determined by Equation (6) [4].

σf(x) =


Φ − 2τi

rf
x, x ∈ [0, ld]

σfo +
(
Φ − σfo − 2 ld

rf
τi

)
exp

(
−ρ x−ld

rf

)
, x ∈

[
ld, lc

2

] (6)

where Φ is the stress of unbroken fiber, which can be determined by Equation (7) [24].

σ
Vf

= Φ(1− P) +
2τi

rf
〈L〉P (7)

where 〈L〉 is the average pullout length of a broken fiber, and P the probability of fiber being broken.
Considering fibers fracture inside of mini-CMCs, the nonlinear stress–strain relationship at

damage Domain III is acquired by Equation (5).

εc(σ) =



Φ
Ef
η− τi

Ef

ld
rf
η+ σfo

Ef
(1− η) − 1

ρEf

2rf
lc

(
Φ − σfo − 2 ld

rf
τi
)

×
[
exp

(
−ρ2 lc

rf
(1− η)

)
− 1

]
− (αc − αf)∆T, η < 1

Φ
Ef
− τi

Ef

lc
2rf
− (αc − αf)∆T, η = 1

(8)

3. Experimental Comparison

Nonlinear tensile damage and fracture behavior of two different types of mini-CMCs are predicted.
The effect of heat treatment at 1300 and 1500 ◦C on tensile nonlinear damage development behavior of
mini-CMCs at room temperature is also analyzed. The material properties of different mini-CMCs are
listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Material properties of unidirectional SiC/SiC and C/SiC minicomposite.

Items Hi-NicalonTM

SiC/SiC [13]
Hi-NicalonTM

Type S SiC/SiC [13]
TyrannoTM ZMI

SiC/SiC [13]
SiC/SiC

[18]
T300TM

C/SiC [14]

rf/(µm) 7 6 5.5 6.5 3.5
Vf/(%) 25.8 22.8 27.5 23 30

Ef/(GPa) 270 400 170 122 120
Em/(GPa) 350 350 350 303 150
αf/(10−6/◦C) 3.5 4.5 4.0 3.1 −0.38
αm/(10−6/◦C) 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 2.8
σR/(MPa) 420 350 280 220 180

m 6 6 8 3 5
lsat/(µm) 564 667 667 780 400

mf 5 5 5 5 5
σuts/(MPa) 644 488 498 399 348
εf/(%) 0.45 0.31 0.36 0.88 0.67

3.1. SiC/SiC Minicomposite

Figure 1 shows the experimental data and theoretical predicted results of tensile nonlinear curves
and fragmentation density of brittle matrix versus applied stress curves of Hi-NicalonTM SiC/SiC
mini-CMC. The predicted results of tensile curves and fragmentation density of brittle matrix evolution
curves both agreed well with experimental data. Three main damage domains are obtained from the
nonlinear tensile curve, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear domain. The domain starts from the initial loading to the first matrix
fragmentation stress σmc = 200 MPa, and the first fragmentation density of the matrix is
approximately λmc = 0.02/mm, and the corresponding composite tensile strain is approximately
εc = 0.06%.

(2) Domain II, the nonlinear region due to matrix fragmentation. The domain starts from
σmc = 200 MPa to the saturation matrix fragmentation stress σsat = 560 MPa, and the saturation
fragmentation density of the matrix is approximately λsat = 1.76/mm, and the composite tensile
strain is approximately εc = 0.34%.

(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture domain. The domain starts from σsat = 560 MPa
to composite tensile strength σuts = 644 MPa.
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Figure 1. (a) Tensile nonlinear stress–strain curves; and, (b) matrix fragmentation density versus
applied stress curves of Hi-NicalonTM SiC/SiC mini ceramic-matrix composites (mini-CMCs).

Figure 2 shows experimental data and theoretical predicted results of tensile nonlinear curves
and fragmentation density of the brittle matrix versus applied stress curves of Hi-NicalonTM Type S
SiC/SiC minicomposite. The predicted results of tensile curves and fragmentation density of brittle
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matrix evolution curves agree with experimental data. Three main damage domains are obtained from
the nonlinear tensile curve, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear domain. The domain starts from initial loading to σmc = 200 MPa with
λmc = 0.05/mm and εc = 0.08%.

(2) Domain II, the nonlinear region due to matrix fragmentation. The domain starts from
σmc = 200 MPa to σsat = 470 MPa with λsat = 1.49/mm and εc = 0.3%.

(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture region. The domain starts from σsat = 470 MPa
to σuts = 488 MPa.
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Figure 2. (a) Tensile nonlinear stress–strain curves; and, (b) matrix fragmentation density versus
applied stress curves of Hi-NicalonTM Type S SiC/SiC mini-CMC.

Figure 3 shows experimental data and theoretical predicted results of tensile nonlinear curves
and fragmentation density evolution of brittle matrix curves versus applied stress of TyrannoTM ZMI
SiC/SiC minicomposite. Predicted results of tensile curves and fragmentation density of brittle matrix
evolution curves agree well with experimental data. Three main damage domains are obtained from
the nonlinear tensile curve, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear region. The domain starts from initial loading to σmc = 150 MPa with
λmc = 0.01/mm and εc = 0.05%.

(2) Domain II, the nonlinear region due to matrix fragmentation. The domain starts from
σmc = 150 MPa to σsat = 350 MPa with λmc = 1.49/mm and εc = 0.198%.

(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture region. The domain starts from σsat = 350 MPa
to σuts = 498 MPa.
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Figure 4 shows experimental data and theoretical predicted results of tensile nonlinear curves and
fragmentation density evolution of the brittle matrix versus applied stress of SiC/SiC minicomposite
without heat treatment. The predicted results of tensile curves and fragmentation density evolution of
the brittle matrix curves agree well with experimental data. Three main damage domains are obtained
from the nonlinear tensile curve, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear region. The domain starts from initial loading to σmc = 35 MPa with
λmc = 0.04/mm and εc = 0.013%.

(2) Domain II, the nonlinear region. The domain starts from the σmc = 35 MPa to σsat = 340 MPa with
λsat = 1.27/mm and εc = 0.6%.

(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture domain. The domain starts from σsat = 340 MPa
to σuts = 399 MPa.
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Figure 5 shows experimental data and theoretical predicted results of tensile nonlinear curves and
fragmentation density evolution of brittle matrix versus applied stress of SiC/SiC minicomposite after
heat treatment at 1300 ◦C. The predicted results of tensile curves and fragmentation density evolution
of brittle matrix versus applied stress curves agree well with experimental data. Three main damage
domains are obtained from the nonlinear tensile curve, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear region. The domain starts from initial loading to σmc = 50 MPa with
λmc = 0.02/mm and εc = 0.012%.

(2) Domain II, the nonlinear region due to matrix fragmentation. The domain starts from
σmc = 50 MPa to σsat = 210 MPa with λsat = 0.28/mm and εc = 0.13%.

(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture region. The domain starts from σsat = 210 MPa
to σuts = 362 MPa.
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Figure 6 shows experimental data and theoretical predicted results of tensile nonlinear curves
and fragmentation density evolution of brittle matrix versus applied stress of SiC/SiC minicomposite
after heat treatment at 1500 ◦C. The predicted results of tensile curves and fragmentation density of
brittle matrix versus applied stress curves both agree well with experimental data. Three main damage
domains are obtained from the nonlinear tensile curve, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear region. The domain starts from initial loading to σmc = 50 MPa with
λmc = 0.005/mm and εc = 0.017%.

(2) Domain II, the nonlinear region. The domain starts from σmc = 50 MPa to σsat = 220 MPa with
λsat = 0.58/mm and εc = 0.39%.

(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture domain. The domain starts from σsat = 220 MPa
to σuts = 246 MPa.
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Figure 6. (a) Tensile nonlinear stress–strain curves; and, (b) matrix fragmentation density versus
applied stress curves of SiC/SiC mini-CMC after heat treatment at 1500 ◦C in Ar atmosphere.

3.2. C/SiC Minicomposite

Figure 7 shows experimental data and theoretical predicted results of tensile curves and the
interface debonding fraction versus applied stress curves of unidirectional C/SiC minicomposite.
The predicted results of tensile curves agree with experimental data, as shown in Figure 7a, and the
composite tensile fractures at the condition of partial interface debonding, as shown in Figure 7b.
Three main damage domains are obtained from the nonlinear tensile curve, including:

(1) Domain I, the linear region. The domain starts from initial loading to σmc = 130 MPa.
(2) Domain II, the nonlinear region. The domain starts from σmc = 130 MPa to σsat = 250 MPa.
(3) Domain III, the secondary linear and final fracture domain. The domain starts from σsat = 250 MPa

to σuts = 348 MPa. The interface debonding fraction increases to 2ld/lc = 0.78 at tensile strength
σuts = 348 MPa.
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4. Discussion

In this section, the constitutive properties and damage-related parameters on tensile nonlinear
stress–strain curves of SiC/SiC mini-CMC are discussed.

4.1. Effect of Fiber Volume

Figure 8 shows the tensile nonlinear curves and the evolution of interface debonding fraction
for different fiber volumes. For low fiber volume Vf = 25%, the debonding fraction increases
from η (σd = 166 MPa) = 0 to η (σuts = 521 MPa) = 0.33, and the failure strain of the composite is
εf (σuts = 521 MPa) = 0.6%. For high fiber volume Vf = 30%, the debonding fraction increases from
η (σd = 204 MPa) = 0 to η (σuts = 626 MPa) = 0.32, and the failure strain of the composite is εf = 0.64%.
At high fiber volume, the debonding fraction at the same applied stress decreases, and the composite
strain at nonlinear Domain II decreases, and the composite tensile strength and failure strain increase.Materials 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9  of  12 
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4.2. Effect of Interface Properties

Figure 9 shows the tensile nonlinear curves and the evolution of the interface debonding fraction
for different interface shear stresses. For low interface shear stress τi = 20 MPa, the debonding fraction
increases from η (σd = 166 MPa) = 0 to η (σuts = 521 MPa) = 0.5, and the failure strain of the composite
is εf = 0.73%. For high interface shear stress τi = 40 MPa, the debonding fraction increases from
η (σd = 168 MPa) = 0 to η (σuts = 521 MPa) = 0.25; and the failure strain of the composite is εf = 0.25%.
At high interface shear stress, the debonding fraction at the same applied stress decreases, and the
composite strain at nonlinear Domain II decreases, and the composite failure strain decreases.
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Figure 10 shows the tensile nonlinear curves and the evolution of the interface debonding fraction
for different interface debonding energy. For low interface debonding energy ζd = 4 J/m2, the debonding
fraction increases from η (σd = 192 MPa) = 0 to η (σuts = 521 MPa) = 0.31, and the failure strain of the
composite is εf = 0.59%. For high interface debonding energy ζd = 6 J/m2, the debonding fraction
increases from η (σd = 234 MPa) = 0 to η (σuts = 521 MPa) = 0.57, and the failure strain of the composite is
εf = 0.57%. At high interface debonding energy, the interface debonding stress increases, the debonding
fraction at the same applied stress decreases, and the composite strain during nonlinear Domain II
decreases, and the failure strain of the composite decreases.Materials 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10  of  12 
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Figure 10. (a) Tensile nonlinear stress–strain curves; and, (b) the fraction of the interface debonding
versus applied stress curves of SiC/SiC mini-CMC for different interface debonding energy.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the tensile damage and fracture behavior of two different mini-CMCs are investigated.
Multiple microdamage mechanisms of matrix fragmentation, fibers failure and pullout are considered
in the analysis of tensile nonlinear curves. Experimental tensile nonlinear curves and internal damage
evolution of SiC/SiC and C/SiC mini-CMCs are predicted. The effects of material properties and
damage-related parameters on tensile damage and fracture at different domains are analyzed.

(1) Predicted tensile nonlinear curves and matrix fragmentation density evolution curves agree with
experimental data, and the matrix fragmentation approaches saturation before tensile fracture,
and the interface partial debonding remains till tensile fracture.

(2) Microdamage parameters of first matrix fragmentation stress, saturation matrix fragmentation
stress and density, composite tensile strength and failure strain are obtained from tensile
stress–strain curves and can be used to characterize tensile nonlinear behavior of mini-CMCs.

(3) At higher fiber volume, the debonding fraction at the same applied stress decreases, and the
composite strain at nonlinear Domain II decreases, and the composite tensile strength and failure
strain increase.

(4) At higher interface shear stress and interface debonding energy, the debonding fraction at the
same applied stress decreases, and the composite strain at nonlinear Domain II decreases, and the
failure strain of the composite decreases.
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Abstract: The paper assessed the feasibility of manufacturing glued structural elements made of pine
wood after grading it mechanically in a horizontal arrangement. It was assumed that the pine wood
was not free of defects and that the outer lamellas would also be visually inspected. This would result
in only rejecting items with large, rotten knots. Beams of the assumed grades GL32c, GL28c and
GL24c were made of the examined pine wood. Our study indicated that the expected modulus of
elasticity in bending was largely maintained by the designed beam models but that their strength
was connected with the quality of the respective lamellas, rather than with their modulus of elasticity.
On average, the bending strength of the beams was 44.6 MPa. The cause of their destruction was the
individual technical quality of a given item of timber, which was loosely related to its modulus of
elasticity, assessed in a bending test. Although the modulus of elasticity of the manufactured beam
types differed quite significantly (11.45–14.08 kN/mm2), the bending strength for all types was similar.
Significant differences occurred only during a more detailed analysis because lower classes were
characterized by a greater variation of the bending strength. In this case, beams with a strength of
24 MPa to 50 MPa appeared.

Keywords: beams; glued laminated timber; modulus of elasticity; pine wood; laboratory tests

1. Introduction

Developments in the construction industry and searching for ways to use conventional and
alternative structural materials have provided new materials: EWPs (Engineering Wood Products).
In the case of EWPs, the idea is to obtain a full-quality product from a material that was originally
not suitable for specific uses due to its size or insufficient quality [1,2]. Nowadays, Europe and the
world have seen developments in the technology of the manufacturing and application of glued
timber, mainly GLT (Glued Laminated Timber). This material fits very well with the EWP technology
trend. GLT has the typical features of solid timber: light weight, good strength, elasticity, durability,
easy processing and a unique feature, i.e., it is readily shaped into cross-sections. Its cross-section has a
layered structure, enabling the manufacturing of components with variable cross-sectional heights,
as needed [3–6].
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Wooden components are glued with binding agents that guarantee a high strength under static and
dynamic loads. Structural timber layers, especially those for making load-bearing structures, are nearly
always combined by means of resorcinol-phenol-formaldehyde (PRF) or melamine-urea-formaldehyde
(MUF) glues. Apart from these, polyurethane-based glue is becoming more and more popular. All these
adhesives should provide a high durability in variable environmental conditions [7–11].

Studies on the durability of straight and bent beams composed of wooden layers glued together
with synthetic resins indicate that such elements have comparable load-bearing capacities to those
made of solid timber. Moreover, the layered timber structure has resulted in an improved quality of
the material [3,12–21].

Recent research studies on glued laminated timber have focused, among other things, on materials
glued lengthwise and crosswise. Test results for high-grade solid timber and glued laminated timber,
even that obtained from lower-quality timber after grading, indicate that the latter has better strength
properties. This is mostly attributed to the distribution of defects and to the gluing process. For instance,
the studies focused on the shaping of cross-sections of items made out of thin timber that was comprised
of different grade materials with respect to their strength [22–30].

According to JCR (Journal Citation Reports), more than 700 scientific papers on glulam timber were
published in the last 20 years. They considered, among other things, the component’s reinforcement
methods by using glass or carbon fibers [31–34], the effect of different factors on the behavior of
steel-timber composites (STC) [35–37] and glulam-concrete beams [38–40].

As mentioned earlier, in the case of glued laminated timber, the cross-sections of the obtained
elements can be shaped as required. However, what is important is that the strength is also improved,
and it is generally higher than the combined elements. The coefficient of variation for the bending test
is also improved [41,42]. In the works of Tomasi [43] and Gonzales [37], a significant improvement
in the mechanical properties of glued laminated beams reinforced with steel rods was indicated.
However, they pointed out that the quality of the steel-wood joint was of significant importance in
these systems. The abovementioned authors draw attention to systems made of different lamella
qualities; however, there is the possibility of having the lamellas be joined in their width [44,45] or
having them made of different species [46,47]. The created systems result from certain fixed concepts,
as described in appropriate standard or the model described in the works of Fink [48], Foschi and
Barrett [49], or Hernandez et al. [50] may be the basis for their creation. Predicting the future quality of
the produced GLT elements is an overriding task for engineers who support this branch of the wood
industry because, in contrast to the mass production of wood-based panels with stabilized parameters,
testing the produced GLT is expensive and difficult.

The parameter of GLT which determines its suitability is, first of all, the strength of lamellas
with different parameters and properties, as defined in applicable normative documents, taking into
consideration the acceptable classes of glued timber [51–53]. The current strength classification system
(EN 338) [54] for structural timber enables the use of a single-strength class in the range of C16–C30
for beams of uniform structure and in combination with lower classes C16 and C18 in the case of a
nonuniform structure (EN 384) [55]. The class C is related to the static bending strength of manufactured
material. The strength of defect-free pine wood is usually in the range of 90–110 MPa. However,
because of its natural features, which from a technological perspective are often recognized as defects,
the mechanical properties deteriorate considerably. The strength characteristics of the majority of
timbers are often below 20 MPa, which results mostly from the occurrence of knots. They appear in
various sections with an interval of 40 to 60 cm. The timber properties are affected not only by the
number and size of the knots, but also by their soundness. Low-quality knots are usually cut, and the
obtained elements are combined with the use of finger joints. This technique is known and has been
constantly developed since the Second World War [56]. The knots are an important type of defect and
due to their dimensions affect in particular the pine wood (Figure 1a,b). For comparison, a spruce
timber is characterized by the presence of significantly smaller knots (Figure 1c). Thus, their removal
contributes to an improvement in both the technical quality and visual aspects of each piece of pine
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timber. However, it seems like, in the case of glued components, the occurrence of knots has a smaller
effect and the visual side is less important.
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Figure 1. The examples of knots from: (a,b) Scots pine and (c) Norway spruce.

Consequently, the aim of the presented work was to investigate the possibility of using pine timber
sorted solely on the basis of mechanical properties, with the exception of the outer layers. The outer
lamellas of the eight-layer beams were also assessed visually. During the assessments, the pieces of
timber having edge knots or large rotten knots were classified as unsuitable for the outer layers.

2. Materials and Methods

The research material was pine wood with the following dimensions: 137 mm wide × 39.50 mm
thick × 3485 mm long. The average density of the timber items was 571 kg/m3 (average moisture 8.98%).
The pine wood was obtained by sawing timber in the form of logs having round cross sections and
originating from the Forest Division Olesno (50◦52′30′′ N 18◦25′00′′ E). The obtained sawn timber was
dried to a moisture content of 10% ± 2%. After drying, the sawn timber was organized so as to obtain
a uniform thickness of all the lamellas. The preliminary assessment was performed in accordance with
EN 338. The detailed description of the modulus of elasticity assessments is included in the first part
of the research. Selected timber items were used for the preparation, in semi-industrial conditions,
of glued beams with a diameter of 137 mm × 300 mm, i.e., comprising eight layers. With the exception
of the outer layers, the choice of the lamellas for making the beams depended only on the determined
value of the modulus of elasticity. The outer layers, with the exception of the required value of the
modulus of elasticity, were required to have no edge knots. The raw material originating from that
region is characterized by a higher percentage of timber, whose physico-mechanical parameters enable
a considerable portion of it (45%) to be classified into higher classes than C24 (details will follow in the
next chapter). Therefore, it was assumed that the respective beam models would satisfy the conditions
for a modulus of elasticity set out for grades GL24c, GL28c and GL32c according to EN 14,080 [57].
The elastic properties of the beams layers were determined according to Bodig and Jayne [58], assuming
that the beam was symmetric and contained eight lamellas (1):

Ee f =
1
Jy

4∑

i=1

Ei
[
Jyi + Ai(di)

2
]

(1)

where:

Eef—effective/substitute modulus of elasticity, N/mm2,
Jy—area moment of inertia, mm4,
Ei—modulus of elasticity of layer, N/mm2,
Ai—cross-sectional area, mm2,
d—distance from the neutral axis, mm.

The adopted values of the modulus of elasticity for various types of beams are shown in Table 1.
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Just before being used for the preparation of glued beams, the timber items were further processed
via a plan to improve their surfaces before gluing them together. The effective thickness of individual
lamellas was 37.5 mm. The resulting surface was covered with an amount of glue of 220–250 g/m2.
Melamine-urea-formaldehyde resin (MUF 1247) and its dedicated hardener (2526), both from Akzo
Nobel (Amsterdam, Netherlands), were used as the binding agent. The mixture was prepared while
taking into account the conditions prevailing in the laboratory room. The hardener was used at 20 g
per each 100 g of resin, as recommended by Akzo Nobel for that resin. The glue was applied using a
roller coating machine. The beams were manufactured at a room temperature range between 20 ◦C and
24 ◦C. The press loading time was around 12–15 min. Four beams were pressed at the same time under
a pressure of 0.48 MPa for 20 h. Four beams were manufactured each day. Pressing was conducted
with the use of an industrial press equipped with hydraulic cylinders dedicated to the production of
glued, structural elements (FOST, Czersk, PL). After production, the beams were air-conditioned in the
laboratory for min. four weeks. The conditions in the laboratory were controlled: the temperature
was 21 ± 2 ◦C, and the air humidity was 55–65%. After the period of air conditioning, the beams
were assessed for their mechanical properties. Due to the weight of the beams, they were not planed.
Excess glue was manually removed immediately prior to testing the mechanical properties.

Table 1. Elastic properties of designed beams.

Beam Type Number of Samples
Emean Emin Emax Emean 1st layer Emean 4st layer MORdeclaration *

kN/mm2 N/mm2

GL24c 12 11.71 11.25 11.93 12.53/1.42 ** 8.48/1.88 24
GL28c 14 12.82 11.98 13.50 13.96/5.44 8.08/11.69 28
GL32c 22 14.84 14.13 16.52 16.45/8.64 8.58/11.06 32

* Modulus of rupture (MOR)—characteristic value according to EN 14,080 [47], ** CoV (coefficient of variation).

The resulting beams were evaluated for their 4-point bending strength, in accordance with the
diagram shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the appearance of the test stand. It was equipped with:
a hydraulic cylinder (50 Mg, Hi-Force, Daventry, UK), hydraulic pump (50 Mg, Hi-Force, Daventry,
UK), oil flow rate regulator (Hi-Force, Daventry, UK), force sensor (CL 16 tm 500 kN, ZEPWN, Marki,
PL) and deformation sensor (KTC-600-P, Variohm Eurosensor, Towcester, UK).
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In order to take into account the influence of the moisture content on the modulus of elasticity,
the obtained results were calculated in accordance with Bauschinger’s Equation (2):

E12 = EMC[1 + αMC·(MC− 12)] (2)

where:

E12—modulus of elasticity of wood for a moisture content of 12%, N/mm2,
EMC—modulus of elasticity of wood for a moisture content of 4% < w < 20%,
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αMC—coefficient of variation of the modulus of elasticity of wood after its moisture content changed
by 1%—assumed to be 0.02,
MC—absolute moisture content of wood, %.

The destructive test included the assessment of the point and cause of failure for each specific beam.
The results of the experimental measurements were analyzed using the STATISTICA 13.0 package

(Version 13.0, StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).
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Figure 3. Test stand for the evaluations of the bending strength and modulus of elasticity.

3. Results and Discussion

The mean values of the modulus of elasticity are shown in Table 2. The values shown therein
indicate that the prepared beams, with the exception of grade GL32c, exhibited a low variability of
the modulus of elasticity in bending. Moreover, the obtained values were close to or only slightly
higher than the assumed ones (negative value of δ). Since the moisture of the beams during the test
differed considerably from 12% (the average moisture for all the beams was 8.83%), the outcomes were
recalculated using Bauschinger’s Equation (2). With the exception of grade GL32c beams, the calculated
values of the modulus of elasticity were only slightly lower than the assumed ones. For GL32c,
the relative difference was 5.1%. Assuming that the values of the modulus of elasticity calculated for
12% MC are appropriate, it should be expected that the beams satisfy the assumptions in this regard.

Table 2. Elastic properties of the designed beams.

Beam
Type

Assumed Values Determined Values
δ *
(%)

Emean per 12%MC
(kN/mm2)

E5percentyl per 12%MC
(kN/mm2)EmeanZ

(kN/mm2)
CoV
(%)

EmeanP
(kN/mm2)

CoV
(%)

GL24c 11.71 1.81 12.79 6.42 −9.21 11.45 10.43
GL28c 12.82 3.83 13.63 6.84 −6.31 12.78 11.78
GL32c 14.84 4.00 14.94 14.1 −0.68 14.08 11.68

*—Relative change: δ = (EmeanZ − EmeanP)/EmeanZ × 100%.

It is assumed that the prepared beams should have a static bending strength that is not lower than
24 N/mm2, 28 N/mm2 and 32 N/mm2, respectively, for beam types GL24c, GL28c and GL32c. The lowest
strength for all the prepared beams was 29.97 N/mm2, and the highest was 55.38 N/mm2. However,
the static bending strength of the beams had a normal distribution (Figure 4), and, importantly,
its standard deviation was only 6.45 N/mm2 and its variation coefficient was 14.5%, even though
they were designed for different values of the modulus of elasticity. This means that the strength of
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the obtained beams was characterized by a low variability and was not strongly correlated with the
designed system.
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Figure 4. A histogram of the static bending strength for the glued beams made of mechanically
graded timber.

Hence, the static bending strength is not correlated with the grade of the designed beams.
The data in Figure 5 show that all the models are characterized by a similar strength of around

44.5 N/mm2, regardless of the assumed timber grade, whereas an analysis of the modulus of elasticity
shows the presence of two clearly different groups.
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Figure 5. A one-factor ANOVA for the system: glued beam’s grade—static bending strength; and beam’s
grade—modulus of elasticity. The letters denote uniform groups for Tukey’s test.

The values of strength obtained in the bending test were also recalculated with Bauschinger’s
formula, using a factor of α = 0.04 this time. The results obtained with that factor are shown in Figure 5.
The mean values calculated for all the beams were thus reduced from 44.5 N/mm2 to 38.6 N/mm2,
which is still rather high. However, the assignment to the specific grade GL is based on a 5-percentile
value of strength. For the represented number of samples, this value is the lowest or close to the lowest.

The values shown in Figure 6 indicate that the beams assigned to the groups GL32c and GL24c
satisfied the strength requirement, reaching the following values: 32.5 N/mm2 for grade GL32c beams
and 24.4 N/mm2 for grade GL24c beams. The batch of beams modeled to be assigned to grade GL28c
did not satisfy requirements and should have been assigned to grade GL24c, even though it had the
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highest mean value. What is important, in the case of that group, is that its assignment to the specific
grade was attributed to a value regarded as being a statistical extreme. Moreover, the second lowest
value of the static bending strength reached in that group was as high as 36.8 N/mm2. Without taking
into account the strength of the three beams with the lowest values, the 5-percentile value would be
32.5 N/mm2.
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Figure 6. Characteristic values of the static bending strength for the prepared beam (samples).
The numbers in blue denote the 5-percentile value.

It is hard to predict the exact point of failure and the potential strength in some cases. For Beam
41 (Figure 7a), the cause of destruction was found, as expected, in the second and third lamellas and
was due to the presence of large rotten knots in the pure bending zone. On the other hand, the beam
demonstrated a strength that was nearly twice as high as expected. In the second case, failure occurred
in the middle zone, for the lamellas 3/4/5 from the top, in a practically knotless zone, at a strength of
about 98 kN (Figure 7b).
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strength for the beams destroyed as a consequence of damage to the outer lamellas was 39.6 N/mm2, 
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Figure 7. Beam failure images: (a) GL24c—MOR(MOR12%)—48.5(43.4) N/mm2—the strongest in the
group, (b) GL28c—MOR(MOR12%)—30.4(25.8) N/mm2—the weakest in the group.

Obviously, the presence of knots is the main cause of the beams’ destruction. On the other hand,
nearly 60% of the beams failed because of damage of the outer lamellas, and some 34% failed because
of damage of the middle lamellas. For three beams, the exact starting point of destruction could not be
identified (Figure 8).

The type of destruction propagating from the beam’s middle zone was only dominant for grade
GL32c beams. In the other cases, more than 70% involved destruction in the outer layer. It would be
unjustified to reject the zero hypothesis that states that the strength of the prepared beams depends on
the starting point of the propagation of the destruction (Figure 9). The average static bending strength
for the beams destroyed as a consequence of damage to the outer lamellas was 39.6 N/mm2, and the
value was 37.3 N/mm2 for those where the destruction originated in the middle layer. A different
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situation was observed for the modulus of elasticity. In this case, the differences were statistically
significant and beams with a higher MOE value were destroyed mainly in the middle layer. This is
probably attributable to the fact that the beams with higher moduli of elasticity had higher-quality
outer lamellas and were capable of withstanding the arising stress, whereas lower-grade timber, though
located deeper, was exposed to critical/damaging stress.
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Figure 9. ANOVA of the assessment of the static bending strength and modulus of elasticity relative to
the point of destruction (Letters mark uniform groups determined with the Tukey HSD test).

In order to determine the effect of the relation between the supports’ spacing (l) and the height of
the manufactured beams (h), a model system with the cross-sections’ dimensions of 138 × 300 mm and
a strength of 32 MPa was adopted. The Jy value for the adopted system was 31,050 cm4. According
to EN 408 [59], the l/h relation should be 18 ± 3; however, in the conducted research, the beams
were characterized by a relation of 13.3. The shear forces diagrams and bending moments diagrams
of the beams, with a support spacing of 18 × h = 5400 mm (in compliance with the standard) and
with a support spacing of 3390 mm for experimental beams, are presented in Figure 10. Moreover,
the significant physical quantities’ characteristics for the bend test are included in Table 3.

On the basis of the results presented in Figure 10 and Table 3, it can be concluded that the
significant reduction in the beams’ length in comparison with the regulations of EN 408 [59] showed an
increase in the shear stresses by 60%. The considerable increase in the shear force value can lead to the
beams’ destruction in the inner zone, more precisely in the inner lamellas. The assumed timber length
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(and consequently also the beam length) derived from the most efficient breakdown of the 14-m long
logs into 3.5-m long sections. This type of division ensured less material wastes and made it easier
to move the research materials; however, this length can influence the obtained results. The average
shear strength of pine wood is around 10 N/mm2 (it ranges between 6 and 14 N/mm2). However,
our observations show that this did not have a significant impact on the obtained research results.
Most of the beams were destroyed between the pressures. In exceptional cases, the beams were
damaged outside the pressures, but mainly in the tension zone.
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Figure 10. Shear forces diagrams and bending moments diagrams for (a) beams consistent with the
dimensional requirements of EN 408 and (b) experimental beams used in the conducted research.

Table 3. Physical quantities for the bend test—No. 1 and 2: theoretical beams, No. 3: a beam with the
maximum strength obtained during the tests.

No. Type of Beam
(mm)

Class of MOR
(N/mm2)

F
(N)

V
(kN)

M
(kN·m)

τxz
(N/mm2)

1 18 × h = 5400 32 73,600 36.8 66.2 1.3
2 11.3 × h = 3390 32 117,240 58.6 66.2 2.1
3 11.3 × h = 3390 48.6 154,770 77.4 66.2 2.8

For solid structures or homogeneous glued laminated timber, the stress distribution will be linear
over the entire height of the section (GL32h—Table 4). Composite beams are constructed from more
than one type of material so as to increase stiffness or strength (or to reduce cost). In the analyzed
case (e.g., GL32c—Table 4), the layers are glued together. Therefore, it should be assumed that the
deformations at the interface of the layers are the same. In the elastic range at the height of each layer,
the stress distribution will be linear. However, due to the variable E modulus for each layer, we observe
stress jumps at the layers’ borders.

It appears that stress jumps at the layers’ borders, although not large, may contribute to the
destruction of the beams in the deeper lamellas. Deeper lamellas were clearly damaged where there
were wood defects. In the case of very high-quality external lamellas, the second and third layers were
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responsible for the quality of the beam. It should be remembered that the lamellas of these layers were
only assessed in terms of the linear elasticity modulus.

Table 4. Modules of elasticity of individual layers for beams of the Gl32h (homogeneous) and GL32c
(combined) type and their stress diagrams.

Beams
GL32h GL32c

E
(N/mm2)

σx (N/mm2) E *
(N/mm2)

σx (N/mm2)
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*—laboratory beam GL32c. 

It appears that stress jumps at the layers’ borders, although not large, may contribute to the 
destruction of the beams in the deeper lamellas. Deeper lamellas were clearly damaged where there 
were wood defects. In the case of very high-quality external lamellas, the second and third layers 
were responsible for the quality of the beam. It should be remembered that the lamellas of these layers 
were only assessed in terms of the linear elasticity modulus. 

4. Conclusions 

For eight-layered beams made of grade GL24c, GL28c and GL32c timber, the modulus of 
elasticity was only slightly different from its assumed values, and the obtained beams satisfied the 
requirements of the standard EN-14080 [57] in this regard. 

The static bending strength obtained from the 4-point bending test was not related to the class 
of the designed beam models. Regardless of the assumed class, the average beam strength was above 
36.6 N/mm2. 

We adopted a procedure for preparing timber before making glued components, which 
provided the designed systems with satisfactory modulus of elasticity values and a static bending 
strength that was essentially higher than its assumed value. However, the scope of the study needs 
to be extended to include beams with other cross-sections so that the objective of this research work 
can be fully met. Nonetheless, at this point in our research, it seems that the visual grading of timber 
can be limited to only the timber items that are intended for use as outer layers. 
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4. Conclusions

For eight-layered beams made of grade GL24c, GL28c and GL32c timber, the modulus of elasticity
was only slightly different from its assumed values, and the obtained beams satisfied the requirements
of the standard EN-14080 [57] in this regard.

The static bending strength obtained from the 4-point bending test was not related to the class of
the designed beam models. Regardless of the assumed class, the average beam strength was above
36.6 N/mm2.

We adopted a procedure for preparing timber before making glued components, which provided
the designed systems with satisfactory modulus of elasticity values and a static bending strength that
was essentially higher than its assumed value. However, the scope of the study needs to be extended
to include beams with other cross-sections so that the objective of this research work can be fully met.
Nonetheless, at this point in our research, it seems that the visual grading of timber can be limited to
only the timber items that are intended for use as outer layers.
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Abstract: The study assessed the quality of pine lumber by marking the modulus of elasticity in
the horizontal system. The research material was a plank with the following dimensions: 137 mm
wide × 39.50 mm thick × 3485 mm long. The pine wood was obtained by sawing timber in the form
of logs with round cross sections and originating from the Forest Division Olesno (50◦52′30′′ N,
18◦25′00′′ E). Each long log was sawn to provide four logs of about 3.5 m, which were marked as
butt-end logs (O), middle logs (S)—2 items, and top logs (W). The origin of the logs from the trunk
(Pinus sylvestris L.) has a significant impact on the physical and mechanical properties of the wood
from which they are made. Only butt-end logs (log type O) allows for the production of high-quality
timber elements. The pine timber that was evaluated in this paper had a high density of about
570 kg/m3 and a high percentage of timber items were assigned to class C24 and higher (above 50%).
The adopted horizontal model of evaluation of the modulus of elasticity gave similar results to those
obtained in an evaluation according to the EN-408.

Keywords: modulus of elasticity; pine wood; wood defects; knots; laboratory tests

1. Introduction

To improve the applicability of timber in the construction industry, manufacturers are required to
provide components with as low a number of defects as possible. Such components are made both as
solid and glued semi-products [1–3]. It is the top priority to obtain dimensionally stable components
with very good mechanical properties from readily available pine wood (Pinus sylvestris L.) originating
from Polish forests [4–10]. Glued laminated timber has typical features of a solid timber: light weight,
good strength, elasticity, durability, easy processing, and a unique feature (i.e., is readily shaped
cross-sections). Its cross-section has a layered structure, enabling the manufacturing of components
with variable cross-sectional height as needed [11–14].

The complete and practical application of pine wood for the manufacturing of glued components
requires timber strength grading [2,15–19]. The procedure is based on the fundamental knowledge of
the structure of wood and the defects it may have [20–24]. The preferred timber grading techniques
are based on the use of machines in accordance with EN 338, EN 408, and EN 14081-1 [25–27]. If the
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machines are unavailable, visually graded timber is used. In Poland, the method is based on the Polish
Standard PN-D-94021-10P [28].

The wood of the pine tree is valued for its high availability, good strength characteristics, and high
productivity of each long log, which is due to the specific anatomical characteristics of this species.
As previous studies have shown, not only the geographical region, but also the location of the log in a
given tree zone influences the quality of the sawn timber harvested. It was shown that the middle and
butt logs had a lower number of defects. Moreover, the proportion of raw material without defects
increases as the distance from the core increases. The occurrence of a large number of knots in the
Polish raw material is considered a negative quality characteristic. It is known that the number and
intensity of defects affects the static bending strength of lumber.

The most frequently determined strength parameter of materials is the modulus of elasticity in
static bending. The parameter is a basis for the comparison of the technical value of timber: the higher
the modulus, the better the technological quality of structural materials. As the structure of the wood
is anisotropic, and to ensure some flaws can be masked, the value of the modulus of elasticity does not
always translate directly into proportional bending strength. This problem makes it necessary to check
properties, identified in non-destructive testing, with real strength. Since the evaluation of strength
requires the destruction of the tested material, it is more advantageous to determine the relationship
between the modulus and the strength of the laboratory test [2,14,17].

The numerous advantages of glued laminated timber enable its use in practically every type
of building regardless of its intended application. This assumption is the basis for undertaking
the quality testing of glued semi-products and components, taking into consideration their use for
construction purposes.

Assessing the impact of the quality of the various classes of timber originating from Polish forests
to be used as sawn timber or glued components may provide valuable information to wood technology
specialists in Poland, contributing to developments in the production of wood for construction
applications in the form GLT (glued laminated timber).

The aim of the study was to assess the quality of pine timber in a horizontal bending test. Pieces of
timber intended for testing were obtained by sawing logs from model trees from a 125-year-old stand.

2. Materials and Methods

The research material was pine wood with the following dimensions: 137 mm wide × 39.50 mm
thick × 3485 mm long. The pine wood was obtained by sawing timber in the form of logs with round
cross sections and originating from the Forest Division Olesno (50◦52′30”N, 18◦25′00”E). The age of
the tree stand was about 125 years, and the average tree height was 25 m. Butt-end long logs of about
14 m were obtained from every timber item. Each long log was sawn to provide four logs of about
3.5 m, which were marked as butt-end logs (O), middle logs (S)—2 items, and top logs (W). Each log
was processed to obtain a flitch from which the main timber intended for manufacturing structural
beams was obtained. Each timber item was measured to determine its linear dimensions, density,
and modulus of elasticity (MOE). MOE was found by determining the deflection for a given load in
accordance with the diagram shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the appearance of the test stand.
The assumed preliminary load was 134.9 N (13.75 kg). At that value, the deformation sensor was
reset before increasing the load to 517.5 N (52.75 kg). The timber was deflected eight times, but the
deflection values were recorded for the final five measurements only.

The modulus of elasticity (MOE) of lumber is calculated from Equation (1):

MOE =
F× a× l2

8× f× J
(1)

where F is the force, N; a is the distance from the applied force to the support, mm; l is the length
of the deflection measuring section, mm; f is the level of deformation, mm; and J is the moment of
inertia, mm4.
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Figure 2. Lumber test stand (Grzegorz Zmyślony).

SYLVAC callipers with a measurement accuracy of 0.01 mm were used to determine the sawn
timber section (thickness and width). To determine the length, a linear gauge with 1 mm graduation
was used. Weight was evaluated using the Radwag tensometer scale. Moreover, the moisture content
of each piece was determined using a Tanel HIT-1 hammer moisture meter.

Since the moisture of the timber during the test differed considerably from 12% (between 10.2%
and 13.5%), the outcomes were recalculated using Bauschinger’s Equation (2):

E12 = EMC[1 + αMC × (MC− 12)] (2)

where E12 is the modulus of elasticity of wood for a moisture content of 12%, N/mm2; EMC is the
modulus of elasticity of wood for a moisture content of 4% < w < 20%; αMC is the coefficient of variation
of the modulus of elasticity of wood after its moisture content changed by 1%, which is assumed to be
0.02; and MC is the absolute moisture content of wood, %.

The assessment covered 486 timber items (samples). Each piece was given an individual number
so that it was easy to prepare the lumber sets for the production of beams.

The results of the experimental measurements were analyzed using the STATISTICA 13.0 package
(Version 13.0, StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA). The obtained results were evaluated using ANOVA
(analysis of variance) variance analysis, whereas Tukey’s test was most frequently used to determine
homogeneous groups.

3. Results and Discussion

In the evaluation of structural timber, density is one of the crucial or most important parameters
of interest. Average density of the timber items was 571 kg/m3 (average moisture 8.98%). The items
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obtained from the top and middle logs were characterized by similar densities. For those from the
butt-end logs, the density was much higher (50 kg/m3) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Density of analyzed timber (W—top logs, S—middle logs, O—butt-end logs. The letters
denote uniform groups, as determined by Tukey’s HSD (honest significant difference) test).

The tested timber did not follow a normal density distribution (Figure 4). Its density distribution
was characterized by a skewness of 0.343 and kurtosis of 0.361. Hence, the timber’s density distribution
had a positive skew, which means that the most of analyzed timber items were characterized by
densities below 600 kg/m3. This was confirmed by previous observations and data concerning the
number of items originating from the various locations along the tree length. It should be noted that
the number of butt-end logs was half that of the middle logs.
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Figure 4. Density distribution for the timber.

When analyzing density in accordance with EN 338 as an indicator of the strength class of
coniferous timber, classes C24, C27, and C30 would comprise only one timber item each, C45 with nine
items and C50 the remaining ones. This means that for this batch of timber, its strength is determined
mainly by its modulus of elasticity. Statistically, significant differences between the moduli of elasticity
were observed for timber items located in different sections along the tree length. The highest moduli
were observed for the butt-end logs and the lowest or the top logs. In the first case, the mean value of
the modulus of elasticity was 12.4 kN/mm2 and in the second was 9.10 kN/mm2. The middle-section
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timber items were characterized by an average modulus of elasticity of 11.3 kN/mm2 (Figure 5).
Timber from the top section represented classes below C20, timber from the middle section classes
C24–C27, and the butt-end timber represents classes above C30. What is important, even though
the adopted model of assessing the modulus of elasticity is very different from the assumptions of
EN-408, it does provide values close to those stated in that standard [29]. A study has shown that
the average modulus of elasticity of timber from the region of interest was 11,915 N/mm2 for a SD
(standard deviation) = 2440 N/mm2, whereas in the test sample of timber, the average modulus was
around 11,556 N/mm2 for a SD of 2554 N/mm2. This indicates that the adopted method of evaluation
of the modulus of elasticity in this case provided convergent results for the modulus of elasticity.
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S—middle logs, O—butt-end logs. The letters denote uniform groups, as determined by Tukey’s
HSD test).

A more detailed analysis of the distribution of MOE values for the timber items of interest is
illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Timber strength classes by location. Legend: W—top logs, S—middle logs, O—butt-end logs.

The broadest range was represented by the timber obtained by sawing the mid-section logs, which
comprised both items classified as class C50 and classes below C14. The butt-end log timber, even
though its modulus of elasticity was very high, comprised items of high average strength classes
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ranging from C14 to C50. The top log timber was represented both by unclassified items and those
graded between C14 and C35.

Figure 7 shows the number of items representing the respective classes of timber strength and the
cumulative percentage of the number of unclassified timber items relative to class C50.
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C24 is the timber class that is essentially used for roof truss systems and other load-bearing
components. This class was represented by a rather low number of items, merely 5.7% of the analyzed
timber items. On the other hand, there were only 48.6% of timber items below class C24. The region
thus provides timber with exceptionally high mechanical strength, especially with regard to the
parameter of interest, modulus of elasticity, which is loosely correlated with bending strength. Since the
importance of the quality of timber, in this case, its modulus of elasticity, increases with a squared
distance between the timber item’s axis and the beam’s neutral axis, then the higher the beam, the lower
the grade of the timber that may be positioned nearer the neutral axis. This means that the higher
the beam, the higher number of low grades of timber can be compensated with good grade timber
positioned nearer the outer beams. Therefore, the authors chose to prepare such technical models of
beams as could be obtained from the available timber.

4. Conclusions

The origin of the logs from the trunk (Pinus sylvestris L.) has a significant impact on the physical
and mechanical properties of the wood from which they are made. Only butt-end logs (log type O)
allows for the production of high-quality timber elements.

The pine timber from Pinus sylvestris L., which was evaluated in this paper, had a high density of
about 570 kg/m3 and a high percentage of timber items assigned to class C24 and higher (above 50%),
as found in the 4-point bending test to assess its modulus of elasticity.

We used the horizontal model of evaluation of the modulus of elasticity of which the results,
for the batch of interest, were similar to those obtained in an evaluation according to EN-408 [25,28].
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Abstract: This work is focused on the investigation of the structural behavior of a composite floor
beam, located in the cargo zone of a civil aircraft, subjected to cyclical low-frequency compressive
loads with different amplitudes. In the first stage, the numerical models able to correctly simulate
the investigated phenomenon have been defined. Different analyses have been performed, aimed
to an exhaustive evaluation of the structural behavior of the test article. In particular, implicit and
explicit analyses have been considered to preliminary assess the capabilities of the numerical model.
Then, explicit non-linear analyses under time-dependent loads have been considered, to predict
the behavior of the composite structure under cyclic loading conditions. According to the present
investigation, low-frequency cyclic loads with peak values lower than the static buckling load value
are not capable of triggering significant instability.

Keywords: dynamic pulse buckling; composite stanchion; FE analysis; nonlinear analysis; crashworthiness

1. Introduction

Buckling is an instability phenomenon typical of “thin” structures (characterized by at least one
very small dimension compared to the others). Usually, buckling has been considered a purely static
phenomenon. The classic example is that of the Euler beam in which a beam stuck at one end is loaded
from the tip to the other, with a compressive load lower than the limit of elasticity of the material.
Theoretically, if the force is perfectly centered and the beam is free of imperfections, the latter would
remain in equilibrium under the action of any load. In order for the instability to occur, it is mandatory
to destabilize the beam by means of an external action, immediately removed. After the perturbation,
three cases can occur, depending on the applied load: The beam returns to the initial equilibrium
configuration (stable equilibrium); the beam moves to a new equilibrium condition different from the
initial one (indifferent equilibrium); the beam moves away indefinitely from the initial equilibrium
configuration (unstable equilibrium). The so-called buckling load is the lowest of the loads for which
equilibrium is indifferent. However, buckling can also be caused by loads that vary over time [1–3].
The application of a time-dependent axial load to a beam, which then induces lateral vibrations and
can eventually lead to instability, is something that has been investigated by many authors [4–10].

Generally, dynamic buckling depends on prescribed dynamic loads, and is distinguished between
buckling from oscillatory loads and buckling from transient loads, so two forms of dynamic buckling
are classified: Vibration and pulse buckling.
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Vibration buckling is characterized by oscillating loads producing amplification of the vibrations
up to unacceptable values, and, in the absence of damping or nonlinear effects, a phenomenon similar
to vibration resonance is predicted. In the vibration buckling, the force producing the instability is
considered as a parameter multiplying the displacement, while in the vibration resonance, the load
exciting the motion is evaluated as an applied force.

In pulse buckling, the presence of applied transient loads generates much larger and unacceptable
amplitudes than the static buckling load of the bar as a result of the plastic response or large-deformation
post-buckled state. The pulse buckling is characterized by buckling increasing rather than oscillating,
and the modes produce wavelengths larger than the Euler wavelength for a given load.

The dynamic buckling of the column in an aircraft landing stanchion is a great deal and, in this
work, the structural behavior of a composite floor beam subjected to low-frequency cyclic load conditions
has been investigated. Indeed, the structural limits of beam-like structures is driven by their stability,
rather than by their strength. The loss of stability induced by static loads is a well-known phenomenon,
extensively investigated [11]. However, the loads that actually act on the structures are characterized
by dynamic behavior, which can result in dynamic instability [12–15]. For these reasons, more detailed
studies on the dynamic buckling phenomenon became mandatory in order to accurately predict the
structural limits of the components subjected to realistic loads [16].

Dynamic buckling has a relatively recent history. One of the first research studies on dynamic
buckling can be found in [17], where a theoretical solution considering a simply supported rectangular
plate subjected to varying floor loads over time has been developed. In [18], a criterion that relates
dynamic buckling to the duration of the load has been introduced. The effects of high-intensity and
short-duration loads have been studied in [19]. According to the investigation, long-lasting critical
dynamic buckling loads may be of less intensity than the corresponding static buckling loads.

In [20], a numerical and experimental investigation was performed on composite laminated shells
by correlating their natural vibration frequencies and mode shapes with the buckling loads and modes.
Moreover, parametric studies on the dynamic instability of carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP)
cylindrical shells were introduced in [21]. Different parameters were considered, such as the shape and
the duration of pulse loading, and the initial geometric imperfection of the structure. According to the
study, the dynamic load factor (DLF), defined as the ratio between the dynamic and the static buckling
loads, is higher than that if short-pulse-duration loadings are used. Then, as the pulse duration increases,
the DLF decreases, being lower than that in the vicinity of the natural frequency of the structure.

Other works have focused on the investigation of dynamic buckling on damaged composite
structures. In [22], the nonlinear dynamic pulse buckling of a plate with embedded delamination was
numerically investigated, and the DLF was computed. Different types of pulse loadings (sinusoidal,
exponential, and rectangular) and different delamination sizes and depths were considered. Moreover,
in [23], the dynamic instability of damaged composite components was studied, and the effects of
the damage and its position were assessed. The damage was numerically simulated by reducing the
stiffness of the components.

Different studies on the dynamic buckling induced by impact loading can be found in the literature [24–26].
In [27], the dynamic buckling of an elastic cylindrical shell subjected to axial impact was presented,
and the influence of the boundary condition on the critical velocity of the impactor was assessed.
In [28], the dynamic pulse buckling of composite laminated beams subjected to impact in the axial
direction was investigated. In particular, the influence of different beams parameters (transverse and
axial inertias, shear deformation, cross-section’s rotational inertia, and axial shortening) on the beams’
pulse buckling response was assessed.

Interesting insight on the dynamic instability can be found in [29]. A very detailed study was
presented by the authors, which categorized the phenomenon according to the nature of the external
load, whose direction can vary depending on the deformation of the structure, classifying the dynamic
buckling problems as flutter or pulse buckling.
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In this work, detailed numerical analyses have been presented, aimed to investigate the dynamic
buckling response of the composite stanchion, in the finite element code Abaqus environment (release
2019, Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp: Providence, Rhode Island, RI, SUA). Preliminary finite element
models have been presented and compared, considering different in-plane and through-the-thickness
element dimensions, different element types, and different material formulations, in order to find the
model that more faithfully reproduces the investigated phenomenon. The latter has been used for the
subsequent numerical investigation: The static stability limit of the composite stanchion (identified
by its static critical buckling load) has been found; then, three different low-frequency cyclic load
conditions have been considered (below, close, and above the static critical buckling load). In Section 2,
the test cases are described, while in Section 3, the numerical analyses are introduced, including
preliminary analyses aimed to determine the most suitable numerical model able to describe the
dynamic phenomenon, and the results are critically discussed.

2. Test Case Description

The investigated test case, which has been previously validated in [30–32], is representative of the
stanchion of the cargo floor of a regional aircraft of general aviation [33]. Images of the stanchions and
their location in a typical fuselage section are reported in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Location of the stanchion in a typical fuselage section.

Two different test articles, with different geometrical characteristics, have been considered.
In particular, Test Article 1 is 380 mm long, while the length of Test Article 2 is 315 mm. More details
on the test cases’ geometry and boundary conditions can be found in Figure 2. According to Figure 2,
both sides of the specimens have been potted. A compressive displacement has been applied on one
side, while the opposite side has been fixed.

The stanchion material is a composite made of carbon fibers and epoxy matrix at high polymerization
temperature. The mechanical properties of the composite lamina are reported in Table 1, where ρ is the
nominal density, th is the lamina thickness, E is Young’s modulus, G is the shear modulus, υ is Poisson’s
ratio, Xt and Xc are respectively the longitudinal tensile and compressive strengths, Yt and Yc are
respectively the transversal tensile and compressive strengths, and Sc is the shear strength. The stacking
sequence of the laminate is [45; −45; 90; −45; 45; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 45; −45; 90; −45; 45].

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the lamina.

ρ

[g/cm3]
th

[mm]
E11

[MPa]
E22

[MPa]
G12

[MPa]
G13

[MPa]
G23

[MPa]
ν12
[-]

Xt
[MPa]

Xc
[MPa]

Yt
[MPa]

Yc
[MPa]

Sc
[MPa]

1.6 0.186 135,000 8430 4160 4160 3328 0.26 2257 800 75 171 85
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mesh Convergence Analysis

A preliminary mesh convergence analysis has been carried out to determine the best compromise
between computational costs and accuracy of the results in terms of predicted stiffness. Hence, different
static linear analyses have been performed, varying the in-plane and through-the-thickness element
sizes. In particular, three different mesh element sizes were considered: Coarser (8 mm), intermediate
(4 mm), and finer (2 mm). Moreover, for each in-plane element size, three through-the-thickness mesh
configurations have been investigated, resulting in the nine mesh configurations that have been analyzed
and compared to each other. In particular, Figures 3–5 report the model configuration considering,
respectively, one, three, and five elements through the thickness. Eight-node Abaqus Continuum shell
elements SC8R [34], with 3 degrees of freedom (DoF) per node and a reduced integration scheme, have
been used to discretize the model.

The different composite layups, which depend on the number of elements in the thickness direction,
are shown in Figure 6.

A linear static compression test has been performed on the configurations, to compare the results
in terms of stiffness and computational time (16-core Intel Xeon E5-2687W 3.10 GHz processor, 64 GB
RAM). The results are summarized in Table 2.

According to the results reported in Table 2, the configuration 3B represents the best compromise
between accuracy of the results and computational time. Hence, this model will be used in all the
subsequent analyses.
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Table 2. Mesh convergence analysis results.

Number of Elements in
the Thickness Element Size Model Name Number of

Elements (Total)
Stiffness
[kN/mm]

Computational
Time

1
8 mm Mesh 1A 1056 56.220 10 s
4 mm Mesh 1B 3572 56.317 15 s
2 mm Mesh 1C 12,920 56.340 21 s

3
8 mm Mesh 3A 3168 56.215 13 s
4 mm Mesh 3B 10,716 56.305 18 s
2 mm Mesh 3C 38,760 56.327 33 s

5
8 mm Mesh 5A 5280 56.097 16 s
4 mm Mesh 5B 17,860 56.180 21 s
2 mm Mesh 5C 64,600 56.192 52 s

3.2. Validation of the Numerical Model

The selected numerical model has been validated by comparison with experimental test campaign
results, in terms of stiffness and failure. In particular, two experimental tests have been performed:

• Experimental Test T1: Compressive test aimed to determine the stiffness of the structure;
• Experimental Test T2: Compressive test up to the total failure.

In Figure 7 and Table 3, it is possible to appreciate the good agreement between the numerical
predicted solutions and the results of the experimental campaign tests in terms of stiffness and failure
load. Moreover, the failure mode of the test article, computed by using the Hashin’s failure criteria, has
also been predicted with a high level of accuracy, as highlighted in Figure 8. No buckling phenomena
occur up to the failure load both experimentally and numerically.
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Table 3. Numerical-experimental comparisons: Stiffness and failure load.

Stiffness Failure Load

Experimental 54.8 kN/mm 103.7 kN
Numerical 56.3 kN/mm 106.0 kN
Error 2.6% 2.2%

3.3. Dynamic Buckling Analysis

Once the numerical model has been validated, explicit numerical analyses [35,36] have been
performed on Test Case 2 to investigate the arising of the dynamic buckling phenomenon. However, as a
preliminary step, compressive tests have been performed on Test Case 2 by using implicit and explicit
formulations, and the results have been compared in order to assess the robustness of the numerical
model and the influence of the solver’s scheme. Experimental data are available only for quasi-static
loading conditions and, therefore, for implicit solutions. As the numerical investigations presented in
the next sections have been performed with an explicit solver, the implicit-explicit comparison aims
to investigate the possible influence of the solution scheme on the results. In the explicit analysis,
the load is applied by a smoothed step in order to minimize the inertial effect (related to dynamic
simulation). Thus, no significant differences are expected; anyway, in order to highlight this aspect,
the implicit–explicit comparison is presented, to demonstrate that differences in structural response,
in the explicit model, are related only to different loading conditions and cannot be addressed to the
adopted solution scheme. Both models were discretized by means of continuum shell elements (SC8R).
All explicit analyses have been performed setting a structural damping equal to 2%. Good agreement
has been found between the solutions of both formulations, as confirmed by the load–strain chart in
Figure 9, the element failures in Figure 10, and the failure displacements and loads in Table 4.

According to Figures 9 and 10, no relevant differences between the implicit and explicit solution
can be found. The slight deviation in the failure path is related to small differences in the load
distribution, due to the difference in the calculation of nodal displacements and forces between the two
solution schemes. Indeed, the results must not be focused on the number of failed elements (Figure 10)
but, instead, on the global behavior, which is reported in the graph of Figure 9. The buckling load
of the structure is very close to the failure load, so no post-buckling regime is expected. The slight
deviation between the two curves (at about 3.0 × 10−3 strain) is related to the damage propagation, not
to the post-buckling regime. In the explicit analysis, the elements reach the total failure state faster
with respect to the implicit one, leading to an earlier and smaller loss in stiffness.

Table 4. Implicit–explicit formulation comparisons: Failure displacement and failure load.

Failure Displacement Failure Load

Implicit 1.59 mm 107.3 kN
Explicit 1.60 mm 104.0 kN
Error 0.06% 3.1%
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Figure 10. Implicit–explicit formulation comparisons: Failures.

In the dynamic explicit analyses, a rigid plate has been used to apply the time-dependent load
onto the structure as a controlled displacement, as shown in Figure 11, which reports the control points
where the outputs have been monitored as well. Seventy-two control points have been used to evaluate
the occurrence of the buckling phenomena; they are placed along the entire stanchion and in a different
section location in the back-to-back configuration.Materials 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 22 
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Figure 11. Explicit analysis: Rigid plate and control points.

Furthermore, several numerical element formulations have been investigated, to assess the capability of
different numerical formulations to simulate the dynamic phenomenon. Hence, alongside the aforementioned
continuum shell (SC8R) element discretization with three elements in the thickness direction (Model 3B),
the following models, summarized in Table 5, have been introduced:

• Model S: This model has been discretized by using four-node linear shell (S4) elements [34].
The same in-plane element size of Model 3B has been considered; however, obviously, no division
in the thickness direction has been employed. The equivalent properties of the entire laminate,
reported in Table 6, have been used for each element.

• Model 1R: This model has been discretized by using eight-node linear solid elements with a
reduced integration scheme (C3D8R) [34]. The same in-plane mesh discretization used for Model
3B and Model S has been considered. One element has been placed in the thickness direction,
in order to avoid the use of the layered option. The equivalent mechanical properties of the entire
laminate (Table 6) have been assigned to the elements.
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• Model 3R: This model is similar to model 1R but differs from the latter as three elements in the thickness
direction have been considered. Hence, the properties of the equivalent five-plies sublaminates
corresponding to those shown in Figure 6 (Table 7) have been properly assigned to each element.

Table 5. Investigated element formulations.

Model Name Element Type # of Elements in the Thickness Laminate Type

Model 3B Continuum Shell (SC8R) 3 Composite Layup
Model S Shell (S4) 1 Composite Layup
Model 1R 3D Stress (C3D8R) 1 Equivalent Laminate
Model 3R 3D Stress (C3D8R) 3 Equivalent Laminate

Table 6. Equivalent laminate mechanical properties.

th [mm] E11 [MPa] E22 [MPa] E33 [MPa] G12 [MPa] G13 [MPa] G23 [MPa] ν12 [-]

2.79 60,267 37,845 8430 20,559 20,559 3328 0.43

Table 7. Equivalent sublaminate mechanical properties.

Stacking Sequence th
[mm]

E11
[MPa]

E22
[MPa]

E33
[MPa]

G12
[MPa]

G13
[MPa]

G23
[MPa]

ν12
[-]

ν13
[-]

ν23
[-]

[0]5 0.93 135,000 8430 8430 4160 4160 3328 0.26 0.3 0.3
[−45, 45, 90, 45, −45] 0.93 22,674 39,437 8430 28,759 28,759 3328 0.44 0.3 0.3

The numerical models have been subjected to a triangular load with a maximum compressive
amplitude equal to 0.75 mm (smaller than critical displacement estimated by numerical analysis, which
is about 1.53 mm), shown in Figure 12. Then, the numerical models have been compared in terms of
the free side displacements and fixed side reactions reported in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Input triangular displacement.
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Figure 13. Free side displacement and fixed side reaction comparisons.
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The results reported in Figure 13 demonstrated that the most suitable numerical model able to
simulate a dynamic compressive analysis is model 3R, which has been selected in the subsequent
analyses. Indeed, in model 3B, the displacement of the specimen is equal to the compressive
displacement imposed on the plate only in the initial stage of the load cycle, up to t = 0.25 s. Then,
the displacements start to differ from each other. This phenomenon is even more clear starting from
t = 0.5 s. Moreover, the specimen discretized by model 3B is not able to completely be unloaded after
0.2 s, according to the results of the fixed side reaction. Model S experienced convergence issues,
as highlighted by the results in terms of fixed side reactions, which are very irregular. Model 1R
experiences issues in terms of free side displacement very similar to those encountered by Model 3B.
Moreover, Model 1R is strongly affected by hourglass, as highlighted by fixed side reactions.

Sinusoidal cyclic displacements have then been applied on model 3R. According to preliminary
eigenvalue buckling analyses, not reported here for the sake of brevity, the critical Test Case 2 displacement
is 1.53 mm. Hence, three input displacements, characterized by a sinusoidal shape with a 10 Hz frequency,
have been considered:

• Applied displacement = 1.0 mm (below the critical displacement);
• Applied displacement = 1.53 mm (equal to the critical displacement);
• Applied displacement = 2.0 mm (above the critical displacement).

Figures 14–16 report the displacements, the reactions, and the energies, as a function of time, for each
load case.
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Figure 14. Displacement, reaction, and energies as a function of time: 1.0 mm applied displacement.
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Figure 15. Displacement, reaction, and energies as a function of time: 1.53 mm applied displacement.

More detailed information on the dynamic behavior of the investigated test case can be obtained
from Figure 17, which compares the stiffness corresponding to each load amplitude.

According to Figure 17, the stiffness of the model loaded by a maximum displacement equal
to 1 mm is almost constant, meaning that no buckling occurs. The stiffness of the specimen loaded
with a maximum amplitude equal to 1.53 mm (static buckling load) experiences a clear variation in
correspondence to the maximum compression. However, this variation is almost instantaneous; hence,
it cannot be considered representative of the buckling phenomenon. These considerations cannot be
drawn for the 2 mm applied displacement. Indeed, in this last load case, the stiffness variation is more
pronounced and lasts longer in time. Considering the provided results, it is quite clear that the applied
load velocity (about 2 ×maximum displacement × frequency) is too small to generate any resonance
issue, which could lead to instability phenomena. Further, a constant structural damping (0.2%) has
been adopted; hence, small slowdown effects on the elastic wave propagation can be observed with
respect to the quasi-static case.

Other information can be taken considering the out-of-plane displacements U2 of the central
points of the specimen (points P3, P6, and P9 in Figure 11), reported in Figures 18–20.
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Figure 16. Displacement, reaction, and energies as a function of time: 2.0 mm applied displacement.Materials 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 22 
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Figure 17. Model 3R: Stiffness comparisons.
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Figure 18. Out-of-plane displacement: 1.0 mm applied displacement. 
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Figure 18. Out-of-plane displacement: 1.0 mm applied displacement.
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Figure 19. Out-of-plane displacement: 1.53 mm applied displacement.
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Figure 20. Out-of-plane displacement: 2.0 mm applied displacement.

Indeed, Figures 18–20 highlight the symmetrical out-of-plane displacement patterns resulting
from the structural response of these symmetric systems (due to the adopted material formulation),
as suggested in [37].

Considering a maximum applied displacement equal to 1 mm (Figure 18), no buckling occurs
and all the points experience minimal out-of-plane displacements, which follows a sinusoidal and
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regular behavior. In the case of 1.53 mm maximum applied displacement (Figure 19), a more irregular
sinusoidal behavior can be observed. Moreover, point P6 experiences a double peak, corresponding
to the maximum compressive displacement, which can be considered representative of the buckling
onset. Figure 20 reports the out-of-plane displacements in the case of 2 mm compression. In this
case, point P6 experiences a shift in the value of the displacement, due to the buckling. This can
be confirmed by monitoring the strains of the internal and external points considering a maximum
applied displacement of 1.53 mm (Figure 21) and 2.0 mm (Figure 22).
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Figure 21. Strain: 1.53 mm applied displacement.
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Indeed, the strains in Figure 21 are almost coincident, proving that compressive strain is mainly
due to the compressive applied displacement and is not representative of the buckling phenomenon.
On the other side, Figure 22 shows that the external point P6 experiences a compressive strain variation,
while the internal point P6 experiences a tensile strain variation, which clearly indicated that buckling
occurs. The strains’ divergence (outer/inner control point), which indicates the buckling onset, occurs
at 76.6% of the maximum amplitude, which corresponds to a displacement very close to the critical
one. Further, with the increment in cycles, the structural behavior is very repetitive, but it is possible to
see a small and slow reduction in the critical displacement.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the structural behavior of a composite floor beam subjected to cyclical low-frequency
compressive loads has been presented. Sensitivity analyses have been carried out in order to find the most
suitable numerical model able to simulate the dynamic analyses, considering different mesh discretization,
element, and section formulations. The numerical model has been validated with respect to experimental
data obtained under quasi-static loading conditions, thus adopting the implicit formulation. In order to
investigate the influence of the solution scheme on the numerical results, an explicit–implicit comparison
has been performed. The results highlighted that the adopted technique (smoothed step) allows us to
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minimize the inertial effects and, thus, to have a good agreement between the two solver schemes. Therefore,
the explicit model can also be considered indirectly validated. Further, considering that the applied loading
velocity, in dynamic cyclic loading conditions, is very small (lower than 0.1 m/s), the previous consideration
can be extended to the final model.

Explicit non-linear analyses have been performed, applying dynamic 10 Hz frequency compressive
loads. Load cycles with different amplitudes have been considered: 1 mm (about 70% of the static buckling
value), 1.53 mm (close to the static buckling value), and finally 2 mm (above the static buckling value).

The results showed that low-frequency cyclic loads (compared to the test article’s own frequencies,
that are in the order of hundreds Hz) with peak values lower than the static buckling load value are
not capable of triggering significant instability. This behavior is confirmed by comparing the stiffness
of the models as a function of time for the different load levels applied at the same 10 Hz frequency.

In particular, all reported results highlight that the applied load velocity (obtained from the load
frequency) is small enough to not generate any resonance issue; therefore, the deformation elastic
wave is able to cover the entire specimen length in a time smaller than that related to a single load
cycle. Thus, considering the applied load frequency, no significant differences were observed with
respect to the static case. All of this will be confirmed by future experimental activities in which the
frequency-damping dependency will also be investigated (also beyond the applied frequency). This
parameter, assumed constant in this work, could generate a slowdown in the propagation of the elastic
wave and, thus, anticipate resonance effects.
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Abstract: The multimodal buckling of thin-walled isotropic columns with open cross-sections
under uniform compression is discussed. Column lengths were selected to enable strong interactions
between selected eigenmodes. In the case of short columns or very long ones subjected to compression,
single-mode buckling can be observed only and the effect under discussion does not occur. In the
present study, the influence of higher global modes on the load-carrying capacity and behavior in the
post-buckling state of thin-walled structures with open cross-sections is analyzed in detail. In the
literature known to the authors, higher global modes are always neglected practically in the analysis
due to their very high values of bifurcation loads. However, the phenomenon of an unexpected loss
in the load-carrying capacity of opened columns can be observed in the experimental investigations.
It might be explained using multimode buckling when the higher global distortional-flexural buckling
modes are taken into account. In the conducted numerical simulations, a significant influence of
higher global distortional-flexural buckling modes on the post-buckling equilibrium path of uniformly
compressed columns with C- and TH-shaped (the so-called “top-hat”) cross-sections was observed.
The columns of two lengths, for which strong interactions between selected eigenmodes were seen,
were subject to consideration. Two numerical methods were applied, namely, the semi-analytical
method (SAM) using Koiter’s perturbation approach and the finite element method (FEM), to solve the
problem. The SAM results showed that the third mode had a considerable impact on the load-carrying
capacity, whereas the FEM results confirmed a catastrophic effect of the modes on the behavior of the
structures under analysis, which led to a lack of convergence of numerical calculations despite an
application of the Riks algorithm. All elastic-plastic effects were neglected.

Keywords: C-section; TH-section; distortional mode; medium length; interactive buckling;
compression; Koiter’s theory; FEM

1. Introduction

Cold-formed isotropic columns under compression are commonly used as load-carrying elements
in structures of any type. Their behavior under increasing loading depends on numerous factors, such
as geometrical dimensions, kind of load, initial imperfections, and material properties. In the majority
of cases, the performance of thin-walled structures results not from their strength but predominantly
from their stability. In the general case, different buckling modes occur. Short columns and very
long ones are subject to single-mode buckling and it is difficult to observe the effects of interactions
of various buckling modes. These are local and global buckling modes, respectively. Only for
medium-long columns, multimodal buckling could be observed. The key problem consists of a
selection of eigenmodes, which are accounted for in the multimodal analysis. In the literature, it is
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easy to find many monographs, e.g., [1,2], and papers, e.g., [3–5], presenting the state of the art in the
field of the nonlinear stability of thin-walled structures. Despite this fact, these issues have not been
well recognized so far and are the subject of interest for numerous researchers. Numerical methods
and theories, which are applied in the nonlinear analysis of stability and load-carrying capacity,
have been constantly developed and improved. Among them, one can mention those widely used,
namely: The Generalized Beam Theory (GBT), DSM (Direct Strength Method), and its modifications,
e.g., the GBTUL (Generalized Beam Theory University of Lisbon), FSM (Finite Strip Method), FEM
(Finite Element Method), and cFEM (constrained Finite Element Method). We focus only on recent
publications devoted to the interactive buckling of thin-walled beams with open cross-sections by
Ádány and Schafer [6–9], Davison [10], Hancock [11], Rasmussen [12,13], Silvestre [14], Szymczak [15],
and Camotim et al. [16–26], and many more can be enumerated.

Development of the theory of the interactive buckling of thin-walled structures was discussed
in the survey paper [11]. Martins, Camotim, Gonçalves, and Dinis [20–23] investigated interactive
buckling and its effect on the post-buckling behavior and failure in columns [20] and beams [21–23] of
various cross-sections. In [21], it is noticed that “secondary global-bifurcation D-G interaction—SGI”
or “secondary distortional-bifurcation D-G interaction SDI” can occur when the beam geometry has an
initial imperfection corresponding to three buckling modes (one distortional and two global).

The phenomenon of an unexpected loss in the load-carrying capacity of C-beams under bending
was observed in the experimental investigations presented in [27,28]. In [28], an unexpected behavior
of the holders used to support and load the models, which consisted of a rotation of the holders from
their plane of bending, was observed. That behavior was interpreted as an effect of the secondary
global distortional-lateral buckling mode on the interactive buckling of the C-section under bending,
in the web plane. The results of further theoretical investigations were published in [29,30]. In [30], it
is analyzed at what length of the steel C-beam under bending the effect of the second global mode
on the load-carrying capacity was most considerable. The conclusions coming from those analyses
pointed to beams of medium length. In [28–30], the problem was solved with the semi-analytical
method (SAM) developed by the authors and based on Koiter’s asymptotic theory [31,32]. In the SAM,
all analyzed buckling modes corresponding to bifurcation loads and the number of halfwaves along
the longitudinal direction are calculated based on equilibrium equations and boundary conditions
with the modified numerically strict transfer matrix method. This method is very useful for the
interpretation of interactions of various buckling modes in the full range of loading. Moreover, it
facilitates the understanding of the phenomena that occur during coupled buckling. In [33,34], this
subject was further analyzed but extended to composite beams. Additionally, FEM analyses were
conducted to validate the proposed SAM model and to verify the post-buckling equilibrium paths
and load-carrying capacity attained. Such a comparison enables the scope to which the method can
be applied to be determined, when the secondary global mode should be considered regarding the
secondary global buckling mode and the range of beam lengths. The examples of computations cover
the post-buckling equilibrium paths of C- and top-hat (TH)-section beams with given lengths, made of
steel and laminates with different arrangements of plies.

The present paper is a continuation and expansion of the above-mentioned investigations for steel
C- and TH-section columns with medium length and under uniform compression. The phenomenon of
an unexpected loss in the load-carrying capacity of opened columns can be observed in the experimental
investigations. It is worth mentioning that higher buckling loads are huge, but considering it in SAM
leads to the significant decrease in the post-buckling equilibrium path and load-carrying capacity. It
might be explained using multimode buckling when the higher global distortional-flexural buckling
modes are taken into account. The results of computations were obtained with two numerical methods,
the SAM and the FEM, where the second one was used for verification purposes. The considerations
were limited to isotropic structures due to easier interpretations of the results than for composite
structures, including FGMs and so on [35,36].
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2. Formulation of the Problem

The multimodal elastic buckling of C-section (Figure 1a) and TH-section (the so-called “top-hat”)
(Figure 1b) columns with medium lengths and under compression, made of isotropic materials like
steel, was analyzed. The material the columns were made of satisfies Hooke’s law. The column lengths
were chosen to ensure strong interactions between the selected buckling eigenmodes. The numerical
simulations were conducted with two methods, namely the semi-analytical method (SAM) and the finite
element method (FEM), to discuss the effect of global distortional-flexural modes on the post-buckling
behavior of the columns under compression in detail.
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2.1. Semi-Analytical Method (SAM)

The analytical-numerical method (ANM) [31] and the semi-analytical method (SAM) [32,37]
based on Koiter’s asymptotical perturbation theory within Byskov–Hutchinson’s formulation had
been developed for more than 30 years by the authors [28–30,33,34]. The methods allow one to solve
the nonlinear stability problem of thin-walled structures made of isotropic, orthotropic, and composite
materials. The structures under consideration are prismatic thin-walled columns built of plates
connected along longitudinal edges and subjected to complex longitudinal loading. To account for all
possible modes of global, local, and coupled buckling, a plate model (i.e., 2D) of thin-walled structures
is applied. The columns are freely supported at their ends. For each plate, the exact geometrical
relationships (i.e., full Green’s strain tensor) are assumed:

εx = u,x +
1
2 (w

2
,x + v2

,x + u2
,x)

εy = v,y +
1
2 (w

2
,y + u2

,y + v2
,y)

2εxy = γxy = u,y + v,x + w,xw,y + u,xu,y + v,xv,y

(1)

and
κx = −w,xx κy = −w,yy κxy = −2w,xy (2)

where u, v, w—components of the displacement vector of the plate along the x-, y-, and z-axis
direction, respectively.

According to Koiter’s theory, the fields of displacement and the fields of sectional forces are
distributed into a series with respect to the dimensionless deflection amplitude [31,32,37]:

U ≡ (u, v, w) = λU0 + ζrUr + ζ2
r Urr + . . .

N ≡ (Nx, Ny, Nxy) = λN0 + ζrNr + ζ2
r Nrr + . . .

(3)

where λ—load factor, U0, N0—the pre-buckling (i.e., unbending) fields, Ur, Nr—the first-order
nonlinear fields, Urr, Nrr—the second-order nonlinear fields of the displacement and the sectional force,
respectively. The range of indices is [1, J], where J is the number of interacting modes. It is assumed
that the summation is over the repeated indices.
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In thin-walled structures with the initial geometric imperfections Ū (only the linear initial geometric
imperfections corresponding to the shape of the r-th buckling mode, i.e., Ū = ζr

*Ur, are considered),
the total potential energy can be described by the following formula:
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and the equations of equilibrium corresponding to (4) are:

(
1− P

Pr

)
ζr + apqrζpζq + brrrrζ

3
r =

P
Pr
ζ∗r r = 1, . . . , J (5)

where:
apqr = apqr/ar brrrr = brrrr/ar (6)

Expressions for coefficients: ao, ar, apqr, brrrr are calculated by known formulae [1–3,32,37].
The post-buckling coefficients apqr depend only on the buckling modes, whereas the coefficients brrrr

also depend on the second-order field. The nonlinear stability problem of thin-walled structures in
the first-order approximation of Koiter’s theory was solved with the modified analytical-numerical
method (ANM) presented in [31]. In the ANM, an exact transfer matrix method is applied as opposed
to the finite strip method. The ANM should be extended by the second-order approximation of the
theory. The second-order coefficients are estimated with the semi-analytical method (SAM) [32,37].
In the SAM, it is postulated to define approximated values of the coefficients brrrr based on the linear
buckling problem. Such an approach allows for an exact determination of values of the coefficients
apqr, according to the nonlinear Byskov–Hutchinson’s theory.

The relative shortening of column ends ∆/∆min is defined as a function of P/Pmin through
differentiation of potential energy expression (4) with respect to P/Pmin [28–32]:

∆
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Pmin
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Pr
arζr(0.5ζr + ζ∗r)


 (7)

where ∆min—minimal shortening of the column corresponding to the minimal value of the bifurcation
load Pmin.

In the presented study, a three-modal approach was applied at most (i.e., J = 3 in the relationship
(5)). This means that a model with a maximum of three degrees of freedom was assumed.

2.2. Finite Element Method (FEM)

To verify the SAM results, a commercial package Abaqus (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp.,
Johnston, RI, USA) [38] was applied in the finite element method (FEM) calculations. A numerical
model of the thin-walled structures under analysis, with the boundary conditions adapted to the
SAM, was developed. The columns under consideration were modeled with four-node shell elements
with eight degrees of freedom in each node (element type: S8R). The element size equal to 2 mm was
determined based on the previous experience of one of the authors and the analyses of convergence.
In the FEM models of the thin-walled structures under analysis, the following was assumed: For the
300 mm-long C-channel, 12,000 elements and 96,640 degrees of freedom, whereas for the TH-channel,
13,500 elements and 108,720 degrees of freedom. In the case of longer C-channels, 20,000 elements
and 160,640 degrees of freedom were assumed, while for longer TH-channel columns, 22,500 elements
and 180,720 degrees of freedom were assumed. All simulations were conducted for whole thin-walled
structures, because not only symmetrical modes can be discussed. In our case, symmetry boundary
conditions can be applied. Both solutions are the same. Additionally, non-symmetrical buckling of the
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opened columns, which can follow from an interaction of anti-symmetrical modes, can be observed.
They have been neglected in the present study.

Moreover, the initial conditions corresponding to the free support of the column ends under
uniform compression were modified. The assumption of classic boundary conditions (Figure 2a) in
which the column ends (denoted as K1 and K2) are fixed in the cross-section plane of the column, that
is to say: ux = uy = 0 and ϑz = 0, and, additionally, at the end K1, the displacements are blocked along
the length, that is to say: uz = 0, leads to over-stiffening of the model. The determined eigenvalues
for higher global buckling modes in the columns with open cross-sections under discussion were
overestimated with respect to the results attained with the analytical-numerical method. To counteract
it, the boundary conditions were modified as suggested in [39]. In this case, the boundary conditions
are as follows (Figure 2b,c):

• In the middle of the column, displacements along the column length are equal to 0, i.e., uz = 0,
• At both ends K1 and K2, it is assumed that the intersection point of the web with the cross-section

axis (denoted as point 1 in Figure 2c) cannot displace along the y-axis, i.e., (uy)1 = 0. In segment
1–2, the web cannot displace along the x-axis, i.e., (ux)1–2 = 0. In segment 2–3, the arm displaces
with respect to the y-axis identically as corner 2, i.e., (uy)2–3 = (uy)2. Reinforcement 3–4 displaces
along the x-axis identically as corner 3, i.e., (ux)3–4 = (ux)3.
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In Figure 2b, modified conditions for the C-column are presented, whereas those for the TH-column
are to be found in Figure 2c.

Another variant of the modified boundary conditions was suggested by Szymczak and
Kujawa [40–42]. Comparing the results of simulations of bifurcation loads for both the modified
variants of the boundary conditions, one can state that they are consistent. The determined higher
eigenvalues and post-buckling paths of equilibrium are identical in both cases of the modified boundary
conditions. It is worth adding that the nonlinear stability problem was solved both with the Riks
method and the Newton-Raphson method. The results did not differ; thus, in the present study, only
the results for the Riks algorithm are presented. To attain numerical convergence, the computational
timestep was highly diminished.

It should be mentioned that the cost/time ratio of the SAM calculations is more than two orders of
magnitude lower than in the case of the FEM. Moreover, the SAM enables much easier analysis of the
phenomena under investigation and their interpretation when compared to the FEM.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. C-Channel Columns

In the first stage of the calculations, the stability of C-channel columns was investigated.
The geometrical dimensions of the column cross-sections are presented in Figure 1, whereas their
material constants were as follows: Young’s modulus—200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio—0.3. A linear-elastic
model of the material and a column length equal to 300 and 500 mm were assumed. Solving the
eigenproblem with both the methods (i.e., the SAM and the FEM), we determined eigenvalues and
modes. The attained values of bifurcation loads are listed in Table 1. Additionally, the number
of halfwaves m, which form on the column surface along the longitudinal direction, is given in
brackets for the local modes. The following indices are used: 1—local buckling mode (when m > 1),
2—primary global buckling mode, 3—secondary global distortional-flexural mode, 4—third global
distortional-flexural mode. The buckling modes where m = 1 are referred to as the global ones in the
present paper.

Table 1. Bifurcation stresses in MPa for the C-channel (Figure 1a) and TH-channel (Figure 1b) columns
under analysis; the semi-analytical method (SAM) and finite element method (FEM) results.

Length (mm)
SAM FEM

Mode1 Mode2 Mode3 Mode4 Mode1 Mode2 Mode3 Mode4

C-channel (Figure 1a)
300 74.1 (3) 157 1168 5324 73.3 156 1155 5292
500 74.1 (5) 338 1150 5977 73.5 337 1140 6018

TH-channel (Figure 1b)
300 134.0 (5) 265 986 6355 137.8 268 973 6280
500 133.5 (8) 288 1234 5724 137.5 290 1223 5633

Very good compatibility of the values of bifurcation loads (the so-called eigenvalues) from the
SAM and the FEM was obtained owing to the modified boundary conditions assumed in the FEM.
The determined values of local bifurcation forces are lower than the primary global values, as, for
the column of the length of 300 mm, we have P2/P1 = 2.1, and for the length of 500 mm, P2/P1 = 4.5.
The load ratios corresponding to higher modes are as follows: P3/P1 ≈ 15 and P4/P1 ≈ 70, and they
have not been considered in the literature devoted to interactive buckling. The authors, despite this
“impracticality”, deal with this problem as the main object in this study.

The FEM buckling modes are presented in Figure 3 for the 300 mm-long column and in Figure 4
for the 500 mm-long column. The buckling mode, i.e., the eigenvector, is determined with an accuracy
up to a certain constant C. This remark is necessary due to the buckling modes presented in Figure 3a
(local mode i = 1) and in Figure 3b (primary global mode i = 2) for 300 mm. The amplitude of global
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buckling (Figure 3b) can be transformed through a change in the constant C into the constant −C, i.e.,
into the amplitude of the local mode in practice (Figure 3a) (cf. the shape of the mode amplitude at the
right-hand side (Figure 3a,b)). Thus, these modes differ only in the number of halfwaves m along the
longitudinal direction. Global modes for i = 3 (Figure 3c) and i = 4 (Figure 3d) are distortional-flexural
modes, where, for the first of them, maximal displacements occur for the web, and for the second one,
those occur for the plates.
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The amplitudes of the local buckling mode (i = 1, m = 5—Figure 4a) and the primary global
mode (i = 2—Figure 4b) of the C-channel, which is 500 mm long, are the same, but they differ as far
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the number of halfwaves along the longitudinal direction is concerned. The secondary global mode
(i = 3—Figure 4c) is the distortional-flexural mode, where the web displaces as for the “pure” flexural
mode. The third global mode (i = 4—Figure 4d) is also the distortional-flexural one, but ‘simpler’
with respect to the third mode for 300 mm (Figure 3d). A similar statement can be made when the
secondary global modes for 300 (Figure 3c) and 500 mm (Figure 4c) are compared. In Figures 5 and 6,
four buckling modes for 300 and 500 mm, obtained with the SAM, are shown, respectively. A very
good agreement of the mode attained with the SAM and FEM for the given length (compare Figures 3
and 5 to Figures 4 and 6, correspondingly) can be seen.
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The next stage consisted of an analysis of post-buckling equilibrium paths for the C-columns.
Two-mode (J = 2 in Equation (5)) and three-mode (J = 3) approaches were considered for the SAM to
facilitate an interpretation of the results. Moreover, the initial imperfections ζr

* = |0.2|, where the signs
were selected in the most disadvantageous way [30–32,34], were assumed.

Figure 7 presents a collection of the SAM and FEM solutions showing post-buckling equilibrium
paths in the system of the dimensionless load P/Pmin = P/P1 as a function of the dimensionless shortening
∆/∆min = ∆/∆1 (where Pmin corresponds to the lowest value of the bifurcation load, and ∆min denotes
the minimal shortening caused by the load Pmin) for the 300 mm-long column. The post-buckling
paths for a coupled interaction of two modes (J = 2): The local mode (i = 1) with the primary global
one (i = 2) (denoted here as SAM-1,2) and for two cases of interaction of three modes (J = 3): The local
mode (i = 1) with the two lowest global modes (i.e., for i = 2,3) (denoted as SAM-1,2,3), and the local
mode (i = 1) with the global primary mode (i = 2) and the third mode (i = 4) (denoted as SAM-1,2,4),
are presented. For the two-mode approach, the post-buckling path grows monotonically. For the
three-mode approach, the SAM-1,2,3 curve flattens, not reaching the ultimate load-carrying capacity,
whereas, for the SAM-1,2,4, it attains the ultimate value of P/Pmin ≈ 1.1 and then falls, which corresponds
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to an unstable equilibrium path. It follows from these comparisons that an effect of the third global
mode (i = 4) is crucial for interactive buckling of the 300 mm-long C-column. An application of the
SAM thus enables an easy analysis of the effect of the modes under study on post-buckling paths,
which is not possible virtually with the FEM. The FEM was used to verify the SAM results. In the
FEM calculations, the amplitude of the initial deflection equal to 0.2 of the component plate thickness
was assumed for the local mode (i = 1) with the global primary mode (i = 2) and the second mode
(i = 3) or third global mode (i = 4). The results were the same. A very good agreement between the
FEM curve and the SAM-1,2,3 curve was obtained. The post-buckling curve SAM-1,2 begins to differ
more and more from the FEM curve for the load P/Pmin ≥ 1.8. It was not possible to verify the curve
SAM-1,2,4 with the FEM. Attention should be paid to the FEM curve. It breaks catastrophically for
P/Pmin ≈ 1.95 and ∆/∆min≈ 3.4 due to a lack of convergence of the Riks method. Thus, it is the ultimate
value. None of the changes in the parameters of the Riks method allowed the calculations to continue.
The authors put forward a hypothesis that when the secondary (i = 3) and third (i = 4) global modes
begin to interact, numerical convergence of the FEM is lost, and the computations are catastrophically
disrupted. This hypothesis requires further thorough investigations to be carried out. In Figure 8, a
mode for the ultimate FEM value is shown. As can be easily seen in the central part of the C-channel,
deflections of the plates and the web flattened out, with the symmetry of displacements remaining
with respect to the cross-section axis.
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Figure 7. Post-buckling equilibrium paths in the dimensionless system for the 300 mm-long C-section.
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In the next figures (Figures 9 and 10), results for the 500 mm-long C-channel are presented.
In Figure 9, the post-buckling equilibrium paths P/Pmin = P/P1 as a function of the shortening
∆/∆min = ∆/∆1 are shown for the SAM and the FEM. The curves SAM-1,2 for the two-mode approach
(J = 2) and SAM-1,2,3 for the three-mode approach (J = 3) are situated close to each other up to the
load P/Pmin ≈ 2.5. The post-buckling curve SAM-1,2,4 differs from the remaining curves already at
P/Pmin > 0.85 and attains the ultimate load-carrying capacity for the load P/Pmin ≈ 2 and the shortening
∆/∆min ≈ 5.1. The FEM post-buckling equilibrium path is similar to the curves SAM-1,2 and SAM-1,2,3,
but lies above them. In this case, we were not able to obtain a curve close to SAM-1,2,4 either.
For example, for the 300 mm-long C-column, the FEM computations were disrupted catastrophically
by a lack of numerical convergence for P/Pmin ≈ 1.35 and ∆/∆min≈ 1.65, which should be treated
as the ultimate value. Figure 10 presents the buckling mode of the C-section at the ultimate point.
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Non-symmetrical buckling of C-section strips, which can follow from an interaction of anti-symmetrical
modes, can be observed. They have been neglected in the present study.
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Figure 9. Post-buckling equilibrium paths in the dimensionless system for the 500 mm-long C-section.
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For both the lengths of C-columns, a huge impact of high values of global buckling modes,
which are unrealistic in the theory of interactive buckling from the practical point of view, can
be seen. The present study is just an attempt to identify and to describe the phenomenon of the
influence of secondary and third global distortional-flexural modes on the load-carrying capacity of
medium-long C-channels.

3.2. TH-Channel Columns

In this section, the stability and post-buckling equilibrium paths of “top-hat”- section columns
(Figure 1b) of the following lengths: 300 and 500 mm, will be discussed. Table 1 includes the bifurcation
values of stresses obtained with the SAM and the FEM. Moreover, for the local mode (i = 1), the number
of halfwaves m along the longitudinal direction is given in brackets. The same index notations are
used as for the C-channels.

A very good agreement of the SAM and FEM results was obtained, similarly to the case of the
C-channels. It should be noticed that an introduction of edge reinforcements in TH-section columns in
comparison to C-section columns results is almost twice as high an increase in local bifurcational loads.
What is more, the values of primary global loads for both lengths are very close. The ratio of the value
of the second global mode to the local one is more than seven times higher, whereas for the third mode,
it is 40 times higher, correspondingly.

Figure 11 shows bifurcation modes for the 300 mm column, whereas Figure 12 shows those for
500 mm. Local modes (Figures 11a and 12a) are the ‘pure’ local ones, for which the edges do not
displace. They differ in the number of halfwaves along the longitudinal direction. The amplitudes
of modes (i.e., the shape of the mode in the cross-section) are identical and, analogously, primary
global modes (i = 2) (Figures 11b and 12b). In this case, the mode is distortional as the reinforced
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edge corner rotates together with the plate with respect to the web. Global secondary modes (i = 3)
(Figures 11c and 12c) are the distortional-flexural ones and they are similar, provided the interpretation
for the C-channel from Figure 3a,b is assumed. The global secondary mode (i = 3) for the 500 mm
column is even ”purer” than that for 300 mm, i.e., it is closer to the flexural one. Third modes (i = 4) are
the distortional-flexural ones. In Figures 13 and 14, buckling modes of columns 300 and 500 mm long,
respectively, are presented for the SAM. When Figures 11–14 are compared, it can be easily noticed
that the buckling modes determined with the SAM and FEM agree very well.
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are as follows: Local m > 1 (a), primary global (b), higher global distortional-flexural (c), and third
global distortional-flexural (d).
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The SAM and FEM calculations for the post-buckling states were conducted analogously as for the
C-channels, that is to say, the same level of mode imperfections and two- and three-mode approaches
for the SAM were assumed. The post-buckling paths in the systems P/Pmin = P/P1 versus the shortening
∆/∆min = ∆/∆1 are presented in Figure 15 for 300 mm and in Figure 16 for 500 mm. For both the lengths,
the ultimate load-carrying capacity was obtained both for the two-mode (J = 2) and three-mode (J = 3)
approaches. The curves SAM-1,2, SAM-1,2,3, and SAM-1,2,4 overlap up to the ultimate point, and then
they fall, but at 300 mm, the SAM-1,2,4 (Figure 15) falls most dramatically. For the length of 500 mm,
the curves SAM-1,2,3 and SAM-1,2,4 fall much more sharply than SAM-1,2. For 300 mm (Figure 15),
the ultimate point occurs at P/Pmin ≈ 1.7 and ∆/∆min ≈ 2.25, whereas for 500 mm (Figure 16), it occurs
at P/Pmin ≈ 2 and ∆/∆min ≈ 2.6. The FEM paths obtained for 300 (Figure 15) and 500 mm (Figure 16) are
close to the ultimate load-carrying capacity for the SAM, which occurs at P/Pmin > 2.5 and ∆/∆min > 5.4.
Similarly, as for the C-channels, the FEM computations were catastrophically disrupted due to a lack
of numerical convergence.
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Figure 15. Post-buckling equilibrium paths in the dimensionless system for the 300 mm-long TH-section.
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Figure 16. Post-buckling equilibrium paths in the dimensionless system for the 500 mm-long TH-section.

In Figures 17 and 18, buckling modes for the FEM ultimate points at 300 and 500 mm, respectively,
are presented. The mode for 300 mm (Figure 17) is more asymmetrical than for the 500 mm C-channel
(Figure 10). On the other hand, the mode for 500 mm (Figure 18) is symmetrical in practice.
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Figure 18. Mode of the 500 mm-long TH-channel column in the ultimate state, FEM results.

In the FEM, the modes considered in the analysis are not under control as opposed to the SAM.
The asymmetrical mode (Figure 17) could be attained via an automatic introduction of anti-symmetrical
eigenvalues (i.e., bifurcation ones) into the computations. Edge reinforcements for the top-hat channels
result in higher load-carrying capacity when compared to the C-channels.

In the SAM calculations for C- and TH-channels for the SAM-1,2,4 three-mode approach, an
unexpected effect of the third global distortional-flexural mode on the interactive buckling and the
load-carrying capacity was found. It was not possible to verify the SAM calculations within the
FEM; nevertheless, they unexpectedly cast light on a catastrophic disruption of the computations
for post-buckling paths due to a lack of convergence, although Rik’s procedure with various initial
parameters was applied. The observed numerical phenomena for the SAM and the FEM thus require
further intensive investigations with respect to modeling and the methods applied.
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4. Conclusions

Multimodal buckling of the C- and TH-section (the so-called “top-hat”) columns, made of isotropic
material and subjected to compression, was considered. The column lengths were selected to observe
strong interactions between various eigenvalues. The problem of nonlinear stability was solved with
two methods, namely the semi-analytical method (SAM) using Koiter’s perturbation approach and
the finite element method (FEM). The results discussed prove that there is a strong effect of higher
global distortional-flexural buckling modes (i.e., secondary and third) on the interactive buckling of C-
and TH-columns and their load-carrying capacity. On the post-buckling equilibrium paths prepared
within the SAM in the case of an interaction of the lowest local and other modes, when higher global
distortional-flexural modes are neglected, the curves grow monotonically. However, if the global
distortional flexural buckling mode is considered, the post-buckling equilibrium path grows up to the
ultimate point, and then, it falls. This regularity repeats in all the columns under analysis. Moreover, in
both the methods, attention is drawn to their conditions, particularly to the FEM catastrophic numerical
behavior in all the cases of computations under discussion. Hence, the observed phenomena require
further thorough and complex investigations, including the experimental ones. Finally, it should be
added that all the considerations presented here refer to the elastic state. Thus, all plastic effects and
plastic destruction mechanisms that occurred have been neglected.
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Abstract: Curved steel–concrete composite box beams are widely used in urban overpasses and
ramp bridges. In contrast to straight composite beams, curved composite box beams exhibit complex
mechanical behavior with bending–torsion coupling, including constrained torsion, distortion,
and interfacial biaxial slip. The shear-lag effect and curvature variation in the radial direction
should be taken into account when the beam is sufficiently wide. Additionally, long-term deflection
has been observed in curved composite box beams due to the shrinkage and creep effects of the
concrete slab. In this paper, an equilibrium equation for a theoretical model of curved composite
box beams is proposed according to the virtual work principle. The finite element method is
adopted to obtain the element stiffness matrix and nodal load matrix. The age-adjusted effective
modulus method is introduced to address the concrete creep effects. This 26-DOF finite beam
element model is able to simulate the constrained torsion, distortion, interfacial biaxial slip, shear lag,
and time-dependent effects of curved composite box beams and account for curvature variation in
the radial direction. An elaborate finite element model of a typical curved composite box beam is
established. The correctness and applicability of the proposed finite beam element model is verified
by comparing the results from the proposed beam element model to those from the elaborate finite
element model. The proposed beam element model is used to analyze the long-term behavior of
curved composite box beams. The analysis shows that significant changes in the displacement,
stress and shear-lag coefficient occur in the curved composite beams within the first year of loading,
after which the variation tendency becomes gradual. Moreover, increases in the central angle and
shear connection stiffness both reduce the change rates of displacement and stress with respect to time.

Keywords: curved steel–concrete composite box beam; two-node finite beam element with 26 DOFs;
long-term behavior; age-adjusted effective modulus method

1. Introduction

Curved steel–concrete composite box beams have gradually become one of the main design
types for urban overpasses and ramp bridges due to their light weight, high torsional rigidity,
and rapid construction. However, in contrast to straight beam bridges, typical bending–torsion
coupling mechanical behavior can be found in curved beam bridges [1]. Hence, when the structure is
subjected to a vertical load, such as its own weight, certain bending and torsional effects are generated,
leading to torsional and distortional warping. For a steel–concrete composite structure, longitudinal
and transverse slips exist at the interface between the steel beam and the concrete slab of the curved
composite box beam. In addition, for large-curvature curved beams with a width-to-radius ratio
greater than 1/10, the change in the radius of curvature along the radial direction of the beam and the
shear-lag effect caused by the wide flange still need to be considered.
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For the numerical analysis of curved beams, the use of a three-dimensional finite element model can
accurately simulate its mechanical behavior. However, this modeling and analysis process is complex
and requires high computer performance, and the calculation efficiency with a three-dimensional
model is not as good as that with a one-dimensional model. The study of one-dimensional theoretical
models of curved beams first began in the 1960s. Vlasov [2] established governing differential equations
for curved beams based on the three major equations of mechanics, which laid the foundation for
subsequent theoretical research. Later, some Japanese scholars [3–5] conducted related research on
one-dimensional theoretical models for curved box beams and proposed relevant design proposals for
the behavior of shear lag and distortion. At present, the main idea of the research on one-dimensional
beam models of curved beams is to introduce functions with relevant degrees of freedom (DOFs) on
the basis of Vlasov’s curved beam theoretical model to enable corresponding analyses.

The time-dependent (shrinkage and creep) effects of concrete have a significant influence on the
mechanical behavior in steel–concrete composite beams. Due to the effects of concrete shrinkage and
creep, the deformation of the structure under long-term loads is often much greater than that under
short-term loads. The long-term deflection of composite beams has become a key issue for composite
beam design and analysis. The authors of Reference [6] developed a two-node finite beam element
with 26 DOFs for a curved composite box girder considering constrained torsion, distortion, shear lag,
biaxial slip at the interface, and curvature variation along the radial direction. This paper introduces a
constitutive relationship for concrete shrinkage and creep on the basis of the proposed beam finite
element and further develops a new finite beam element that can consider the long-term behavior of
curved composite box beams.

The shrinkage behavior of concrete is not related to its stress state; thus, shrinkage can be easily
achieved by applying an initial strain to the model. The creep behavior of concrete is directly related
to the stress state of concrete. Research on the long-term behavior of composite beams began in the
1970s. Bazant et al. [7] first simplified composite beams as a completely rigid interface and established
a one-dimensional theoretical model of long-term behavior by using the three major equations of
material mechanics. Afterward, Italian and Australian scholars became the primary researchers
studying the long-term behavior of composite beams. Tarantino and Dezi used a stepwise calculation
method to analyze the time-dependent effects of concrete, deduced a theoretical equation for simply
supported composite beams, considering the time-dependent effects [8], and then derived theoretical
equations for continuous composite beams, using the force method [9,10]. Then, Dezi et al. [11,12]
adopted a single-step method (effective modulus method, average stress method, and age-adjusted
effective modulus method) to consider the time-dependent effects of concrete and established a
one-dimensional simplified theoretical model of the long-term behavior of simply supported and
continuous composite beams. After entering the 21st century, based on the governing differential
equations for composite beams that can consider the shear-lag behavior of concrete slabs, Dezi et al. [13]
introduced a time-dependent constitutive model and established a one-dimensional theoretical model
that can consider the shear-lag effect and the long-term behavior. Based on this model, the long-term
behavior of composite beams was studied under prestressed loads [14]. With the increasing application
of finite element technology in structural numerical analysis, a beam element model of composite
beams was also proposed for analyzing their long-term behavior. Gara et al. [15] introduced a shape
function to develop a beam element with 13 DOFs that can consider the interfacial slip in composite
beams and the shear-lag effect of concrete slabs and analyzed the long-term behavior of the structure
by using a stepwise calculation method. Ranzi and Bradford [16] proposed beam elements for the
long-term behavior of composite beams, considering interfacial slip and concrete time-dependent
effects according to the direct stiffness method and single-step method. Later, Ranzi, and Bradford [17]
and Nguyen et al. [18] proposed long-term performance beam elements, considering interfacial slip
and the time-dependent effects of concrete on the basis of the direct stiffness method and the stepwise
calculation method. The abovementioned studies are all on beam element models that can analyze
the long-term behavior of straight composite beams. Due to the complex mechanical behavior and
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time-dependent effect of curved composite box beams, it is challenging to develop a finite beam
element for curved composite box beams that can account for constrained torsion, distortion, shear lag,
interfacial biaxial slip, time-dependent effects, and curvature variation in the radial direction.

Based on the Vlasov’s one-dimensional theoretical model of curved beams, this paper introduces a
torsional warping function, a distortional angle, an interfacial longitudinal and an interfacial transverse
sliding function, and a shear-lag intensity function for concrete slabs and a shear-lag intensity function
for steel beams and adopts the age-adjusted effective modulus method to analyze the effects of concrete
creep. Moreover, this study establishes a finite beam element for curved composite box beams that
can consider constrained torsion, distortion, shear lag, interfacial biaxial slip, time-dependent effects,
and curvature variation in the radial direction. Finally, this study analyzes the long-term mechanical
behavior of curved composite box girders by use of the developed finite beam element model.

2. Two-Node Finite Beam Element with 26 DOFs for Curved Composite Box Beams

2.1. Basic Hypotheses of the Model

The basic hypotheses made in the derivation process in this paper are as follows: (1) The sections
of the concrete slab are rectangular, and the slab’s curvature is the same as that of the undeformed
structure; (2) the vertical displacements of the concrete and the steel beam are the same; (3) the curvature
radius of the composite beam does not change along the length of the beam; (4) the stiffness of the
shear connections of the composite beam is uniformly distributed in the longitudinal and transverse
directions; (5) the shear stress produced by the distortional effect is ignored; (6) shear deformation
produced by bending and distortional warping is ignored; and (7) the shear-lag effect is taken into
account under vertical bending.

2.2. Geometric Dimensions and Coordinate System of the Curved Composite Box Beam

The geometric dimensions and coordinate system of the curved composite box beam are shown in
Figure 1, wherein oxyz is a three-dimensional flow coordinate system that passes through the centroid
line, the ox-axis is parallel to the concrete slab and points to the curvature center of the box beam,
the oy-axis is straight downward, and the oz-axis coincides with the undeformed axis of the beam.
Moreover, the tangential directions of every thin-walled bar in the sections of the box beam are set as
the s-axis, and the normal directions of every thin-walled bar in the sections of the box beam are set as
the n-axis.
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Figure 1. Geometric dimensions and coordinate system of the curved composite box beam: (a) cross 

section, (b) plane. 

2.3. Displacement Modes and Strain Components of Curved Composite Box Beams 

Figure 1. Geometric dimensions and coordinate system of the curved composite box beam: (a) cross
section, (b) plane.

2.3. Displacement Modes and Strain Components of Curved Composite Box Beams

The displacements along the ox, oy, and oz axes of the centroid of the curved composite box beam
are denoted u(z), v(z), and w(z), respectively. The torsion angle around the torsion center and the
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distortion angle around the distortion center are denoted θ(z) and θd(z), respectively. The transverse
and longitudinal slip of the steel beam and concrete slab are denoted akΩx(z) and akΩs(z), respectively,
where k is s or c, which represent the steel beam or concrete slab, respectively; as = 1 and ac = −1;
and Ωx(z) and Ωs(z) are the transverse and longitudinal slip functions, respectively. According to
Ullmanski’s second torsion theory, an independent function of torsional warping displacement, β(z),
is introduced. Additionally, fk (k = s,c) is the shear-lag warping strength functions that represent the
steel beam or concrete slab. Based on the coordinate system shown in Figure 1, according to the curved
shell theory, combining the introduced transverse and longitudinal slip functions and the shear-lag
warping strength functions of the steel beam and concrete slab, the longitudinal displacement Wzk(z,s),
tangential displacement Wsk(z,s), and normal displacement Wnk(z,s) at any point of the composite box
beam can be obtained as follows:

Wzk(z, s) = w− (u′ + wk0 + akΩzk0)x− v′y + akΩz

−ω(x, y)(β+ v′k0) −ωd(x, y)θd
′ +ψk(x) fk

(1)

Wsk(z, s) = −(u + akΩx) sinα− v cosα+ θρs + θdDs (2)

Wnk(z, s) = (u + akΩx) cosα− v sinα− θρn − θdDn (3)

where k0 = 1/R0 is the initial curvature of the centroid line of the box beam sections; R0 is the curvature
radius of the centroid line of the box beam sections; α is the angle from the x-axis to the n-axis, which is
anticlockwise positive; ω(x,y) and ωd(x,y) are the torsional warping and the distortional warping
principal polar coordinates, respectively; and ψk(x) is the shape function for the shear-lag warping of
the concrete slab or steel beam, the expressions of which are as shown in Appendix A.

Transformed sections should be adopted for calculating geometric characteristics. For the
calculation of the axial and bending characteristics of the composite beam, the thickness of the concrete
slab is unchanged, whereas the width decreases. For the calculation of torsional and distortional
effects of the composite beam, the width of the concrete slab remains unchanged, whereas the
thickness decreases.

In addition, according to the literature [19,20], in Equations (1)–(3), ρs = (y− ys) sinα −
(x− xs) cosα is the tangential displacement distribution of the cross-sections of the composite
beam under a unit torsion angle; ρn = (y− ys) cosα + (x− xs) sinα is the normal displacement
distribution of the cross-sections of the composite beam under a unit torsion angle;
Ds = [(y− yd) sinα− (x− xd) cosα]Ψd is the tangential displacement distribution of the composite
beam under a unit distortion angle; Dn = [(y− yd) cosα+ (x− xd) sinα]Ψd is the normal displacement
distribution of the composite beam under a unit distortion angle; (xs, ys) and (xd, yd) are the coordinates
of the torsion center, S, and the distortion center, D, of the transformed sections of the composite
beam, respectively; Ψd = −1/(1 + ν) is the distortion parameter of the top and bottom plates,
and Ψd = ν/(1 + ν) is the distortion parameter of the web, in which ν = (2h1bt + 2h3bs)/(h2c + h4c) is
a constant related only to the section shape [20]; h1 and h3 are the vertical distances from the distortion
center to the top and bottom plates, respectively; and h2 and h4 are the vertical distances from the
distortion center to the left and right webs, respectively.

Note that as is 1 for the steel beam and −1 for the concrete slab. According to Equations (1) and (2),
the relative slips on the interface between the steel beam and concrete slab are expressed as follows:

usp = 2Ωx (4)

wsp = 2Ωz (5)

where usp and wsp denote the transverse and longitudinal interfacial slip, respectively.
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Based on the abovementioned displacement mode, according to the curved shell theory and
taking the curvature variation in the radial direction of the beam into consideration, the normal strain
component at any point, P, in the three-dimensional flow coordinate system is expressed as follows:

εpk =
∂Wzk
ρ(x)∂φ + Ws sinα

ρ(x) − Wn cosα
ρ(x)

= R0
ρ(x)

(
∂Wzk
R0∂φ

+ Ws sinα
R0

− Wn cosα
R0

)

= R0
ρ(x) [w

′ − xu′′ − yv′′ + ak(1− k0x)Ωz
′ − k0u− k0xw′ − akk0Ωx+

k0(y− ys)θ−ω(β′ + k0v′′ ) + k0(y− yd)Ψdθd −ωdθd
′′ +ψk fk′]

(6)

According to Hypothesis (5), based on the curved shell theory, the shear strain component at any
point, P, of the cross-section is expressed as follows:

γpk =
R0

ρ(x)

[
(θ′ + v′k0)r∗ − (β+ v′k0)

∂ω
∂s

+ψk,x fk

]
(7)

where r* denotes the vertical distance between the torsion center and the tangent line of point, P.

∂ω
∂s

= r∗ − Ω

t̃
∮
(ds/t̃)

(8)

where Ω =
∮

t̃ds is twice the surrounding area, and t̃ is the thickness of each thin-walled plate of the
transformed section.

2.4. Equilibrium Equation for Curved Composite Box Beams

The equilibrium equation for a curved steel–concrete composite beam can be derived according to
the virtual work principle as follows:

δΠ =
∫

Φ

v
As

δεT
s σsdaρ(x)dφ+

∫

Φ

v
Ac

δεT
c σcdaρ(x)dφ+

∫

Φ

∫

2bts

δdT
slipqshdxρ(x)dφ+

∫

Φ
δθdKRθdρ(x)dφ−

∑
δWTQ−

∫

Φ
δWTqρ(x)dφ = 0

∀δεs, δεc, δdslip, δθd, δW

(9)

where
∫

Φ

v
As

δεT
s σsdaρ(x)dφ and

∫

Φ

v
Ac

δεT
c σcdaρ(x)dφ are the internal virtual work produced by the

deformation of the steel beam and concrete slab, respectively; As and Ac denote the cross-sectional
areas of the steel beam and concrete slab, respectively; and Φ is the central angle of the curved
composite box beam. In terms of Equations (6) and (7), the strain variables of the steel beam and
concrete slab can be written as follows:

εk = SBkd (10)

where the dimensions of the matrix Bk are 11× 23, and its exact value is given in Appendix B. The matrix
S and displacement vector d are expressed as follows:

S =




R0
ρ(x)

R0
ρ(x)x R0

ρ(x) y R0
ρ(x)ω

R0
ρ(x)ωd

R0
ρ(x)ψc

R0
ρ(x)ψs 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R0
ρ(x) r∗ ∂ω

∂s ψc,x ψs,x


 (11)

d =
{
[u] [v] [w] [θ] [β] [θd] [Ω] [f]

}T
(12)

where
[u] =

(
u u′ u′′

)
(13)

[v] =
(

v v′ v′′
)

(14)
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[w] =
(

w w′
)

(15)

[θ] =
(
θ θ′

)
(16)

[β] =
(
β β′

)
(17)

[θd] =
(
θd θd

′ θd
′′

)
(18)

[Ω] =
(

2Ωx 2Ωx
′ 2Ωs 2Ωs

′ )
(19)

[f] =
(

fc fc′ fs f ′s
)

(20)

When the bridge is in use, the steel beam is in the elastic phase, and the stress–strain relationship
of the steel beam is expressed as follows:

σs =

{
σs

τs

}
= Es

[
1 0
0 1/2(1 + µs)

]{
εs

γs

}
(21)

where σs and τs are the normal stress and shear stress of the steel beam, respectively; Es is the elastic
modulus of steel; and µs is the Poisson’s ratio of steel.

To take the effects of concrete shrinkage and creep into consideration, the stress–strain relationship
of the concrete slab can be expressed as follows:

{
εc(t) − εsh

c (t)
γc(t)

}
= J(t, t0)

[
1 0
0 2(1 + µc)

]{
σc(t0)

τc(t0)

}
+

∫ t

t0

J(t, τ)
[

1 0
0 2(1 + µc)

]{
dσc(τ)

dτc(τ)

}
(22)

To solve the integral problem in Equation (22), Bazant [21] proposed the age-adjusted effective
modulus method to calculate the stress–strain relationship of concrete, which is expressed as follows:

σc(t) =
{
σc(t)
τc(t)

}
= Ece(t, t0)

[
1 0
0 1/(2 + 2µc)

]{
εc(t) − εsh

c (t)
γc(t)

}
+ ξ(t, t0)

{
σc(t0)

τc(t0)

}
(23)

where t0 is the initial loading age; εsh
c is the concrete shrinkage strain; µc is the Poisson’s ratio of

concrete; J(t,t0) is the concrete creep function at time t; σc and τc are the normal stress and shear stress of
the concrete slab, respectively; Ece(t,t0) is the concrete age-adjusted effective elastic modulus; and ξ(t,t0)
is the influence factor of the creep effects. Ece(t,t0) and ξ(t,t0) can be calculated by Equations (24) and
(25), respectively.

Ece(t, t0) =
Ec(t0)

1 + χ(t, t0)ϕ(t, t0)
(24)

ξ(t, t0) =
ϕ(t, t0)(χ(t, t0) − 1)
1 + χ(t, t0)ϕ(t, t0)

(25)

where Ec(t0) is the concrete elastic modulus at time t0, ϕ(t,t0) is the concrete creep coefficient, and χ(t,t0)
is the concrete aging coefficient, which can be derived from Equation (26).

χ(t, t0) =
Ec(t0)

Ec(t0) −R(t, t0)
− 1
ϕ(t, t0)

(26)

where R(t,t0) is the concrete relaxation function, which can be calculated according to the literature [21].
Note that

∫

Φ

∫

2bts

δdT
slipqshdxρ(x)dφ in Equation (9) is the internal virtual work produced by

interfacial slip between the steel beam and concrete slab. According to Equations (4) and (5),
the interfacial slip between the steel beam and concrete slab can be written as follows:

dslip =
{

usp wsp
}T

= SΩBΩd (27)
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where the dimensions of matrix BΩ are 2 × 23, as shown in Appendix B, and SΩ is an element matrix
with dimensions of 2 × 2.

During use, the shear stress flow of a unit area at the interface between the steel beam and concrete
slab can be expressed as follows:

qsh =
{

qus qws
}T

=

[
ρu 0
0 ρw

]{
usp

wsp

}
= ρslipdslip (28)

where qus and qws are transverse and longitudinal shear stress flow of a unit area in the composite
beam interface, respectively; ρslip is the shear connection stiffness matrix of a unit area in the composite
beam interface; and ρu and ρw are the transverse and longitudinal shear connection stiffness of a unit
area in the composite beam, respectively.

Note that
∫

Φ
δθdKRθdρ(x)dφ in Equation (9) is the internal virtual work produced when the frame

resists distortion. KR is the frame distortion-resisting stiffness, which can be calculated according to
the literature [22].

Note that
∑

δWTQ and
∫

Φ
δWTqρ(x)dφ in Equation (9) are the external virtual work produced

by external loads, wherein Q =
(

Qn Qs Qz
)T

and q =
(

qn qs qz
)T

are the concentrated load
vector and the uniformly distributed load vector, respectively; Qn, Qs, and Qz are concentrated forces
in the directions of the n-axis, s-axis, and z-axis, respectively; qn, qs, and qz are uniformly distributed
forces in the directions of the n-axis, s-axis, and z-axis, respectively; and W is the displacement vector
under external loads. The equation for this displacement vector is given in Equation (29), which is
based on Equations (1)–(3).

W =
{

Wnk Wsk Wzk
}T

= H1A + H2A′ (29)

where
[H1]3×10 =

{
[B1]

T [B2]
T [B3]

T
}T

(30)

[H2]3×10 =
{
[0]1×10

T [0]1×10
T [B4]

T
}T

(31)

B1 =
(

cosα − sinα 0 −ρn 0 −Dn
ak cosα

2 0 0 0
)

(32)

B2 =
(
− sinα − cosα 0 ρs 0 Ds − ak sinα

2 0 0 0
)

(33)

B3 =
(

0 0 1− xk0 0 −ω 0 0 ak(1−xk0)
2 ψc ψs

)
(34)

B4 =
(
−x −(y +ωk0) 0 0 0 −ωd 0 0 0 0

)
(35)

A =
(

u v w θ β θd 2Ωx 2Ωz fc fs
)T

(36)

2.5. Finite Beam Element for Curved Composite Box Beams

According to the methodology of finite element discretization, Equation (9) can be solved by
adopting a two-node finite beam element, wherein thirteen DOFs exist at each of the nodes. The nodal
displacement vector of the two-node finite beam element with 26 DOFs is expressed as follows:

de =
{

de
1 de

2

}T
(37)

de
i =

(
ui ui

′ vi vi
′ wi θi βi θdi θdi

′ 2Ωxi 2Ωzi fci fsi
)

for i = 1, 2 (38)

The shape function matrix [N]23 × 26 is introduced into Equation (12), and the shape function
matrix [NF]10 × 26 is introduced into Equation (36); both of the shape function matrices are shown
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in Appendix C. Substituting Equations (10)–(36) and the shape function matrices N and NF into
Equation (9), the finite beam element equation for the curved composite box beam can be derived
as follows:

Kde = F (39)

[K]26 × 26 in Equation (39) is the element stiffness matrix, which can be calculated as follows:

K =

∫

le

NT



x

As

BT
s STEsSBsda +

x

Ac

BT
c STEcSBcda +

∫

2bts

BT
ΩST

ΩρslipSΩBΩdx + TR



Ndz (40)

where [TR]23 × 23 is the distortion-resisting stiffness matrix of the frame, in which TR(13,13) = KR and
the other elements are 0, and le is the length of the finite beam elements.

[F]26 × 1 in Equation (39) is the equivalent load vector of the node, which can be calculated
as follows:

F = Fq + Fξ + Fsh (41)

where Fq is the equivalent load vector of the node caused by external loads, which can be calculated
by Equation (42); Fξ is the equivalent load vector of the node caused by the concrete creep effect,
which can be calculated by Equation (43); and Fsh is the equivalent load vector of the node caused by
the concrete shrinkage effect, which can be calculated by Equation (44).

Fq =

∫

le

(
NT

FHT
1 + N′TFHT

2

)
qdz +

(
NT

FHT
1 + N′TFHT

2

)
Q (42)

Fξ = −
∫

le

NTBc
T



{

Ac

STξ(t, t0)σc(t0)da


dz (43)

Fsh =

∫

le

NTBc
T



{

Ac

STEce(t, t0)ε
sh
c (t)da


dz (44)

where
σc(t0) =

{
σc(t0) τc(t0)

}T
(45)

εsh
c (t) =

{
εsh

c (t) 0
}T

(46)

Notably, the calculation methods for the characteristic geometrical parameters of the section under
torsion and distortion in the finite beam element model can be found in the literature [6,23].

3. Numerical Validation of the Beam Element Model

The proposed finite beam element model is applied to calculate the long-term behavior of a typical
curved composite box beam. The cross-section and load layout of the curved composite box beam are
shown in Figure 2: The arc length of the longitudinal section centroid line is 6200 mm, the central angle
is 45◦, and seven transverse diaphragms are uniformly distributed along the longitudinal direction;
the slab is composed of C30 concrete and is 750 mm wide and 50 mm thick; the steel beam has a total
height of 300 mm; the web has a thickness of 12 mm; the bottom flange is 350 mm wide and 12 mm
thick; the interfacial shear connection stiffness along the transverse and longitudinal directions, ρu and
ρw, are both equal to 100 N/mm3; and a vertical load of 10 kN/mm acts at the section centroid line.
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The elaborate finite element model of a curved steel–concrete composite box beam is 
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Figure 2. Geometric dimensions and load layout of the curved composite box beam used for validation
(unit: mm): (a) cross section, (b) elevation.

The boundary conditions of the beam element model are as follows: At the mid-span,
the longitudinal displacement and the longitudinal slip between the concrete slab and steel beam
are all restrained to ensure symmetrical structural boundary constraints; at both ends of the beam,
the transverse displacement, transverse slip, deflection, and torsion angle are restrained; and at the
position of every diaphragm, the distortion angle is restrained.

The elaborate finite element model of a curved steel–concrete composite box beam is established
in ANSYS. The concrete slabs, steel beams, and transverse diaphragms are modeled with Shell181
elements, whereas the shear connectors are modeled with Combin14 elements. The finite element
model is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Elaborate finite element model of a curved composite box beam established in ANSYS.

The parameters of the material and environment of the proposed beam element model and the
elaborate finite element model established in ANSYS are as follows: The elastic modulus of steel Es and
Poisson’s ratio of steel µs are 2.06 × 105 MPa and 0.3, respectively; the calculation of the creep behavior
of concrete in the two models use the age-adjusted effective modulus method; and the Poisson’s ratio
of concrete µc is 0.2. The elastic modulus formula and the shrinkage creep model are obtained within
CEB-FIP90 [24]; the drying age of concrete is three days, the relative humidity in the environment is
75%, and the initial loading age t0 is 28 days. Using the finite beam element model and the elaborate
finite element model, time-dependent changes in the deflection, transverse displacement, and stress
of the curved composite box beam were calculated from the loading age to 3000 days, as shown in
Figures 4–6. From these three figures, the accuracy and applicability of the proposed two-node finite
element with 26 DOFs are verified due to the good correlation between the results of the elaborate
finite element model and those of the finite beam element model. Notably, the proposed beam element
model and the elaborate FE model took 7 and 53 s to obtain the long-term behavior of the curved
composite beam, respectively. It can be known that the calculation efficiency of the proposed beam
element model is much higher than that of the elaborate FE model.
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According to the three figures, the deflection and transverse displacement of the curved composite
box beam increase over time due to concrete shrinkage and creep, and the compressive stress in
the concrete decreases over time, whereas the tensile stress in the steel beam increases over time.
Within 250 days after loading, the displacement and the stress of the curved composite box beam
change significantly with respect to time, and then the growth rate slows and becomes gradual after
the first year. The results show that the influence of concrete shrinkage and creep is significant in the
early loading stage, whereas this influence is very small after the first year.
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4. Parametric Analysis

4.1. Influence of the Time-Dependent Effects on Shear Lag

The shear-lag coefficient, λ, is introduced to reflect the influence of the shear-lag effect of curved
composite beams. The shear-lag coefficient, λ, is defined as ratio of the stress at the intersection of
the web and flange to that at the same location when the shear-lag effect is ignored. Based on the
curved composite box girder in Section 3, which is used to verify the accuracy of the proposed model,
the changes in the shear-lag coefficient of the concrete slab and steel bottom flange with respect to
time are calculated by using the proposed finite beam element model, as shown in Figures 7 and 8,
respectively. The results show that the shear-lag coefficient at the inside and the outside of the concrete
slab gradually diminishes over time. A small change in the shear-lag coefficient at the inside and
outside of the steel bottom flange occurs in the curved composite beams over time, and it tends to
stabilize in the late stage of development. The effects of concrete shrinkage and creep can weaken the
shear-lag effects in curved composite box girders.
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4.2. Influence of Time-Dependent Effects on Mechanical Behavior for Different Initial Curvatures

The initial central angles are set as 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦, based on the curved composite box girder in
Section 3, which is applied to verify the accuracy of the model. According to the proposed finite beam
element model, the deflection, transverse displacement, and longitudinal displacement distributions
along the span are calculated for a curved composite box girder at the initial and ultimate loading ages,
as shown in Figure 9. The normal stress distributions along the transverse direction are calculated for
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the concrete slab and steel bottom flange at the initial and ultimate loading ages, as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 9 shows that the maximum growth rates of deflection for central angles of 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦ are
30.5%, 29.2%, and 25.8%, respectively. The maximum growth rates of longitudinal displacement for
central angles of 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦ are 20.3%, 20.6%, and 21.6%, respectively. The maximum growth
rates of transverse displacement of the curved composite box girder with central angles of 30◦ and 60◦
are 47.2% and 45.1%, respectively. Figure 10 illustrates the stress distributions of the curved composite
box girder with central angles of 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦ due to the influence of concrete shrinkage and creep.
The tensile stress growth rates at the inside of the steel bottom flange for central angles of 0◦, 30◦,
and 60◦ are 50.6%, 39.0%, and 18.6%, respectively. The compressive stress reduction rates at the inside
of the concrete slab for central angles of 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦ are 58.8%, 57.8%, and 53.0%, respectively.

It can be concluded that the growth rate of displacement, caused by concrete shrinkage and creep
effect, becomes small with the increase in the initial curvature of the curved box girder. The tensile stress
growth rate of the steel girder decreases gradually with increasing initial curvature. The compressive
stress reduction rate of the concrete slab decreases gradually with increasing initial curvature.
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4.3. Influence of the Time-Dependent Effects on Mechanical Behavior for Different Interfacial Shear Connection
Stiffness Values

The curved composite box girder in Section 3 was selected as the research object. The interfacial
shear connection stiffness values are set as 0.1, 1, and 10 N/mm3. According to the proposed finite
beam element model, the deflection and transverse and longitudinal displacement distributions along
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the span of the curved composite box girder at the initial and ultimate loading ages are calculated,
as shown in Figure 11. The normal stress distributions along the transverse direction are calculated for
the concrete slab and steel bottom flange at the initial loading age and ultimate loading age, as shown
in Figure 12. Figure 11 shows that the maximum deflection growth rates are 54.4%, 32.3%, and 28.9%
for curved composite box girders with shear connection stiffness values of 0.1, 1, and 10 N/mm3,
respectively, due to the influence of concrete shrinkage and creep. Moreover, for shear connection
stiffness values of 0.1, 1, and 10 N/mm3, the maximum growth rates of transverse displacement
are 116.1%, 67.2%, and 49.2%, respectively, whereas the maximum growth rates of longitudinal
displacement are 86.9%, 75.8%, and 71.3%, respectively. Figure 12 shows that the tensile stress growth
rates at the inside of the steel bottom flange are 47.1%, 35.2%, and 37.8% for curved composite box
girders with shear connection stiffness values of 0.1, 1, and 10 N/mm3, respectively, due to the influence
of concrete shrinkage and creep. Under these same stiffness values, the compressive stress reduction
rates at the inside of the concrete slab are 44.6%, 59.4%, and 57.1%, respectively.

It can be concluded that the growth rate of displacement, which is caused by concrete shrinkage
and creep, becomes small as the interfacial shear connection stiffness of the curved composite box
girder increases. The tensile stress growth rate of the steel girder decreases with increasing interfacial
shear connection stiffness. The compressive stress reduction rate of the concrete slab becomes large
with increasing interfacial shear connection stiffness.
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Figure 12. Normal stress distribution along the transverse direction of the curved composite box girder
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5. Conclusions

(1) Based on the Vlasov’s one-dimensional theoretical model of curved beams, a torsional warping
function, a distortional angle, transverse and longitudinal slip functions, a shear-lag intensity function
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for the concrete slab, a shear-lag intensity function for the steel beam, and constitutive relationships for
concrete shrinkage and creep were introduced. The variation of the curvature in the radial direction was
also taken into account. The equilibrium equation for the curved composite box beam was proposed
according to the virtual work principle. Then, the stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal load vector of
the two-node finite beam element with 26 DOFs, which analyzes the long-term behavior of curved
composite box beams, were obtained by adopting the finite element method and the age-adjusted
effective modulus method.

(2) An elaborate finite element model of a typical curved composite box beam was established.
The correctness and applicability of the two-node finite beam element with 26 DOFs were verified
through a comparison of the results from the finite beam element model and those from the elaborate
finite element model.

(3) The proposed finite beam element model was adopted to analyze the influence of the concrete
time-dependent effects on the long-term behavior of curved composite box beams. The analysis shows
that significant changes of the displacement, stress, and shear-lag coefficient occur in the curved
composite beams within the first year of loading, due to the time-dependent effects of concrete, after
which the variation tendency becomes gradual.

(4) The proposed finite beam element model was adopted to analyze the influence of the concrete
shrinkage and creep effects on the long-term behavior of curved composite box beams under different
central angles and shear connection stiffness. The results show that increases of the central angle and
the shear connection stiffness reduce the change rates of both displacement and stress, with respect
to time.
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Appendix A

A quadratic polynomial is used to characterize the shear-lag warping shape function, ψc(x), of the
concrete slab and the shear-lag warping shape function, ψs(x), of the steel beam, which are expressed
in Equations (A1) and (A2), respectively. The physical meaning of the polynomial is the shear-lag
warping displacement at any position on the section of the concrete slab or steel beam when a unit
shear-lag warping intensity occurs.

ψc(x) =



[
1−

(
x+bc
bc−bt

)2
](

bc−bt
bt

)2
x > bt

1−
(

x
bt

)2 −bt ≤ x ≤ bt[
1−

(
x−bc
bc−bt

)2
](

bc−bt
bt

)2
x < −bt

(A1)

ψs(x) =


0 top flange and web of the steel girder

1−
(

x
bs

)2
bottom flange of the steel girder

(A2)

Appendix B

(1) The nonzero elements of matrix Bk are shown hereafter:
Bk(1,1) = −k0; Bk(1,8) = 1; Bk(1,9) = −ysk0; Bk(1,13) = −ydk0Ψd; Bk(1,16) = −akk0/2; Bk(1,19) = ak/2;
Bk(2,3) = −1; Bk(2,8) = −k0; Bk(2,19) = −akk0/2;
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Bk(3,6) = −1; Bk (3,9) = k0; Bk(3,13) = k0Ψd;
Bk(4,6) = −k0; Bk(4,12) = −1;
Bk(5,15) = −1;
Bk(6,21) = 1;
Bk(7,23) = 1;
Bk(8,5) = k0; Bk(8,10) = 1;
Bk(9,5) = −k0; Bk(9,11) = −1;
Bk(10,20) = 1; and
Bk(11,22) = 1.
In these elements, k = s,c represents the steel girder and concrete slab, respectively.
(2) The nonzero elements of matrix BΩ are given hereafter:
BΩ(1,16) = 1 and BΩ(2,18) = 1.

Appendix C

The nonzero elements of the shape function matrix N are presented hereafter:
N(1,1) = n1; N(1,2) = n2; N(1,14) = n3; N(1,15) = n4;
N(2,1) = n1

′; N(2,2) = n2
′; N(2,14) = n3

′; N(2,15) = n4
′;

N(3,1) = n1”; N(3,2) = n2”; N(3,14) = n3”; N(3,15) = n4”;
N(4,3) = n1; N(4,4) = n2; N(4,16) = n3; N(4,17) = n4;
N(5,3) = n1

′; N(5,4) = n2
′; N(5,16) = n3

′; N(5,17) = n4
′;

N(6,3) = n1”; N(6,4) = n2”; N(6,16) = n3”; N(6,17) = n4”;
N(7,5) = m1; N(7,18) = m2;
N(8,5) = m1

′; N(8,18) = m2
′;

N(9,6) = m1; N(9,19) = m2;
N(10,6) = m1

′; N(10,19) = m2
′;

N(11,7) = m1; N(11,20) = m2;
N(12,7) = m1

′; N(12,20) = m2
′;

N(13,8) = n1; N(13,9) = n2; N(13,21) = n3; N(13,22) = n4;
N(14,8) = n1

′; N(14,9) = n2
′; N(14,21) = n3

′; N(14,22) = n4
′;

N(15,8) = n1”; N(15,9) = n2”; N(15,21) = n3”; N(15,22) = n4”;
N(16,10) = m1; N(16,23) = m2;
N(17,10) = m1

′; N(17,23) = m2
′;

N(18,11) = m1; N(18,24) = m2;
N(19,11) = m1

′; N(19,24) = m2
′;

N(20,12) = m1; N(20,25) = m2;
N(21,12) = m1

′; N(21,25) = m2
′;

N(22,13) = m1; N(22,26) = m2;
N(23,13) = m1

′; and N(23,26) = m2
′.

The nonzero elements of the shape function matrix NF are given hereafter:
NF(1,1) = n1; NF(1,2) = n2; NF(1,14) = n3; NF(1,15) = n4;
NF(2,3) = n1; NF(2,4) = n2; NF(2,16) = n3; NF(2,17) = n4;
NF(3,5) = m1; NF(3,18) = m2;
NF(4,6) = m1; NF(4,19) = m2;
NF(5,7) = m1; NF(5,20) = m2;
NF(6,8) = n1; NF(6,9) = n2; NF(6,21) = n3; NF(6,22) = n4;
NF(7,10) = m1; NF(7,23) = m2;
NF(8,11) = m1; NF(8,24) = m2;
NF(9,12) = m1; NF(9,25) = m2;
NF(10,13) = m1; and NF(10,26) = m2.
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In these elements, n1 =
(
1 + 2z
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Abstract: The axial compressive behaviour of an innovative type of square concrete filled steel tube
(CFST) column to reinforced concrete (RC) beam joint was experimentally investigated in this paper.
The innovative joint was designed such that (i) the steel tubes of the CFST columns were completely
interrupted in the joint region, (ii) the longitudinal reinforcements from the RC beams could easily pass
through the joint area and (iii) a reinforcement cage, including a series of reinforcement meshes and
radial stirrups, was arranged in the joint area to strengthen the mechanical performance of the joint.
A two-stage experimental study was conducted to investigate the behaviour of the innovative joint
under axial compression loads, where the first stage of the tests included three full-scale innovative
joint specimens subjected to axial compression to assess the feasibility of the joint detailing and
propose measures to further improve its axial compressive behaviour, and the second stage of the
tests involved 14 innovative joint specimens with the improved detailing to study the effect of the
geometric size of the joint, concrete strength and volume ratio of the steel meshes on the bearing
strengths of the joints. It was generally found from the experiments that (i) the innovative joint is
capable of achieving the design criterion of the ‘strong joint-weak member’ with appropriate designs,
and (ii) by decreasing the height factor and increasing the volume ratio of the steel meshes, the axial
compressive strengths of the joints significantly increased, while the increase of the length factor is
advantageous but limited to the resistances of the joint specimens. Because of the lack of existing
design methods for the innovative joints, new design expressions were proposed to calculate the axial
compression resistances of the innovative joints subjected to bearing loads, with the local compression
effect, the confinement effect provided by the multi-layers of steel meshes and the height effect of
concrete considered. It was found that the proposed design methods were capable of providing
accurate and safe resistance predictions for the innovative joints.

Keywords: through-beam joint; concrete filled steel tube (CFST) columns; reinforced concrete (RC);
axial compressive behaviour; steel mesh; local compression; confined concrete; height factor

1. Introduction

The concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) structure is a high-efficiency solution for high-rise buildings
and bridges due to its high bearing capacity, excellent ductility and great energy dissipation capacity [1].
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In CFST structures, the joints connecting the CFST columns and reinforced concrete (RC) beams play
an important role in achieving the structural integrity of the CFST frame [2,3], and thus researches
related to the detailing of the joints have become a hot spot during the past few years. One of the
typical joints connecting the CFST columns and RC beams is the through-column joint, in which steel
cleats are attached to the outer surface of the steel tube of the CFST column at the joint area and the
longitudinal reinforcements in the RC beams were welded on these steel cleats. The seismic behaviour
and the failure modes of the through-column joints have been widely investigated [4–7], indicating
that the through-column joints possess excellent seismic behaviour but require a significant amount
of site welding.

Recently, through-beam joints connecting the CFST columns and RC beams have attracted the
interest of researchers because of their simple detailing in the joint area, with a brief review of the
recently developed through-beam joints summarised herein. Nie et al. [8] and Bai et al. [9] developed
a representative through-beam joint connecting the concrete encased CFST columns and RC beams,
where the steel tubes of the CFST columns were completely interrupted in the joint area, and the
steel-reinforcement bars in the RC beams were continuous in the floor. Zhang et al. [10] developed
a through-beam joint for concrete-filled double-skin steel tubes structural members, where the outer
tube was interrupted in the joint area and an octagonal RC ring beam was arranged outside the joint to
connect the reinforcements from the RC beams. Chen et al. [11,12] reported a new type of through-beam
connection for CFST columns and RC beams, where the steel tube of the CFST column is completely or
partially interrupted, and a ring beam was used to strengthen the load-carrying capacity of the joint.
Zhou et al. [13,14] proposed a tubed-reinforced-concrete column to RC beam joint, where the steel tubes
are completely interrupted in the joint area, with different manners to strengthen the joint, including
the strengthening stirrup, horizontal hunches, and internal diaphragm. The seismic behaviour of the
aforementioned through-beam joints was examined through cyclic loading tests. It was generally
found that the through-beam joints are capable of achieving the design criterion of ‘strong joint-weak
member’ with excellent seismic performance. Provided that the steel tubes of the CFST columns were
generally interrupted at the joint area, axial compressive tests on the through-beam joints were also
conducted by Nie et al. [8], Bai et al. [9], Chen et al. [11] and Zhou et al. [13], to investigate the axial
compressive strengths of the joints; it was found that the strengths of the joints were higher than those
of the corresponding CFST columns, and thus the design criterion of the ‘strong joint-weak member’
was deemed to be achieved. Recently, an innovative joint connecting the square CFST columns and
RC beams has been developed by the authors [15]. The configuration and detailing of the innovative
joint are displayed in Figure 1, where the outer steel tube was completely interrupted in the joint
zone, and the longitudinal reinforcements from the RC beams could easily pass through the joint area.
A reinforcement cage, including a series of reinforcement meshes and radial stirrups, was arranged
in the joint area to strengthen the mechanical performance of the joint because of the interruption of
the steel tube. The benefits of the proposed configuration of the innovative joints over the existing
through-column and through-column beam joints include (i) the reinforcements from both structural
columns and beams could easily pass through the joint area, ensuring both robustness and integrity
of the joints, and (ii) the reinforcement cage in the joint can be precast and on-site welding is not
required, leading to a simplified construction process. Cyclic loading tests on the innovative joints
have been conducted by the authors [15] to study their seismic behaviour, while the axial compression
behaviour of the innovative joints subjected to bearing loads remained unexplored and will be studied
in the present paper.

Because of the lack of existing experimental investigation on the compressive behaviour of
innovative joints, a two-stage experimental study was first conducted to investigate the compressive
behaviour of the innovative joint subjected to bearing loads, where the first stage of the tests included
three full-scale innovative joint specimens to assess the feasibility of the joint detailing and propose
measures to further improve the axial compressive behaviour of the joint, and the second stage of the
tests involved 14 innovative joint specimens with the improved detailing to further study the effects of
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the geometric size of the joint, concrete strength and volume ratio of the steel meshes on the bearing
strengths of the joints. Because of the lack of existing design methods for innovative joint, new design
expressions for the bearing strengths of the innovative joints were developed and validated by the
experimental results.
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2. Tests of Joint with CFST Columns (Series I Tests)

2.1. General

The Series I axial compression tests included three geometrically identical full-scale specimens,
namely SC1, SC2, and SC3, and were designed with various rebar diameters of the steel meshes in
the joints. Each specimen included the upper and lower CFST columns and the joint, as shown in
Figure 2, while the slab and the RC beams were not fabricated because of the size limitation of the
testing machine. Note that the longitudinal reinforcements of the RC frame beams were still arranged
in the joint. Figure 3 and Table 1 report the geometric dimensions and reinforcements of each part of
the specimens. Specifically, the longitudinal reinforcements of the column were inserted through the
joint area with the anchorage lengths of 1000 mm in the CFST columns, as determined based on the
Chinese building code [16]. To avoid the compressive stress concentrating at the end of the steel tube,
a steel ring whose width and thickness were 18 mm and 6 mm, respectively, was welded to each end
of the steel tubes. Five layers of steel meshes with the adjacent distance of 75 mm were arranged in
the joint area. The diameters of the rebars in the steel meshes were 11 mm, 8.5 mm and 5.5 mm for
specimens SC1, SC2 and SC3, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Specimen parameters and the experimental and calculated loads for Series I tests.

Specimen D × t
(mm ×mm)

A × A × H
(mm ×mm ×mm)

f cu,u
(MPa)

f cu
(MPa)

f cu,l
(MPa)

dbar
(mm)

ρv
(%)

Ncr
(kN)

Nu
(kN) Ncr/Nu

Ncal
(kN) Ncal/Nu

SC1 500 × 6 1000 × 1000 × 600 46.3 40.8 44.7 11 1.65 6000 10,534 0.57 20,112 1.91
SC2 500 × 6 1000 × 1000 × 600 46.3 40.8 44.7 8.5 0.99 5300 12,004 0.44 18,395 1.53
SC3 500 × 6 1000 × 1000 × 600 46.3 40.8 44.7 5.5 0.41 5100 11,404 0.45 15,954 1.40

Notes: D and t are diameter and thickness of steel tube; A and H are width and height of the joint, respectively; f cu,u,
f cu and f cu,l are the cubic compressive strengths of the concrete for upper column, joint area and lower column,
respectively; dbar is the diameter of rebar in the steel meshes; ρv is the volume ratio of steel mesh in the joint, which
is calculated as Vsm/(A × A × H); Vsm is the total volume of steel meshes in the joint; Ncr is the load when the first
crack appeared; Nu is the peak load of the specimen; Ncal is the calculated strength obtained by Equations (6)–(8).
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beam rebars in the joints (SG: strain gauge).

During the fabrication of the specimens, four concrete cube specimens were respectively reserved
when casting the concrete of the lower CFST column, joint area and upper CFST column. Compression
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tests were conducted on the concrete cubes to derive their cubic strengths at the day of the column
tests, with the average cubic compressive strength of each part of the specimen reported in Table 1.
Tensile tests were conducted to derive the material properties of the reinforcements and the steel tube,
with the key results from the tensile tests reported in Table 2. The Young’s modulus of the steels may
be taken as 200,000 MPa, according to the Chinese building code [16].

Table 2. Measured material properties of reinforcing bars and steel tube for Series I test.

Member Bar Φ5.5 Bar Φ8 Bar Φ8.5 Bar Φ11 Bar Φ22 Bar Φ25 Steel Tube

Yield strength f y (MPa) 517 318 510 448 386 368 330
Ultimate strength f u (MPa) 578 460 608 540 575 575 460

2.2. Experimental Test Setup

The Changchun CSS-254 15 MN universal testing machine was employed to apply axial
compression force to the specimens, with the test setup shown in Figure 4. During the tests, four LVDTs
were arranged in the joint area and the CFST columns to measured axial shortening of the specimen
(see Figure 4), and a series of strain gauges were attached to the steel meshes in the joint to measure
their deformations during loading (See Figure 3). Both load and displacement control modes were
employed to drive the testing machine. Specifically, the initial loading rate was set to be equal to
5 kN/s until the material yielding was observed, according to the readings from the attached strain
gauges, after which a displacement rate of 2 mm/min was used to complete the post-yield loading
stage. The tests were terminated when the resistance of the specimen had deteriorated below 85% of
its maximum strength.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the test setup.

2.3. Experimental Results

2.3.1. Failure Modes

All the specimens exhibited similar overall behaviour under axial compression during the tests,
as summarised below. The first vertical crack was found on the side surface of the joint when the
upper load reached 44~57% of the peak loads. With the load increased, the horizontal cracks occurred
and gradually crossed the first vertical crack. The dilation and local buckling of the steel tubes were
observed when the specimens reached their peak loads, while the concrete in the joint area remained
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intact without series spalling, which indicates that the specimens were failed by the local buckling of
outer steel tubes of the CFST columns and thus satisfied the design criterion of the ‘strong joint-weak
member’. The crack patterns on each side surface of the joint at failure are shown in Figure 5.Materials 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 19 
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Figure 5. Cracks on the side surfaces of the specimens.

Taken specimen SC2 as an example to illustrate the experimental observation in detail, when the
load reached about 45% of Nu (Nu is the peak load of the specimen, for SC2 Nu = 12,004 kN),
the first crack was found at the middle of the side surface of the joint in the vertical direction.
As the load increased to about 50% of Nu, the vertical crack developed with a maximum width of about
0.1 mm, and a short horizontal crack occurred on the side surface of the concrete at the same time.
At about 70% of Nu, the maximum widths of the vertical and horizontal cracks on the side surface of
the joint reached 0.25 mm and 0.15 mm, respectively. When the specimen reached its maximum load
Nu, dilation and local buckling of the steel tubes of the CFST columns were observed. At the post-peak
loading stage, the steel tubes of the CFST columns continued to dilate with the load capacity of the
specimen gradually dropped to about 85% Nu.

2.3.2. Load-Deformation and Load-Strain Curves

The axial load-deformation curves of the three specimens are shown in Figure 6, where the vertical
axis is the force applied at two ends of the columns, and the horizontal axis is the displacement of
the whole specimen consisted of the upper and lower CFST columns and the joint zone. As shown in
Figure 6, the initial elastic stiffnesses and the shapes of the curves for the three specimens are quite close
to each other at the elastic stages. After reaching the peak loads of the specimens, the load-deformation
curves descend gradually and show ductile post-peak behaviour. The loads corresponding to the first
cracks Ncr and the peak loads Nu for all specimens are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that the value
of Ncr for SC1 is 1.13 and 1.18 times than those of SC2 and SC3 respectively, which indicates that the
crack resistance of the joint is enhanced by improving the volume ratio of steel meshes in the joint (ρv).
However, the ultimate axial compressive strength of SC1 is smaller than those of SC2 and SC3. It may
be attributed to the discreteness of concrete material in the CFST columns, as all specimens eventually
failed in the CFST columns.

The load-strain relationships of the steel meshes in all specimens are similar, as Figure 7 shows.
It can be found that the strains of the steel meshes grew slowly in the early loading phase. As the upper
load increased to about 50% of Nu when the first crack appeared, the strains developed dramatically
and subsequently reached the yield strains at the peak loads. It was also found that as the volume ratio
of the steel meshes in the joint decreases, the strain values corresponding to the peak loads increase,
which exhibits more adverse elongation deformation of the steel meshes.
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Figure 7. Load (N)-strain (ε) curves for steel meshes (a) SG24; (b) SG34; (c) SG36.

Figure 8 shows the load-strain curves for the steel meshes at different layers in specimen SC1.
The strain gauges were arranged at the centre of the cross-section of the joints (see Figure 3). It can be
seen that the strains in the steel meshes at the mid-height of the joint are larger than those in the upper
and lower layers. Besides, the steel meshes reach their tensile yield strains at the peak load except the
one located in the first layer (SG18).
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Figure 8. Load-strain curves for steel meshes at different layers in specimen SC1.

Figure 9 shows the load-strain curves for the steel mesh at the third layer with different plan
positions in specimen SC1. It can be observed that the strains which are closer to the central section
exhibit more serious tensile deformation. In addition, the steel meshes suffered from small compressive
strain at the outermost positions (SG32) in the early loading stage.
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Figure 9. Load-strain curves for steel meshes at different plan positions in specimen SC1.

Figure 10 illustrated the load-strain histories for the longitudinal bars in RC frame beam for
specimen SC2. It can be found that the tensile strain of the longitudinal bars is 900 µε at the peak
loads and did not reach its tensile yield strain, which indicates that the longitudinal bars could provide
favourable but limited confinement to the concrete of the joint.
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Figure 10. Load-strain curves for longitudinal reinforcing bars of the reinforced concrete (RC) beams.

2.4. Summary for the Series I Tests

According to the experimental results and analysis of the Series I tests, it can be concluded that the
axial load carrying capacity of the joint can be higher than those of the CFST columns by proper design,
which verifies the feasibility of the innovative joint. However, the multi-layers of steel meshes in the
joint is difficult to rig up because of the lack of efficient supports. Moreover, square CFST columns
are extensively used as structural members due to aesthetic consideration. In order to improve the
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construction operability of the joints, an improved joint detailing specifically for square CFST columns
is developed. In the improved joint detailing, the stirrups were added in and arranged radially around
the multi-layers of steel meshes to assemble into a steel cage, as shown in Figure 11. Therefore, the axial
compression behaviour of the joint with improved detailing which comprises of the multi-layers of
steel meshes and radial stirrups will be further studied in the following section.
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3. Axial Compression Tests on Innovative Joints (Series II Tests)

3.1. General

In order to study the axial compressive behaviour of the innovative joints with the improved
detailing of the steel meshes, the tests of Series II were conducted subsequently. A total of 14 full-scale
specimens were designed and fabricated. The details of the joint specimens are shown in Figure 12
and Table 3. The influence factors of Series II tests include the volume ratio of the steel meshes in
the joint (ρv), the dimension of the joint and the concrete strength. The test specimens were named
based on the following parameters, where C20 and C30 represent the cubic compressive strengths of
the concretes are 15.34 MPa and 32.96 MPa respectively, L1, L2 and L3 refer to α = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0
respectively; H1, H2 and H3 indicate β = 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 respectively; and S1, S2 and S3 represent
ρv = 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0% respectively.
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The specimens were all loaded concentrically. The compression zones on surfaces of the joints
were square with the side length a of 300 mm. In order to examine the actual bearing strengths of the
joints, the upper and bottom CFST columns adopted in the Series I tests were removed and replaced by
a pair of thick steel plates, with their cross-section dimensions identical with the local compression area.
A total of 3 (β = 0.6) or 4 (β = 0.8 and 1.0) layers of steel meshes were horizontally and symmetrically
arranged in the joint area. The diameters of the rebars in each steel mesh were determined according
to the volume ratio of the steel meshes in the joint (ρv) and the joint volume, with the detailed steel
bars adopted in each layer of the steel mesh listed in Table 3. It should be noted that during the
fabrication of the steel meshes, the steel bars with larger diameters were prior to being arranged in
the central of the joint area. The concrete protective cover was 20 mm. The diameter of the stirrup
is 6 mm. The mechanical properties of the steel bars are summarized in Table 4, while the concrete
cubic strengths for C20 and C30 grades were 15.34 MPa and 32.96 MPa, respectively.

Table 4. Measured material properties of reinforcing bars for Series II tests.

Member
Series C20 Series C30

BarΦ6 Bar Φ8 Bar Φ10 Bar Φ6 Bar Φ8 Bar Φ10

Yielding strength f y (MPa) 259.9 472 422 260 300 340
Ultimate strength f u (MPa) 430 536.1 480.4 440 340 430

3.2. Experimental Test Setup

The test setup for the Series II tests is shown in Figure 13, where a pair of thick steel plates with
their cross-section sizes corresponding to the local compression zone were respectively attached to
the top and bottom surfaces of the specimen to simulate the actions of the CFST columns, and four
LVDTs were adopted to record the displacements between the steel plates. Additionally, strain gauges
were attached to the steel meshes and radial stirrups, to measure the deformations of the rebars in the
joint. The loading rate utilised in the Series II tests was the same as that used for the Series II tests,
as described in Section 2.2.
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Figure 13. Test setup for the Series II tests (a) Elevation View; (b) Photo of the setup.

3.3. Failure Modes

Table 5 summarises the key experimental observations, including the loads corresponding to the
appearance of the first crack Ncr, the loads when the maximum crack width developed to 0.2 mm N0.2

and the loads when the maximum crack width developed to 0.3 mm N0.3. It can be concluded that
all the specimens had similar performance during the tests, with cracking of the concrete, yielding of
the steel meshes and eventual spalling and crushing of the concrete. At the ultimate loads, several
vertical penetrating cracks occurred on the surface of the joint. However, the distributions of the
horizontal cracks were different with various height factor β. Accordingly, three different crack patterns
(i.e., Mode I, Mode II and Mode III) on the surface of the specimens can be classified according to the
distributions of the horizontal cracks, as shown in Figure 14. As the height factor β increases from 0.6 to
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1.0, the horizontal cracks begin to generate, and the number of horizontal penetrating cracks gradually
rises. The crack pattern modes of all the 14 specimens are summarised in Table 5.

Table 5. Ultimate strength, characteristic load and failure modes for Series II tests.

Specimens Ncr
(kN) Ncr/Nu

N0.2
(kN) N0.2/Nu

N0.3
(kN) N0.3/Nu

Nu
(kN)

Crack
Mode

Ncal
(kN) Ncal/Nu

C20-L1-H3-S2 300 0.122 800 0.325 1000 0.406 2465 III 3097 1.26
C20-L2-H1-S2 400 0.116 1100 0.320 1500 0.437 3435 I 3763 1.10
C20-L2-H2-S2 600 0.178 1400 0.416 1500 0.445 3369 II 3592 1.07
C20-L2-H3-S1 600 0.280 1200 0.559 1400 0.652 2146 III 3103 1.45
C20-L2-H3-S2 600 0.240 1000 0.400 1400 0.560 2498 III 3484 1.39
C20-L2-H3-S3 600 0.221 750 0.277 1000 0.369 2712 III 3813 1.41
C20-L3-H3-S2 600 0.235 1050 0.412 1400 0.549 2550 III 3871 1.52
C30-L2-H1-S2 800 0.103 1100 0.141 1800 0.231 7801 I 6845 0.88
C30-L2-H2-S1 900 0.156 2100 0.363 2700 0.467 5782 II 5938 1.03
C30-L2-H2-S2 1200 0.184 2400 0.369 3300 0.507 6505 II 6380 0.98
C30-L2-H2-S3 1200 0.180 2400 0.360 2700 0.405 6659 II 6789 1.02
C30-L2-H3-S1 900 0.193 1500 0.321 2400 0.514 4673 III 5612 1.20
C30-L2-H3-S2 900 0.162 1500 0.270 1800 0.324 5550 III 6081 1.10
C30-L2-H3-S3 900 0.147 1500 0.245 1800 0.294 6122 III 6512 1.06

Notes: Ncr is the load when the first crack appeared, Nu is the peak load of specimen, N0.2 and N0.3 are the loads
when the maximum crack width developed to 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm respectively, Ncal is the calculated strength
obtained by Equations (6)–(8).
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Figure 14. Three crack patterns on the side surfaces for the Series II specimens.

Regarding the crack pattern of Mode I, several vertical penetrating cracks can be found on the
surfaces of the joint. The horizontal cracks may appear on the surfaces of the joint, but they were
not penetrating (Figure 14). The specimens with the height factor β of 0.6 were categorised as the
crack pattern of Mode I. Taking specimen C30-L2-H1-S2 as an example to describe the experimental
observation in detail, the first vertical crack appeared when the upper load reached 800 kN. The crack
extended gradually and became a penetrating crack when the load reached 1200 kN. The steel meshes
started to reach the yield strains as the load increased to about 4000 kN. After that, the specimen reached
its maximum load-carrying capacity of 7800 kN. During the post-peak loading stage, the concretes
began to spall and crush. The test was terminated when the bearing capacity of the specimen declined
to 85% of its peak load.

Regarding the crack pattern of Mode II, several vertical penetrating cracks and a main horizontal
penetrating crack can be observed on each side surface of the joint (see Figure 14). The specimens
with the height factor β of 0.8 were categorised as the crack pattern of Mode II. Taking specimen
C30-L2-H2-S2 as an example to describe the experimental observation in detail, the first vertical
crack occurred at the load of 1200 kN and developed into a penetrating crack at the load of 1500 kN.
When the upper load reached 3300 kN, several horizontal cracks began to appear and gradually
developed into a penetrating crack at the load of 5000 kN. At the load of about 6500 kN, the specimen
reached its maximum load-carrying capacity. The test was ended when the upper load dropped to 85%
of its peak load.

Regarding the crack pattern of Mode III, several vertical penetrating cracks and more than
one horizontal penetrating cracks could be found on each side surface of the specimen (see Figure 14).
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The specimens with the height factor β of 1.0 were categorised as the crack pattern of Mode III. Taking
specimen C30-L2-H3-S2 as an example to describe the experimental observation in detail, the first
vertical crack appeared at the load of 900 kN. When the upper load reached 2700 kN, the first horizontal
crack occurred. After that, several horizontal cracks could be observed on each side surface of the
specimen and eventually generated two main horizontal penetrating cracks when the load increased
to 5000 kN. The specimen reached its load-carrying capacity of 5550 kN. The test was terminated when
the load dropped to 85% of its peak load.

The comparison of failure modes between different concrete strengths is displayed in Figure 15.
For the specimen C20-L1-H3-S2 with lower concrete strength (see Figure 15a), serious spalling and
crushing of the concretes could be observed in the experiment when the specimen reached its ultimate
strength, while for the specimen C30-L2-H3-S3 with higher concrete strength, the concretes of the joint
remained intact at the post-peak loading stage even though serious vertical and horizontal cracks had
been developed (Figure 15b).
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3.4. Load-Deformation Curves and Load-Strain Curves

The load (N) versus longitudinal displacement (∆) curves for typical specimen series are plotted in
Figure 16. It can be seen that the strengths of the joints were sustained or declined slowly after the peak
loads, which indicates excellent ductility of the joints. Figure 16a shows the load-deformation curves
for specimen series C20-H3-S2, where all the parameters are the same except for the length factor
α. It can be observed that the curves are quite close to each other. As shown in Figure 16a and Table 5,
the ultimate strengths for specimens C20-L2-H3-S2 and C20-L3-H3-S2 are 1.013 and 1.034 times higher
than that of specimen C20-L1-H3-S2. It can be concluded that the increase of α is advantageous but
limited to the peak loads of the specimens in this experiment. Figure 16b shows the load-deformation
curves for specimen series C30-L2-S2. In these three specimens, the height factors β are 0.6, 0.8
and 1.0 for specimens C30-L2-H1-S2, C30-L2-H2-S2 and C30-L2-H3-S2, respectively. As shown in
Figure 16b and Table 5, the height factor β is a significant parameter affecting the behaviour of the
specimen. The increase of β could evidently reduce the initial stiffnesses and the peak loads of the
specimens. Figure 16c shows the load-deformation curves for specimen series C30-L2-H2. The volume
ratios of steel meshes in the joint ρv for specimens C30-L2-H2-S1, C30-L2-H2-S2 and C30-L2-H2-S3
are 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%, respectively. As shown in Figure 16c and Table 5, the peak load of the
specimens C30-L2-H2-S2 and C30-L2-H2-S3 are 1.125 and 1.152 times higher than that of the specimen
C30-L2-H2-S1, which states that the increase of ρv could significantly increase the peak strengths
of the specimens. However, the strengthen efforts could be weakening once ρv is larger than 1.5%.
In addition, the effect of ρv on initial stiffness of the specimen is limited.

The load-strain curves of the radial stirrups for a typical specimen C30-L2-H3-S1 are present in
Figure 17, where the outer and upper parts of the radial stirrups were in tension, while the internal
part of the stirrup was in compression. The internal part of the stirrup approximately reached
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compressive yield strain at the ultimate load stage, which states that the stirrup could provide certain
axial compressive strength for the joint.
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3.5. Summary for the Series II Tests

According to the experimental results and analysis of the Series II, it can be concluded that (i) the
resistances of the joints were sustained or declined slowly after the peak loads, indicating excellent
ductility of the joints when subjected to bearing loads, and (ii) with the decrease of height factor β and
the increase of volume ratio of steel meshes in the joint ρv, the axial compressive strengths of the joints
significantly increased, while the increase of the length factor α is advantageous but limited to the peak
loads of the specimens.

4. Calculation of Axial Compression Capacity of the Joints

4.1. General

Because of the lack of existing guidelines for the design of the innovative joints, a theoretical
investigation was conducted in this section to determine the axial compression resistances of the
innovative joints subjected to bearing loads, based on the test observations and analysis in Sections 2
and 3. In the following subsections, the local compression effect, the confinement effect provided by
the multi-layers of steel meshes and the height effect of concrete will be first discussed. New proposal
for calculating the axial compression resistances of the innovative joints subjected to bearing loads was
then proposed and validated with the experimental results.
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4.2. Effect of Local Compression

Several experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the resistances of plain concretes
under local compression [17–22], and demonstrated that local compressive strengths of the plain
concretes increased because the concrete outside the local compression area provided confined stress to
the concretes within the local compression area, in which the degree of confinement can be quantified
by using the bearing ratio (i.e., the ratio of the total surface area to the bearing area). A relationship
representing the degree of confinement has been proposed by Komendant [23] and expressed as the
square root function between the bearing area and the total surface area, which has been widely used
in the existing international design codes, including the American Concrete Institute (ACI) design code
ACI 318-08 [24] and the Chinese building codes GB 50010 [16]. In the present study, the expression
specified in ACI 318-08 [24] was adopted to determine the nominal bearing strength of plain concrete,
as given by Equation (1), where Nplain is the design bearing compression of unconfined concrete;
f c is the characteristic compressive cylinder strength of unconfined concrete; A1 is the loaded area;
A2 is the area of the lower base of the largest frustum of a pyramid, cone or tapered wedge contained
wholly within the support and having its upper base equal to the loaded area.

Nplain = 0.85 fcA1

√
A2

A1
with

√
A2

A1
≤ 2.0 (1)

4.3. Confinement Effect Provided by the Multi-Layers of Steel Meshes

It is certified from the experimental results that the ductility and the bearing strength of concrete
improved due to the confinement from the multi-layers of steel meshes. However, the advantage
contribution of the confinement effect on the concrete strength is not included in Equation (1), as set
out in ACI 318-08 [24], which would underestimate the effective compressive strength of the concrete.
In order to take into account the beneficial confinement effects provided by the multi-layers of steel
meshes, the confined concrete model, as proposed by Mander et al. [25], was used to quantify the
degree of confinement provided by the multi-layers of steel meshes; this confined concrete model
has also been used in the previous experimental and theoretical studies on the axial compressive
strength of a circular through-beam joint between the CFST columns and RC beams [11], indicating
that the confined concrete model proposed by Mander et al. [25] was capable of precisely predicting the
compressive strength of the circular through-beam joint. The expression for calculating the confined
concrete strength is given in Equation (2), where f ′cc is the peak compressive strength of the confined
concrete; f ′co is the peak compressive strength of the unconfined concrete; f ′` is the effective lateral
confining pressure applied by reinforcing bars.

f ′cc =


−1.254 + 2.254

(
1 + 7.94

f ′`
f ′co

)0·5
− 2.0

f ′`
f ′co


 f ′co (2)

Given that the amount of the reinforcements in both directions of the multi-layers of steel meshes
are approximately the same, the effective lateral confining pressure f ′` is then determined by Equation
(3) [25], where fl is the lateral pressure provided by the transverse reinforcements and assumed to be
uniformly distributed in the concrete core; f y is the yield strength of the reinforcing bars; ke is the
confinement effectiveness coefficient, which takes into account the reduction in the confinement effect
due to the spalling off of the cover concrete. Although vertical and horizontal cracks were observed
on the side surfaces of the joint specimens, the concrete in the loaded area remained intact in the
experiments. Therefore, the reduction in the confinement effect due to the spalling of the cover concrete
is neglected, with the confinement effectiveness coefficient ke = 1, leading to the expression to calculate
the lateral pressure given by Equation (4).

fl′ = ke fl =
keρv fy

2
(3)
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fl′ = ke fl =
ρv fy

2
(4)

4.4. Height Effect of Concrete

Existing experimental results have demonstrated that the height factor β is a critical factor affecting
the ultimate strength of the joint [11,20]. With the height of the specimen increasing, the ultimate
strength of the specimen declined rapidly, as evident in Section 3.4. The reason for the height effect
of concrete can be explained by the friction generated at the surface between the steel plates and the
concretes. The friction gradually transferred from the contact surface to the mid-height cross-section of
the specimen, which plays a role of confinement and thus strengthens the compressive strength of the
concrete. In order to quantify the degree of confinement at the mid-height cross section of the joint due
to the friction effect, a regression analysis was conducted, based on the existing experimental results on
the height effect of plain concrete. First, a total of 99 experimental data on the height effect of concrete
were collected from the existing experiments carried out by Dehestani et al. [26] and Yi et al. [27].
The lateral pressure f ′`h for the height effect of each data can then be derived by substituting the
corresponding unconfined concrete strengths and the confine concrete strengths into Equation (2).
The ratio of f ′`h/ f ′co for each data was plotted against the corresponding h/d ratio and displayed in
Figure 18, in which d is the width of the local compression zone. As shown in Figure 18, the increase
of h/d ratio results in a downtrend of f ′`h/ f ′co and the regression equation of lateral pressure for the
height effect of concrete can be obtained and given by Equation (5).

f ′`h
f ′co

=
1

12.820h/d
− 0.039, 0.5 < h/d ≤ 2 (5)
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In Equation (5), it is discovered that f ′`h/ f ′co = 0 when h/d = 2, which represents the frictional
force between the loading plates and specimens is neglected if the height-to-width ratios of the concrete
specimens are greater than 2. According to Equations (2) and (5), when h/d = 1, the value of f ′`h/ f ′co is
equal to 0.8, which were consistent with the conversion relationship of BSI for the concrete compressive
strength between the cylindrical specimen and the cubic specimen [28].

4.5. Prediction and Discussion

Through considering the local compression effect, the confinement effect provided by the
multi-layers of steel meshes and the height effect of concrete, the formulas for calculating the
compressive resistances of the joints are summarised in Equations (6)–(8).
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Ncal = 0.85 f ′ccA1

√
A2

A1
(6)

f ′cc =


−1.254 + 2.254

(
1 + 7.94

f ′`
f ′co

)0·5
− 2.0

f ′`
f ′co


 f ′co (7)

fl′ =
ρv fy

2
+ (

1
12.820H/a

− 0.039) f ′co (8)

Assessment of the accuracy of the new proposal was then conducted, through the comparisons
between the experimental ultimate strengths Nu and the predicted results Ncal, as listed in Tables 1 and 5.
It can be found that the resistance predictions Ncal for the joint specimens in Series I are higher than the
corresponding experimental counterparts, which could be attributed to the fact that all the specimens
in Series I failed by the CFST columns, and the ultimate strengths of the joints were higher than those
of the CFST columns. For Series II, the resistance predictions derived by Equations (6)–(8) are in good
agreement with the experimental ones for normal strength concrete (C30), with a mean value and
standard deviation of Ncal/Nu equal to 1.038 and 0.100, respectively. However, the ultimate strengths
were overestimated for the specimen series with low strength concrete (C20). It may be because the
outer concrete of the specimens with lower concrete strength was prematurely spalled and crushed
when the specimens were reaching their ultimate strengths, which would weaken the favourable effect
of local compression.

Therefore, the calculation model for the ultimate strengths of the joints subjected to bearing loads
for practical engineering design is recommended herein. The confinement effect provided by the
multi-layers of steel meshes and the height effect of concrete are considered in the model, while the
effect of local compression is neglected because of its uncertainty, leading to the final formulations for
the design of the ultimate strengths of the square joints given by Equations (9) and (10).
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Figure 19 shows the comparison between the calculated results obtained by Equations (9) and (10)
and experimental results of Series II tests, where the calculated strengths are relatively accurate and
conservative in contrast to the experimental strengths.
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5. Conclusions

The axial compressive behaviour of square through-beam joint between CFST column and RC
beams with multi-layers of steel meshes was experimentally and theoretically investigated in this
paper. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results of this study.

The first stage of the tests included three full-scale innovative joint specimens, indicating that the
innovative joint is capable of achieving the design criterion of the ‘strong joint-weak member’ with
appropriate designs.

The second stage of the tests involved 14 innovative joint specimens with the improved detailing
to study the effects of the geometric size of the joint, concrete strength and volume ratio of the steel
meshes on the bearing strengths of the joints. It is shown that by increasing the height factor β of the
joint specimens from 0.6 to 1.0, the axial compression strengths of the joints significantly decreased
with a maximum reduction ratio in strength equal to 28.9%. The increase of the volume ratio of the
steel meshes in the joint ρv is advantageous for the axial compression strengths of the joints. As ρv

increased from 1.0 to 2.0, the axial compression strengths of the joints increased by 26.4% and 15.2% for
the specimens with concrete grades of C20 and C30, respectively. The increase of the length factor α is
advantageous but limited to the peak loads of the specimens.

Because of the lack of existing design methods for the innovative joints, new design expressions
were proposed to calculate the axial compression resistances of the innovative joints subjected to
bearing loads, with the local compression effect, the confinement effect provided by the multi-layers
of steel meshes and the height effect of the concrete considered. The strength predictions of the
joints are in good agreement with the experimental ones for normal strength concrete. Through the
discussion of the calculated results, recommended formulations for the design of the joints were
proposed, which is capable of providing accurate and safe resistance predictions for the innovative
joints. However, because of the limited range of variables chosen for the specimens in the tests, extensive
applications of the proposed calculation method should be verified by further experimental researches.
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Abstract: The present work aimed to study the effects of temperature changes and concrete creep
on I-shaped steel–concrete composite continuous girder bridges during construction and operation
processes. This study combined structural health monitoring data, an ANSYS finite element simulation,
and the age-adjusted effective modulus method to obtain the variation laws of temperature and
internal force in composite girders. Moreover, a temperature gradient model was proposed that is
suitable for bridges in Hebei, China. In addition, a concrete creep experiment under unidirectional
axial compression was performed using concrete specimens prepared from the concrete batch used to
create the composite girder. The long-term evolution laws of the deflection and internal force of the
composite girder were obtained by predicting the concrete creep effect. The measured data showed
that the temperature variation trends of the steel beam and concrete slab were characterized by a
sinusoidal curve without a temperature lag. The heating rate of the concrete slab was higher than the
cooling rate. The prediction results showed that the internal force changes in the composite girder
were characterized by three stages. The stress changes in the composite girder during the first 10 days
were significant and the stress charge rate of the concrete slab, the steel girder and the shear stud can
reach 5%–28%. The stress change rate decreased continuously during 10–90 days. The stress changed
slowly and smoothly after 90 days. This research can provide feedback and reference for structural
health monitoring and service safety control of similar I-shaped steel–concrete composite bridges.

Keywords: steel–concrete composite bridge; I-shaped beam; concrete creep; temperature;
prediction; experiment

1. Introduction

Steel–concrete composite girder bridges are becoming increasingly popular with increasing
bridge spans and advantages in terms of reliable performance, reasonable cost, and structural
rationality. However, some shortcomings of these structures need to be solved, including the stress
redistribution caused by ambient temperature changes and concrete shrinkage and creep. Therefore,
the time-dependent effects and the evolution law of structural performance during bridge construction
and operation periods should be studied, which is beneficial to the further promotion and application
of composite girder bridges [1].

First, the maximum stress caused by temperature changes can reach 20%–30% of the allowable
stress, which cannot be ignored [2]. Moreover, thermal residual stresses and relative slip between
steel and concrete will be caused by the temperature difference between the steel beam and concrete
slab [3–5]. Chen [6], Gu [7], Zhou [8], and Liu [9] deduced formulas for the internal force and
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relative slip in steel–concrete composite girders under the influence of temperature. Chen [10], Su [11],
Wang [12], and Xiao [13] verified the existence of a large temperature difference and gradient in
a steel–concrete composite box girder based on monitoring data of the temperature field, and the
temperature distribution was different from that in the existing Chinese specifications. Moreover,
the daily temperature differences, convection, and solar radiation were the main factors affecting the
temperature field of the composite girder. However, the above studies were mainly directed to the
single-piece I-beam girders or steel box girders, whereas few studies involved multiple I-beam girders.
Furthermore, only the calculation method for the temperature difference between the steel and concrete
is regulated by the Chinese regulations. The influences of the variation of the transverse temperature
on the mechanical behavior of the bridges remain to be further studied.

The theories describing the stress–strain constitutive relationship caused by concrete creep include
the aging theory (creep rate method), elastic creep theory (superposition method), elastic aging theory
(flow rate method), secondary effect flow theory, and age adjustment effective modulus method [14–18].
The concrete creep effects of composite bridges were analyzed by several researchers considering the
shear connections, the shear lag effect in box girders, the randomness of shrinkage and creep effects,
and the changes in temperature and humidity [19–26]. In terms of experimental research, Gara, Ranzi,
and Sullivan obtained an analysis model of concrete creep by conducting long-term full-scale tests with
simply supported composite girder bridges [27–30]. Fan and Nie studied the concrete shrinkage and
creep effects and cracking of composite girder bridges based on long-term loading tests and proposed
an improved composite deck system for cable-stayed bridges [31,32]. However, the above studies were
mainly aimed at analyzing the concrete shrinkage and creep effects of composite girders under specific
conditions. The establishment of concrete constitutive relations and the realization of corresponding
numerical models still needs to be analyzed. Numerical simulation and scale model test methods are
mainly used in research. However, there are few studies aimed at long-term monitoring of concrete
shrinkage and creep effects for real bridges because of the difficulty in long-term field monitoring.

In addition, the significances of the long-term monitoring of bridges are as follows: (1) the
difference between the monitored experimental results and the numerical model for prediction analysis
of bridges can be identified to correct the model. The corrected model can be further applied in the
subsequent analysis of the mechanical behavior of the bridges. (2) The bridges are monitored for the
long term to ensure their safety. This can provide a steady foundation for superior behavior of bridges in
their life cycle and meet the requirement of the long-cycle design idea. (3) The monitored experimental
results of the mechanical behavior of the bridges in a complicated and variable environment may create
a new research issue. Therefore, long-term monitoring of the bridges is important for the development
of investigation of the bridges.

In this paper, the effects of temperature changes and concrete creep on I-shaped steel–concrete
composite continuous girder bridges were studied. This study combined field monitoring data,
an ANSYS finite element (FE) simulation, and the age-adjusted effective modulus method to obtain the
variation laws of temperature and internal force of the composite girders. Moreover, a temperature
gradient model suitable for bridges in the Hebei region of China was proposed. In addition, a concrete
creep experiment under unidirectional axial compression was carried out using concrete material from
the batch used to create the composite girder. Then, concrete creep curves under 28-day loading were
obtained. The long-term evolution laws of the deflection and internal force of the composite girder in
response to concrete creep were predicted.

2. Background Project Overview

2.1. Bridge Overview

The background project is located in Baoding city, Hebei Province in China, and the first west
segment of the bridge is shown in Figure 1. Sections S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6 in Figure 1 represent
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the control sections located at the side support, 1/2 and 3/4 sections of the 4th span, the 2nd pier top,
1/4 and 1/2 sections of the 3rd span, respectively.Materials 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  3 of 20 
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Figure 1. Layout of the first west standard segment of the bridge (units: cm).

The I-shaped steel–concrete composite continuous girder was used in the superstructure of
the bridge. The north and south side girders are symmetrical relative to the road centerline.
The cross-section of the northern half of the composite girder is shown in Figure 2. The steel
beams are labeled A, B, C, and D from the road centerline to the outside. The thickness of the web of
the steel beam was 12 mm.
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2.2. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) System

Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the vibrating string strain gauges attached to the steel beam
web and the ones embedded in the concrete slab in Sections S1–S6. The arrangement of the fiber
Bragg grating sensors attached to the top flange surface of the steel beam is shown in Figure 4.
In addition, 11 studs symmetrical to S4 were selected, as shown in Figure 5. For the girder deflection,
four measuring points were uniformly arranged in the transverse direction for each span, as shown in
Figure 6.
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3. Thermal Effect during the Construction Process

The regulations of the temperature gradient model in the codes of every country are different
because the selection of the temperature gradient model is related to the bridge type, cross-section
form, sunshine conditions, and geographical location. In this paper, the temperature distribution
law of a multiple I-steel composite girder was obtained based on field-measured data, and the most
unfavorable temperature gradient mode was determined. Moreover, the transverse gradient model of
temperature was proposed, which can guide structural designs.

3.1. Variation Law of Girder Temperature

The measured temperature changes in the composite girder in Sections S4 and S6 from May 1 to
May 8 of 2018 are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The temperature variation at each measuring
point was characterized by an obvious sinusoidal performance with peak and valley values occurring
on each day. Moreover, the temperature change trends were consistent without a lag phenomenon.
In addition, the heating rate of the concrete slab was greater than the cooling rate. The fastest heating
and cooling rates were 1.5 ◦C/h at 13:00 and −0.9 ◦C/h at 21:00, respectively, and the trends of both
increased first and then decreased. Moreover, there was a gradient change along the vertical direction
of the composite girder. The temperature of the concrete slab was higher than the temperature of the
steel beam. The temperature at the middle of the steel beam was higher than the temperature at the
bottom flange of the steel beam.
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3.2. Variation Law of Girder Strain

The measured strain changes in the composite girder in Sections S4 and S6 in one day are shown
in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Figure 9 shows that the most prominent daily strain variation in the
middle of the steel beam was 30.9 µε. The daily strain variation in the concrete slabs was smaller: 8 µε.
Figure 10 shows that the most prominent daily strain variation in the middle of the steel beam was
83.4 µε, and that of the concrete slabs was 23.9 µε. The daily strain change in the composite girder in
Section S4 was smaller than that in Section S6. In addition, the changes in ambient temperature could
not be reflected by the embedded vibrating wire sensor in the concrete, and the strain changes in the
concrete had a lag of 4.5 h with respect to one of the steel beams.
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Figure 9. Measured girder strain in Section S4.
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Figure 10. Measured girder strain in Section S6.

The variation laws of the internal forces of the concrete slab and steel beam in Section S6 along
with temperature changes in one day were analyzed, as shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
The compressive strains in the concrete and steel beams were caused by the expansion of material
with increasing temperature. The tensile strains were caused by material shrinkage along with
decreasing temperature. The strain variation rates in the concrete and steel beams were 3.4 µε/◦C and
23.9 µε/◦C, respectively.
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Figure 11. Measured variation in the concrete strain in Section S6 along with temperature changes.
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Figure 12. Measured variation in the steel beam strain in Section S6 along with temperature changes.

The variation laws of the internal forces of the concrete slab and steel beam in Section S4 along
with temperature changes in one day are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The strain variation
rates in the concrete and steel beams were 5 µε/◦C and 23.8 µε/◦C, respectively.
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Figure 13. Measured variation in the concrete strain in Section S4 along with temperature changes.
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Figure 14. Measured variation in the steel beam strain in Section S4 along with temperature changes.

3.3. Proposed Gradient Model of Temperature

The temperature of the concrete slab is characterized by a large transverse gradient because
of the bridge direction and environmental shielding. However, the Chinese code specifies only the
transverse temperature effect of the wide box girder without cantilevers. Therefore, the suggested
temperature gradient model for composite girder bridges in the Hebei Province of China was proposed
by processing the temperature monitoring data with a guaranteed rate of 95%.

The transverse distribution of the concrete temperature in Section S4 is shown in Figure 15.
The temperature difference along the transverse direction under normal climatic conditions between
1:00 and 11:00 was less than 1.5 ◦C. The transverse distribution of the concrete temperature from 11:00
to 16:00 was characterized by an isosceles trapezoidal distribution. Moreover, the temperature in
the middle region of the concrete slab was higher than that in the outside region of the concrete slab.
The transverse distribution of temperature in the south concrete slab gradually became a trapezoidal
distribution with increasing temperature due to the long exposure to sunshine. The transverse
difference in temperature reached a maximum of 10.1 ◦C at 17:00. The north measuring points of
the concrete were shielded by the steel beams and could not be illuminated by the sun. Therefore,
the temperature at these points was the lowest among the measuring points, and the temperatures at
these points changed slightly.
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Figure 15. Transverse distribution of concrete temperature in Section S4 for one day.

The maximum differences in the girder temperatures during each day were extracted as shown in
Table 1, and the mean value at each measured point was calculated.

The temperature gradient model for the composite girder bridges in Hebei, China, was proposed
with a guaranteed rate of 95%. A temperature gradient of 4 ◦C/m was adopted for the height range
from the bottom of the steel beam to the junction of the flange and web. A temperature gradient of
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20 ◦C/m was adopted for the height range from the junction of the flange and web to the top of the
concrete slab. Moreover, the temperature gradient in the pavement could be specified according to the
Chinese code. In addition, the heat diffusion and conduction in the girder changed along the transverse
direction because of the different boundary conditions, which resulted in the transverse gradient of the
temperature. A transverse gradient of 3 ◦C/m could be adopted. The proposed temperature gradient
model can be referenced during the design process.

Table 1. Maximum temperature difference in the girder during each day.

Temperature of Each Measuring Point (◦C)

Section Day SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 SC7 SC8 SC9 SC10 SI1 SI2

S4

1 4.90 5.10 4.60 5.00 5.40 4.70 5.00 4.70 4.50 4.10 2.90 2.60
2 11.40 12.60 11.60 12.40 11.50 11.90 11.60 12.20 10.20 8.30 8.20 7.40
3 11.40 11.20 11.00 11.40 11.30 11.50 11.7 11.70 9.20 8.50 8.10 7.20
4 9.90 11.60 10.90 11.50 11.40 11.50 12.30 9.90 10.80 9.00 9.20 8.90
5 7.60 8.30 8.50 8.10 8.50 8.30 8.30 7.50 7.70 6.50 4.30 3.90
6 7.60 8.40 8.10 8.40 8.30 8.60 8.40 7.40 7.60 6.30 4.40 4.00
7 8.50 9.90 9.20 9.80 9.70 9.60 9.90 8.30 9.40 8.10 5.50 5.40

S6

1 4.90 5.10 6.60 – 6.70 6.20 6.50 5.50 5.00 5.60 4.80 4.60
2 13.00 14.20 14.20 – 14.80 14.70 14.90 13.50 10.10 10.10 9.00 8.50
3 10.70 12.40 12.40 – 12.60 13.70 14.20 13.40 13.70 12.90 10.00 9.40
4 12.20 13.40 13.40 – 14.10 14.00 13.70 11.10 12.20 11.70 10.60 10.20
5 8.70 9.50 9.50 – 9.60 9.90 9.30 8.80 8.30 7.50 6.50 6.10
6 8.90 9.60 9.60 – 9.60 9.80 9.40 8.80 8.30 7.50 6.50 6.10
7 9.90 11.40 10.70 – 11.50 11.70 11.60 10.60 10.40 10.80 8.90 8.70

Average 9.26 10.19 10.02 9.51 10.36 10.44 10.39 9.53 9.10 8.35 7.06 6.64

4. Concrete Creep Effect during the Construction and Operation Periods

The stress redistribution in composite girders is difficult to solve by theoretical analysis alone
because of the complexity of concrete creep and the property differences between steel and concrete.
The variation laws of girder deflection and stress caused by concrete creep were studied based on field
monitoring data, concrete creep experiments, and numerical models.

The expander was added into the concrete of the composite bridge to eliminate the shrinkage effect.
Little concrete shrinkage strain was observed in the shrinkage tests of concrete batches. Therefore,
only the concrete creep effect was taken into account in the below-mentioned discussion.

4.1. Concrete Creep Experiment

4.1.1. Concrete Specimen

A concrete creep experiment under unidirectional axial compression, including two ordinary
concrete specimens and two steel fiber reinforced concrete specimens, was carried out using specimens
made from the same batch of materials as the actual bridge. The dimension of the concrete specimens
was 100 mm × 100 mm × 300 mm. The average value was taken from the 28-day creep data of
the two concrete specimens. Moreover, two compensation specimens were designed to offset the
deformations caused by the hydration of cement, external temperature, and humidity, including
concrete condensation, hardening shrinkage, drying shrinkage, and temperature expansion.

The load on the composite girder during the normal use stage was approximately 40% of the
ultimate load, which was selected as the load in the test. The 28-day compressive strength of the
ordinary concrete specimen was 55.60 MPa and the 28-day compressive strength of the steel fiber
reinforced concrete was 48.40 MPa.
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4.1.2. Creep Experiment Process

A picture of the concrete creep experiment is shown in Figure 16. The experimental equipment
included a creeper, an oil pressure jack, a pressure sensor, and a static pressure collector. The maximum
pressure of the jack was 1000 kN. The sensor used as the load measuring device had a range of 700 kN
and an accuracy of 0.01 kN. A paper-based strain gauge with a range of 10 cm and an accuracy of ±1 µε
was used, and the range was greater than the ultimate strain of the concrete. In addition, the load loss
and stress decrease would be caused by concrete shrinkage and creep. Therefore, the accuracy of the
experimental data was guaranteed by checking the load regularly, and the jack was used to adjust the
load to ensure that the load change was always within ±2%. The loading age of all concrete specimens
t0 was 28 days.
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4.1.3. Experimental Results

According to the definition of creep degree function C(t,t0), as shown in Equation (1):

C(t, t0) =
εc(t)
σ(t0)

(1)

where εc(t) is concrete creep strain at time t, σ(t) is concrete stress at time t.
The curves of the creep degree function C of the ordinary concrete and the fiber-reinforced concrete
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A parameter regression was performed by utilizing a large number of experimental data with
high prediction accuracy. A simplified fitting formula of creep degree function was proposed based on
the measured data:

C(t, t0) = A0 + A1e−(t−t0)/m (2)

where A0, A1, and m are the parameters that can be regressed by experimental results, which are shown
in Table 2. t0 is the initial loading age of concrete, which is 28 days for the concrete of the bridge.

Table 2. Parameters of the creep degree function.

Specimen A0 A1 m

Ordinary concrete 29.713 −15.847 29.491

Steel fiber concrete 29.025 −12.717 28.149

A comparison between the fitting results of the simplified formula and the experimental data for
the creep degree function is shown in Figure 17. The statistical results of the fitting parameters are also
given in the figure. The dispersion of the parameters was small. The fitting results are credible.

4.2. Prediction Method of the Concrete Creep Effect

The aging coefficient was used to consider the effect of concrete aging on the final creep value
based on the age-adjusted effective modulus method [33–36]. The creep effect of concrete can be
accurately calculated by combining the age-adjusted effective modulus method and the FE method.
The age-adjusted effective modulus method is expressed as follows:

The sum of elastic strain and creep strain of concrete ε(t,t0) is as follows:

ε(t, t0) =
σ(t)
Et0

+
σ(t0)
Et0

ϕ(t, t0) +
1

Et0

∫ t
t0

dσ(τ)
dτ ϕ(t, τ)dτ

=
σ(t)
Et0

+
σ(t0)
Et0

ϕ(t, t0) +
1

Et0

∫ σ(t)
σ(t0)

ϕ(t, τ)dσ(τ)
(3)

where Et0 is Young’s Modulus of concrete at loading time t0; ϕ(t,t0) is creep coefficient at time t with
loading time t0, which can be calculated by Equation (4):

ϕ(t, t0) = C(t, t0)Et0 (4)

According to the integral mean value theorem, Equation (3) can be converted into the
following form:

ε(t, t0) =
σ(t)
Et0

+
σ(t0)
Et0

ϕ(t, t0) +
σ(t)
Et0
ϕ(t, t0)χ(t, t0)

=
σ(t0)
Et0

ϕ(t, t0) +
σ(t)
Et0

(1 + ϕ(t, t0)χ(t, t0))

=
σ(t0)
Et0

ϕ(t, t0) +
σ(t)
Eϕ

(5)

where Eϕ is the age-adjusted effective modulus. The age-adjusted effective modulus Eϕ can be
expressed as follows:

Eϕ =
Et0

1 + ϕ(t, t0)χ(t, t0)
(6)

where χ(t, t0) is the aging coefficient, which ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 and is generally chosen as 0.8.
According to the proposed creep degree function and the Dischinger method, the aging coefficient

can be expressed as follows:

χ(t, t0) =
1

1− e−ϕ(t,t0)
− 1
ϕ(t, t0)

(7)
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4.3. Elaborate FE Model

The elaborate FE model of the bridge established in ANSYS is shown in Figure 18. The basic
assumptions during model establishment were as follows: the concrete slabs were connected with
the steel beams through the studs and only the self-weight of the newly poured concrete slab was
considered (i.e., the stiffness was not considered). SHELL181 elements were used to simulate the steel
beam and concrete slab. BEAM188 elements were used to simulate the stud and steel truss. The full
bridge model included 24,764 nodes and 27,750 elements.Materials 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 20 
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Figure 18. Elaborate FE model of the bridge.

The Young’s modulus of steel is 2.06 × 105 MPa, the Poisson’s ratio of steel is 0.3, and the density
of steel is 7850 kg/m3. The Poisson’s ratio of concrete is 0.2, and the density of concrete is 2500 kg/m3.
The age-adjusted effective modulus method was used to simulate the concrete creep effect of the
composite girder bridge. The 28-day Young’s modulus of the concrete (3.65 × 104 MPa) was measured
by testing specimens made from the same batch of concrete material.

The FE model was verified based on the monitoring data of structural deformation and stress
during the concrete pouring process. The pouring dates of each segment are shown in Table 3 and the
positions of each segment are shown in Figure 1.

The concrete construction process was simulated based on the FE model by locking and
activating the concrete slab elements of each pouring segment in sequence using the life-and-death
element method.

Table 3. Dates of concrete pouring.

Casting Segment Casting Area Date

I Positive bending moment zone of the fourth span 9 a.m., 23 April 2018
II Positive bending moment zone of the third span 9 a.m., 24 April 2018
III Positive bending moment zone of the second span 2 p.m., 24 April 2018
IV Positive bending moment zone of the first span 9 a.m., 25 April 2018
V Negative moment zones of the third and fourth spans 2 p.m., 25 April 2018
VI Negative moment zones of the second and third spans 9 a.m., 27 April 2018
VII Negative moment zones of the second and first spans 12 a.m., April 27, 2018

A comparison between the calculated and measured deflections of the steel beams at the middle of
each span is shown in Figure 19. The calculated deflections were in good agreement with the measured
data with an error of 15%–21%. Moreover, the calculated deflections were slightly smaller than the
measured data because that part of the stiffness of the concrete slab was taken into account in the
FE model.
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Figure 19. Comparison between the calculated and measured deflections at the middle of each span.

Figure 20 shows a comparison of the deflection variation along the transverse direction in
Sections S2 and S6 when pouring the concrete in the middle positive moment zone. Due to the
structural symmetry, the deflection changes in the inner two steel beams (B and C) were the same,
and those of the outer two steel beams (A and D) were the same. Moreover, the deflection changes
in the inner and outer beams were different with a difference of 3–4 mm because of the different
constraints of the steel beams.
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Figure 20. Comparison between the calculated and measured deflection variations along the
transverse direction.

Comparisons between the calculated and measured girder strains in Sections S4 and S6 are shown
in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The deviation between the calculated and measured strains was
small during the construction stage characterized by large deformation. However, the strain errors
during the construction stage characterized by smaller deformation were relatively large because of
environmental interference.

Table 4. Comparison between the calculated and measured girder strains in Section S4.

Casting
Segment

Calculated Strain (µε) Measured Strain (µε) Error Percentage (%)

Bottom Plate Top Plate Bottom Plate Top Plate Bottom Plate Top Plate

I −5.1 6.4 −3.5 4.4 45.71 45.45
II 16.9 −12.5 12.7 −14.6 33.07 −14.38
III −62.7 57.5 −53.2 46.2 17.86 24.46
IV −130.4 124.9 −110.4 100.0 18.12 24.90
V −87.3 124.5 −101.4 93.2 −13.91 33.58
VI −119.9 124.9 −130.1 109.5 −7.84 14.06
VII −131.1 118.2 −161.3 130.5 −18.72 −9.43
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Table 5. Comparison between the calculated and measured girder strains in Section S6.

Casting
Segment

Calculated Strain (µε) Measured Strain (µε) Error Percentage (%)

Bottom
Plate

Top
Plate

Concrete
Slab

Bottom
Plate

Top
Plate

Concrete
Slab

Bottom
Plate

Top
Plate

Concrete
Slab

I −5.3 5.3 0.0 −8.4 6.5 0.0 36.90 18.46 –
II 11.4 −9.5 0.0 13.6 -9.5 0.0 16.18 0.00 –
III −47.3 28.7 0.0 −58.5 31.8 0.0 19.15 9.75 –
IV 202.0 −50.9 −120.5 239.1 −73.9 −120.4 15.52 31.12 0.08
V 202.4 −51.0 −120.5 245.2 −62.0 −126.8 17.46 17.74 −4.97
VI 202.0 −50.8 −120.5 238.8 −61.8 −132.4 15.41 17.80 −8.99
VII 199.1 −45.9 −120.8 240.1 −75.9 −136.4 17.08 39.53 −11.44

The deflection monitoring data within two months after bridge completion were used to verify
the FE model. Comparisons between the calculated and measured deflections in Sections S2 and S6 are
shown in Figure 21. The calculated variation trend of deflection was basically consistent with that of
the monitoring results, which reflects the accuracy of the numerical simulation method. In addition,
the simulation and monitoring results show that the girder deflection increased continuously in
response to the concrete creep effect. Moreover, the deflection variation in Section S2 was larger than
that in Section S6.
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Figure 21. Comparison between the calculated and measured girder deflections within two months
after bridge completion.

4.4. Predicted Long-Term Effects of Concrete Creep

The abovementioned FE model was used to predict the long-term evolution of the structural
performance of the composite girder bridge. The prediction results of girder deflection under self-weight
are shown in Figure 22, which were characterized by two development stages. The change in girder
deflection was fast during the first 15 days and then slow afterwards. Moreover, the change trends and
amplitudes of the deflection of the inner and outer steel beams were basically the same. In addition,
the deflection change in the second span under the influence of concrete creep was smaller than that in
the first span affected by the self-weight of the adjacent span.

The concrete creep significantly affected the stress redistribution between the steel beam
and concrete slab. The girder stress changes in Sections S4 and S6 were predicted as shown in
Figures 23 and 24, respectively. The compressive stress in the concrete slab in Section S4 decreased
over time. The tensile stress in the upper flange of the steel beam and the compressive stress in the
lower flange of the steel beam increased. The compressive stress in the concrete slab in Section S6
increased gradually over time. The compressive stress in the upper flange of the steel beam decreased,
and the tensile stress in the lower flange of the steel beam increased.
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Figure 22. Girder deflection in each section caused by concrete creep (a) Section S2; (b) Section S3;
(c) Section S6.
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Figure 23. Girder stress changes in Section S4 (a) concrete slab; (b) upper flange of the steel beam;
(c) lower flange of the steel beam.
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Figure 24. Girder stress changes in Section S6 (a) concrete slab; (b) upper flange of the steel beam;
(c) lower flange of the steel beam.

The stress in the concrete slab in the negative moment zone of the composite girder decreased
under the influence of concrete creep. Over time, the steel beams participated more in bearing the load.
The concrete slab in the positive bending moment zone was continuously involved in load-bearing,
and the compression part of the steel beam decreased gradually. The internal force in the lower flange
of the steel beam in the positive moment region still increased due to the stiffness reduction in the
negative moment region. In addition, the stress variation in the composite girder was characterized by
three stages. The stress variations during the first 10 days were the most significant, the stress change
rate decreased continuously during days 10–90, and the stress changed slowly and smoothly after
90 days.

Beam elements were used to simulate the stud to consider the interfacial slip. The internal force
changes in the studs of the same column at the first and second spans were predicted under concrete
creep. The bending moment of the lower end of the stud after 28 days of concrete pouring under
self-weight is shown in Figure 25. The bending moment change in the stud along the longitudinal
direction was characterized by a sinusoidal distribution. Moreover, the stud bending moment was the
largest in Section S3. The long-term variation in the stud bending moment at each section is shown
in Figure 26. The stud bending moment near the 3rd pier section increased gradually as a result of
concrete creep, whereas the stud bending moments in the other sections decreased gradually.
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Figure 25. Bending moment of the stud end under self-weight.
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Figure 26. Long-term changes in the stud stress in each section (a) stud in the 3rd pier section; (b) stud
in Section S6; (c) stud in Section S4.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we focused on the influence of time-dependent effects on an I-shaped steel–concrete
composite continuous girder bridge, including temperature changes and concrete creep effect. The field
monitoring data and FE simulation were combined. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) The daily temperature variations in the composite girder and the corresponding influence
law were studied. The temperature variation trends of the steel beam and concrete slab were
characterized by sinusoidal curves without temperature lag. In addition, the heating rate of the
concrete slab was higher than the cooling rate. The rates of heating and cooling of the concrete
slab first increased and then decreased. Moreover, the suggested temperature gradient model for
composite girder bridges in the Hebei Province of China was proposed with a guaranteed rate of
95% by processing the maximum temperature difference during a single day.

(2) A concrete creep experiment under uniaxial compression was carried out using the same batch
of concrete material as that used for the bridge. A creep degree function of concrete was
obtained. The concrete creep effect of the composite girder bridge was predicted by integrating
the age-adjusted effective modulus method and FE model. The accuracy of the numerical analysis
was verified by comparing the calculated and monitoring results of girder deflections and strains.
The prediction results show that the internal force of the concrete slab in the negative bending
moment zone decreased, and the stress of the steel beam increased gradually. The concrete slab in
the positive bending moment zone was continuously involved in load bearing. The compression
part of the steel beam decreased gradually. However, the internal force of the lower flange of the
steel beam in the positive bending moment zone still increased because of the stiffness reduction
in the negative moment zone.

(3) The internal force change in the composite girder was characterized by three stages. The stress
changes during the first 10 days were significant, the stress change rate decreased continuously
during days 10–90, and the stress changed slowly and smoothly after 90 days. The bending
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moment change in the stud along the longitudinal direction was characterized by a sinusoidal
distribution. The stud bending moment was the largest in Section S3. The stud bending moment
near the 3rd pier section increased gradually as a result of concrete creep, and the stud bending
moments in the other sections decreased gradually.
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